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PREFACE ,. 

In late 1978, The Ford Foundation provided grants to The Rand 

Corporation and several university centers for research and training 

in international security and arms control. At Rand, the grant,is 

supporting a diverse program. In the Rand Graduate Institute, which 

offers a doctorate in public policy analysis, the grant is contributing 

to student fellowships for dissertation preparation, curriculum develop

ment, workshops and tutorials, and a series of visiting lecturers. 

In Rand's National Security Research Division, the Ford-sponsored 

projects are designed to extend beyond the immediate needs of govern

ment sponsors of research by investigating long-term or emerging 

problems and by developing and assessing new research methodologies. 

The grant also is being used to fund the publication of relevant 

sponsored research that would otherwise not be disseminated to the 

general public. 

All research products are being made available to as wide an 

audience as possible through publication as unclassified Rand reports 

or notes, or in journals. The Rand documents may be obtained directly 

or may be found in the more than 330 libraries in the United States 

and 35 other countries that maintain collections of Rand publications. 

The original version of this study was prepared as a dissertation 

in fulfillment of the requirements of the doctoral degree in policy 

analysis at The Rand Graduate Institute. The faculty committee that 

supervised and approved the dissertation consisted of Nathan Leites, 

Chairman, Jan P. Acton, and Paul Berman. 

The study addresses the following poli.cy question: What and how 

muah should be done by the Government of Israel to counter the objeative 

threat of Palestinian terrorism? The Note makes an historical analysis 

of Palestinian low-level violence and Israel countermeasures, and sug

gests an approach for the policy analysis of such countermeasures. 
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To the memory of Col. Uzi Yairi (1936-1975), 

who gave his life combating terrorism. 
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SUMHARY 

This Note suggests an approach for tbe,;/,PC?licy:' analysis of counter

measures taken by Israel against Palestin~an tp.rrorism. "Pale,stinian 

terrorism" here stands for Palestinian act>! of Zpw-oeveZ violence, for 

a political purpose, with the intent to inflict casualties and damage 

upon Israeli society, as well as. fear and rage, and by so doing inciting 

Israel to react. 

Part One includes an historical analysis of Palestinian violence 

and Israeli countermeasures between 1919 and 1978; three periods of 

Palestinian terrorism are discussed: 

o 1919-1948: Terrorism inflicted by local Arab groups against 

the growing Jewish population (the "Yishuv") in British

mandated Palestine. The violence was motivated mainly by 

the goal to deny the Zionists' political aspirations, rather 

than to promote Palestinian national goals. 

o 1949~1956: Acts of terrorism along the 1948 armistice lines, 

inflicted by Feoayeen groups infiltrating from Jordan (West 

Bank) and Egypt (Gaza Strip). The infiltrations were backed 

and support~d by Jordan and Egypt as part of the military 

conflict. No particular Palestinian national aspirations 

and goals wer,e involved at this stage. 

o 1965-Present: Palestinian terrorism, carried out by a 

number of Palestinian groups, as part of the armed struggle 

of the Palestinians aiming at "liberating Palestine" and 

establishing a Palestinian state, which would replace the 

State of Israel, and also include the West Bank and Gaza. 

Part Two focuses on the wave of Palestinian terrorism following 

the Six Day War (1967-1978). It finds that: 
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Terrorism is perce~ve y ~ , d b Israel~ society as a major threat. 

Israeli threat assessment is based upon subjective probabili

ties assigned to terrorism and consists of two components: 

a. Personal component, the probability individuals assign 

to being hit by an act\\,of terrorism--reflected mainly in 

the individual's fear.' 

b. National image component, the degree of damage to the 

national image assigned by individuals and reflected 

mainly in society's rage. 

The perception of terrorism by the Israelis seems to be out 

of proportion to the share of terrorism in inflicting casual

ties. The proportion of Israeli civilian casualties inflicted 

by terrorism over 12 years (1967--1978) out of the total number 

of casualties from externa causes ~s . I -low' 0.55 percent (1856 

out of 337,172). 

Perceptions of terrorism are shaped by many factors, e.g., 

of terrorism strikes by the media; the large-scale coverage 

, , 't'e and ~ncrease in the desire to the change in sens~t~v~ ~ s ~ 

dissociate politics and'violence; the distinction between a 

"statistical" victim and a "particular victim; the intolerance 

'd th II, for a large number of casualties per single inc~ ent; e ~n-

stilt to the state"; and, finally--to close the circle--the 

boomerang effect of permanent, preventive countermeasures as 

a constant reminder of terrorism independent of actual strikes. 

The countermeasures taken by Israel were designed mainly to 

minimize the number of casualties inflicted by terrorism. 

Yet there seems to be a gross inequality between the amount 

of resources invested by Israel to counter terrorism and 

those allocated to counter other sources of casualties. A 

partial explanation of this discrepancy in resource allocation. 

is provided by the way terrorism is perceived in Israel. 

The countermeasures taken by Israel were introduced gradually, 

in response to innovations taken by the Palestinian terrorists; 

countermeasures were introduced as crash programs, without a 

detailed analysin. Once introduced, these countermeasures 
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remained. Hence, at present, there prevails a huge system of 

countermeasures---some effective and some not--involving about 

40,000 people per day, as well at'; at least five organizations 

(some of them specially created) to control, coordinate and 

implement the countermeasures. While the system grew, both 

the number of Palestinian operations and the number of cas11al

ties inflicted by terrorism decreased. 

o It was often difficult to abstain from a huge reaction, even 

in the face of smaller-scale yet effective alternatives. 

Countermeasures taken by Israel can be categorized according to 

whether they are intended to reduce terrorists' resources, terrorists' 

propensity to strike, or the damage inflicted by terrorism. Four types 

of countermeasures were taken by Israel in correspondence with these 
goals: 

o 
Counterforce Measures: Countermeasures taken to reduce the ter

rorists' resources and hence reduce their capability to strike. 

o Impeding: Countermeasures deSigned to intercept a particular 

strike before it is carried out, or during, or after. 

o Passive Defense: Physical passive countermeasures (e.g., 

sheltering) to reduce the yield from completed operations. 

o Punishment: Reprisal operations and "administrative punish
ment" measures. 

Israel has demonstrated a huge reaction in all categories, and by so 

doing has responded to a major element in the terrorists' calculations. 

What and how much should be done to counter the objective threat of 

terrorism? To approach this policy question, the following assumptions 
are made: 

o Israel will face terrorism in the foreseeable future. 

o Terrorism cannot be eradicated by countermeasures. 

o Society and government are mainly concerned with the threat 

to lives. Hence, reducing as much as possible the rate of 

casualties should be the main policy goal. 
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a A life is a life. Under this preference, the loss to both in

dividuals and society of a casualty is independent of the 

cause which generated the casualty. 

Given these assumptions, the policy question can be rephrased: 

"How do we Uve with terrorisir/?" The policy objectives in this context 

are: 

o To reduce the discrepancy in resource allocation among all 

casualty-preventing programs. 

a To adjust society's subjective probabilities with regard to 

terrorism to the objective probabilities; and to seek a policy 

with less exaggerated perceptions and less distinctive re

actions. 

In addressing these policy objectives, a psychological dimension is 

added to the physical passive defense measure: downgrading the impact 

of terrorism, i.e., not reacting as expected by the terrorists. 

The analysis considers marginal adjustments in the prevailing set 

of countermeasures in all the domains under consideration (i.e., terror

is'm, car accidents, etc.). Past and present methodologies used to 

address life-saving or casualty-preventing programs are examined. Since 

the beginning of this century, the analytical framework that has been 

used for evaluating life-saving or casualty-preventing programs is cost

benefit analysis. Within this framework, economists have attempted, 

using different approaches, to estimate the monetary aspects of life 

(or limb) as a measure of benefits. 

In accordance with the policy objectives of this study, and under 

the assumptions presented earlier, a different approach is suggested: 

cost-effectiveness analysis. The number of lives saved (or the number 

of life years saved), not estimates of monetary gain, serve as the 

policy maximands. Assuming that budgetary constraints prevail, i.e., 

resources are given, the suggested approach examines the margiria~ 

product of the casua~ty-preventing sheket. It requires looking at a 

whole set of threats and hazards society faces, and allocating resources 
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in a way that will seek to equate h 
t e mar.ginal product of the casualty

preventing shekel of Program A ( 
say, preventing car accidents) w4 th 

that of Programs B C ~ 
, ,etc. In this context 

treated as One of ' ' countering terrorism is 
several casualty-preventing programs. 

The suggested approach is discussed 
on two levels: 

a 

o 

~xtra-terror: Outside the d i 
oma n of terrorism, treating 

terrorism as a subset of a nat' 1 
• ~ona casualty-prevention 

policy, side b id y s e with other casualt y causes. 
Intra-terror: Inside the d . 
. " oma~n of terrorism, looking at 
~nd~v~dual countermeasures vis-a-vis the pol' b' , 
se ki ~cy a Ject~ves 

e ng to equate the marginal product of ' 
the casualty-

preventing shekel a mong countermeasures. 

The j,mplementation 

rorism then calls for a 
of the policy of downgrading 

national casualty-preventing 
the impact of ter

policy. Introduc-ing such a policy requires a centralized 
source of budget. Israel satisfies both 

government system and a so.le 

enough, has a central governme t d 
requirements. It is small 

planned and 11 . n, an has one national yearly budeet 
a ocated by the M' , 

~n~stry of Finance Th K 
interferes with • e nesset rarely 

government allocational decisions. 

A national casualty-preventing policy for Israel 
the f 11 ' is justified on o Ow~ng grounds: 

o 

o 

a 

o 

Israel is facing severe economic 
problems. The need to 

allocate budget effectively is therefore intensified 
The overall level of casualties fr' • 

am var~ous other sources 
is high in both absolute and relat;ve ... rates. 
There are discrepancies in 

present resource allocation 
various casualty-preventing among 

programs. 
Treating the countering of terrorism as 

an equal program 
among other casualty-preventing 

programs serves the purpose 
of downgrading the reaction to terrorism. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

ALF Arab Liberation Front 

BJO Black June Organization 

lilSO Black September Organization 

CC Central Committee, PLO 

CCPR Central Committee of the Palestine Resistance 

CHIM Cheil Mismar (Defense Corps) 

CG Citizens' Guard (Mishmar Ezrachi) 

EC Executive Committee, PLO 

ETZEL Irgun Zvai Leumi (the "Irgun") 

FOSH Plugot Hasadeh (Field Companies) 

GSS General Security Service (Sherut Bitahan Klali) 

IDF Israel Defense Farces 

JSP Jewish Settlement Palice 

LEHI Lohamei Herut Israel (the "Stern graup") 

MAL Maney Aspects af Life 

MPS Marginal Praduct af a Life-Saving Shekel 

OAP Organizatian of Arab Palestine 

PALMACH Plugot Machatz (Field Campanies) 

PDFLP Papular Demacratic Frant far the Liberatian a f Palestine 

PFLP Papular Frant far the Liberatian af :Palestine 

PFLP-GC 
Popular Frant for the Liberatian a,f Pales!cine--General Cammand 

PLO Palestine Liberatian Organizatian 

PLF Palestine Liberatian Frant 

PNC Palestine National Cauncil 

PPSF Palestine Popular Struggle Frant 

USO Unidentified Suspiciaus Object 
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INTRODUCTION 

"Terrorism" was rediscovered in the mid-1960s. The "wave" of 

microviolence used by small groups, in many parts of the Western world, 

has led to the creation of a new research discipline, within the domain 

of social sciences, focusing on this "netll" phenomenon. A partial bibli

ography on contemporary terrorism, prepared by the CIA, includes 1277 

entries representing "nonjournalistic literature dealing with one or 

another aspect of terrorism ••• ,,1 

Yet, terrorism is by no means a new phenomenon. Throughout his

tory, opposition groups have utilized low levels of ' violence to inflict 

damage and induce reactions for the purpose of attaining political goals. 

Nevertheless, there is a belief according to which terrorism is taken 

to be a distinguished innovation of our age, in the manner of nuclear 

weapons. An important researcher of terrorism points out that: 

"We have entered a unique 'Age of Terrorism' with all its 
formidable problems and frightening ramifications.,,2 

Alexander links the "unique" phenomenon to 

"The brutalization and globalization of modern violence . • " 

Alexander continues and discusses the "new" threats of contemporary 

terrorism: 

"Extra-legal terrorism poses many threats to contemporary 
society and is l:lkely to have a serious impact on the 
quality of life and on orderly civilized existence." 

"Perhaps," continues Alexander, 

lEdward F. Mikolus, Annotated BibZiography on TransnationaZ and 
InternationaZ Terrorism, Central Intelligence Agency, PR-76, l0073U, 
t~ashington (1976). 

2yonah Alexander, "Terrorism, the Media, and the Police," JournaZ 
of InternationaZ Affairs, Vol. 32 (1978), No.1, p. 101. 
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"The most significant dangers are those relatin~h~o s~~~ility 
S
afety welfare and rights of ordinary people, . d ~ 

, h h 'lth d ace of econom7-C evec--
of the state system, t e ea an p . 'l f democracy " 
opment and the expansion, or even the surV7-va 0 • 

(italics added)l 

. of Alexander's assessment 
Without going into a detailed discuss~on 

obvious false'point: 
of the threats, I would ,like to point out one , 

"significant" impact on the rate of econom~c 
attributing to terrorism a 

growth. 
There is no evidence of impact on economic growth of societies 

of microviolence (such as West ,Germany, Italy, 
which face a high level 

and Israel) that may be attributed to terrorism. 

analyze the "new threat" go even further and 
Other ~bservers who 

d i f Contemporary terrorism. adopt a dooms ay v ew 0 

professor describes terro~ism as: 

A notable Israeli law 

'd . for its ob]' ect is to assas-" . . bit by bit genoc~ e . . . t the group marked out for exsinate any pe~son belong~ng 0 

termination."'" 

f h d ble meaning of 
Ginossar's apocalyptic argument benefits rom t e ou 

"any": . Bit by bit, some persons 

until a'l'l are exterminated. 

may be hit by terrorist strikes, 

"Terroris~ is one 
of the most important and dangerous problems 

" facing mankind today, wrote 
, 3 

monograph on terror~sm. 

Walter Laqueur in the prologue to his 

the threat of contemporary terrorism, like 
These assessments of 

similar observations that may be found in the growing . 
many other 

l 'f in fact a change in the percept~on 
literature on terrorism, exemp ~ Y 

in the threat itself. 
of the threat of terrorism, rather than a change 

a "very serious" 
The perception of contemporary terrorism as 

threat is not confined 
to the domain of scholarly research. It is 

countries which face microviolence, generated 
shared by societies in 

Vol. 

o 

lIbido 
2Shalev Ginossar, "outlawing Terrorism," Israe'l Law Review .. 
13 (1978) No.2, p. 153. 

3Walter Laqueur, Terrorism, Boston (1977)f p. 1. 
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by terrorists, as well as by those who are not directly involved, 

but watch the acts of v.iolence carried out in remote places through 

the communication media. 

It will be shown later that terrorism is perceived by Israeli 

society as a major threat. Israeli threat assessment is based upon 

subjective probabilities assigned to terrorism and consists of two 

components: 

o 

o 

Personal component, namely the probability individuals 

assign to being hit by an act of terrorism--reflected in 

individuals' fear; and, 

National image component, an intangible one, namely the 

degree of damage to the national image assigned by indi

viduals and reflected in society's rage. 

The perception of terrorism by' the Israelis seems to be out of propor

tion to the role of terrorism in the shaping of the objective probabil

ity of an Israeli suffering casualties from external causes. The 

proportion of Israeli civilian casualties inflicted by terrorism over 

12 years (196}:-197~) out of the total number of casualties due to 
1 

nonnatural causes is low: 0.55 percent (1856 out of 337,172). 

This paper will address the following policy question: What 

and how much should be done by the Government of Israel to counter 

the objective threat of Palestinian terrorism? 

In the context of this paper, "Palestinian terrorism" stands for 

Palestinian acts of 'low 'leve'l violence, for a political purpose, with 

the intent to inflict casualties and damage upon Israeli society, as 

well as fear and rage, and by so doing inciting Israel to react. Note 

that the definition excludes violence directed at high-level targets 

such as vital military installations. Such acts, if taken, would be 

counterforce strikes, inflicting a high level of damage, and would prob

ably inspire massive reactions that might culminate in war. 

1 
See p. 93 below. 
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The diss~rtation includes two parts: 

o Part One: Historical analysis of Palestinian violence and 

Israeli countermeasures: 1919-197& (focusing mainly on 

the wave of terrorism in 1967-1978). 

o Part Two: Toward a policy analysis of countermeasures. 

The data used in this dissertation on Palestiniaq terrorism 

strikes and on the damage inflicted by these strikes are based solely 

on Israeli sources for the following reasons: 

o Israeli data are available, and records are kept up to date; 

o The side on which damage is inflicted is able to make a 

more precise measurement of the damage. The terrorists can 

give only estimates, and their claims are frequently 

exaggerated. 1 

1 One may advance the reciprocal argument, that the side upon which 
the damage is inflicted will tend to underestimate the damage. In my 
view, the possibility of underestimation is low. A major premise of 
this dissertation is that Israeli society, in its perceptions, tends to 
overestimate the impact of terrorism, even for the reported level of 
damage. The possibility of underestimating data on damage will there~ 
fore be ignored. 

__ ~_"""'._, mmn_ ... ~_rllill."' __ !o!!"*," __ "' __ ""M"""'.I"""" """'" _____ -:-_________ ~ ____ __,,..._--_,.._::'.~.-J. 
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PART ONE 

PALESTIN IAN TERROR! 51" AND ISRAELI COUNTERI~EASURES: 1919-1978 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

January 1, 1965 marks the first terrorist operation of AZ-Fatah 

(hereafter referred to as Fatah) in Israel. The first strike was an 

attempt to sabotage the national water carrier in the Galilee. This 

strike is generally recognized as the operling of the era ofcontem

poraryPalestinian terrorism. l It is important to note that the 

January 1965 strike was far from the first encounter of the Jewish 

population in Israel with terrorists' strikes. Three periods of 

Palestinian terrorism may be identified: 

o 1919-1948: Terrorism inflicted by local Arab groups against 

the growing Jewish population (the Yishuv) in British

mandated Palestine. The violence was motivated mainly by 

the goal to deny the Zionists' aspirations, ra,ther than to 

promote Palestinian national goals. 

o 1949-1956: Acts of terrorism along the 1948 armistice lines, 

inflicted by Fedayeen groups infiltrating from Jordan (West 

Bank) and Egypt (Gaza Strip). The infiltrations were backed 

and supported by Jordan and Egypt as part of the military 

0 

conflict. No Palestinian national aspirations and goals 

were involved at this stage. 

1965-Present: palestinian terrorism, carried out by a number 

of Palestinian groups, as part of the armed struggle of the 

Palestinians aiming at "liberating Palestine" and establish

ing a Palestinian state, which would replace the State of. 

Israel, and also include the West Bank and Gaza. 

Although the main focus of this paper 'is contemporary terrorism 

in Israel, Part One will provide the background for an understanding 

of the present policy problem. 

IFor example, see E. Weisband and D. Roguly, "Palestinian Terror
ism: Violence, Verbal Strategy and Legitimacy" in Y. Alexander (ed.), 
InteY'nationaZ TeY'Y'orism: NationaZ .. Reg'ionaZ and GZobaZ Perspri:3ctives, 
New York (1976), p. 261. 
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II. TERRORISM AGAINST THE "YISHUV" IN BRITISH-MANDATED PALESTINE: 

1919-1948 

PALESTINIAN VIOLENCE 
Acts of violence against the Jewish population in Palestine (the 

Yishuv) started soon after the Balfour Declaration (November 17, 1917) 

which established the right of Jews to a national home and stimulated 

Jewish immigration to Palestine. 
The Arab community had a geographic as well as demographic advan-

tage over the Jewish community.l The bulk of the Arab population was 

rather evenly distributed throughout the highlands (Judea-Samaria-Galilee) 

and the adjacent hilly zones. The Jewish population was mainly concen

tratedwithin a few urban districts (generally in mixed cities--Jerusalem, 

Haifa, Tel Aviv, Jaffa, etc.) or scattered in small towns and rural 

settlements (kibbutzim and moshavim) along the coast, in the Jezreel 

Valley, and the eastern Galilee lowlands. (Only a few settlements were 

in the highlands.) Both urban and rural Jewish communities served as 

targets for Arab violence. 
Three waveS of Arab violence in British-mandated Palestine may 

be identified: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Local Reaction (1920-1929): Attacks on Jewish communities by 

local neighboring groups inspired by local religious leaders. 

"The Arab Revolt" (1936-1939): Organized violence, coordi

nated by the Grand l1ufti of Jerusalem, directed both against 

the Brit~sh government and the Jewish Yishuv. 

"Civil War" (November 30, 1947 - May 14, 1948): 

violence supported by neighboring Arab states . 

Organized 

The attacks 

. were a reaction to the U.N. Partition Resolution dividing 

Palestine between Jews and Arabs. 

lFor an excellent discussion of geographic and demographic aspects 
of the conflict see: Charles M. Perry, Geography, D~m~graph~, .and 
Casua~ty Expectations: Determinants of Israe~'s Po~~t~ca~ M~~~tar~ 
strategy, Ph.D. Thesis, Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Boston, 
April 1977, pp. 179-192. 
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In all three waves, the Arabs recognized the main Jewish vulner

ability--namely casualties, given the demographic inferiority of the 
.' I 
Y~shuv, and therefore the high value placed on life. Perry notes 

that the strategy of Arab irregulars was "based squarely upon sim?le 

'war of attrition i pressure tactics, designed to exploit the quantita

tive strength of the Arab community." The local Arab leadership 

favored a low-level yet prolonged conflict in whith the Arab ability 

to absorb large casualties would prove decisive against the "casualty

conscious," less populous Jewish community. And indeed, the rate of 

casualties inflicted upon the,Yishuv by Arab. violence was high, given 

the small Jewish population, as exemplified in Table 1. Many of the 

casualties were inflicted during short time periods, in a few loca

tions. For example, in April 1920 some 216 Jews were killed or 

wounded in one day in Jerusalem; in May 1921 the rate of Jewish 

casualties approached 40 per day; and in August 1929, 80 per day.2 

During the 1929 riots, Jewish casualties in Jerusalem represented one 

percent of the Jewish community there; in Safed, 2 percent; and in 
3 Hebron, 12 percent. 

COUNTERMEASURES 

The Jewish Yishuv did not count on the British mandatory government 

to counter Arab violence. In 1920 the Hagana ("Defense") organization 

was established. The measures taken by the Hagana in the 1920s were 

mainly defensive. By the 1936-38 period, as incidents of Arab violence 

increased, an offensive strategy was adopted by the Hagana. In mid-1936 

a small mobile strike unit (Hanodedet) was set up4 by Yitzhak Sadeh, 

the Hagana commander in the Hartuv area (west of Jerusalem). Hanodedet 

carried out a number of raids against Arab guerrilla bases in the 

Jerusalem m{)untains. 5 The success of Hanodedet led to the promotion of 

1 
Op cit, p. 181. 

2Ibid , p. 182. 

3Ibid , p. 184. 

4Schiff and Haber, 

5Ib~d, 499 ... p. . 

op cit, p. 151. 
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Table 1 

JEWISH CASUALTIES' IN BRITISH-MANDATED PALESTINE (1919-1948) 

(Pe~centage of Total Jewish Population) 

Jewisa Casualties 

Period Fatalities 

April 1920 25 (.037) 

May 1921 47 (.056) 

June-September 1929 234 (.150) 

1936-1939 620 (.140) 
(Arab Riot) 

1947-1948 1256 (.200) 
(Civil War) 

Total 2182 

SOURCES: (1) Perry, op cit, 
Haber, IS2'ae U Army and Defence: 
Modan (Tel Aviv, 1976), p. 232. 
at best, minimum levels. 

Wounded Total Jewish Population 

200+ (.29) 67,000 

146 ( .17) 83,000 

439 (.28) 156,000 

1108 (.25) 445,000 

2102 ( .30) 628,000 

3995 

pp. 183 and 194; (2) Z. Schiff and E. 
A Lexicon (Hebrew), Zmora, Bitan, 

The data are not exact and represent, 

Sadeh within the Hagana and the creation of field companies (PZugot 

Hasadeh--FOSH), regional strike units, initiating strikes against 

terrorist bases, in accordance with intelligence collected by agents of 

She~t Yediot, the "Intelligence Service" of the H'agana. The 

experience acc'll,mul<;lted in the operation of the field companies led to 

the creation Of "special operation units" ("Jehidot Ze 'Peu1-ot 

Meyuhadot"--"PUM") in 1939, and finally to the creati.on of tl:1e well

known PALMACH (Hebret-r acronym for strike companies), the offensive 

arm of the Hagana. Perry points out that, ironically, two British 

initiatives facilitated the d~velopment of the mobile Jewish counter

guerrilla force.
l 

First, in May 1936 the Mandatory Government raised 

and trained groups of regionally-based guard units, known as the 

Supernumerary Police Force, or SPF. The SPF was originally intended 

as a supplement to the static Jewish Settlement Police (JS)?), but 

was soon organized into a network of mobile units. Second, in the 

1 
Perry, op cit, p. 189. 

" "',-, 

\ " 

, , 
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summer of 1938 a Royal Army officer, Captain Orde Wingate (originally 

assigned as an adviser to the SPF), developed mixed British/Jewish 

Special Night Squads (SNS) designed to combat Arab sabotage, against 

the Iraqi Oil Pipeline in the Jezreel-Galilee area. Wingate's impact 

on Jewish counter-terror tactics went far beyond a local episode. 

Wingate introduced the prominent members of POSH--Sadeh, Yadin, Allon 

and Dayan--to a range of offensive techniques emphasizing elements of 

deception and'surprise. Dayan devotes a whole section in his memoirs 

to Wingate, II an extraordinary soldier • He had unconventional 

ideas about how to deal with Arab terrorism and sabotage, and unlike 

many of his military colleagues, thought well of Jews .... The seeds 

of Wingate's novel ideas and tactics had already been implanted in us 

by Yitzhak Sadeh, the pioneer of the 'emerge-from-the-fence' school 

.•. [Wingate], a dominating personality, infected us all with his 

fanaticism and faith. • . • He was a military genius and a wonderful 
,,1 , 

man. Both British initiatives--the SPF and the SNS--played a major 

role in the development of active defense strategies by the Yishuv. 

By 1939 both SNS and SPF were demobilized by the Mandatory Government. 2 

Yet, the experience gathered during the three years of collaboration 

with the British Mandatory Government (1936-1939) in countering the 

Arab Revolt, as well as the trained manpower, enabled the Hagana 

to establish its own mobile assault units. The PALMWCH was established 

in May 1941 and was organized into nine "commando-assault" companies. 

The defensive missions were carri~d out by CHIM (Hebrew acronym 

for Defense Corps), established by the Hagana on a territorial basis 

to substitute for the Jewish Settlement Police. CHIM provided a basic 

quantity of local static defense, and consisted of armed cells in 

each urban neighborhood and rural settlement. 

Countermeasures during the 1920s and 1930s were mainly defensive, . 

and toward the end of the period, offensive: attacks against Arab ter

rorist targets, based upon intelligence. 

1 
Moshe Dayan, Story of My Life (New York: William Morrow and Co., 

1976), pp. 45-47. 
2 
Perry, op Cit, p. 191. 
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The operations of two underground organizations--EtzeZ (acronym 

for Military National Organization) and Lehi (acronym for Israel Free

dom Fighters), alias the Stern group--during the 1940s added a new 

dimension to the countermeasures taken.by the Yishuv up until then., 

Retaliation and counterterror were exercised by both EtzeZ and Lehi 
1 

against the civilian Arab poprilation in. Palestine. Mest of the counter-

terror operations were carried out during the "civil war" (November 1947 -

Hay 1948). Soon enough, the Hagana followed the new pattern. For 

example, on December 12, 1947, four EtzeZ members threw an explosive 

barrel out of a taxi into a crowd in East Jerusalem. Twenty Arabs were 

killed and 50 wounded. The same operation was repeated three times, in 

different sites in Jerusalem. In retaliation for an explosive planted 

iu the Jewish section of Haifa, a bomb was thrown by an EtzeZ group at 

the gate of the Haifa oil refineries. Six Arab workers were killed. 

The Arab workers witnessing the event took immediate revenge on Jewish 

workers. Forty-one Jewish workers were massacred in the ensuing riots. 

These 41 fatal.ities had a strong impac.t on the Yishuv. Disassoci

atingthe killing of the 41 Jews from the P't."ovocative killing of the 

six Arabs by EtzeZ, the Hagana carried out a large-scale retaliatory 

operation against Balad-a-Sheikh, the residence village of many Arab 

refinery workers, in the vicinity of Haifa. Sixty Arabs were killed.
2 

This terror-counterterror cycle soon escalated into a civil war, and 

later in May 1948, after Israel's Declaration of Independence, into 

the invasion of the "new" Israel by regular Arab forces and the War 

of Independence. The war absorbed terrorism, and it is difficult to 

distinguish between. micro and macro violence during that period. 

SUMMAF.Y AND CONCLUSIONS 

The creation of the State of Israel and the Arab defeat in the 

1948 War put an end to the first era of Arab terI'orism< In retrospect, 

one may observe that Arab violence against the Jew.ish Yishuv was 

limited by a relative lack of leadership, organization, resources, 

IViolence inflicted by EtzeZ and Lehi upon the. Britis,h mandatory 
government is beyond the scope of this work. The interested reader 
is referred to: J. BOwYer Bell, Terror Out of Zion: Irgun Zvai Lewni~ 
Lehi~ and the PaZestine Underground~ 1929-1949 (New York: St. Martin's 
Press., 1977). 

') 

~Schiff and Haber, op cit, pp. 58-59, 100, 290. 
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and above all, defined political goals. 
Arab violence in British-

at first by Jewish immigration, 
mandated Palestine t.,as fueled mainly 

and later by the U.N. Partition Plan 
and the prospect of an indepen

The Yishuv, on the other hand dent Jewish state. 
1 ' was motivated by 

a c ear political goal. The Jewish Yishuv as well 
as its leadership 

Partition Plan, in the hope that it 
were willing to accept the U.N. 

would be accepted by both local 
Arab states. However, the Arab 

Terrorism was exercised, severe 

Palestinian Arabs and the neighboring 

reaction turned out to be violent. 

counterterror measures were taken, 
and the cycle of terror-counterterror 

soon turned into a full-scale war. 

The Arabs were f aware 0 the high Jewish sensitivity 
as they carried out to casualties, 

strikes during the mandate period. 
d However, they 

un erestimated the Jewish reaction: 
organized defense, offensive 

initiative and, finally, 1 arge-scale retaliat;on. Th . ... e Y1-shuv per-
ceived the Arab Violence 

as a threat to its existence and a barrier 
to the creation f 

o an independent Jewish state The f h ' 
of the HI' res memor~es 

o.ocaust, and the notion of "never again" d 
in ' were emonstrated 

the willingness to die for the cause. What may be considered as 
microviolence in r t 

. e rospect, was perceived at the time, given the 
populat~on's Size, as macroviolence. 

Despite the differences in the perception of Arab 
terrorism and 

its threat, countermeasures that evolved during 
the British mandate 

period--defense, offensive strikes 
, and reprisals--were adopted 

(although in more sophi.sticated f ) 
orm during the second and third 

periods of Arab terrorism. 
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III. FEDAYEEN: 1949-1956 

ARAB VIOLENCE 
The second era of terrorism followed the Arab defeat in The 1948 

War. The massive exodus of Palestinian Arabs from Israel during the war 

led to the creation of a Palestinian Arab diaspora and the problem of 

Palestinian refugees. Palestinian national aspirations had begun to 

crystallize during the early 1950s, but the Palestinians still lacked 

both leadership and organization. Palestinians were exploited during 

that period by the Arab states as pawns in the Arab-Israeli conflict. 

Israel's 593 miles of land border (the 1949 Armistice Demarcation 

Lines--ADL) offered convenient opportunities for i~filtration. 

The rate of infiltration increased constantly. First, private 

infiltration: clandestine crossing of the ADL by Palestinians for pur

poses of theft or livestock rustling. Later, as Israeli patrols became 

more effective, increasing numbers of Palestinians crossed the ADL 

armed. Clashes were inevitable. By 1953, individuals were encouraged 

by Jordan and Egypt to commit acts of violence such as throwing grenades 

at border settlements or shooting at automobile traffic.
l 

Some of these 

operations were financed, a't various times, by the ex-Grand Mufti o'f 

Jerusalem and the Saudi Arabian Government.
2 

By 1954, most violent strikes were carried out by the Fedayeen 

(Arabic for Sacrificers), a special Egyptian unit whose manpower was 

recruited among Gazan Palestinians. The officers of Pedayeen units 

were Egyptian, and operations were directed by Co1.Mustafa Hafez, head 

of the Palestine Intelligence Bureau in Gaza. Some of the Fedayeen's 

i d t f J d n 3 Most of the strikes were operations were carr e ou rom or a . 

inflicted along the ADL. Few terrorist groups penetrated to population 

centers of the coastal area. During that period (1949-1956), 269' 

lSchiff and Haber, op cit, pp. 413-414. 

2Lt • General J. B. Glubb, A SoZdi,er with the Arabs~ pp. 250, 305-
306; quoted in Barry M. Belchman, The Consequences of IsraeZi ReprisaZs: 
An Assessment~ Ph.D. Thesis (Georgetown University, 1971), p. 67. 

3Schiff and Haber, op cit, p. 414. 
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operations originated from the West Bank (Jordan) and 460 from Egypt. l 

Two hundred sixty-four Israeli civilians were killed and 477 wounded 

in theSE! operations. 2 

COUNTERMEASURE'S 

Given the length of borders and the difficult terrain in,many 

sections of the ADL, no effective defensive solution was feasible. 

Effective border security demanded a large number of armed patrol 

units as well as a large number of observation teams distributed along 

the ADL. Israel did not have the necessary resources, particularly 

regular manpower, to implement such a defense. Ft:trthermore, Israel 

focused on military preparation against a large-scale assault by the 

Arab states, and thus required maintenance of large units (brigades) 

equipped with 

short notice. 

power nor the 

advanced weapons, ready to be deployed anywhere on 
3 Perry points out, correctly, that as neither the man-

inventory of the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) could 

accommodate both actions simultaneously, Israeli defense planners 

concentrated their efforts on acquiring the latter ca~8bility, and 

left the problem of border security to Small Botder Policy (Mishmar 
Hagvu.Z) and Territorial Defense (Hagana Merhavit) units based 

upon the population of the border settlements. Each block of settle

Inents had a district military command responsible for organization, 

maintenance, training, and "current security"--an Israeli term for the 

defense missions. New settlements were established in unpopulated 

border zones as part of the Territorial Defense system. 

In parallel to the defensive measures, Israel made attempts to 

reach agreement with the Arab governments concerned, through the Mixed 

Armistice Commissions, as to cooperative measures which would help to 

reduce the level of infiltration. 4 These measures included exchange 

of information, physical demarcation of the border, joint patrolling, 

lBlechman, op cit, pp. 71 and 85. 
2 . 

IDF spokesman, quoted in Perry, op cit, p. 229. 
3 Perry, op cit, p. 223. 

4See Blechman, op cit, p. 71. 
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commanders, etc. 
. ks between local area 

direct telephone l~n generally temporary, 

Although a 

restricted, 
hed they were. . 

few agreements were reac . , 

and, in fact, ineffective. 
f i measures and 

Since both the de ens· ·ve 
the attempts to control in-

h I aeli-Arab collaboration 
filtration throug sr 

d ineffective, Isr.ae1 prove ' 

decided on reprisals. b 1955 General Moshe Dayan, 
IDF officers in Novem er , 

Tn a lecture to . out that Israeli reprisals were 
. Chief of the General Staff , pointed 

then to control infiitration: 
'd 'g Arab governments aimed at ~n uc~n 

, from explosion, and t pipeline d 
"We cannot guard every wa er Wt' cannot prevent every mur er 
every tree from uproo~;~~. or'a family in their: beds. But 
of a worker in an orc t' high price on our bZood3 a h 

is in our power to se ai, the Arab army or t e 
it, too high for the Arab cOl1nnun~ty~ ,,1 (italiCS added) 
p!'1-ce hink it worth pay~ng. 
Arab government to t 

, '1' of " to renounce a po ~cy· 
"We can cause the Arab government is , t into a demonstration 

1 1 by turn ng ~ , th 
gth' towards srae ,t into quarre1sw~ stren d 'ion not to g~ ., 

of weakness. The ec~S rabs have reason to suppos~ 
I e1 will come only if the A. k n with sharp reactwns 
sra . h '11 have to rec 0 h' h the,1 

that otherwise t ey w~ d ' " a confUct in w 1-C ::J 
, d and be dragge 1-nw 

from oU!' S1- e., ,,2 (italics added). 
woutd be the vosers , 

, the Arab governments and armies 
"The motj.ve that could blt~g comba~ ihfiltration1--and make 
t o follow such a course t t be something hard and reahl 

d t d why--mus • nd t e the people un ers ~., t' s by the IsraeZ1- Army, a , . rep!'1-sav ac 1-on 
and certa~n. , .' ,,3 (italics added) 
fear of such act1-ons. 

", added another purpose: 
In his memoirs, Dayan 

hat to do to the 

"
I felt th~t our primary problem was not.w the fighting 

." 1 b t how to 1-mprove . 
Arab, terrorists in reprisa ,u 

~ "Why Israel Strikes 
Under p~~~~ D~~~~7,'s 20-Year strugg1.e 
1968), pp. 122-123. 

2Loc .cit, p. 123. 

3Loc cit, p. 122. 

. "" 

Back" in Donald Robinson (ed.), 
, ,., (New york: Norton, 

for SurV1-va v . 
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raising combat standards .,,1 

A special commando unit, ~orce 101, was established under the command 

of Major (later General) Ariel Sharon. 

Force 101 later merged l-lith a paratroop battalion. This unit "under

took all the repd.sal actions against Arab terrorists. ,,2 Reprisal actions 

were first (1949-1953) carried out against Arab villages which harbored 

infiltrators. Later (1954-1956), the operations were directed at mili

tary targets in Jordan (West Bank) and in Egypt (Gaza Strip). In many 

cases, to minimize negative consequences on its foreign relations', and 

in order to avoid U.N. condemnation, Israel did not take pub1icrespon

sibi1ity for certain of the reprisals. For' example, after a ~ajor 

reprisal operation in Qibia (October 1953), Israel claimed that the 

reprisal was "nothing but the act of private citizens provoked beyond 

the limits of tolerance.,,3 Official admission came only twelve years 

later when Moshe Sharet's (then Foreign Minister) diaries were pub-

1iBhed. The attack on Qibia was a reprisal for the murder of an Israeli 

woman and her two childre'n by inffltr?tors who threw. a hand grenade. into 

her home at Tirat Yehuda (a small town' east of Tel Aviv). Qibia was 

believed to be the town fr~m which the terrorists came. 4 Even when 

Israel took responsibility fora reprisal, she was aware of world public 

opinion. In defending the reprisal on military positions near Lake 

Tiberias, as a reaction to several attacks on Israeli fishing boats 

(December 12, 1955), Abba Eban, Israel's ambassador to the U.N., said: 

•. '.' . 

"To maintain any semblance of peaceful life, those responsible 
for Israel's national defense are called upon daily to face 
tragic choices and complex dilemmas. On the one, hand, we must 
be faithrul to a paramount duty for which Governments are insti
tuted--to pro~ect the lives of citizens from violent assaults 

IDayan, sto~ of My Life3 op cit, p. 173. 
2Ibid . 

3UNSC , VR, 630 (October 27,1953), pp. 5-7. 
4 NYT, October 16, 1953, p. 2.' 
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'i ri ty agairis t lawless challenges. 
an'd tb conserve the nat~on ~ n~eg rit the c.omprehension of world 
On the other hand, the l.mpu se 0 me ,,1 
opinion is felt with a special force • . 

official Israeli nor a reliable Arab chronThere exists neither an 

ology of Israeli reprisals. 

sources, lists 63 reprisals: 

Belchman, based upon a large number of 

18 directed against Egyptian targets and 

The yearly number of reprisals and Arab 45 against Jordanian targets. 

casualties are presented in Table 2. 

All Israeli reprisals during the 1950s were night operations, in 

h ' 2 Yet by turning reprisals into a the spirit of Wingate's teac l.ngs.., 

pattern, the element of surprise was substantially reduced, and con

sequently, Israeli casualties significantly increased. 3 For example, 

Table 2 

ISRAELI REPRISALS AND ARAB CASUALTIES 

1950-1956 

Reprisals Against Targets 'Reprisals Against 
in Jordan in Egypt 

Targets 

Arab Casualties Arab Casualties 
/I of If of 

Year !Reprisals K W Reprisals 

1950 3 4 4 1 

1951 9 18 13 1 

1952 3 13 3 1 

1953 15 77 32 1 

1954 9 22 34 5 

1955 1 5 1 5 

1956 5 119 46 4 

Tota 45 258 133 18 

SOURCE: Blechman, op cit, pp. 73-75, 88. 

lUNse VB 713 (January 17, 1956), pp. 17-19. , , 
2See pp" 10-11 above. 

3perry, op cit, p. 236. 
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the two most important actions toward the end of the period, the Gaza 

raid of February 28; 1955, and the Kalki1ia raid of October 10; 1956, 

produced 107 Israeli casualties (Gaza: 8 killed and 13 wounded; 

Kalkilia: 18 killed, 68 wounded).l Perry points out that low-level 

terrorist strikes were never dampened for more than 30 or 40 days; and, 

based upon the buildup in Israeli casualties, he concludes that the 

rate of casualties had r~ached the "basic security" threshold by October 
2 1956, which led to the 1956 Sinai campaign. The rep~isals turned out 

not to reduce the tate of terrorism inflicted by the Fedayeens. Arab 

violence/Israeli response had developed into a costly war of attrition. 
In Dayan's words: 

"We cannot continue in this state of no peace and no war • • 

In his memoirs, Dayan explained why the pattern of night reprisals had. 
to be abandoned: 

"The military implications of Kalkilia led me to suggest that 
we stop costly night reprisal actions and carry out daylight 
operations inst~ad, using a~or and aircraft. This would be 
one way of compelling our Arab neighbors to choose between 
haZting the terrorism themseZves or meeting us in a fuZZ-scaZe 
War. A strong daylight action would reduce our casualties, and 
the affected Arab state would be unable to ignore the shock to 
its prestige. Another way would be to cross the border. capture 
commanding positions and make our evacuation conditional upon 
the stopping of terror.,,4 (italics added) 

The Sinai Campaign of 1956 was launched two weeks after the 

Kalkilia reprisal. The increasing number of casualties and the failure 

of small-scale reprisals to p,revent terrorism were a major component it: 
the Israeli casus belli. 

lSchiff and Haber, pp. 395, 455-456. 
2 
Perry, op cit, p. 237. 

3 
M. Dayan, Sinai Dairy~ p. 56. 

4Dayan , Story of My Li fe ~ p. 210. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Arab terrorism during the 1950s was not organized violence by a 

frustrated group seeking to achieve a political goal. It was rather 

microviolence, generated by Egypt an4 Jordan, using Palestinians to 

h 'k The purpose was to keep the Arab-Israeli con-carry out t e str~ es. 
Nadav Safran correctly noted 

sabotage and killing 
flict on an active level short of war. 

that organized. infiltration for intelligence., 

assumed central importance in Arab strategy.l Israel perceived terror

ism during the 19508 as part of the Arab-Israeli conflict, and dealt 

with it militarily, holding the harboring Arab states responsible. 

Yet the counterm~\asures, defensive and offensive, proved to be unsuc

cessful. The increase in Pedayeen strikes finally led to the 1956 

War which, from the point of view of preventing terrorism, achieved 

its goal. In the eight years that followed the Sinai Campaign (1957-

1965), no acts of terrorism were inflicted upon Israel. 

1. T.1 t T.1 The A'l'ab-IsraeU Confrontation, 
~adav Safran, P~om war 0 war: 

1948-1967 (New York, Pegasus, 19?9) , p. 45. 
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IV. THE EMERGENCE OF PALESTINIAN TERRORIST ORGAN,IZATIONS 

THE CRYSTALLIZATION OF PALESTINIAN NATIONALISM 

During the 1950s and 1960s, Palestinian nationalism began to 

crystallize. However, there was still no consensus among the Palestin

ian elite over the means of fulfilling these aspirations. The Pales

tinian dispersion led various groups to identify with various ideological 

currents in the area (e.g., Nasserism, Baa'thism, Marxism). 

In the years following the 1956 War, the official position of 

most Arab governments was that though war against Israel was inevitable, 

the Arabs should first prepare themselves thoroughly, and should not 

precipitate war prematurely. This policy was advocated by ?resident 

Nasser and endorsed at Arab summit meetings in 1964-1965. 1 In a speech 

on June 26, 1962, Nasser pointed out why a limited war of attrition 

against Israel, as demanded by Syria, was inappropriate: 

"I do not agree with becoming iIl';Jolved in semi-military 
operations. If we were engaged in such operations, ho~ 
could we guarantee that Ben-Gurion should [not] also be 
engaged in semi-military operations1 • • . I mean to say 
that conducting semi-military operations and going to war 
without adequate preparation is a political swindle. Who
ever says that we should go to war without getting readY2 
for it is a traitor to his country and his people ••• " 

By the early 1960s, two major Palestinian organizations had emerged: 

the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) and Fatah. The PLO was 

established in 1964 as the "official" voice of the Palestinians, under 

the auspices of Egypt, echoing the denial of the semi-military option. 

Nevertheless, a military component was organized by the Egyptians within 

the PLO, the Palestinian Liberation Army (~LA); with a conventional 

force st.ructure, equipped and trained by Egypt . 

Fatah (Arabic for "conquest" is a reverse acronym of'Ha'l'akat at

TahT'ir aZ Watani aZ-PiUstini - Palestine National Liberation Movement) 

lSee Y. Harkabi, "Fedayeen Action and Arab Strategy," Ade Zphi 
Papers #53 (London: Institute for Strategic Studies, December 1968), 
p. 1. 

2 Quoted in Harkqbi, op cit, p. 5. 
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was formed sometime during the mid-1950s, but made its existence known 

only in fall of 1959,1 although not openly under its own name. In its 

early publications, Fatah's main argument was that the liberation of 

Palestine was primarily a Pa1estinia,n affair and could n.ot be entrusted 

to the existing Arab states. Palestinians were to take the lead in the 

battle against Israel. The Arab regimes could, at most, provide aid 

and support. Fatah was a strong proponent of small-scale operations, 

rather than conventional ,?,arfare as a means to "liberate Palestine." 

With the exception of Syria, Arab gove,rnments were opposed to Fatah. 

Fatah recruits were tracked down in Jordan, Egypt, and Lebanon. 

However, contacts with the Syrian government intensified the develop

ment of the idea of popular armed struggle, both as a means for mobi

iizing the Palestinians and as a way of forcing the other Arab regimes 

to follow the lead of Palestinians in regaining Pa1estine.
2 

The Syrians 

gave Fatah support, and its headquarters was set up in Damascus. The 

Syrians provided Fatah with training facilities, weapons, and financial 

assistance. 

1The exact date of the formation of Fatah is unknown. Schiff and 
Haber, op cit, p. 436, place its origin,in 1958; Michael Hu~son, "The 
Palestinian Resistance Movement: Its Significance in the Ml.dd1e East 
Crisis," The Middle East Journal, Summer 1969, p. 299, p1ac\:"s Fatah's 'origin 
in 1956. Other sources, e.g., Abdullah Schleiffer, "The Emergence of 
Fatah," The Arab World, May 1969, p. 16, trace Fatah to a 1957 summer 
meeting of a dozen Palestinians 011 a beach near Kuwait City. Ehud Yaari, 
Strike TerX'or: The story of Fatah (new York~ Sabra 1970), p. 19, . 
believes ,that "the idea was probably born in 1954, but did not crystalll.ze 

until March, 1955. " 
2For a detailed discussion of the emergence of Fatah and the idea 

of popular armed struggle see, for example: William B. Quandt, Pales
tinian Nationalism: Its political'and Military 'Dimensions, R-782~ISA 
(Rand Santa Monica, November 1971), pp. 4-16; E. Yaari, op cit, pp. 
1-79;'Bard E.' O'Neill, Armed struggZe in Palestine: A Political
Military Analysis {Boulder, Colorado~ Westview Pre§s, 1978)"pp. 5-8; 
and Bard E. O'Neill, "Towards A Typology of Political Terrorism: The 
Palestinian Resistance Movement," Journal of International Affairs, 
Vol. 32, 1978, #1, pp. 21-23. 
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THE ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF PALESTINIAN TERRORISM 

The history of Palestinian terrorist organizationsl has been char

acterized by one observer as "fission and fusion,,,2 and by another as 

"an endless dance .c,f unification and separation, always changing part

ners and breaking off again.,,3 Between January 1965 and October 1966, 

Fatah was the only organization that carried out operations in Israel. 

Fatah's rival organization, the PLO, following Egypt's policy, criti

cized the use of terrorism in the beginning. Only after the rapproche

ment of Egypt and Syria, in fall, 1966, and Egypt's consequent change 

in its attitude toward sabotage activities in Israel, d~d the PLO 

establish a new terrorist organization, the Heroes of the Return 

(Abtal al-AwdaJ. 4 The Heroes of the Return became Patah's first 

serious rival. Its base was located in Lebanon, and its men were 

recruited from refugee camps. The change in the PLO's position with 

regard to the armed struggle was publicly expressed by Ahmed Shukeiri, 

PLO's head since its establishment in 1964: 

"The PLO no longer utters mere verbiage. It no longer con
sists of groundless dreams and hopes. The PLO is now a fight
ing revolutionary organization, [committed to] professional 
action and self-saerifice, followed by the brave Fadeveen war
riers • • • • The Fedayeen will strike Israel from time to ' 
time. They will leap forth from every hill and, every wadi 
from Ajaba in the South to the Golan in North. They will ' 

1 A detailed analysis of the various Palestinian organizations, 
their ideology, structure, struggles for power, relations with the 

'Arab regimes, and their conflicts is beyond the scope of this paper. 
The interested reader can find a rich literature on the subject. For 
example: Bard E. O'Neill, Armed Struggle in Palestine, op cit, pp. 
125-161; Y.Harkabi" op cit; William B. Quandt, op cit, pp. 9-77; E. 
Y~ari, op cit, pp. 198-262; John Laffin, Fedayeen: The Arab-Israeli 
~lemma (London; Cassel, 1973), pp. 1-113; E. Weisband and D. Rogu1y, 
Palestinian Terrorism: Violence, Verbal Strategy and Legitimacy'" 
~n Y. Alexander (ed.), International TerX'orism: National, Regio~l 
and O~obal Perspectives (Ne~y Yo't'k~ Praeger, 1976), pp. 259-3i9. 

Michael Hudson, op cit, p. 297. 
3 Ehud Yaari, op cit, p. 199. 
4 Ibid, pp. 99-100. 
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strike Israel day and night to prove that the Palestinian 
people is th~ people of the brave. The Fedayeen will grow 
in number and in equipment. "1 

---- -~---~ 

On October 27, 1966, a third terrorist organization calling itself Abd 

eZ-KaderHusseini unit made its appearance. This organization was also 
2 established by the PLO. During the first five months of 1967, a number 

of units, carrying names of Palestinian leaders of the mandate period, 

appeared. These units, which belonged to the Palestinian Liberation 

Front (PLF) headed by Ahmed Jibril, were operated by the Syrians (who 

independently continued to support Fatah) and backed by the PLO. The 

entry of the PLO into terrorist activities and the rising rivalry 

between it and Fatah resulted in an increase of activities in Israel, 

and at the same time in numerous false announcements of fabricated 

raids. 3 The acceleration of terrorist activities during 1967 coin

cided with Syria's aggressive strategy preceding the 1967 War. 

Following the Arab defeat of June 1967, there was a proliferation 

of terrorist organizations having a heterogeneity of political and 

ideological views, as well as various links to the Arab states. By 
4 

January 1968,terrorist groups were active, yet Fatah was the most 

popular and the largest organization. At the fifth- sess:l.on of the 

Palestine National Cu.,lgl.eSS (PNC), in February 1963, Fatah rnanageu 

to win control of the PLO and elect Yaser Arafat as chairman of the 

Executive Committee, an office he has held ever since. Despite the 

fact that Fatah's dominance was established, smaller terrorist organiza-

tions still emerged to challenge Fatah. 

The most important among the rival organizations was the Popular 

Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP), established in December 

1967 as the result of a merger of the Arab Nationalist Movement (ANM) 

a~d three other organizations: PLF, Heroes of the Return, and the 

Vengeance Youth. PFLP was headed by Dr. George Habash. The rivalry 

between Fatah and PFLP was based on personal and ideological elements: 

1 Quoted in Yaari, op cit, p. 100. 

2Ibid , p. 101. 

3Ibid• 

4Bard E. O'Neill, op cit, p. 126. 
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Struggle for leadership of the PLO, encouraged by a personal 

rivalry between Arafat and Habash. 

The PFLP tended to link the Palestinian cause to a broader 

objective of a social revolution in the Arab world. Fatah 

focused on a Palestinian war of liberation. 

Soon after its establishment, PFLP began to split apart. Quarrels 

between "left" and "right" as well as disagreements on the links to 

the Arab states led to fragmentation of the PFLP: 

o 

o 

o 

o 

PFLP General Command, headed by Ahmed Jibril, linked to Syria; 

Organization of Arab Palestine (OAP), headed by Ahmed Za'rur, 

linked to Egypt; 

Popular Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine 

(PDFLP), headed by Naif Hawatmah, linked to Syria; 

~FLP, the remainder of the organization headed by George 

Habash, linked to Iraq. 

In addition to Fatah and the PFLP and its offshoots, other terrorist 

groups were established during 1968-1970. The most important organiza

tion among them was the Saika ("lightning bolt") created by Syria, in 

1968, as its own terrorist forces trained and commanded by regular 

Syrian Army officers. Syrian efforts to gain influence within the Pal

estinian terrorist organizations led Iraq to act similarly as part of 

the rivalry between Iraqi and Syrian Baa'th. In 1969 Iraq formed the 

Arab Liberation Front (ALF). 

Fatah was and is in the 'position of primus inter pares among the 

terrorist organizations, and holds the key positions within the PLO. 

Yet its power was not decisive and was challenged by organizations 

which retained the capability to operate independently. Their power 

to do so was generated either through their own dexterity (e.g., PFLP) 

or through the power of their parent Arab state (e.g., Saika~ ALF). 

1 
Bard E. O'Neill, op cit, p. 126. 
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A few attempts toward unification or coordination among the organ

izations were made, usually within the framework of the PLO. The Central 

Committee of the Palestine Resistance (CCPR) was established in June 

1970. 1 CCPR did not last long and was replaced by the Central Committee 

of PLO (PLO-CC). Another attempt was the formation of a joint cnmmand 

(PASC). However, at no time did all the terrorist organizations subor

dinate themselves to a central authority. The history of Palestinian 

terror organizations is characterized by ongoing clashes in two dimen

sions: among the ter~orist organizations on one hand, and among terror

ist organizations and various Arab states. The latter were incited 

either by inter-Arab conflicts (e.g., Iraqi-sponsored AFL activities 

against Syria; PFLP terrorism in Jordan) or as a result of Israeli re

taliations against harboring Arab states (e.g., Israeli retaliations 

against Jordan, 1968-1970, which led to the September, 1970, "civil war" 

and the expulsion of all Palestinian terrorists from Jordan; or the 

Civil Har in Lebanon in 1976-1978). . 

Du.ring the 1970s, new organizations appeared and disappeared. The 

most important among them was the "Black September Organization" (BSO), 

established by Fatah to carry out terrorist strikes abroad in competition 

wi th PFLP, which took the initiative in expanding Palestinian terr.orism 

outside the Middle East. In this context, some observers note that there 

seems to be a division of labor among the organizations with regard to 

their modus operandi, with PFLP, BSO and PSF specializing in operations 

outside the Middle East, while the larger groups like Saika and Fatah 

emphasize guerrilla raids and semi-military operations. 2 In fact, at 

various times, all organizations have taken part in all types of oper

ations. Figure 1 presents the organizational structure of the PLO. 

Despite the fact that in the years following the 19,73 War, the PLO 

established its international position as the representative of 

Palestinians, internal rivCl-1ry has not ceased. A "rejection front" was 

formed around opposition to a perceived willingness on the part of the 

PLO to compromise. The PFLP joined forces with the PFLP-CC. Other 

lB. O'Neill, op cit" p. 138. 
2 E.g., B. O'Neill, op cit, p. 152. 
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Fig. 1 - PLO: organizational structure 
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participants in the "rejection front" are the Iraqi-sponsored ALF 

and other militant elements within the "moderate" organizations. The 

rejection front condemns any partial resolution of the conflict that 

1 i i I eli hands, a so-called will leave any portion of Pa est n.e n sra 

"surrender solution." However, since there is no willingness on the 

part of Israel to have any contacts with any element of the PLO, the 

P 1 " remains in the ideologic realm. Fur-rivalry among the a est~n~ans 
termore, despite attempts made by scholars to rank the various organ

izations according to their degree of "moderation,,,l the fundamental 

document of the PLO (the Palestinian National Covenant of 1968) de-' 

fines explicitly both the goals of the PLO and the means to achieve 

them in a way that leaves no room for any partial solution. 

example: 

For 

o Article 1: 

people •. 

"Palestine is the home.land of the At:ab Palestinian 

o 

o 

o 

o 

" 
Article 4: "Armed struggle is the only TiJay to liberate 

Palestine. " 
Article 10: "Commando action constitutes the nucleus of the 

Palestinian Popular liberation war •••. " 

Article 19: "The partition of Palestine in 1947 and the es

tablishment of the state of Israel are entirely ilZegal3 

regardless of the passage of time, ••• " 

1 t ' the mandate for Pales-Article 20: "The Balfour Dec ara ~on, 

tine and everything that has been based upon them, are deemed 

nJl,U and void. . .. Judaism, being a religion, is not an 

Ii Nor do Jews constitute a single independent nationa ty. 

nation with an identity of its own; they are citizens of the 
,,2 

states to which they belong. 

The Palestinian covenant has not been amended with regard to the cited 

articles, and it still reflects the maj or tenets of PLO' s ideology, it/s 

lSee, for example, E. Weisband and D. Roguly, op cit, pp. 258-260. 

2y. Harkabi, The Palestinian Covenant and ~ts Meaning (Totowa, 

N J Vallentine Mitchell & Co., 1979), Append~x Bl, pp. 113-118. 
.• , , 'A d' A P 189-235 below. The complete text is presented ~n ppen ~x ,p. , 
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main arguments, its strategic objectives and an outline of its program 

to achieve these objectives. 

External Support 

Some final remarks are in order on the external support of Pales-
1 

tinian organizations. External support is an important factor for 

Palestinian organizations, since their efforts to achieve internal 

support from the Palestinian Arabs in Israel and the occupied territor

ies have been unsuccessful, as will be shown later. External support, 

namely political and moral backing, provision of sanctuaries, and mater

ial support, were and are provided to the Palestinian organizations by: 

o Arab states bordering Israel; 

o Peripheral Arab states; 

o Non-Arab States. 

Arab States Bordering Israel 

Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, and Egypt, although not uniformly, sup

ported different organizations at different times. The degree of 

support (or nonsupport) was a function of inter-Arab relations, Israeli 

responses, and internal politics. Besides political and moral support, 

the bordering countries provided the Palestinian organizations with 

operational support. The bordering states are a rather convenient 

launching platform for strikes against Israel, either by enabling ter

rorist groups to penetrate into Israel from their territory, or by 

permitting terrorist fire (shelling, Katyusha rockets, etc.) on Israeli 

targets from their territory. Periodically, terrorist incursions were 

supported with covering ~rtillery fire by regular armies (Syria, Jordan). 

Besides sanctuary, politIcal, and operational support, the bordering 

states provided material support: arms, equipment, training, installa

tions and financial aid. Among the bordering states, Syria can be noted 

1 
For a detailed discussion see Bard E. O'Neill, op cit, pp. 163-204' 

Galia Golan, The Soviet Union and the PLO, Research Paper No. la, The • 
Soviet and East European Res4~arch Centre, The Hebrew University of Jerusa
lem (Jerusalem, December 1976); "Special Documents: The Soviet Attitude 
to the Palestine Problem" Jotwnal of Palestine Studies

3 
Vol. VI, No.1, 

1972, pp. 187-212. 
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as the most consistent supporter of the Palestinian organizations, 

although she has varied her operational support periodically. Jordan and 

Egypt supporteu some organizations part of the time. Jordan ceased 

its support after the 1970 civil war, and reestablished it in recent 

years. Egypt, in the spirit of the Camp David Accord and the peace 

agreement that followed, ceased supporting the organizations and their 

armed struggle, adhered instead to a general political backing of Pal

estinian national aspirations, and sought a partial solution in the 

form of a Palestinian state on the West Bank and in Gaza. Lebanon, 

which as a result of Israeli reprisals was trying to prevent terrorism 

from its territory, instead found itself a victim. The Palestinian 

organizations, backed by Syria, were a main cause of the Lebanese Civil 

W~r (1974-1978) and the Syrian control that followed. 

Peripheral Arab States 

Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Algeria, Libya, and South Yemen were 

the main supporters of the Palestinian organization~ Their main support 

was political and material. Despite the fact that the degree of support 

varied over time, it is important to remember that the main source of 

financial aid to the Palestinian organizations was and is provided by 

peripheral states, mainly Kuwait and Libya. Libya provides training 

facilities as well as operational aid, mainly for strikes abroad (under 

the umbrella of diplomatic immunity). 

for hij ackers and Dther terrorists. 
1 estimated at, $20 million annually. 

Libya has also provided asylum 

Libya's financial contribution is 

Iraq, although ap~earing as a 

stron~ political supporter of the Palestinian causes, maintained cool 

relations with Fatah and rather emphasized its relations with PFLP and 

PDF, providing these organizations with arms and training facilities. 

The rift between Iraq and Fatah may be explained in the light of the 

Iraqi-Syrian conflict. In addition. to its support of "rejectionist ll 

onganizations, Iraq established its own, the ALF. 

lB. O'Nei1l, loc cit, p. 193. 
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Non-Arab States 

The main non-Arab support to Palestinian organizations is provided 

by the Soviet Union and its satellites, and by the People's Republic of 
China. Soviet support started after the 1967 War, following three 

years of indifference. Despite the fact that the Soviet Union does not 

support the PLOts goals with regard to Israel's existence, and despite 

a few public condemnations of international terrorism strikes carried 

out by BSO or PFLP, the Soviet Union maintains a close relationship with 

the PLO, and since 1972 has provided weapons as well as training to 

Palestinian terrorists. Its support has taken a modest, d:i.screte form, 

below Palestinian expectations--namely, sustaining the Palestinian 

insurgent movement with abundant military assistance a la Vietnam. 

The PRC has supported the Palestinian organizations since their 

first emergence in 1964. The PRe's support was in the form of loud, 

public, sympathetic declarations, as well as material aid (arms and 

training). Most observers agree that Chinese material aid was less 
1 than their propaganda. It is interesting to note that most of the 

public political support was given by PRC to the Fatah-PLO wing, while 

there are indications that, with regard to mili~ary assistance, there 

is a tendency to favor the PFLP and the PDFLP,2 which have a Marxist 

orientation. 

INTERNATIONAL CONNECTIONS 

Since the 1973 'var, PLO has gained increasing international recog

nition. The Palestinian cause was publicized through acts of trans-

national terrorism. Backed by the Communist bloc and their world 

countries, Arafat made a triumphant appearance before the U.N. General 

Assembly, on November 14, 1974. Furthermore, the PLO opened more than 

50 offices abroad, some of them with full diplomatic.status. 3 

The Palestinian organizations also maintain close relationships 

with other terror organizations, such as the Italian Red Brigade, the 

Japanese Red Army, the German Bader-Meinhoff group, the Turkish 

lB. O'Neill, op cit, p. 204. 
2Ibid • 
3 
See Appendix A, pp. 224-235, below. 
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Popular Liberation Front, the Nicaraguan Sandinist Movement, the Irish 

Republic Army, and others. Members of foreign terror organizations 

have been trained in PLO bases in Lebanon, South Yemen, and Libya. In. 

a large number of strikes, foreign terrorists have collaborated with 

Palestinian terrorists. For example, on December 12, 1969 an explosive 

y7aS planted near the El Ai office in 'West Berlin by the Bader Meinhoff 

group in collaboration with the PFLP. On May 28, 1971, the Isrseli 

Consul General in Turkey was murdered by the Turkish Liberation Army. 

On June 9, 1970 a Nicaraguan Sandinista participated in an attempt to 

hijack an El Al plane in London. On May 30, 1972 three Japanese Red 

Army terrorists in the service of PFLP killed 26 persons and injured 76 

in an attack at Ben Gurion Airport, in Lod, Israel. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The history of the Palestinian terrorist organizations, from 1964 

until present. is replete with rivalries: interorganizational, among 

competitive organizations, and with Arab states. The ongoing struggle 

for power, as well as ideological differences, has led to the rise and 

fall of many terrorist organizations. Fatah was and is the main ter

rorist organization, and is in the position of primus inter pares 

among the members of the PLO. Yet. its power is not decisive, and is 

challenged frequently by other organizations which retain the capability 

to operate independently, such as the PFLP and PDFLP, around which a 

"rejection front 11 was establisl,ed. D~spite attempts to detect a notion 

of moderation in the mainstream of the PLO, the Palestinian funda

mental document, the Palestinian Covenant, has not been amended, and 

reflects the maj or tenets of the PLO' s id\eology, its main arguments, 

its strategic objectives and an outline o:E its program to achieve these 

objectives. There is no indication up to the present that the Palestin

ian National Council is ready to moderate the PLO position. Therefore, 

in the context of this paper, with regard to Israel and the policy 

problem of countering terrorism, the following conclusions may be drawn: 

o A consensus prevails among all Palestinian organizations 

as to the goals and the means with regard to the "liberation 
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of Palestine," the elimination of 
Israel, and the substitu

tion of a Palestinian state; and 

If some (small or large) elements among 
the Palestinians 

might be willing to pursue paths of compromise (such as 
partial solutions for Palestinian 

aspirations, say a Pales
state in Gaza and West Bank t ) tinian 

" ' e c. , there would 
emerge a rejection front" opposing th 

e compromise solution 
and continuing to use terrorism ' 

against both Israel and the 
compromising organizations. T 

he rejectionists will most 
likely be supported by militant Arab t 

. sates and will p b bl 
mainta~n connections wtih internati I ro a y 
H ona terror organizati 
ence, Israel is likel ons. 

y to face terrorism in th f 
futur Q i d - e ores~eable 

-, n ependent of any political 
course Israel may 

regarding the Palestinian issue. pursue 
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V. FIRST ATTEMPT: 1965-1967 

PALESTINIAN VIOLENCE 

From the first operation, on January 1, 1965, until the outbreak 

of the "Six Day War" in June 1967, the Palestinians carried out 113 

operations; 108 operations were carried out by Fatah, and the remaining 

five by the "Heroes of the Return." All operations were carried out 

by infiltrators. There was no response by Israeli ,Arabs to Fatah's 

appeals calling on them to participate in an insurgency. Furthermore, 

Fatah was backed and supported only by Syria. Egypt liquidated a Fatah 

cell in Gaza following three operations concerned with planting mines 

on Israeli border roads in the Gaza area during the first th~ee months 

of 1965. No further operations were carried out from Egypt. 

King Hussein was less successful in abolishing operations from 

Jordanian territory. Despite his explicit orders to that effect, lower 

echelons of the Jordanian Army were not eager to carry them out. The 

Palestinian popUlation of the West Bank provided sanctuary to terrorist 

groups before and after operations in Israel. While 71' operations were 

carried out by infiltration from Jordan and 15 by infiltration from 

Lebanon, most of them originated in Syria, with Jordan and Lebanon 

serving only as a convenient passage. 

Table 3 presents the terrorist infiltrations and their origins. 

The infiltrators made an effort to avoid encountering Israeli patrols or 

security guards. Whenever a group assumed it was detected, it retreated. 

Hence, only 76 of the 113 infiltrations resulted in actual operations. 

All operations were carried out exclusively in border areas. The 

deepest penetration was 18 kilometers (an explosive planted at a water 

pump in Arad), and the terrorists were discovered on their way back to 

the Jordanian border. Sixty-eight percent of the operations involved 

planting explosives, usually at isolated water installations (pumps, 

pipes), railroads, and houses located at the edge of border settlements. 

Twenty-five percent of the operations involved mining border roads, 

while only seven percent involved small arms fire, in ambushes along 

border roads. A breakdown of the 76 operations is presented in Table 4. 
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Year 

1975 

1976 

1977 (Jan-June) 

Total 

* 

35 

Table 3 

PALESTINIAN TERRORISM: 1965-1967 

Palestinian Infiltrations 
and Their Origin 

Syria * Lebanon *,,< 
Jordan Egypt 

2 

8 

13 

23 

1 

3 

11 

15 

28 

30 

13 

71 

3 

3 

Total 

35 

41 

37 

113 

Infiltrations 
Culminating in 

Operations 

31 

16 

29 

76. 
.A11 operations from Lebanon ori inated . . 

out 1n the u.pper Galilee near th . g ~n Syr1a, and were carried 
Israel border. ' e 1ntersect10n of the Syria-Lebanon-

** . 
SO~~~~: o~era~ions from Jordan originated in Syria. 

M . ase on monthly chronologies p b1' h d . 
onth1y Survey, A Journal for IDF officers u 1S e 1n: SKI~ HODSHEET 

January 1965 - June 1967)' (Hebrew), (Vol. XII-Vol. XIV:~ , paSS1m. 

Table 4 

MODES OF TERRORIST OPERATIONS: 1965-1967 

Mode 
Small of 
Arms 

Explosives Mines Fire Total 
1965 24 4 3 31 
1966 8 7 1 16 
1967 20 8 (Jan-June) 1 29 

Total 52 19 5 76 
SOURCE: drawn from SKI~ HODSHEET, paSsim. op Cit, 
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Thirty percent of the explosives were detected before they went off. 

All the explosives had a simple time delay mechanism, with a suffi

cient delay to enable the group to retreat and cross the border before 

detonation. None of the explosives inflicted any casualties. Minor 

damage, though, was caused to pipes, pumps, and water reservoirs. 

During that period, 12 Israelis were killed and 31 were injured. Att 

fatatities we~e caused by mines; 29 were injured by mines and 2 by 

small arms fire. The breakdown of casualties is presented in Table 5. 

Although communiques issued by Fatah after operntions usually 

emphasized the large number of Israeli casualties and/or heavy damage 

inflicted in the operations, the evidence shows that casualties were 

relatively few, primarily because of the positioning of explosives 

and the terrorists' caution in attempting to avoid encountering Israeli 

security forces. Yet, intent to destroy was there, as exemplified by 

one notable incident: On January 15, 1967, two mines were planted in 

a'soccer field, in Dishon, a small moshav near the Lebanese border. 

One teenage boy was killed, and two others were severely injured. 

ISRAELI COUNTERMEASURES 

The defensive measures that had been developed during r.n? 1950s 

had been discontinued after the 1956 War, and had to be reintroduced, 

Table 5 

ISRAELI CASUALTIES INFLICTED BY TERRORISM: 1965-1967 

CiVilians ~ ..... Soldiers Total 
'-"~ties 
Year 

Killed Wounded Killed Wounded -------. Killed Wounded 

1965 - 1 - 4 - 5 

1966 3 3 8 20 11 23 

1967 1 3 - - 1 3 
(Jan-Jun) 

Total 4 7 8 24 12 31 

SOURCE: Data drawn from SXIRA HODSHEET, op cit, passim. 
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Fences were erected around border settlements and 

place. In a lecture delivered in March 24 1967 

then Chief of the General Staff, IDF, pOin~ed ou; 

guards were put in 

General Itzhak Rabin, 

that 

"We must not delude ourselves that it i 
defensive measures electr ids within the power of 

1 ,on c evices et 
as ong and as convoluted as I l' '~1 c., to seal borders srae S.· 

Israel readopted the "active defense i • h 
. . approac , and carried out 

S1X repr1sals: four against Jo d 
ran, pne against Lebanon and one . 

Syria. Each IDF operation foIl d ,aga1nqt 
The 

owe . an accumulation f t i 
targets and methods were 0 error st strikes. 

the terrorists Th chosen to correspond to those employed by 

27/28 May 1965·' i :hfi;st reprisal was carried out in the night of 
, n e orm of three raids against 

Jordan: one ea t f h three targets in 
sot e Jordan Valley in the Beit Shean 

in the West Bank. In Jenin, a flour mill was blown up 

to an attempt to blow up a grain silo in 
Kefar Hess on 

area, and two 

(corresponding 

February 28). In Kalkilia a i , gas stat on was blown up Th d 
warn in • e eclared purpose was 

g. The IDF spokesman emphasized that 
a number of terrorist strikes 

the reprisal raid followed 
"in which the intent to kill people was specially prominent. ,,2 

Rabin pointed out that 

" h 
a!detoPuerxpporseess[Otfhathte raids] was to send Jordan we ill a clear warning 
of control over her w i not accept her inactivity and lack' 

sovere gn area no h 
transformation into a base of ,r er not preventing its 
Israel. "3 sabotage operations against 

stall::~~::i:: ::::e~a~:=tinian operations directed against water in-
ree near the Jordanian border and 

Lebanese bord ) I . two near the 
er, srael carried out on September 

In Kalkilia (Jordan) 11 water - pumps were blown 
three water reservoir pools were blown up. 

1 

5, 1965, two reprisals. 

up and in Hule (Lebanon) 

2
Quoted in SKIBA HODSHEET~ 
SKIRA HODSHEET Vol. XIV (1967), p. 67. 

3
Ibid

• ~ Vol. XII (1965), No.5, p. 3 • 
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No terrorist activity was reported during seven months after these 

operations, namely September-March, 1966. Four terrorist strikes (three 

mines and one explosive that were planted) during April led to the 

A 'I 30 1966 Fourteen houses in two Jor-fourth Israeli reprisal on pr~., . 

danian villages were blown up after having been evacuated of their 

inhabitants. Despite Israeli care in attempting to avoid Jordanian 

casualties, the Jordanians reported tha~ 11 persons were killed. Rabin, 

explaining the motive of the reprisal, pointed out that 

liThe operation was intended to make it clear to Jordan, and to 
the population which is collaborating with Fatah, and to Fatah 
members themselves, that as long as this side of the border 
will not be quiet, no quiet will prevail on the other si~e. 
Following our warning operations last September, the reg~on 
was quiet from November of last year until April. The acts of 
terrorism that have been carried out from Jordan duri~g April 
demonstrate a decrease in the effectiveness of Jordan~an 
counter-measures. Israel continues to view any state, out of 
which terrorists act, as responsible for these a~ts. Our oper
ations were aimed at demonstrating that he who w~ll not d~ all 
he can to prevent terrorism, will not remain unpunished. " 

Terrorist activities did not cease after Israel's fourth reprisal. 

During the last year of the first wave, Israel carried out two more 

reprisals, both massive and both triggered by terrorist strikes that 

inflicted deaths and casualties. On July 13, 1966 a car hit a mine 

near AIUlagor, a kibbutz on the Syrian border. Two persons were killed 

and one injured. It was the second mine that had exploded in the 

Almagor area; in the previous incident, on May 16, two youngsters were 

killed. Israel's sensitivity to casualties was demonstrated in a re

prisal on July 14, 1966, which made use of the Air Force for the first 

time. Israeli aircraft attacked a concentration of heavy engineering 

equipment being used for the Jordan wate!= diversion project. Prime 

Minister Eshkol stated, after the Air Force strike: 

lSKIRA HODSHEET
3 

Vol. XIII (1966), No.4, p. 91. 
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"There is no force in the world that can prevent a human 
being or a people from reacting, as they wish, to acts of 
murder and bloodshed that cry out aloud. Syrian acts of 
terror have forced us to prove once again that those who 
plot to disturb our peace, and attack Israeli lives and 
property, will not remain unpunished." l 

The main significance of this operation was the introduction of air 

power as a countermeasure to terrorist operations. In this context, 

Rabin declared: 

liThe Syrians were probably thinking that they can dictate 
the rules of the game, and that, by employing terrorist 
methods, they will forc'e us to respond in a similar manner. 
But selecting the propel; countermeasure is a function of 
the goal one seeks to achieve. It is not the other side's 
technique that will dictate our responses •.•• Israel 
has therefore chosen to employ its Air Force as a means of 
demonstrating clearly the gravity with yihich Israel viewt3 
the provocation. Our enemies should realize that we shall 
decide upon the rules according to our perceptions and 
preferences. The IDF has long arms and many tricks up 
its sleeve, and Israel shall decide hOwZ where, and when 
to use them according to its own will. II 

The sixth and last reprisal, on November 13, 1966, was triggered by a 

terrorist mine, planted southwest of Hebron, which killed three sol

diers and injured six. Israel carried out its first day-time reprisal-

a large armored raid into Samoa', a Jordanian village in the Hebron 

area. Thirteen houses were blown up, and a local police station was 

destroyed. Isr.ael suffered 11 casualties in this operation, one killed 

and ten injured. The Jordanians reported 18 killed and 54 injured. 

A number of sources indicate that Israel did not expect active Jordan-
3 ian interference. The operation was described by Eshkol as a "Deterrent 

. 4 
Defense. " However, this massive operation did not prevent further 

,. 

acts of terrorism. Furthermore, it was directed at the wrong address, 

lSKIRA HODSHEET3 Vol. XIII (1966), No.7, p. 175. 
2 Ibid, p. 176. 
3 B. M. Blechman, op cit, p. Ill; cf Yaari, op cit, pp. 102-103. 

4SKIRA HODSHEET~ Vol. XIII (1966), No. 11, p. 295. 
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since Syria was responsible for Fatah's activities. Instead of increas

ing Hussein's willingness to curb Fatah's activities, Samoa' led him to 

collaborate with the terrorists. Furthermore, the Samoa' operation, as 

Yaari correctly points out, "threw Arab public opinion into a be11iger-
,,1 

ent mood, which raged until the Six Day War. 

sUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Terrorist activities continued at an increasing rate following 

The Egyptian-controlled PLO J'oined the terrorist 
the Samoa' operation. 
effort (see p. 28 above). The first wave of terrorism ended with the 

outbreak of the Six Day War. The Pa1estinia~ strikes had no military 

or economic impact on Israel. 

casualties were inflicted, and 

Yet Israel responded vigorously whenever 

by so doing contributed to the weak-

ening of Egypt's and Jordan's opposition to the use of small-scale 

operations; and, finally, to the escalation which led to the Six Day 

War. 

lyaari, op cit, p. 103. 
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VI. PALESTINIAN TERRORISM: 1967-1978 

Palestinian terrorism increased greatly after the Six Day War. In 

fact, it was the Arab defeat in the 1967 War that boosted terrorism. 

In retrospect, the following factors that contributed to the increase 

of terrorism may be pointed out: 

1. The realization, within the Arab world, that the regular Arab 

forces were not capable of deciding a war led to adopting terrorism as 

a means of keeping the Arab-Israeli conflict active as long as necessary 

to prepare the regular forces. An editorial in a semi-official Egyptian 

weekly included the following statement with regard to Palestinian 

guerrillas: 

"The present goal in carrying out fedayeen activities is to 
keep the Israeli enemy occupied and weakened, and to create 
prolonged periods of worry and tension that will force Israel 
to invest effort beyond her capability in all spheres, until 
a sufficient Arab force will be created, a force that will be 
capable of imposing a military solution--with force."l 

Both Egypt and Jordan, who were reluctant to support the Palestinian 

organizations before the war, joined Syria in supporting the Palestin

ian "military struggle for the liberation of Palestine" after the war. 

Even Lebanon's firm opposition softened, when faced with the general 

Arab trend. Hence, the terrorist organizations found, after the war, 

new sources of arms acquisition, bases, extended penetration areas, 

and direct operational support (intelligence as well as fire support) 

from regular Arab forces in border positions. 

2. The million Palestinians now under Israeli occupation pro

vided nE?w content to the notion of a "War' of Liberation." The terror

ist organizations saw the occupation as an opportunity to mobilize the 

Palestinian masses for an insurgency, a "popular revolution." On 

June 20, 1967, ten days after the cease-fire, Fatah announced that 

lRuz aZ Yussuf., April 22, 1968, quoted in Y. Raviv"Israel's 
Security in the Third Year After the Six Day War" (Hebrew), MAARACHOT., 
Vol. 55 (1970), No.4, p. 10. 
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"The headquarters of the organization has moved into the terri
tory occupied by Israel. From now on, the organization will 
carry .on its operations far from Arab states, so that they [the 
Arab states] can avoid the danger of being hit by Israeli re
prisals to fedayeen operations." 

Fatah believed that it could easily incite an insurgency. On September 1, 

1967, Fatah presented its wishful plan in a manifesto distributed secretly 

in the West Bank and Gaza. The manifesto included a call for a revolu-

. tionary war of liberation, and outlined detailed instructions for carry

ing .it out. It is worthwhile to quote the manifesto in full: 

"To the heroes of the Arab people in the occupied land. We 
call upon you in the name of the Arab heroes Omar and Salah 
el-Din to rise against the foreign occupation and prohibit 
the Zionist occ,lpiers from treading on our sacred Arab land. 

"The legendary resistance of Algeria, which had suffered 
more than a million casualties. will guide us on our way. 
We must understand that the foreign occupation is the be
ginning of a revolutionary war of liberation. Let us take 
as our model the struggle of the Vietnamese people, who are 
performing miracles against the American invader. The 
Zionist occupation is nothing but the rise of a new crusade. 
We shall continue to rebel until the final victory. 

"We must boycott all economic, cultural, and legal institu
tions of the Zionists. This boycott will be the first step 
in our struggle against the occupational powers. 

"In every neighborhood, street, and village, we must elect 
local committees to solve our everyday problems, for we must 
not turn to the enemy for a solution to our problems and for 
the settlement of our affairs. The enemy's slogan is always: 
'Divide and rule.' 

"The enemy utilizes his broadcasts and papers as weapons of 
psychological wa.'rfare conducted against us, to weaken our 
power of resistance. We shall not let the enemy exploit this 
opportunity for we must not read his papers or listen to his 
broadcasts,. 

"The enemy's pleasant words and his desire to draw us near 
will not fool us. We must not fear the enemy's planes and 
armor

3 
for he lives in constant fear, knowing that we are a 

two-edged sword waved against him. 

lQuoted in S. Gazit, "The Administered 'rerritories: Policy and 
Deeds" (Hebrew), MAARACHOT .. Vol. 55 (1970), No.4, p. 36. 
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"w e must set up secret resistance cells in every street viII 
and neighborhood. For even one fighting cell, bPeratin~ in a:

ge
, 

region, has the power to inflict great losses upon the enemy. y 

"Roll down great stones from the mountain slopes to block com-
munications lines for the enemy's movements If' h t db· you appen 

o stan y a~ enemy's car, fill its gas tank with sand or 
sugar to put ~t out of action. . 

cars w~t oil and other "Try to produce fires in the enemy's . h 
means . 

"You must observe the enemy's movements" 'count his soldiers 
determine the kinds of weapons he uses, and locate his suppiy 
depots. Follot-1 the enemy's movements and reconnoitering parties. 

e-- e revo ut on is our road to "Our slogan shall always b Th 1 i 
liberation until we win. 

"Fill half a bottle t-1ith tar, lime or turpentine oil To the tar 
add a quantity of benzine, about a quarter of the bo~tle's ' 
ity. Now add an additional quantity of, oil to the mixture capac-
equal to half the quantity of benzine. Take a caulker and' 
place around it several matches, side by side, turning the 
heads of the matches up, outside the bottle. Seal the bottle 
properly. To operate it, light one of the matches and throw 
the bottle at the target."l ' 

3. The proliferation of Palestinian terrorist organizations 

(see pp. 22-27 above) and their competitors, each organization trying 

,to justify its existence by carrying out operations'. 2 

Altogether, the Palestinian organizations carried out 6839 oper

ations from June 1967 to December 1978. However, 72.2 percent (4991) 

of the operations were carried out during the first three years.· Many 

observers take advantage of the dramatic drop in the number of Pales

tinian operations in 1971 to subdivide the period and to talk about 

waves of terrorism. 'Although th' . ~s ~s partially true, I have chosen to 

deal with the whole period as one unit in order to be able to trace 

trends through both parts: terrorist operat~nns~ Israeli counter

measures, and the interac.tion between the two. Figure 2 

ly . aar~, op cit, pp. 133-135. 
2 The incentive 

advertising a large 
exaggeration of the 
carried out. 

to maximize the number of strikes led also to 
number of fictitious operations, as t-1ell as to 
magnitude and outcomes of operations that were 
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Fig. 2 - Terrorist incidents: 1967-1978 
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presents the distribution of the total n.umbE!r of terrorist incidents 

per y~ar. The reader should note that the numbers do not represent 

the magnitud,e of the different, individual strikes. Infiltrations 

are recorded side by side with firing across the border or bomb plant

ing or throwing a Molotov cocktail or killing hostages, etc. We 

shall examine a breakdown of the incidents later on. At th:l.s stage 

the gross figures are presented to give the general order of magnitude 
of Palestinian strikes, as recorded by the IDF. 

The number of incidents as well as the mode of operation used by 

the terrorists were affected by a number of factors: the Israeli 

countermeasures (preventive and responsive, passive and active), the 

degree of support of the Arab states bordering Israel, the degree of 

support of the population in the Occupied territories, intra

organizational conflicts, extra-organizational conflicts and, to a 

lesser extp~t, world public opinion. Figure 3 presents a schematic' 

diagram of the multi-directional interaction between the various factors . 

The main effort of the terrorist organizations during 1967-1968 

was to incite an insurgency in the occupied territories. Both Fatah 

and the PFLP tried to establish a network of cells in both rural and 

urban settlements in the West Bank and Gaza. In parallel to organiza

tional efforts, and before the organizations were well established and 

prepared, they exposed themselves by carrying out strikes directed 

against Israeli military government personnel and installations, within 

the territories, and inside Israel (taking advantage of the ease of 

penetration into Israel in the post-1967 environment). Terrorism was 

also directed against the local population hi the occupied territories, 

mainly against collaborators with the Israeli military government. 

From its very beginning, the military government made a large counter

insurgency effort (see pp. 70-75 below), which affected both the willing

ness of the local population to take part in an insurgency, and the 

capability of the terrorist organizations to establish themselves and 

carry out operations from the occupied territories. Hence, the terror

ists were forced to act from behirid the 1967 cease-fire lines. Jordan 

was their natural choice, given its proximity to the West Bank and the 

fact that it has the longest land border with Israel (561 km). During 

1968-1970, 647 penetrations from Jordan were recorded by the IDF; they 
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represent about 65 percent of all border penetrations during that 
1 period. The penetrations were carried out by small groups (3-10), 

carrying on their backs the necessary weapons and supplies to enable 

them to stay a few days. Most of the groups found shelter in one of 

the many caves on the eastern slopes of the Judean and Samarian moun

tains~ using them as a base for operations: mining, planting explo

sives, or ~mbushing. They then retreated back to Jordan after completing 

their tasks. Israel's intensive border security system, which was 

implemented during 1968-1969 (see pp. 75-76 below), inflicted a large 

nubmer of casualties on the penetrating terrorists (nine in 1967, 550 

in 1968, .293 in 1969, and 308 in 1970), and gradually put an end to 

the systematic penetration effort. As a result of the increas~ng 

effectiveness of Israel's border security system, the terroris~s shifted 

their mode of operation to firing across the border with Katyusha 

rocket launchers, mortars, bazookas, and small arms. Their targets were 

both civilian settlements, mainly in the densely populated Beit Shean 

valley south of the Lake of Galilee, and military targets (installations 

and patrols) along the border. In many cases, the terrorists were given 

artillery support by the Jordanian Army, or by the Iraqi Expeditionary 

Forces stationed around Irbiq. Figure 4 indicates the shift from oper

ations inside the territories to fire ass,aults across the Jordanian 

border, 1967-1969. 

The firing assaults escalated in most cases into an artillery fire 

exchange between Israel and Jordan. Israel's heavy reprisals against 

Jordan (see pp. 76-77 below) led King Hussein to demand the cessation 

of. terrorist activities from Jordan. Following the refusal of the 

Palestinian organizations to yield to his demands, Hussein launched a 

war on the terrorist organizations which culminated irtSeptember, 1970. 

The conflict, known as the "Jordanian Civil War," alias "Black September," 

as the Palestinians call it, in fact put an end to terrorist operations 

from Jordan. 

Although Jordan was the main front from which the terrorists acted, 

operations were carried out from Syria starting on December 2, 1967, 

lR . avl.V, op cit, p. 11. 
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and from Lebanon starting on May 7~ 1968. After the expulsion of the 

terrorists from Jordan in September, 1970, and following the resolutions 
. 1 ' 

of the Arab summit conference in Cairo (September, 1970), the terror-

ists shifted their effort to operations from Lebanon. 

Despite their relatively large magnitude, terrorist activities 

from 1967 until September, 1970~ were "swallowed up" in the ongoing 

"War of Attrition," along the Suez Canal between Israel and Egypt; and 

between Israel and Jordan. Terrorist operations within the cease-fire 

lines, namely in Gaza,the West Bank, and inside Israel, represented 

only 10.8 percent of the total number of incidents, as demonstrated in 

Table 6. 

The terrorists inflicted 1325 casualties during that period, which 

represent 53 percent of the total number of casualties (Table 7). It 

is worthwhile to note that 52.3 percent of the casualties that were 

caused by Palestinian terrorist strikes (62.4 percent of the killed and 

50.6 percent of the wounded) were military casualties. This fact corre

sponds to the semi-military character of the Palestinian activity during 

that period. The failure of the "Vietnamization" of the Palestinian

Israeli conflict, the increasing effectiveness of the Israeli counter

measures, and the lack of sufficient effect of the strikes, led the 

militant Palestinian organizations (mainly PFLP and its splinter groups, 

which did not approve of the semi-military "guerrilla" type of oper

ations carried out by Fatah) to open a new front: international terror

ism. The first operation was the hijacking of an El Al aircraft en 

route from Rome to Lod, Ist'ael, on July 23, 1967. George Habash 

admitted that the main motive behind the strikes abroad was their effect. 

"'ro kill a Jew far from the battlefield had more effect than 
killing a hundred Jews in battle. When we set fire to a store 
in London [referring to the incendiary bombs in Marks and 
Spencers on August 17, 1969] those few flames are worth the 
burning down of two kibbutzim, because we force people to 
ask what is going on. "2 

~B. O'Neill, op cit, pp. 81-82. 
To Oriana Fallaci--in an interview held on June 22, 1970, quoted 

in John Laffin, Fedayeen: The APab-IspaeZi DiZemma (London, Cassel, 
1973), p. 45. 
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Table 6 

INCIDENTS ALONG ISRAEL'S BORDERS AND WITHIN THE BORDERS 
DURING THE "WAR OF ATTRITION": 1967-1970 

Number of 
Area/Front Incidents % of Total 

Lebanese Front 181 1.9 

Syrian Front 3t+6 3.7 

Jordanian Front 3425 36.6 

Egyptian Front 44:33 47.0 

Total Along Bord~rs 8385 89.2 

Total Insicle the Borders 996 10.8 

Total 9381 100.0 

SOURCE: Raviv, op cit, p. 10. 

Table 7 

ISRAELI CASUALTIES DURING THE "WAR OF ATTRITION':: 
1967....;1970 

, Civilian Military 
, Casualties Casualties 

Total 

~ Cause , 
Killed Wounded Killed Wounded Killed Wounded 

Terrorist, Strikes 71 561 U8 575 189 1136 

Regular Arab Forces 14 28 288 833 302 861 

Total 85 589 406 1408 491 1997 

SOURCE: Data drawn from IDF spokesman a nd Raviv 0 p cit, p. 11. 
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From 1968 until the end of 1978, a total of 169 international terrorism 

strikes were carried out, 40 by P~P and 47 by the "Black September 

Organization" (BSO), the internat'iona1 terror arm of Fatab.. The huge 

effect of the early strikes, and the PFLP monopoly led Fatah to join 

the effort in 1971. Only 24 of the 169 strikes abroad involved cas

ualties: 169 killed and 193 wounded. Tables 8 and 9 summarize the 

data on the Palestinian terror strikes abroad. 

Twenty-seven of the 169 strikes were not completed, either because 

of arrests or through discovery of planted explosives. 

Palestinian terrorism abroad represents only 2.6 percent of the 

total number (6389) of Palestinian operations from 1967 to 1978. In 

spite of its low proportion, transnational Pa1estini.an terrorism had 

the largest effect on both international public opinion and domestic 

Total II of 
Year Incidents 

1968 2 

1969 14 

1970 15 

1971 16 

1972 35 

1973 .38 

1974 15 

1975 9 

1976 14 

1977 4 

1978 7 

Table 8 

PALESTINIAN INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM 
1968-1978: INCIDENTS AND CASUALTIES 

Casualties 

Total Israelis 
II of Incidents 
with Casualties Killed Wounded Killed Wounded . 

1 1 2 1 2 

2 1 17 1 7 

3 2 14 2 6 

0 - - - -
4 12 2 12 1 

5 38 62 3 -
1 88 - 12 -
4 18 79 - 20 

1 6 .5 6 5 

1 1 - - -
2 2 1.2 1 5 

Total 169 24 169 193 38 46 

SOURCE: IDF spokesman and SKIRA HODSHEET (1968-1978), passim. 
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Year 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

Total 

52 

Table 9 

PALESTINIAN INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM, \1~68-1;;8, 
ACCORDING TO TYPE OF STRIKE 

Related to Aviation 

Blowing Airport Bo.oby-" 
HijacJ.<..:· Up Air": Terminal Total Explo- Small TrappE<d 

ing craft Assaults Aviation sives Arms LettE<rs Arson 

1 - '1 2 - - - -
3 - 2 5 5 4 - -
4 2 3 9 - 2 3 1 

3 2 2 7 3 4 1 1 

4 1 1 6 7 6 12 2 

2 - 5 7 4 12 9 2 

.3 1 2 6 4 2 - -
- - 2 2 1 - 2 -
2 - 4 6 6 - - 1 

2 - - 2 2 - - -
- - 2 2 4 - - -

24 6 24 54 36 30 27 7 

Hostage Poison--
Taking ing 

-
- -
- -
- -
2 -
4 -
3 -
4 -
1 -
- -
- 1 

14 1 

SOURCE. IDF spokesm an and SK.1.ifA HODSHEET (1968-1978), passim. 

1 From the Palestinian point of view, interpublic opinion in Israe • 

national terrorism strikes were the most effective strikes in the sense 

that they brought the Palestinian issue to the international agenda. 

The effect was achieved by a few murderous strikes and prolonged hijack

ings that shocked and fascinated the world through broad and intensive 

The following examples illustrate the buildup of the media coverage. 

effect. 

o .On July 23, 1968 three PFLP terrorists hijacked an El Al 

aircraft en route from Rome to Lod and forced its landing in 

Algeria. The hostages were released after sentenced terror

ists were handed over by Israel two weeks later. This was 

the first Palestinian operation abroad. 

.... 
. t " .. 

Total 

2 

14 

15 

16 

35 

38 

15 " 9 

14 

4 

7 

169 

. . 

. . 

o On February 2, 1969 four PFLP terrorists,using small arms 

and hand grenades, attacked an El Al aircraft before takeoff 

in the Zurich airport. The copilot was killed and five pas
sengers were injured. 

o On September 9, 1969, a TWA plane en route from Rome to Lod 

o 

was hijacked by two PFLP terrorists and forced to land in 

Damascus. Two Israeli passengers were detained for three 

weeks and released in return for the release of two Syrian 
pilots held in Israel. 

On November 27, 1969, two PSF terrorists threw a hand grenade 

into the El Al office in Athens, wounding 14 people (10 local 
citizens and 4 Israelis). 

o On Febr~ary 2, 1970, three PFLP-GC terrorists' threw grenades 

into a crowd of El Al passengers at the Munich airport, killing 
one and injuring eight. 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

On February 2, 1970, a Swissair plane en ro~te from Zurich 

to Lod exploded in mid-air, killing 47. Jibril's PFLP-GC 

took responsibility for this strike. 

On September 6, 1970, three planes with 400 passengers on 

board were hijacked by PFLP terrorists. One was blown up 

in Egypt. The other two were taken to Zorka, Jordan, joined 

by another hijacked BOAC plane and blown up there. 

On February 6, 1972, an explosive went off in a Hamburg 

electronics plant and caused heavy damage. BSO took respon

sibility, claiming that the German firm did business with 
Israel. 

On February 2, 1972, a Lufthansa plane was hijacked by five 

PFLP terrorists and released for a $5 million ransom. 

On May 5, 1972, a Sabena plane en route from Brussels to 

Lod was hijacked by four BSO terrorists and was forced to 

land in Lod. An Israeli commando assault led to the release 

of the hostages. Two terrorists were killed and two others 
were taken prisoner. 
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f i ht BSO terrorists seized 
On September 5, 1972, a ~quad 0 e g 
the dormitory which housed the Israeli team to the Olympic 

t t t release the hostages, 
Games in Muni~h. During an a temp 0 
eleven Israeli athletes were killed. Five terrorists were 

d ( d I t r released following a 
killed, and three arreste an a e 

Lufthansa plane hijacking in October 1972). 
On December 28, 1972, four BSO terrorists attacked and occu-

pied the Israeli Embassy in Bangkok. Six hostages were 

released. 19 hours later. 
On July 1, 1973, the Israeli Air Attache in Washington was 

ambushed and killed. 
On July 20, 1973, a JAL plane en route from Paris to Tokyo 

was hijacked by "Red Army" and PFLP terrorists and forced 

to land in Libya. The plane was blown up four days later. 

On August 5, 1973, a squad of terrorists of the "Arab Na~ion
alist Youth organization for the Liberation of Palestine 

attacked a crowd at Athens airport, killing four and wound-

ing 54. 
73 a BSO missile attack on an El Al 

On September 5, 19 , 
plane at Rome was prevented. Five terrorists were arrested. 

" ere Soviet-made SA-? man-carried missiles. 
In their possess10n w . 

. b 17 1973 a squad of ANYOLP terrorists attacked 
On Decem er,' '" 
a Pan American plane on the ground at Rome, killing 31 and 

f h lane and flew 
wounding 31. They later hijacked a Lu t ansa P 

to Kuwait. 

o 
On September 8, 1974, a TWA plane en route from Lod to New 

All 88 passengers and crew wer.e 

o 

o 

o 

York exploded in midair. 

killed. ANYOLP took responsibility. 

two PFLP terrorists fired Katyusha rock
On January 13, 1975, 

Ai . P is They missed 
ets at an El Al plane at Orly "rport 1n ar • 

1 la e nearby Three persons 
the target but hit a Yugos av P n· 

were wounded. 
1

975, PFLP terrorists fired and threw grenades 
On January 9, 
at a crowd at Orly Airport, injuring 20. 
On December 21, 1975, six terrorists occupied the OPEC building 

in Vienna, holding OPEC oil ministers and their aides hostage. 
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The terrorists and their hostages left for Algeria the following 

day. Four were killed and one injured. 

On June 28, 1976, four terrorists hijacked an Air France plane 

en route from Lod to Rome after having stopped at Athens. The 

plane landed at Libya and later at Entebbe, Uganda. Two hundred 

forty-six passengers and 12 crewmen were on board. On June 30, 

46 passengers were freed. On July 1 an additional 100 were 

released. Seventy-eight Israelis, dual nationals, ,~and the 

plane's crew remained. On the night of July 3-4, an IDF Commando 

Force (consisting of ground and air forces) liberated the pas

sengers in a daring operation. One IDF officer was killed , 
three Israeli citizens were killed and five others wounded , 
and four Israeli soldiers were wounded. Several d;:tys after the 

operation Mrs. Bloch, a passenger on ·the ,plane, was murdered 

after being abducted from a Ugandan hospital by Idi Amin's 

agents. 

On August 12, 1976, three PFLP terrorists attacked an El Al 

plane in Istanbul. , Four passengers were killed and 21 were 

wounded. 

On October 13, 1977, a group of PDFLP and Bader Meinhoff 

terrorists hijacked a Lufthansa plane en route from Majorca 

to Frankfurt. The plane was forced to land in Somalia. The 

hijackers, who demanded a ransom and the release of imprisoned 

comrades in Ankara and Germany, killed the plane's captain. 

On the night of October 17-18, the hostages were released by 

an operation staged by GerIl\an commando!;;' in Somalia. 

o On August 8, 1978, a bus carrying 20 El Al crel07 members to 

London airport was attacked by terrorists. A stewardess was 

killed and three crew members were wounded. Six British 

citizens were also wounded. The terrorists claimed to belong 

to the "Sons of South Lebanon." 

Although the frequency of Palestinian strikes abroad has decreased 

since 1975, and despite Fatah's declared abandonment of international 

terrorism, strikes continue to occur, mainly by groups belonging to 

the "rejectionist front." 
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So far, we have focused on three classes of Palestinian operations: 

an attempt to incite an insurgency in the occupied territories, which 

failed; semi-military operations, which characterized the Palestinian 

activity during the War of Attrition (1967-1970); and international ter

rorism, which started in July 1968, reached its peak during 1972-1973, 

and declined afterward. 

A fourth class is terrorism directed against civilian targets in

side Israel, probably posing the largest direct threat to Israel. 

Terrorism against civilian ta~gets inside Israel has been carried out 

continuously during the whole period (1967-1978). During that period, 

3158 incidents which involved civilian targets have occurred. They 

represent 46.2 percent of the total number of incidents (6839). One 

thousand nine hundred eight-eight incidents (about 63 percent) occurred 

during the War of Attrition (1967-1970), and most of those involved 

firing across the border at Israeli border settlements. Despite the 

overall decrease in terrorist activities since 1970, it is worthwhile 

to note that the proportion of incidents which involve civilian targets 

inside Israel has been increasing constantly since 1967; as displayed in 

Figure 5. 

About 5 percent of the total number of incidents involving civilian 

targets inside Israel, namely 157 out of 3158, inflicted d:V:lliam.casua1:ties. 

Two hundred seventy-two Israeli citizens were killed from 1967 through 

1978, and 1584 were injured. Table 10 summarizes the data. 

Of the 157 strikes which involved civilian casualties, 54.2 percent 
2 

were explosives (85 incidents), 20.4 percent were small arms assaults 

(32 incidents), 10.8 percent were mines (17 incidents), 9.5 percent 

were artillery firing2 (15 cases), and 5.1 percent were hostage

bargaining incidents (8 incidents). Table 11 and Figures 6, 7, 8, 9, 

and 10 suroomarize the data on the terrorists' modus operandi and the 

number of casualties which were caused, by year, by cause, and by their 

geographic distribution. 

1 
Includi~g grenades. 

2Including Katyusha rockets and mort~TS .• 
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Table 10 

ISRAELI CIVILIAN CASUALTIES, 1967-1978 

Total If of 
lncidents It !:if Incidents Civilian 
Against Involvi.ng Civili.an Casualties 

Civilian Casualties 
Year Targets (% of Total) Killed vlounded 

1967 296 4 (1. 35%) 4 9 

1968 600 20 (3.3%) 27 258 

1969 592 19 (3.2%) 25 171 

1970 500 11 (2.2%) 21 118 

1971 232 5 (2.1%) 5 45 

1972 85 12 (12.9%) 28 112 

1973 125 6 (4.8%) 1 15 

1974 174 19 (7.3%) 62 211 

1975 203 23 (11.3i;) 38 178 

1976 147 11 (23.4%) 3 74 

1977 150 12 (8.0%) 3 128 

1978 54 15 (27.7%) 55 265 

Total 3158 157 (27.7%) I 272 1584 

SOURCE: IDF spokesman 

It is important to note that explosives planted in public places 

caused most of the casualties--about 56 percent (1037 out of 1856). 

Most of the strikes which involved casualties were carried out in Jer

usalem (25.4 percent) and Tel Aviv (21.6 percent). Also, the largest 

numbers of civilian casualties were inflicted in these two cities: 

Jerusalem (29.7 percent) and Tel Aviv (25.6 percent). 

While strikes against civilian targets inside Israel were "swal·· 

lowed up" in the War of Attrition (1967-1970), these strikes had a 

growing effect after the cease-fire and the expulsion of terrorists 

from Jordan. Despite the relatively low proportion of strikes which 

inflicted casualties (5 percent), they created a large impression, 
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Table 11 

MODE OF OPERATION IN TERRORIST STRIKES INVOLVING CIVILIAN CASUALTIES, 
1967-1978, BY NUMBER OF INCIDENTS AND CASUALTIES* 

Mode of Operation 

Year 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

Total incidents 
(Killed, wounded) 
Total casualties 

Mining 

1 
(3K,4W) 

5 
(13K, 33W) 

1 
(lK,21W) 

2 
(5K,2W) 

2 
(2W) 

3 
(lK,15W) 

1 
(2W) 

1 
(lK,2W) 

1 
(lW) 

17 
(24K,82W) 
106 

Explosives 

2 
(lK,4W) 

8 
(14K, 150W) 

11 
(8K,112W) 

1 
(2K,331V) 

5 
(19W) 

4 
(12W) 

8 
(4K,95W) 

15 
(25K,160W) 

9 
(3K,71W) 

11 
(3K,127W) 

11 
(20K,174W) 

85 
(80K,957W) 
1037 

Small 
Arms 

4 
(62W) 

3 
(13K,16W) 

5 
{13K, 61W) 

2 
(lK,l1W) 

3 
(27K,76W) 

1 
(lK,lW) 

7 
(8K,18W) 

3 
(2K,2W) 

2 
(3W) 

1 
(lW) 

1 
(6W) 

32 
(66K,257W) 
323 

Artillery 
Fire 

1 
(lW) 

3 
(13W) 

4 
(3K,22W) 

3 
(lK,22W) 

1 
(4K,32W) 

1 
(2W) 

1 
(lK) 

2 
(5W) 

1 
(2K,2W) 

17 
(11K, 99W) 
110 

SOURCE: Drawn from IDF spokesman chronologies. 

* Figures in parentheses indicate killed (K) and wounded (W). 

Hostage 
Bargaining 

3 
(48K,98W) 

2 
(10K,9W) 

1 
(33K,82W) 

6 
(91K,189W) 
280 

Total 

4 
(4K,9W) 

20 
(27K,258W) 

19 
(25K,171W) 

11 
(21K,118W) 

5 
(5K,45W) 

12 
(28K,1l2W) 

6 
(lK,15W) 

19 
(62K,211W) 

23 
(38K,178W) 

11 
(3K,74W) 

12 
(3K,128W) 

15 
(55K,265W) 

157 
(272K,1584W) 
1856 
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similar to international terrorism. Once again, the effect was 

achieved by a number of murderous or "dramatic',' incidents. 'As will 

be shown later, the impact of a few bloody events, which involved a 

large number of casualties per incident, was greater than the aggre

gate number of casualties caused, say, by explosives. The following 

examples illustrate the buildup of the effect. 

o 

o 

On March 18, 1968, a school doctor and a youth movement 

leader were killed and 28 high school students were wounded 

when a bus hit a mine in the Arava Valley. 

On March 28, 1968, a tractor-drawn platform hit a mine near 

Kibbutz Massada. Four were killed, and one severely injured. 

o On August 8, 1968, five booby trapped grenades were planted in 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

garbage cans in Jerusalem. Three went off; two were discov

ered and dismantled. Fourteen passersby were wounded. (This 

incident is still remembered as "the night of the grenades.") 

On Novembe~ 11, 1968, a booby trapped car in Jerusalem's 

Mahaneh Yehuda market caused the death of 12 persons and 

wounded 53. Adjacent cars, shop~, and flats were damaged. 

On January 1. 1969, five, Katyusha rockets hit the town of 

Kiryat Shmona. Three were killed, and one wounded. 

On March 6, 1969. an explosive device went off in the Hebrew 

University cafeteria in Jerusalem. wounding 29. 

On May 5, 1970, a school bus was attacked by bazooka fire 

near Kibbutz Baram, killing nine elementary school pupils 

and three teachers, and wounding an additional 19 children. 

On'June 1, 1970, Katyusha rockets fired at the town of Beit 

Shean, killing one girl and wounding eight. 

On November 6, 1970, two explosive devices, planted at the 

central bus station in Tel Aviv, killed two persons and 

wounded 33. 

On July 7, 1971, four Katyusha rockets were fired on Petah Tikva 

(a small town six miles north of Tel A~iv), killing four and 

wounding 16 • 

On May 30, 1972, 26 persons were killed and 76 were wounded in 

a murderous attack at Ben-Gurion Airport, carried out by 

three Japanese terrorists working for the Popular Front for 
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the Liberation of Palestine. The terrorists, two of whom 

were killed and a third captured, reached Lod on an Air France 

flight from Paris via Rome. 

o On July 11, 1972, an explosive device wounded 11 persons at 

the Tel Aviv central bus station. 

o On July 19, 1973, an explosive device wounded five in the 

Mahane Yehuda market in Jerusalem. 

o O~ April 11, 1974, three PFLP-GC terrorists infiltrated 

Kiryat Shemona from Lebanon, murdered 16 persons (including 

eight children) and wounded 16 persons. All three terrorists 

were killed. 

o On May 15, 1974, three PDFLP terrorists took school pupils 

hostage in Ma'alot. During a rescue operation, 24 were killed 

and 62 wounded. 

o On November 19, 1974, three PDFLP terrorists seized an apart

ment building in Beit Shean. Four persons were killed and 

18 wounded. 

o On December 12, 1974, an explosive device wound~d 20 passersby 

in Zion Square, downtown Jerusalem. 

o On March 5~ 1975, eight Fatah terrorists seized Tel Aviv's 

Savoy Hotel. The IDF stormed the hotel. Eight persons were 

killed and 6 wounded. l 

o ad July ,4, 1975, a booby trapped refrigerator exploded in Zion 
Ir 

S'quare, Jerusalem •.. Fifteen persons were killed and 62 
11 

wounded. 

o On November 13, 1975~ a booby trapped van exploded at tbe same 

site in Jerusalem. Seven persons were killed and 41 injured. 

o On July 28, 1977, an explosive device in the ~eersheba market 

wounded 28 persons. 

o On Marhh 11, 1978, 13 Fatah terrorists, penetrating Israel 

from the sea, took over two buses en route from Haifa to Tel 

Aviv. nuring the rescue operation, the terrorists killed 33 

and wounded 82. 

o On November 19, 1978, an explosion in a bus en route from 

Sodom to Jerusalem killed four and wounded 37. 

lCol. Uzi Yairi~ to whom this dissertation 1s dedicated, gave his 
life in the rescue operation. 
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In these 23 strik ( es occurring over a period of 12 ) years , which 
represent 14.6 percent of th t 1 

e ota number of incidents which inflicted 
casualties, and 0.7 percent of the total 

number of incidents involving 
civilian targets inside I 1 

srae , 768 casualties were inflicted (165 
killed and 603 wounded), representing 48 4 

• percent of the total number 
of civilian casualties. D . 

espite the relatively large 
between these strikes, their 

time interval 
impact contributed to the buildup of fear. 
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VII. ISRAELI COUNTERMEASURES: 1967-1978 

INTRODUCTION 

Until the Six Day War, Israel focused on reprisal operations as 

its major countermeasure: A lesser effort was put on defensive measures, 

mainly because of the long and crooked borders. 

The "boom" of terrorism which followed the 1967 War induced Israel 

to divers1fy its countermeasures. In a sense, Israel found herself always 

one step behind the terrorists. After each irltroduction of a new terror

ism strategy or tactic, Israel employed a new countermeasure, which in 

its turn led the terrorists to pursue another path, which was then coun

tered, and so on. It is interesting to observe that, in parallel to 

the decrease in number of terrorist operations (among other reasons, a 

result of the Israeli countermeasures), the overall number of counter

measures increased, as will be shown later on. Once a countermeasure 

was employed, usually as an immediate response to 1:1 new threat, it was 

kept. Hence, by the end of the period a whole set of countermeasures 

prevailed. The set of countermeasures consisted (and consists) of a 

large number of passive (that is, defensive) and active (or offensive) 

measures. 

Countermeasures taken by Israel during that period can be categor

ized according to their purpose, as follows: 

A. Reduce terrorists' resources; 

B. Reduce terror~sts' propensity to strike; 

C. Reduce the damage inflicted by terrorism. 

Four types of countermeasures were taken by IsraeL, during that 

period, in correspoudence with these three goals: 

a. Counterforce Measures--countermeasures taken to reduce the 

terrorists' resources and hence their capability to strike. 

Examples are military opeLations directed at terrorists' 

bases; covert operations; counterinsurgency measures in the 

administered territories; etc. Counterforce measures serve 

goals A a.nd B above. 
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Impedin~--counterrneasures d 
esigned to impede a particular 

attempt to strike: 

before the strike is i d 
. carr e out, for example, preemptive 

mi1~tary operations based upon an intelligence 

and directed against a terrorist 
strike is to be carried out; or 

early warning 

base from which an attempted 

during an attempted strike, that is, intercepting the terrorist 
squad on its way' fo 1 

road blocks; or 
, r examp e, the border security system, 

after a strike has 

disposal system. 

C above. 

been carried out, for example, the bomb 

Impeding serves all three goals: A, B, and 

Passive Defense--ph . 1 
ys~ca passive countermeasures taken to 

reduce the yield f 1 rom comp eted terrorist strikes. 
sheltering civilian For example: 

settlements along the borders; paving dirt 
roads with asphalt; and the border 

defense serves purposes Band C. 
security system. Passive 

Punishment--reprisa1s in reaction 

example: military operations' , 
to completed strikes. For 

blOWing up houses of arrested 
terrorists; deportc.ttion; etc. 
B. 

Punishment serves p urposes A and 

Figure 11 illustrates the relationship 
measures, their among the purposes of counter

categories, the countermeasures, d h 
modus operandi. an t e terrorists' 

Besides the terrorist t ik s res, which were the major generator of 
the countermeasures, other 

tiona1 considerations 
important factors were involved: organiza

implementing the of the organizations involved in 
countermeaslires (IDF, the police, the General Security 
NO d) Service, and the 

ssa ; domestic public opinion as reflected in the 
i h perception of terror-

sm; t e decisionmaking process in Israel 
b di ' etc. The countermeasures will 

e scussed in detail in this chapter. 

The countermeasures discussed are: 
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Purposes of 
countermeasures 

A 

Reduce 
terrorists' 
resources 

B 

Reduce 
terrorists' 
propensity to 
strike 

c 
Reduce damage 
inflicted by 
terrorism 

a 

{3 

Categories of 
countermeasures 

a 
Counterforce 

{3 
Impeding 

~ 

Passive defense 

8 
Punishment (reprisals) 

Countermeasures 

1. Air strikes (c, d, e, f, g) 

2. Land operations (c, d, e, f, g) 

3. Airborne operations (c, d, e, f, g) 

4. Naval operations (c, d, e, f, g) 

5. Artillery fire (c, d, e, f, g) 

6. Covert operations (c, d, e, f, g) 

7. Paving roads (d) 

8. Borde~ security system (b, d, e, f, g) 

9. Sheltering (el 

10. Bomb disposal system (e) 

11. Patrolling/guarding (b, d, e, f, g) 

12. Administrative punishment (a) 

Terrorists' modus operandi 

a. Inciting insurgency 

b. Infiltrating 

c. Artillery fire 

d. Mining 

e. Planting explosives 

f. Hostage taking 

g. Small arms assaults 

Fig. 11 - Israeli countermeasures: purposes, categories, and their interrelationship 
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o Counterinsurgency efforts in the occupied territories 

o The system of border security 

o Military reprisals 

o Counter-terror covert operations 

o Intelligence gathering 

o Dealing with strikes in process 

o Security measures to protect the civilian rear 

o Security measures in the context ,of terrorism abroad 

o The judicial system for trying captured terrorists 

Figure 12 illustrates the major factors that were involved in the buildup 

\of the counternleasures. The buildup of the countermeasures will be pre

sented, in the following sections, chronologically, to emphasize the 

cause-effect relationship between the terrorist operations and the 

cotm termeasures. 

COUNTERINSURGENCY EFFORTS 

Immediately after the Six Day War, Israel established a military 

government in the occupied territories to govern over a population of 

about one million:. circa 670,000 in the West Bank, circa 300,000 in 

the Gaza Strip and northern Sinai, about 7500 in the Golan Heights and 

the remaining in southern SinaL 1 Given their size, the West Bank and 

Gaza had the major insurgency potential. The Military Governors re

ported directly to the Minister of Defens,e. DaY{ln'::; counterinsurgency 

policy was described by him as "a mailed fist in a silken glove,,,2 

focusing on the latter. General Shlomo Gazit, then the "Policy Coorl..~:!.n" 

ator for the Administered Territories" in the Ministry of Defense, de

scribed the main components of Israel's policy: minimal military 

presence; minimal intervention in local, daily life; and "ope~ bridges" 

to enable the population of the occupied territories to maintain their 

family as well as commercial connections with the neighboring Arab 
3 states. The Israeli labor market, opened to Arab labor, reduced the 

1 Gazit, 
2 Dayan, 
3G . 

az~t, 

op cit, p. 25, based' on 1969 cenSllS. 

Story of MY Life~ op cit, p. 47. 

op cit, p. 34. 
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Terrorist 
Resources 

1. Popular support 

2. Budget 
3. Equipment 

4. Bases 
5. Arab support 
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Terrorist 
Strikes 

1. Inciting insurgency 

2. Infiltration 

3. Fire assaults 
4. Mining 

5. Explosives 

6.5mall arms 

7. Hostage/bargaining 

Israeli 
Organizations 

1.IDF 

2.GSC 

3. Police 

4. Mossad 

5. Major corporations 

Israeli 
Targets 

1. Densely populated 
areas 

2. Economic targets 
3. Israeli offices abroad 

4. Arab population 

Israeli Countermeasures 

1. Intelligence gathering 

2. Counterinsurgency in the occupied territories 

3. Border security system 

4. Response system to stri kes-i n-process 

5. Military reprisals and offensive operations 

6. Covert counterterror operations 

7. Passive security measures for civilian rear 

8. Bcmb disposal system 

9. Security for Israeli offices and personnel abroad 

Fig. 12 - Factors affecting Israeli countermeasures 
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unemployment rate to almost a zero level. Israeli advisers assisted 

in raising the local standards of health, agriculture, etc. The major 

motive which led to this policy was to decrease, as much as possible, 

the incentives of the local population to take part in an insurgency. 

So much for the "silken glove." The population was faced with a dil

emma: whether to accept the new situation and derive the maximum out 

of the liberal, noninterfering government, trying to suppress the notion 

of being under occupation and in so doing being exposed to violent 

pressures from the Palestinian terror organizations; or to collaborate 

with the Palestinian organizations, and by so doing exposing themselves 

to the "mailed fist." There is no dOUbt as to where their sympathies 

lay. During the first months after the 1967 War, the local population 

tried to pursue the latter course. Many "Civil disobedience" incidents 

occurred (strikes, demonstrations, stonings, etc.) in addition to ter

rorist strikes. The dilemma was solved by the quick implementation of 
active Israeli counterinsurgency measures: 

Intelligence 

The Israel General Security Service (GSS) established in the occu

pied territories "a sophisticated and efficient intelligence network, 

tightly connected to the operational arms (IDF, Police) which are cap

able of using effectively the information [gathered by GSS] and acting 
1 

upon it successfully." A measure o£ success of the intelligence oper-

ations is the large number of terrorist cells exposed during 1967-1970, 

and the arrests that followed. A Ministry of Police report indicates 

that by March 1971 the number of terrorist prisoners in Israeli jails 2 was 3,400. 

Laffin illustrates the effectiveness of the intelligence operation: 

"A fedayeen cell is quickly detected, often through informers. 
Once a single arrest is made the whole cell usually blows. 
Early in 1970 the entire 37 members of a group operating in 
Hebron were taken within a few days. It had been responsible 
for several ambush murders, including the deaths of two American tourists. ,,3 

1 
Gazit, op cit, p. 37. 

2Quotcd in B. O'Neill, op cit, p. 66. 
3 
J. Laffin, op Cit, p. 126. 
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to observe how the system was perceived by the 
It is interesting 

Palestinians. 

"Hazim al-Khalidi, an expert and dispassionate Arab observer 
of the scene from the vantage point of his home in East 
Jerusalem considers that 95 percent of the fedayeen who are 
captured ~re given away by their own people. 

i . t t The fact that Whether this proportion is true or not is un mpor an . 
h d bable deterrent 

the local population perceived it to be true a a pro 

effect by itself. 

Sanctions 
Israel employed a system of "administrative Ptlnishment," based 

d b- th military government and upon administrative regulations issue y e . 
bypassing the lengthy legal procedures. The sanctions employed were: 

The sanction of blowing up homes of captured Blowing up homes. 

terrorists and collaborators was 

punishment." To quote Dayan: 

knC!'w in Israel as "neighborhood 

"'From time to time, local residents of the administered 
territories joined the terror organizations and took p~rt 
in their operations. We had to take stern measures. e 
would blow up houses--after evacuating the occupants--that 

had served to shelter saboteurs or where stores of weapons 
and e losives had been found. Naturally this caused a 
furor~particularlY when the hOllseholder w~~ well known. 
But it proved effective and deterred many. 

i II Following a politi
Blowing up houses was criticized by many n srae. 

h generated by Jerusalem's mayor, Teddy cal crisis in 1970 whic ,was 
d 1 frequently, was implemented with cir-

Kollek, this measure was useess 
cumspection,3 and each case had to be approved by the Minister of Defense 

in person. 

lIbido 

2Dayan, op cit, p. 402. 

3B• O'Neill, op cit, p. 68. 
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Deportations 

"Another measure was exile. We used this punishment against 
leaders who had taken an active part in incitement to terror 
or in helping saboteurs. In most cases we gave them a warn
ing, and many indeed took heed and desisted. But ther.e were 
some who ignored it, continuing their hostile activity in ~ 
the belief that it would not be discovered ••.• Exile, 
like blowing up houses, was an effective method and helped

1 to keep down terrorism, but it also roused popular anger.'" 

Deportation was used against leaders who either instigated civil disobe

dience or consorted"with the terrorists. By late 1970, the total number 

of those deported was about 90. 2 

In explaining the administrative punishment policy, General Gazit 

wrote: 

"The great advantage of administrative punishment is the 
rapidity of its implementation. In combating terrorism, a 
government cannot allow itself to wait three, six, or even 
nine months until the completion of the legal process--
investigation, preparing the legal case, and prolonged pro
cedures in the different levels of jurisdiction. In order 
to deter, a sanction must be visible immediately. Bl1:lwing 
up terrorist homes is intended to achieve this purpose. If 
we wish to deter youngsters from fClllowing Az-a-Din R,is (who 
threw a grenade in Hebron)--we cannot achieve this deterrence 
by publicizing his lif~ sentence, imposed about nine months 
after the strike. However, blowing up 'his home the day 
after he was caught and we obtained his confassion--t.his is 
"the pillar ~f fire" which everybody sees, listens tel, and· 
understands. 

Restrictions on Movements. As another measure desi~led to deal 

with civilian unrest and terrorism, roadblocks were set up at random 

and passengers were searched. Denying freedom of movement, either 

across "open bridges" to Jordan or to Israel, was occasionally used 

as a threat, and was implemented a number of times. In a.n effort to 

curb smuggling of arms through the "open bridge," Israel imposed 

~ayan, loc cit. 

2B• O'Neill, op cit, p. 67. 
3 Gazit, op cit, p. 37 • 
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restrictions on trucks entering from Jordan. Trucks were not allowed 

to carry hollow objects such as water or gas containers. Furthermore, 

trucks selected at random were practically taken apart by special teams 

of mechanics assigned to the checkpoints at the bridges of the Jordan 

River. 

Cordon and Search Operations. Following major terrorist strikes, 

a curfew was imposed, and search was conducted. This tactic often led 

to the detention of the perpetrators of strikes. O'Neill points out 

that even the terrorists admitted the effiency of the "speedy arrests." 

For example, the arrest of the arsonist responsible for a fire at al

Aqsa Mosque was referred to, by a Palestinian publication, as "still 
,,1 another proof of the efficiency of that state's security forces. 

The counterinsurgency effort proved to be successful, first in the 

West Bank (by 1969) and later (by 1971) ion the Gaza Strip as well. 

Harbaki pointed out, correctly, that the population's refusal to collab

orate with the terrorists and take part in an insurgency--the result of 

Israel's counterinsurgency efforts--does not mean that the population 

wishes Israel to stay, or that it does not sympathize with Fatah and 

rejoice in listening to its announcements. "If these people admire 

Fatah for national reasons, they are more skeptical about its capabil

ities!~ . As mentioned earlier, the failure of the Palestinian terror 

organizations to establish themselves in the occupied territory and to 

incite an insurgency led them to pursue, an alternative path--carrying 

out operations by infi1trat~r? across the Jordanian border. 
", ) 

BORDER SECURITI SYSTEM 

Deploying a border security system was one of the major counter

measures during this period. The system was first established along 

the Jordanian and Syrian borders during 1968-1969, and later along the 

Lebanese border (1970-1971). By 1972, the system existed along all 

330 miles of Israel's land borders: The border security system 

1Quoted in B. O'Neill, op cit, p. 75. 

2Harakabi, "Fedayeen Action and Arab Strategy," op cit, p. 26. 
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consisted of a combination of physical obstacles and mobile military 
units. It included parallel barbed-wire fences about three t h' h me ers ~g, 

enclosing minefields and dotted with electronic warning devices and 

booby traps. Four-meter-wide dirt roads were bulldozed par~llel to the 

fence. The dirt roads were regularly patrolled, and swept with barbed 

wire or cloth to facilitate detection of tracks. 
At strategic points 

behind the fences and the road, military strongholds and observation 

posts were sited. Mobile units were stationed behind in full alert to 

carry out pursuit, once a p~netration had been detected. These hot' 

pursuits were carried out on the ground and by helicopters. l At first, 

terrorist groups tried to cross the Jordan River in spite of the system. 

In most cases, hot pursuits culminated in combat, and terrorists were 

arrested or killed. "But we paid a high price," wrote Dayan in his 

memoirs with regard to the pursuit operations. "Heading the units 

on these pursuit operations were many of our finest officers, some 

quite senior, and they were the first to be exposed to enemy fire when 

the terrorists' found themselves trapped."2 Two hundred ninety-three 

terrorists were killed in pursuits along the Jordanian front (1967-1970), 

and 138 Israeli soldiers lost their lives during these operations.3 

Realization of the effectiveness of the Israeli border security 

system led the terrorists to focus next on fire assaults across the 

border. Laffin pOints out that the effect of the sophisticated fence 

was so great that lithe fedayeen themselves believe that at many points 

machine guns operate automatically by infra-red rays.,,4 

MILITARy CO~SURES 

The traditional use of reprisals was extended after the Six Day 

War. In addition to military reprisals, carried out as an immediate 

response to terrorist strikes which inflicted a large number of cqsual

ties, Israel engaged in intensive counter force activity across its 

borders, ambushing and patrolling. This latter tactic was used frequently 

along the Lebanese front (1970-1975) when Israel carried out "knock on 

door" operations, searching for terrorists in southern Lebanese villages. 

lJ. Laffin, op Cit, p. 127. 
2 
Dayan, op cit, p. 424. 

3 ' 
Raviv, op cit, p. 11. 

4 
Laffin, op cit, p. 127. 
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Israel employed all arms of its military in carrying out its 

counterstrikes: artillery fire, land forces, raids, airborne operations, 

Air Force strikes, and naval operations. The first large offensive 

effort was directed against Jordan (1968-1970), starting with an armored 

raid directed at a Fatah base in Kar~r.1ah on March 21, 1968, in response 

to a mining incident which inflicted two deaths and 28 injuries on 

March 18. With the increase of fire assaults along the whole Jordanian 

border, Israel employed its artillery and Air Force, striking Pa1es-

1 1 eastern bank of the Jordan. Occasionally, .tinian hiding places a ong tle 
in response to the shelling of Israeli settlements, Israel would fire at 

,,1 Th 
the town of Irbid. This policy was called "active self defense. (". 

large-scale operation resulted in the evacuation of Jordanian citizenfi 

from the valley, and to increasing pressure on King Hussein to curb the 

activity of the Palestinian organizations. In fact, the expulsion of 

terrorists from Jordan was achieved mainly by the use of Israeli r,a

prisa1s and offensive efforts. Terrorism generated from Jordan prac-

b 1970 This observation ~ontradicts tica11y ceased as of Septem er • 
Blechman I s conclusion of his rigo,r01.1S study of Israeli reprisals. 

Blechman concluded that: 

"The reprisals have not fulfilled their stated purpose of com
pelling Arab states to reduce Arab initiated violence directed 
at Israel, except from a re1ati,ve1y short time perspe;ctive, 
and with some other ex~eptions, particularly notable before 
1956."2 

Ten years without terrorism are indeed not a "short ti'!.ne. II 

The terrorist shift to operations from Lebanon rli~directed Israel 

in its operations, a large number taking place almost.: continuously from 

1970 to the present. These operations cu1minatf'd ir.. ''Operation Litani," 

the occupation of South Lebanon from March 1978 through July 1978, 

following the casualty-heavy bus incident on March. 18, 1978. Israel 

in fact created a buffer zone from its border up t,o the Litani River. 

After retreating from the area and handing it over to the U.N., Israel 

lB. O'Neill, op cit, p. 80. 

2Barry Blechman, op cit, p. 288 • 
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maintained its control by supporting Christian militia, which takes an 

active part in current measures against Palestinian terrorists. The 

Is~ae1i Navy carried out a number of operations against Palestinian bases 

along the Lebanese Mediterranean coast, from which terrorist groups 

launched rubber boats in order to land on Israeli shores. 

Israel's military operations were both retaliatory and counterforce 

strikes. In most cases the operations were directed at terrorist tar

gets, yet in some cases the operations were directed against the host 

Arab country. On December 12, 1968, in response to a PLFP attack on an 

E1 A1 aircraft in Athens two days earlier, Israel carried out a 

dramatic helicopter raid against the Beirut airport, blowing up 13 Arab 

airliners without inflicting any casualties. Another important operation 

which struck directly at Fatah and the PFLP was a raid on Bei~ut, on 

April 10, 1973, carried out by Israeli commandos in a combined naval 

and he1icopter-borne'operation that killed three PLO leaders. 

Some counterforce and dissuasion operations were based upon intelli

gence. However, these were not always successful. On August 10, 1973, 

Israeli jets interc,epted a Middle East Airlines jet and forced it to 

land in Israel, in an attempt to capture George Habash, who was supposed 

to be on board, but \lTaSn' t. In his memoirs, Abba Eban, then Israel's 

. foreign minister, sheds some light on the Israeli decisi.onmaking process 

with regard to offensive counterterror operations. Eban, who claims no 

part in the decision, wrote: 

"The operation was approved by three ministers after a short 
consultation. Following the operation, Israel was severely 
criticized by world public opinion, mainly in the U.S. It 
seems to me that our decisionmakers probably made cr.roneous 
calculations with regard to the methods of combatting terror
ism. What c.ou1d we have done with our "success, II even had 
Habash been present on the plane? He would have most probably 
used a~ Israeli court as a stage to preach "the Palestinian 

'Revolution" in the sp'irit of a martyr, in front of the inter-
na tiona1 viewers. Furthermore, his preSElnCe for many years 
in an Israeli prison would have led to a new sequence of kid
nappings aimed at achieving his release. ,,1 

1 -Abba Eban, Life ChapteT's (Hebrew), SIFRIAT MAARIV (Tel Aviv, 
197~), p.486. 
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Another tragic failure was an impeding military operation: the inter-

i dowt,. of a Libyan airliner on February 21, 1979, over ception and shoot ng 

the Sinai Desert. A few days earlier, Israeli int~~11igence had reported 

that the Palestinians were planning to blow up an airliner loaded with 
1 explosives in the air above Tel Aviv. In retro1:,pect the Israeli action 

may seem an over-reaction; however, it must be vi'\;~wed in the context of 

the general perception of threat prevailing in Is'rae1 at that time, 

taking into account the short period that was available to make this 

decision. 

To analyze the effect of Israel's military operations from 1967-

1978 on terrorism requires a complete data base on Israeli operations, 

a data base which is not available. Only general observations can 

therefore be made in this regard. 

o 

o 

o 

o 

Israel's intensive strikes against Jordan contributed in a 

major way to the expulsion of terrorists from that country 

and to an almost complete cessation of terrorist activity 

from that country. 

The continuous strikes against terrorist targets, whether in 

retaliation for terrorist strikes or as .. ~ounterforce or impeding, 

inflicted damage on the terrorist organizations and hence 

. ik that would otherwise have been helped to prevent manY1str es 

carried out. However, because of the fact that many of the 

terrorists' installations were (and are) located in densely 

1 d these strikes inflicted a sizable rate of popu ate areas, 

casualties among civilians residing in the vicinity of the 

targets. This fact contributed to a tilt in world public 

opinion in favor of the Palestinians. 

The military operations involved a relatively high rate of 

casualties among the Israeli military units carrying out 

these operations. 

Ther~ is no proof that the strikes reduced the willingness of 

Palestinians to join th2 organizations and die for their cause. 

L h B D do' 48 Ye""'VOs ana. 20 Days (Hebrew), SIFRIAT [lana artov, a. .....,. 
MAARIV (Tel Aviv, 1979), p. 226. 
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One may assume that, on the contrary, the strikes led to rage 

which may have encouraged jOining terror organizations and 

taking part in their operations. It may have led the terror

ists to carry out suicidal missions, such as those in the do

main of international terrorism, and the increasing number of 

hostage-bargaining assaults inside Israel from 1974-1978. 

COUNTERING INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM 

The retaliatory dimension of countering strikes abroad has been 

discussed in the previous section. In addition to military operations, 

it has been reported by non-Israeli sources that the Isr.ae1i Mossad 

carried out a number of covert operations abroad, mainly in Europe and 

in Lebanon, which ended when Palestinian terrorists' bodies were dis
covered by local police. 

The main effort in the arena of inteL~ationa1 terrorism was placed 
on preventive security measures. 

o 

o 

o 

Security agents were assigned to all El Al aircraft and to 

all official Israeli offices abroad. 

Electronic detection devices were installed in Lod AirpQT.t 
and in Israeli buildings abroad. 

Any Israeli official delegation going abroad for an inter

national event (conferences, sports games) was accompanied by 
bodyguards. 

These security measures were introduced gradually, following the inno

vations of the terrorists. The hijacking of an El Al aircraft in July 

1968 led to a crash program, which still preyai1s, to sf..l;;ure El Al 

planes. El Al security personnel proved to be effective in a few in

cidents. They were the first to fire back at assaUlting terrorists in 

a European airport, and in some cases 'were the only aecurity force 
present. 

The assault on the Israeli embassy in Bangkok led to the deploy

ment of security measures in all Israeli offices abroad. SilPi1arly, 

the death of 11 Israeli atheletes in the Olympic Games in Munich 
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1 ti In ad-
(September 

1972) led to securing official Israeli de ega ons. 
collaborated with security services 

dition to these measures, Israel 
on Palestinian activities, movements, 

abroad by exchanging information 

etc. to international terrorism were mainly 
The Israeli countermeasures . 

i the famouS long-range airborne rakd on 
preventive. An ex,cept on was 

res cue the hostages of the hijacked Air France 
Entebbe (July 4, 1976) to 

exam Ie which ,.las then repeated 
This successful operation set an P . 

plane. i M d 
d s who carried out a rescue operation n oga

by West German cornman 0 

ishu' on October lO~ 1977. 

RESPONSE TO STRIKES-IN-PROCESS 
adhered to a policy'of not yielding 

With two exceptions, Israel 

demands in hostage-bargaining incidents. 
to terrorist 

To respond to 

Israel, Israel employed special military com
strikes-in-process within 

The 
'first operation was the successful rescue of the hos-

mando units. d 
airplane which was forced to land in Lo , on 

tages in a hij acked Sabena d 
disguised as airport technicians, storme 

1972 The commandos, 
May 9, • tion killed two terrorists, and cap-
the aircraft in a blitz-type opera , ' 

However most such operations ended with casual-
tured the other two. , ~ 

Ii d by the terrorists facing the sto~ng 
ties among the hostages, inf cte 

he 0 eration to rescue the school 
Israeli rescue forces--for example, t p 

a t Ma'alot on May 15, 1974. In his memoirs, 
children taken hostage 

Dayan writes: 

the children was not the most succesful 
"The attempt to rescue b attributed 

ever undertaken. One reason can e 
military action il the last moment •••• The second 
to delaying the attack unt tion of the operation. Our 
error involved the actual execu the phosphorous grenade • 
men used an inappropriate weap~n, 1 red By that time the 
they had to wait until ihtsism~:S~c~: of' the children. "I 
terrorists carried out t e r 

lDayan, op cit, pp. 586-587. 
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The tragic dilemma set before Israel was whether to submit to terror

ists' blackmail or to fight and try to rescue the hostages. Israel 

resolved its dilemma by pursuing-the latter alternative. It did its 

best to improve its tactics of fighting terrorists ~V'hile they were 

holding hostages. Israel's response turned, in essence, any hostage

bargaining strike into a suicidal operation for the Palestinian ter

rorists. This type of responSe seems to have been effective. The 

number of hostage-bargaining strikes decreased dramatically after 1974 

(see Table 11, p. 59 and Figure 8, p. 62 above). 

COUNTERING TERRORISM IN THE CIVILIAN REAR 

Strikes against civilian targets in Israel bec,ame the major mode 

of operation of the terrorists after 1972 (see Figure 5, p. 55 above). 

For the first time in the history of microviolence in the Arab-Israeli 

context, Israel deployed a large number. of preventive measures. 

Paving Roads 

To counter mining, Israel carried out a large project, paving all 

dirt roads in the border areas with asphalt--including small roads 

leading to fields, orchards, etc. Road paving was effective, and ex

plains the reduction in mining incidents since 1972 (see Table 11, p. 

59 and Figure 8, p. 62). 

Sheltering 

In response to artillery, mortar and Katyusha firing across the 

borders, all settlements within 15 km of a border were hardened. The 

goal of 100 percent sheltering was achieved in 1975. A shelter or a 

hardened security room was added to each building., In addition. public 

shelters were built in each residential neighborhood. Sheltering 

played a part in the decrease in the number of ,casualties caused by 

firing incidents since 1972 (see Table 11, p. 59 above). 

Fences and Guarding 

Fences were erected around all border settlements an'clesaential 

installations (power plants, water installations j oil terminals, major 
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factories, etc.). }1ilitary reservists were assigned to guard duty 

along these fences. As of 1970, civil defense reserve personnel were 

assigned to guard all public gathering sites: entertainment facilities, 

beaches, sports arenas, etc. Every site is guarded by at least two civil 

defense reservists, on active duty, assigned to the police on a daily 

basis by the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF). Each ticketholder is searched 

befora being permitted to enter the facility. 

Following the Ma'alot incident,l a mandatory School Guarding Act 

was passed by th~, Knesset, 
2 

enforcing the guardlng of ea.ch school (nur

sery se.hools, kindergartens, elementary, junior high, and high schools) 

by parents. Physical security measur~s were taken as welJ.--mainly, 

~ences that were erected around all schools in Israel. The parents 

(in most cases two a~u~ts at-~v~ry ~chool ort every school day) are 
- . 

unarmed. The presence of parents at the school gate is a doubtful de-
""t7 

terrent to any~assault by armed terrorists, yet this measure was ac-

cepted willingly by all and no voice whatsoever was raised against it. 

It provided society with an illusive sense of security, ignoring its 

likely real effectiveness as well as its costs. And the costs are high. 
3 In 1975, there were 6526 school buildings in Israel. Probably 10,000 

parents were guarding schools every school day, representing about one 

percent of"the adult Israeli labor force (995,200)4 in 1975. 

Following the Yom Kippur War, a voluntary "Citizens Guard" 

(Hamishmar Ha'ezrachi") was established under the auspices of the (na

tional) police. The Citizens Guard eCG) is organized on a territorial 

level. The. circa 100,000 volunteers take patrolling shifts in their 

neighborhoods each night. Their commanders are full-time officers; 

they and the administrative support staff 'numbered about 1100 in 1975. 

Command posts were situated in each town, and the CG was armed and 

equipped with communication sets and vehicles. There is no recorded 

case, to the best of my knowledge, of the eGs having ever prevented 

lThe children taken hostage in Ma'alot were high school students 
from Zefat, who were camping overnight in the Ma'alot school building. 

2See Appendix B, pp. 237-262 below. 

3StatisticaZ Abstracts of IsraeZ~ 1976. 
3~bid. 
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a terrorist strike. There are 
reports of their contribution to crime 

prevention, mainly theft . 
s, ~n various neighborhoods. 

Bomb Disposal System 

A bomb disposal 
SYfl cern was established by the police 

explosives planted by terrorists. The publi to deal with 
immediatel t. ' c was encouraged to report 

y 0 the pol~ce any unidentified susp~c~ous 
se d ... ... obj ect (USa) ob-

rve. A large advertising campaign was launched to 
a increase the wareness of the pub'ic in thO ... ~s regard. In each police district , special bomb squads were established. 

in the following process: The squads respond to each alarm 

o Arrive at the scene , 
Isolate the scene area , o 

o Check the usa and find out 

Deactivate the o whether the alarm was false or true 
bomb, if POSSible, or transfer it ' 

disaster area. to a nearby 

A large number f I 
o P anted explosives have been 

bomb squads. dismantled by police 

THE JIJDICIAL SYSTEM 
TO TRY CAPTURED TERRORISTS 

Arrested ter i ror sts or suspected b 
. mem ers of terrorist organiza-

t~ons are under the jurisdiction of 
the military co t 

sentf.mces of convicted t . ur system. The 
error~sts vary b r 

d a_ween three years'Jmpri an life sentence. Th • .L sonment 
e aeath penalty is not imposed 

the sentencing policy as follows: • Gazi t explained 

"I . ~ ~s doubtful ~,Thether a death enal . 
Jo~n~ng terror organizat. . p ty w~ll deter many from 

d ~ons. Our expe . 
e ge of the high probabilit of et' r~~nce shows that knowl-
to penetrate the lines did y t dg t~ng k~lled during an attempt 
trying it again and agai n~ eter other terrorists from 
therefore, drive the te n. . n expected death penalty may 
f rror~st--once h ' 
orces--to fight for his life. If e e~counters security 

at least be able to ~nfl' t he won t survive, he may 
if h · ... ~c casualties 1 . 

. e is captured alit~ the . upon l~S enemy. Even 
alty might well create ~ senQnot~on 10f an expected death pen-

~e 0 se f-martyrdom which will 
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lead to noncooperation with his investigators, an unwilling
ness to provide information which can lead to the arrest of 
his comrades. However, nowadays every terrorist knows that 
once he sticks up his hands and gives himself up, nothing 
will happen to him. This realiz~tion explains the increas
ing number of terrorists who give themselves up willingly, 
and later collaborate with their investigators ana lead to 
the collapse of entire networks."l 

ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED IN COUNTERING TERRORISM 

Until 1967 the IDFwas the sole organization involved in counter

ing terrorism. With the diversification'of both terrorist tactics and 

countermeasures, the number of organizations involved increased and 

included, in addition to the IDF, the police, the GSS, the Mossad, and 

major corporations, not to mention the public (parents, CG volunteers, 

etc.). Although the IDF was responsible for all countermeasures, in

cluding security in the ci'lilian rear, the need for coordination spurred 

Prime Minister Meir to appoint an adviser responsible for the "coordin

ation of combating terrorism," reporting directly to her. 

After the Yom Kippur War, the IDF General Staff realized that it 

could not maintain responsibility for security in the civilian rear, 

because this mission did not correspond to its principal mission--to 

maintain constant readiness against regular Arab forces (one of the . 

many lessons deri:\Ted after the surprise of Yom Kippur). Prime Minister 

Rabin shifted responsibility fo.};' "internal security" from the IDF to 

the police. 2 Yet, the IDF was supposed to maintain its capability to 

intervene in cases where the police would be unable to handle the situ

ation. The, police reorganized itself in a semi-military manner after 

that deciu:ion. Staff functions were added in all echelons, and the 

Citizens Guard was nurtured and developed until a system parallel to 

that of the IDF Civil Defense pre'vailed. By 1979, the GSS was respon

sible for intelligence gathered in the occupied territories, the IDF 

for border security and military operations, and the police for the 

security of the civilian rear. In accord with its new mission, in ad

dition to the CG, the police established a special assault unit 

lGazit, op cit, p. 37. 

2Yitzhak Rabin, A Serviap, Diary (Hebrew), SIFRIAT MAARIV (Tel 
Aviv,1979) p. 520. 
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be rein-
conSisting of IDF commando veterans. The police continued to 

forced, on a daily basis, by IDF/CivJ.'l Defense reservists for guard 

Figure 13 illus-
missions that were assigned by local polJ.·ce commands. 
trates organizations countering terrorism. 
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VIII. ON SOCIETY'S PERCEPTIONS OF TERRORISM 

The perception of contemporary terrorism as a "very serious" 

threat is not confined to the domain of scht)larly research. 1 It is 

shared by societies in countries which face microviolence generated by 

terrorists, as well as by those who are not directly involved, but 

watch the acts of violence carried out in rE!mote places through the 

communication media. 

This change in perception is demonstrated in recent public opinion 

polls, cited below. A number of surveys indicate that terrorism is 

perceived to be a "very serious" problem. 

In a recent study carried out in Israel, in April, 1979, 500 peo-

1 i h dl b 1 · d 2 Th d P e represent ng tea u t ur an popu at~on were surveye • e stu y 

focuses on society's perceptions of Palestinian terrorism; society's 

-:position with regard to countermeasures; and the impact of terrorism 

on society's position on the Palestinian problem. Thirty questions 

covering these issues were asked. 

The main findings of the study are: 

o 93 percent are "worried" or "very worried" about terrorism 

directed against civilian targets inside Israel. 

o 88 percent are "worried" or "very worried" about terrorism 

directed against Israelites abroad. 

o 73 percent are "worried" or "very worried" about the possibil

ity that they or their immediate family members will be vic

tims of terrorist strikes. 

The majority support the use of severe countermeasures: 

o 80 percent support blowing up homes which harbored terrorists. 

lSee pp. 1-3 above. 

2A• Harari and N. Friedland, Public Attitude to TeX'X'oX'ism (Hebrew, 
unpublished manuscript). Center for Strategic Studies, Tel Aviv 
University, Tel Aviv, January, 1980. 
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82 percent support the use 

Palestinian demonstrations 

of force in response to violent 

in the administered territories. 

curfews in response to terror -

administered territories. 
88 percent support the use of 

ist strikes originating in the 

90 percent support deportation 
of persons who had any contact 

Palestinian terror organizations. 

reprisals against terrorist bases. 
innocent civilians are 

with members of 

95 percent support 
reprisals even if 75 percent support 

hit during the operation. 
of terrorist leaders. 

o t support assassination 
93 percen ff' 'ent 

t hat Palestinian terrorism is a su ~c~ 
96 percent believe o establishment of a Palestinian state. 
reason for opposing the 

.' terrorism is a suffi,cient 
I , that Palest~n~an 

o 95 percent be ~eve h 
as the representative of t e 

reason not to recognize the PLO 

Palestinian people. 

h po;nt out that: The researc ers ... 

's above and beyond the actual 
"The high degree of worry ~ 'k However in order 

. h' b terrorist str~ e. 'ub 
risk of be~ng ~t y a . on the public, the s -

i t of terror~sm to assess the mpac .' a more important measure 
t . f terror~sm ~s . 

jective percep ~on 0 bab'~'t If Palestinian terror~sm 
than its objective 'pro ~ ~ Yd' 'sproportion to the actual 

d 'ng fear ~n ~ b is aimed at sprea ~ that this aim has een 
h th eat it seems . b Ii magnitude of t e r, h If of the respondents e eve 

achieved. Furthermore, about a ti-lly the willingness of 
, 'k s affect par a , 

tnat terror~sm str~ e T'h' feeling is more frequent 
I ' 'Israel. ~s Israelis to ~ve ~n (54 percent vs. 40 percent,· 

among women than among men 
, 1) ,,1 

respect~ve Y . 

, 'other Western countries. 
~tudies have been carr~ed out ~n 

Similar - d St t s con ~ pulation of the Unite a e . -. 
Late in 1977, 90 percent of the po 2 " . 

" serious" problem, and, according to , 
sidered terrorism to be a very 

lIbid, p. 3. 
2H ris Poll December 1977, q~o:ed 

ar , ' . "Pub ~ic Op~n~on 
Terrorism and HiJack~ng, 

in Connie deBoer, "The Polls: 
Quarter~y~ Vol. 43 (1979), 

No.3, p. 412. 
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an opinion survey conducted half a year later in Great Britain, 85 
, 'I 

percent of the British population holds the same v~ew. Furthermore, 

several opinion surveys conducted in West Germany and Holland indicate 

the willingness of people. Pto sacrifice their personal rights and lib

erties if this can serve the purpose of combatting terrorism. ,,2 

Governments' reactions to terrorism reflect these perceptions. 

Governments assign a high weight to the threat of terrorism, and as a 

result react massively--in many cases, by so doing, serving a goal of 

the terrorists. 

Perceiving terrorism as a "most serious" threat has provoked the 

Government of Israel to carry out a large number of countermeasures, 

passive and active, preventive and/or retaliatory, imposing by the 

implementation of the variety of countermeasures a heavy burden on 

'Israel's society and economy. 

The ~oney costs and other resources involved in countering terror

ism are not limited to government budgets. They are, in fact, spread 

over the whole economy. Private corporations and firms such as banks, 

air1.ines!. maj or businesses, etc., have growing direct costs devoted to 

security measures (bodyguards, electronic surveillance systems, etc.). 

Furthermore, not all the costs involved in countering terrorism are 

quantifiable or measurable in money units, such as violation of civil 

rights, legal rights and property rights, or the increasingly free 
i 

hand given to police forces. These may all be generalized as a threat 

t d · 3. o emocracy. 

Furthermore, beyond the high costs imposed on society as a result 

of the countermeasures, overreaction sometimes has a "boomerang" effect 

on government. A government frequently becomes paralyzed during a 

terrorist .incident, and is unable to deal with its other tasks. Thus, 

a government may at times be unable to handle a real national crisis 

which happens to develop coincident with the perceived crisis created 

by the terrorist strike, as exemplified by the following case. 

1 Social Surveys, Ltd., June 1978, in deBoer, op cit. 

2Ib :f.d. 

3Much .has been written on the threat. For a comprehensive analy
sis, see: Joseph W. Bishop, Jr., "Can Democracy Defend Itself Against 
Terrorism," in Commentary, May 1977, pp. 55-63. I 
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On September 28
t 

1973, three Jewish emigrants en route from the 

Soviet Union to Israel, and an Austrian customs official, were taken 

hostage by two armed Arab terrorists who claimed to be members of the 

"Eagles of the Palestinian Revolution," an offshoot of Saika. The ter

Lorists demanded that the Austrian government close Schoenau Castle.,--:1 

transit camp for Jewish emigrants on their wa.y to Israel. 

Bruno Kreisky, Austria's chancellor, yielded to the terrorists' 

demand. Schoenau was closed, and the hostages were released. This 

"minor" incident, usually treated as a sample point or a statistical 

ent~y in chronologies on terrorism, paralyzed two governments (Jerusalem 

and Vienna) and dominated publ:tc interest in the two countries. The 

prime m:1.nister of ISLael, Golda Meir, flew to Vienna to attempt to con

vince Kreisky to change his decision. The Israeli cabinet was busy 

evaluating the situation; large parts of th,~ Israeli Defense Forces' 

general staff were occupied in studying operational contingency plans 

against terrorist targets. Net assessments were done. }lilitary re

prisal was considered. Both the decisionmakers and the public were 

busy discussing the "ViE:?na blackmail. 11 

Nothing extraordinary? Indeed, it was; in fact, the Vienna crisis 

took place only eight days before the outbreak of the 1973 Yom Kippur 

War! What a successful, although probably unplanned, contribution to 

the Arab strategic deception effort. In retrospect, because of the 

time coincidence, "Vienna" turned out to be an extreme case of assign

ing disproportionate weight to a terrorist act. 
It is interesting and impoLtant to observe that the perceptions 

of the threat of terrorism seem to be independent of the physical 

outcomes of the terrorists' strikes, as measured by aggregate statis

tics. Society perceives terrorism as a "most serious threat" to the 

lives of its members despite the fact that the "blood toll collected" 

by acts of terrorism is significantly lower than the rate of casualties 

caused by other sources such as criminal'violence, car accidents, and 

labor-related accidents. 
Table 12 and Figure 14 exhibit the number of civilian casualties 

in Israel (deaths and injuries) for the period 1967-1978 by cause 

of death or injury. 
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Table 12 

CIVILIAN CASUALTIES IN ISRAEL, 1967-1978 

(% of total) 

Type of Casualty 
Source of 
Casualty De,aths Injuries 

'I, 
Terrorism 272 1,584 

(2.9%) ( .5%) 
Criminal violence 

o Murder 449 
o Manslaughter 549 
o Assault 76,664 

Total 998 76,664 
(10.6%) (23.4%) 

Car accidents*·~;' 6,312 212,511 
(66.9%) (64.8%) 

Labor accidents 1,842 37,013*** 
(19.6%) (11.3%) 

Total 9,424 327,772 

'* 

Total 

1,856 
(.55%) 

449 
549 

76,664 

77 ,662 
(23.0%) 

218,823 
(64.9%) 
38,855 
(11.55%) 

337,172 

SOURCE: Is~ael Def n F ** ~ e se orces spokesman, December 1978. 

29 (l~~~CE: StatisticaZ Abstracts of IsraeZ, Vol. 19 through 
*** -1978), Central Bureau of Statistics, Jerusalem, Israel. 

Total disability only. 

S~rprisingly, the proportion of civilian casualties caused by terror

ism is very low. Only 0.54 percent of the total number of cas\lalties 

were caused by terrorism, yet Israeli society perceives terrorism as 

a major threat and justifies the allocation of resources for counter

measures accordingly. 

Israeli, society seems to tolerate casualties inflicted by terror-

,ist strikes less th th d an ose cause by other sources. This is not a 

act emonstrated as well in uniquely Israeli phenomenon and lo·s lo·n f d 

other countries which face terrorism. 

~ ~ as a new threat," more "ser-Why do societies perceive te~~orism " 

ious" than h h ot er azards they face? Why do people seem to tolerate 

casualties inflicted by terrorism much less than those generated by 

other causes? Why do governments share this attitude towa~d ~ terrorism, 
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as reflected in their responses? Are the countermeasures an over

reaction? 

The following sections will suggest a few tentative answers to 

these questions. 

TERRORISM AS THEATER 

Much has been written about terrorism and the media. l An argument 

is frequently raised that the success of a terrorist movement is depen

dent upon the amount of publicity it receives. Terrorists fear being 

ignored. Media coverage has become an important end for terrorists. 

In many cases, the victims or targets selected by terrorists servp only 

as means to achieve media coverage, to achieve "propaganda by deed." 

Therefore, the media, according to this frequently raised argument, 

contribute to the generation of further acts of terrorism. 

I would like to stress in this context the role of the media in 

shaping the public's perception of the threat of terrorism. 

Acts of terrorism receive more coverage by the media than any 

other act of violence, even criminal violence, or any other incidents 

which involve causalties, such as car accidents or on-the-job accidents • 

The public, both fascinated and repelled, witnesses strikes of terror

ism on the evening news. The media have turned terrorism into a "spec

tator event" providing "armchair participation" in terrorist acts. 

out: 

Brian Jenkins, in dealing with "terrorism for effect," points 

"Perhaps we count the wrong things. More likely, the 
thin'gs we can count do not reflect our perceptions pf the 
phenomenon. Terrorism is not simply what terrorists do, 
but the effect--the publicity, the alarm--they create by 
their actions. 

lSee, for example: David Gutmann, "Killers and Consumer: The 
Terrorist and His Audience," SociaZ Research" Vol. 46 (1979). No .. 3, 
pp. 517-536; Jordan J. Paust, "International Law and Control of 1:he 
Media: Terror, Repression and the Alternatives," Indiana Lm') JournaZ" 
Vol. 53 (1978), No.4, pp. 621-677; Edward J. Doyle, "Prop?ganda by 
Deed: The Media Response to Terrorism," The PoZice Chief, Vol. lf6 
(1979), No.6, pp. 40-42; H. H. A. Cooper, "Terrorism and the Media," 
in Terrorism: InterdiscipZinary Perspective (John Jay Press, 1977) •. 
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"Public perceptions of the level of terrorism appear tQ. be 
d . d~ not by the level of violerwe but rather by t,1e 

e ternune. . d.t.h degree of uality of the incidents, the locat~on, an ~ e 
~edia coverage. Hostage incidents seem to have grea~er 
. ct than ~urder' barricade situatio~s more than k~dnap-
~mpa , f d ibly weeks • . g Hostage situations may last or ays, poss 
~~~a~ life hangs in the balance. The whole ~yorld ~yatches, 
and waits. By contrast, a death, even many deaths, are ne~s 
for only a few days. They lack suspense--and are soon for 

"I gotten. 

There is a positive • rel-at~onship between the amount of media coverage 

and society's perceptions of terrorism, which are shaped by buil-ding 

t that each car accident up the emotional charge. Assume for a momen 

or on-the-job accident had received the same amount of media coverage 

as incidents of terrorism receive at present. Such hypothetical, non-

discriminatory coverage would have probably led society to reassign 

weights altering its perception of the various threats. 

WHAT COUNTS IS THE NUMBER OF CASUALTIES PER INCIDENT AND NOT AGGREGATE 

CASUALTY STATISTICS 

People are fascinated by large incidents. Their attention is cap

tured when many ... casualt~es are involved in a single incident. Society 

will tend to 1 "f ttl ignore annual summary statistics, and wi1 orge 

many "small" inci:ents. Every Israeli will remember the 24 school 

children killed and the 62 wounded by three terrorists in Ma'a10t on 

b on the coastal highway on May 15, 1974; or the takeover of two usses 

March 11, 1978, when 33 passengers were killed and 82 wounded. 

They assess the risk of future terrorism according to the few, 

particularly bloody strikes rather than by estimating the probability 

of being hit by a terrorist, based upon annual statistics. The 

42 t f the number of civilians killed Ma'alot massacre represents percen 0 

by terror~sm ~n . . 1974 (58) and 29 percent of the total number of injur-

ies (217) caused in 1974. Similarly, 60 percent out of the total 1975 

annual terrorism fatalities (55) were killed in the bus incident, and 

31 percent of the annua num e 1 b r of inJ'uries were wounded. 

1 T i Trends and Potential-Brian Jenkins, "International e.rror sm: 
"1 Af'~ V 1 32 (1978), No.1. p. 119. ities." Journal of Intemationa{; Ja1,rs.. o. 
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The countermeasures taken by the government reflect the impact of 

these tragic yet single events on society, and are justified accordingly. 

In spite of the fact that schools had been targets of terrorist strikes 

only twice (Kiryat Shmona, April 11, 1974, and Ma'alot), the Knesset 
1 passed a Mandatory School Guarding Act, enforcing the guarding of each 

school (nursery schools, kindergartens, elementary, junior high, and 

high schools) by parents. Physical se~urity measures were taken as 

well--mainly, fences that were erected around all schools in Israel. 

The parents (in most cases two adults at every school on every school 

day) are unarmed. The presence of parents at ,the school gate is a 

doubtful deterrent to any assault by· armed terrorists. yet this measure 

was accepted willingly by all and no voice whatsoever was raised against 

it. It provided society with a sense of security. ignoring its likely 

real effectiveness as well as its costs. And the costs are high. In 

1975. there were 6526
2 

school buildings i~ Israel. Probably 10.000 

parents were guarding schools every school day, representing about one 

percent of the adult Israeli labor force (995,200)3 in 1975. Analogies 

may be found in other risky domains. For example, society justifies a 

higher and more expensive standard of safety for airplanes as compared 

with highways by the argument that thre,at of a crash produces greater 

anxiety in air passengers than in auto passengers, even though the ob

jective probabilities of death per mile are lower for the former group. 

The disproportionate demand for air safety is partially generated by 

the impact of a few crashes with a high rate of casualties. 

A number of recent studies attempt to analyze the impact of catas

trophic events on societies. Many researchers observe that: 

"A single accident killing one hundred individuals is 
generally regarded to be less acceptable to ~ociety than 
ten accidents killing ten individuals each"; 

1 
See pp. 84-85 above. 

2Statistical Abstracts of IS1°ael .. 1976. 
3IDid . 

4J • Ferreira, Jr. and L. Slesin, Observations on the Social Impact 
of Large Accidents .. Technical Report 11122, Operations Research Center. 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, October 1976, p. 1. 
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. 
"1arge accidents are psychological:-1y much more ~mportant 
and less acceptable than the simple theory (that is a 
model in which all causes of death are equally acceptable 

"1 to the public) would allow· 

Some tried to assess the relationship between the number of casualties 

per incident and society's reaction. 
11 11 th t One study suggests, as a guess, a 

"A risk involving N people simultaneously is N
2 

(not N) 2 
times as important as an accident involving one person." 

Another study3 proposes three possible relationships between social 

costs (i.e., costs which are determined outside the market system and 

cannot be measured in money terms, e.g., sorrow, suffering, pain, etc.) 

and the number of lives lost at one time in one incident: 

The first proposition assumes that every individual death is 

equally costly to society. Therefore, the total social cost (SC) of 

an event that takes N lives can be estimated by adding the costs of 

the individual lives lost. Thus, the social cost of an event that 

causles three deaths is three times as great as the cost of a single 

death. Graphically, the relationship would be shown in a straight 

line. 

1R. Wilson and W. J. Jones, Energy ~ E(:c) Zogy ~ and the Envi!'onment ~ 
New York, Academic Press, 1974, p. 179. 

2R. Wilson, liThe Costs of Safety," New Scientist~ Vol. 68, 30 
October, 1975, p. 274. 

3 h ff and S. Lichtenstein, "perceived Risk, II a P. Slovic, B. Fisc 0 

paper presented to a General Motors Symposium, October 9, 1979. 
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Number of lilies lost at one time 

The second proposition assumes that the social cost per life of 

more than one life lost at a single incident becomes less as the mag

nitude of the catastrophe increases. Therefore, although a terrorist 

strike that takes 20 lives is much worse than one that takes 10 lives, 

it is less than twice as bad. Similarly, the difference between two 

strikes or accidents taking, say, 80 and 90 lives is less than the 

difference between two strikes or accidents taking 10 and 20 lives. 

A geographical representation of the relationship according to the 

second proposal will show diminishing marginal and average costs as N 

gets larger. 

m 
'0 
o 

U) 

Number of lives lost at one time 

The third proposition assumes that events that take multiple 

lives are disproportionately costly to society. Hence, a strike that 

takes 10 lives is considered more than ten times worse than the strike 

that takes a single life. Similarly, loss of 100 lives at a single 

strike or accident is more than 10 times worse than the loss of 10 
lives. 

1'-<~-'.,--""""~' 'l:Iq~',:;:, ::--'t-----~-----------""(~ ...... - ... ,""===~'-I>....!....,;-=-~- ............ ~.,..,,'>"I~-!<.j,-,,:--:-... ";"'"<~ 
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Number of lives lost at one time 

The three propositions present different preferences of society. The 

authors of the quoted study argue that "people agree with all three of 
1 these proposals," and the relevant relationship depends on the source 

of casualties. 
It seems to me that the third proposition reflects the way society 

perceives catastrophes in general and terrorism in particular. The 

subjective risk assessment of society is dominated by the impact of a few 

major terrorism strikes that cause many casualties, and tends to under

weigh incidents in each of which there is a small number of casualties. 

STATISTICAL VICTIMS VERSUS PARTICULAR VICTIMS 

The perception of terrorism as a major threat, greater than other 

hazards that in fact inflict more casualties, may also be explained 

by the implicit distinction that society makes between the value of a 

particular identified life at stake and the value of unr.~own lives. 

Richard Thaler provides the following example that may illustrate this 

point. 2 If a small girl falls into a well, the local community will 

t e her They W~ll do th~s even if the same go to great expense 0 sav. ~ ~ 

expenditure of funds used elsewhere (say in highway safety) would save 

many "statistical" lives. Society does not tolerate a situa.tion where 

particular lives are at stake, such as in incidents which involve the 

taking of hostages. Hostage taking seems to be the most repugnant 

1Ibid , p. 17. 

2Richard H. Thaler, The Value of Saving a Life: A Market Est·imate~ 
Ph.D. thesis, the University of Rochester, 1974, p. 2. 
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mode of terrorism for society, probably because of the encounter with 

specific victims of terrorism by the spectator public, through the 

media. Society will therefore justify an emphasis on measures designed 

to "prevent" future hostage situations or air hijackings. Similarly, 

society seems to condone acts of massive retaliation as a response to 

hostage killing, such as the heavy Air Force strikes directed at Pales

tinian targets following the death of 11 Israeli athletes in the Munich 

Olympic Games (September 1972). and Operation Litani following the 

coastal bus incident in March 1978. Similar emotions can be found in 

American public reactions to the Iranian hostage taking. despite the 

fact that "only" 50 hostages were "merely" held in the American Embassy 

in Teheran. Many voices supporting a military operation against Iran 

were heard during the first weeks of the crisis. "Send in the Marines" 

was a popular reaction that reflected, implicitly, the willingness of 

some parts of society to risk "statistical" lives of military service

men to rescue particular and identified hostages. The military option, 

setting aside any question of the feasibility of military operations, 

was mentioned by people not only for the purpose of rescuing the hos

tages, but also for punishment. Perceiving hostage/ba~gaining strikes 

as the worst among the terrorists' modes of operation is shared also 

by the Government of Israel. In his memoirs, Rabin pointed out that 

"Of all types of terrorist operations, I considered the bargaining 

strike as the worst .•. ,,1 

CHANGES IN SOCIETY'S SENSITIVI'l:IES TOHARD THE USE OF VIOLENCE FOR 

POLITICAL PURPOSES 

Perceiving terrorism as a "new," "most serious" threat corresponds 

to the emergence of a desire to dissociate completely politics and vio

lence. The decreasing tolerance of political microvio1ence is a coun

terpart of the refusa1-of-war attitude by the Western world in the last 

decades. The higher the desire to become a Denmark where politics and 

death are dissociated, the more sensitive society becomes to any de

viation from its "peaceful" life. Acts of terrorism are perceived, in 

11 • Rabin, op cit, p. 520. 
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this conte2l:t, as "murder in the cathedraL " It may seem surprising 

that the Sclme sensitivies prevail in Israel despite the frequent, "reg-

wars. A consensus prevails in Israel around the issue of sur-
ular" 
vival and the need for a strong military apparatus to defend the 

existence of the state; wars are perceived in this context as unavoid

able. Yet, between wars, Israeli society focuses on its welfare, and 

seems to ~epress the idea that war may occur; it is this repression, 

among other factors, that led Israel's intelligence community to mis

interpret existing inforrnatiun at the outbreak of war in fall 1973, 

with the consequent strategic surprise. Furthermore. the War of Inde

pendence of 1948 was the last war that directly affected the civilian 

rear. Tbe subsequent wars of 1956, 1967, and 1973 were fought along 

the bord1ers and later on enemy soiL Terrorism directed against civil

ian targets during inter-war periods is therefore perceived as a dis

tortion of the quiet, peaceful life Israelis seek. In this sense, 

Israeli society is not different from the rest of contemporary Western 

society. 
De:spite the increase in criminal violence in the Western world, 

societ:Les do not tolerate terrorism. In this context, it is the de

structive intent that people do not tolerate rather than the destruc

tive (~ffect. People believe that the typical terrorist wishes to see 

great damage inflicted upon the target society, disregarding, say, 

political or operational constraints imposed by the decisionmakers in 

the terrorist organization. Such an intent is not associated with the 

typical criminal. 
These changes in sensitivities explain why the same rate of politi-

cal violence that was exercised in Europe between 1880-1910. or even 

a lower level, is not tolerated in the 1960s and 1970s; and similarly, 

why a lower proportional rate of civilian casualties inflicted by Pal

estinian terrorism in 1967-1978 is less tolerated than the larger rate 

of casualties inflicted upon Israel in previous periods. Figure 14 

illustrates this point. 

INSULT AGAINST THE STATE 
The organized use of microviolence by terrorists challenges the 

monopoly of governments to use violence. 
Contemporary terrorism evokes 
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emotional reactions creating a feeling of insult against the state 

("Stattsbe"leidigung") among ruling establishments as well as among 

citizens. The feeling of insult becomes prominent when accompanied 
i t ct that demon

by feelings of helplessness while facing a terror s a 

strates the limits of government response in dealing with the situation, 

for example, when a government is 
blackmailed in hostage situations, 

Aldo Moro in Italy, or 
such as the kidnapping (and later killing) of 

To avoid future blackmail situations that 
during the Iranian crisis. 
may involve and further expose helplessness, governments tend to re-

introducing heavy security measures. spond by 

The 
following three Israeli examples may illustrate the poiut. 

of an El Al airplane enroute from Romel to Lod 

land in Algeria), and the release of 
After the first hijacking 

on July 23, 1968 (forcing it to 

Palestinian terrorists by 
the Government of Israel in exchange for the 

hostages, accompanied by an unprecedented rage in Israel, the govern-

ment introduced equally unprecedented as well as costly security mea-

11 El Al P
lanes and installations. Sirrllarly, after four 

sures on a 
"Black September" terrorists occupied the Israeli Embassy in Bangkok 

offices abroad w~re for-
on December 12, 1972, all Israeli government 

and Israeli security personnel 
tified, security devices were installed, 

were assigned for guarding purposes. 
After the killing of the 11 Israeli athletes in Munich (September, 

1972), the government devised new regulations prohibiting any appear-

1'n -International events un.less accompanied 
ance of an. Israeli delegation ~ 

by security officers. 
taken after these three cases are 

The preventive countermeasures 
in a sense a response to the insult inflicted by the terrorist strikes, 

, d 'te the high cost involved. 
and were well accepted by soc1ety, esp1 

, Israel after the successful rescue operation 
The national rejoicing 1n 

h t t to seven days of de-
in Entebbe on July 4, 1976 was in s arp con ras . 

d h 'I' t' that preceded the military 
pression, helplessness, an um1 1a 10n 

operation. The insult ~.,as answered, 

THE PERSONAL THREAT LEADERS FACE 

of terrorism as a "serious threat" by governments is 
Perception 

affected by the wounded sense of safety of establishments. The killing 
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of Aldo :Horo in Italy by the Red Brigade, the assassination of Lord· 

:Hountbatten by the IRA, and the assaults on key diplomats and business 

corporation executives contributed to the fear. Even in Israel, de

spite the fact that no attempt has eVer been made by Palestinian ter

rorists to assault any political leader,. heavy security measures have 

been taken, and many political leaders are surrounded by bodyguards. 

Some cynics observed that security turned out to be a new criterion 

for status: "Tell me how many bodyguards you have, and I'll tell you 

how important you are .•. " A partial explanation for the measures taken 

to protect Israeli leaders may be the large proportion qJ strikes 

inflicted in Jerusalem (see Fig" 9, p. 62, above). 

THE BOO:HERANG EFFECT OF COUNTER:HEASURES 

It is commonly accepted that, inter alia, an important goal of 

contemporary terrorists,. whether explicit or implicit, is to incite 

overreaction by the target state. Large-scale countermeasures often 

serve the purpose of terrorists and are welcomed by them. The counter

measures help to maintain terrorism as an important item on society's 

agenda, as a permanent presence independent of whether terrorists strike 

or don't .. and hence contribute to intimidation. Strikes, then, are 

needed principally to avoid a fading of society's fearful attitude 

tQHard terrorism. Some preventive countermeasures that have been turned 

into Standard Operating Procedures may have this effect. Some of the 

prf!ventive measures taken by the Government of Israel have been men

tioned in previous sectio'ns: mandatory school guarding by parents, 

heavy security measures at airports and on El A-:" planes, security 

officers' accompanying every Israeli delegation to international events 

(sports, cultural events, scientific conventions), guarding of public 

entertainment facilities by civil defense reservists, etc. 

The implementation of these preventive countermeasures imposes 

high costs on so~iety. Besides the money costs involved, and despite 

the fact that some of the measures are effective to a certain degree, 

spillovers--negative externalities--are generated. Independent of the 

level of terrorism, the permanent preventive measures and citizens' 

actual participation in their implementation keep terrorism on the 

,.' 
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ag'~nda and hence contribute to the high weight society assigns to the 

threat of terrorism. 

SUMMARY 

"Terrorism is one of the most important and dangerous problems 

facing mankind today" wrote Walter Laqueur in the prologue to his mono

graph on terrorism. This statement is echoed by Laqueur's peers and 

reflects the way societies and governments perceive the threat of ter

rorism. The high weight societies and governments assign to the threat 

are then reflected in the spectrum of countermeasures taken. Percep

tions of terrorism are shaped by many factors: the ~arge-scale coverage 

of terrorism strikes by the media, the desire to dissociate politics 

and violence, the fear of being a victim, the distinction between a 

"statistical" victim and a particular one, the intolerance of a large 

number of casualties per single incident, the insult to the state, the 

personal threat that members of establishments face, and, 'finally--

to close the circle--the "boomerang" effect of permanent preventive 

counterirleasures as a constant reminder of terrorism independent of 

actual strikes. The perception of the threat in Israel seems to be 

independent of the physical outcomes of terrorist strikes: the rate 

of casualties inflicted by terrorism is significantly lower than that 

caused by other hazards which do not weigh upon souls at large, such 

as car accidents, labor accidents, and criminal violence. 'Yet, the 

spectrum of measures taken by the government and accepted willingly by 

society to counter terrorism, as well as the costs involved in their 

implementation, are significantly higher than the measures taken to 

prevent other hazards facing society. In other words, society seems 

to overreact to the threat of terrorism and may, by so doing, serve an 

important goal of terrorists. 
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IX. SUMMARY 

The analysis of Palestinian terrorism and Israeli countermeasures 
carried out in Part One yields some important observations: 

1. 

2, 

3. 

4. 

Terrorism is perceived by Israeli society as a major threat. 

is based upon subjective probabil-Israeli threat assessment 

ities assigned to te ' d rrorlsm an consists of two components: 

a. Personal component, namely the probability individuals 

assign to being hit by an act of terrorism--reflected in 
individuals' fear- and , .. 

b, National image component, an intangible one, namely the 

degree of damage to the national l,'ma-ge ' asslgned by indi-
viduals and reflected in society's rage, 

The perception of terrorism by the Israelis seems to be out 

of proportion to the role of terrorism l'n the shaping of the 
objective probability of an Israeli suffering casualties 

The proportion of Israeli civilian 
casualties inflict d b 

from external causes. 

'e y terrorism over 12 years (1967-1978) 
out of the total number f 1 o casua ties from external causes 
is low: 0.55 percent (1856 out of 337,172). 
Perceptions of terrorism are shaped by many factors, e.g., 
the large-scale coverage of 

change in sensitivities 
terrorism strikes by the media; 

and increase in the desire to 
dissociate politics and '1 Vl0 ence; the fear of being a victim; 

the 

the distinction between a "stat' t' ,1" , lS lca vlctim and a particu-

lar victim; the intolerance for large number of casualties 

per single incident; the insult to the state; and, finally-

to close the circle--the boomerang effect of permanent, pre-
ventive countermeasures as a constant reminder of t ' errorlsm 
independent of actual strikes. 

The countermeasures t k b , , , aen y Israel were designed mainly to 

mlnlmlze the number of casualties inflicted by terrorism. 

Yet there seems to be a gross inequality between the amount 
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of resources invested by Israel to counter terrod,sm and 

those allocated to counter other sources of casualties. 

A partial explanation of this discrepancy in resource allo

cation is provided by the way terrorism is perceived in 

Israel. 

5. Countermeasures taken by Israel were intro~uced gradually, 

in response to innovations taken by the Palestinian terrorists. 

Countermeasures were introduced as crash programs, without a 

detailed analysis. Once introduced j these countermeasures 

remained. HencI~, at present, there prevails a huge system 

of countermeasur'es--some effective and some not--involving 

about 40,000 people per day, as well as at least five organ

izations (some elf them specially created) to control, coordin

ate, and implement the countermeasures. While the system 

grew, both the number of Palestinian operations and the number 

of casualties inflicted by terrorism decreased. Figure 16 

illustrates the gradual introduction of Israeli countermeasures 

in response to terrorists " initiatives. 

6. It was often difficult to abstain from a huge reaction, even 

in the face of smaller-scale yet effective alternatives. The 

following examples illustrate this point. 

.. 

a. Paving roads with asphalt (see p. 82 above). All 

dirt roads in the border areas were paved with asphalt 

in response to mining incidents. Since mining involves 

penetration, one alternative to paving was the costly 

and effective border security system that was erected 

simultaneously. Yet the huge measure was implemented 

(one has to mention in this context the pressure put on 

the government to pave the roads with asphalt by the 

population in the border kibbutzim). This is an example 

of a huge yet effective reaction. 

b. School guarding (see pp. 82-83 above). The mandatory 

School Guarding Act is an example of a huge yet ineffec

tive reaction. Unarmed parents cannot prevent or deter 

an armed strike. Scanning of schoolgrounds for suspicious 

objects could have been done by teachers or older students, 

a less costly alternative. 

.. 

,-
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Fig. 16 - Terrorists' initiatives and Israeli countermeasures. 
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7. Countermeasures taken by Israel can be categorized according 

to their purpose, as follows: 

8. 

a. Reduce terrorists' resources; 

b. Redllce terrorists! propensity to strike; 

c. Reduce the damage inflicted by terrorism. 

Four types of countermeasures were taken by Israel in corres-

pondence with these goals: 

a. Counterforce Heasures: Countermeasures taken to reduce 

the terrorists' resources and hence reduce their capabil

ity to strike (for example, military operations directed 

at Palestinian terrorists' targets; counterinsurgency 

measures in the occupied territories). 

b. Impeding: Countermeasures designed to intercept a par-

ticular strike before it is carried out (border security 

system, preemptive military strikes based on concrete 

early warnings) or after (bomb disposal system). Impeding 

serves all three purposes (a, b, c). 

c. Passive Defense: Physical passive countermeasures (e.g., 

sheltering) to reduce the yield from completed operations. 

Serves both purposes b a~'ld c. 

d. Punishment: Reprisal operations and "administrative pun

ishment." measures. Serves purposes a and b, 

Israel has demonstrated a huge reaction in all categories, and 

by so doing has responded to a major element of the terrorists' calcu

lations. 

The analysis carried out so far implies neither that there is no 

threat of terrorism nor that countermeasures sho~ld not be taken to 

counter it. The relevant policy questions in this context are: What 

and hOI,) much should be done to counter the objective threat of terrorism? 

Part Two will focus on these policy questions, and will suggest an 

approach to address them. 
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X. INTRODUCTION 

Part Two will focus on the policy questions presented above, 

namely, what and how much should be done to counter the objective 
threat of terrorism. 

In order to approach these questions the following assumptions 

and preferences are made: 

a. There is no willingness on the part of Israel, in the foresee

able future, to deal with the political aspirations of the 

Palestinians. Furthermore, even if the political aspirations 

were satisfied by some compromise, say in the spirit of the 

Camp David agreement, violence generated by extreme wings 

of the PLO, the so-called rejectionists, backed by militant 

Arab countries, will continue. Hence, Israel will face terror

ism in the foreseeable future. 

b. Terrorism cannot be eradicated by countermeQ.sures. 

c. Society and government are mainly concerned with the threat 

to lives. Hence, reducing as much as .possible the rate of 

casualties should be the main policy goal in the context of 

countering terrorism. Doing so will not be merely "lip 

service" but rather "conscience service." 

d. A Zije is a Zife. Under this preference the loss to both 

individuals and society of a casualty is independent of the 

cause which generated the casualty, i.e., the same weights 

are assigned under this preference to a casualty caused, 

say, by a car accident as to a casualty inflicted by ter

rorism. (To the extent to which this preference is adopted, 

the yield to the terrorists of even physically successful 

actions is sharply reduced.) 

Given these assumptions, and the observations made previouslyl (i. e. , 

the discrepancy in resource allocation among casualty-preventing 

1 
See Part One, pp. 1.0.7-11.0 above. 
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programs and the huge reaction to terrorism) the policy question can 

be rephrased: "How do we Uve with terrorism?" The policy objectives 

in this context are: 

a. To reduce the discrepancy in resource allocation among all 

casualty-preventing programs, i.e., to minimize (under the 

prevailing budget constraints) the overall number of casual

ties from external causes. 

b. To adjust society's subjective prubabilities with regard to 

terrorism (subjective risk assessment resulting in fear) to 

the objective probabilities; and to cause society to estimate 

to a lesser degree the intangible component in its threat 

assessment (damage to national image resulting in rage); that 

is, to have a policy which will end with less exaggerated 

perceptions and less distinctive reactions. 

In order to address these policy objectives, a psychological dimension 

is added to the physical passive defense measure (see pp. 108-109 above): 

downgrading the impact of terrorism, namely, not reacting as expected 

by the terrorists. I eliminate a priori three other policy alternatives: 

(1) have no countermeasures; 

(2) do not change the present system; 

(3) upgrade the response. 

I believe that eliminating these three alternatives is justified by the 

analysis carried out so far, and does not require further discussion. 

The second policy objective raises an interesting and important 

question: whether subjective probabilities are a policy variable, 

namely, can perceptions be changed by a PQlicy? I believe that by means 

of education, as well as by neutralizing the boomerang effect of some 

countermeasures (see pp. 105-106 above), perceptions can be changed. 

Proving this hypothesis is beyond the scope of this paper and calls 

for a controlled experiment involving two groups each responding to 

a carefully designed questionnaire. The experimental group would be 
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"educated," and presented with all the comparative statistical data on 

the variety of external casualties and the estimated objective proba

bilities based upon these data. The control group would respond with-

out being given any information. A detailed data analysis is required 

in order to accept or reject the hypothesis that perceptions can be 

changed. Unfortunately, such an experiment must be left for the future. 

For the purposes of this paper, I assume, quite comfortably, that 

society's risk assessment can be changed. I have some doubts, however, 

that the rage component in society's perception, which is sensitive to 

my fourth preference, namely that a Zife equaZs a Zife, is subject to 

change. It will be shown later how this assumption may be relaxed. 

The forthcoming analysis will consider marginal adjustments in 

the prevailing system of countermeasures in all the domains under 

consideration (i.e., terrorism, car accidents, etc.). No "tabula 

rasa" assumption is made: We are not asking the question, "If we 

had to start from scratch, which policies should have been implemented?" 

This pure, theoretical approach is frequently taken in analyses having 

the pretentious goal of a "Pareto-optimal" resource allocation. The 

relevant question in this paper is: Assuming we have extra money, say, 

10 million shekels to be allocated during the coming year, what will 

be the most effective allocation in correspondence with our policy 

objectives? Similarly, if we have to cut our present budget by 10 

million shekels, what would be the cut that would have the least effect 

on the overall number of casualties prevented? 

Downgrading the reaction to terrorism will be discussed in Part 

Two on two levels: 

a. 

b. 

Extra-terror: Outside the domain of terrorism, treating 

terrorism as an equal subset of a national casualty

prevention policy, side by side with other external casu

alty causes (Chapter XIV); and 

Intra-terror: Inside the domain of terrorism, looking at 

individual countermeasures vis-a-vis the policy objectives 

(Chapter XV). 
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XI. ON PAST AND PRESENT APPROACHES TO 

LIFE-SAVING OR CASUALTY-PREVENTING PROGRAMS 

INTRODUCTION 

Life saving or casualty prevention has been an important public 

policy concern in numerous public programs aimed at increasing safety 

or longevity. In the last 200 years, economists have been trying to 

find a procedure for "measuring the benefits of such programs in units 

which can be readily compared with the costs."l Since the beginning 

of this century, the analytical framework that has been used for 

evaluating life-saving or casualty-preventing programs is cost-benefit 

analysis. 
2 

Within this framework economists attempted, using differ

ent approaches, to estimate the monetary value of life (or limb). 

Richard Zeckhauser3 describes what can happen to the analyst approach

ing the problem of valuing life: 

"Too often when analysts approach the problem of valuing 
life, they concentrate ('L1 philosophical issues which are 
inherently unresolvabl~. Sometimes they begin by iden
tifying the difficulties. Then, if they have been scrupu
lously honest with themselves, they will 'tend to give up 
when they discover the most basic problems. 

"At the other extreme from defeatism the analyst grinds 
out some numbers, however questionable. Such calculations 
are unlikely to have a positive effect. 'fhey ~"ill be ef
fectively challenged by politically oriented individuals 
who oppose the actions they recommend, and by methodologi
cally oriented decisionmakers v.rho recognize the inadequacies 
in their methods of generation." 

IJ. Acton, op cit, p. 1. 

2F l' . or a ~terature rev~ew covering the period until 1930 see 
L. 1. Dublin and A. J. Lotka, The Money Value of a Man (New York: 
Ronald Press, 1930). A survey of the value of life literature, 
post-1930, is included in M. W. Jones-Lee, The Value of Life: An 
Economic Analysis (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1976), 
pp. 20-56; and in J. Acton, op cit. 

3R• ·z·eckhauser, "Procedures for Valuing Lives," Public Policy, 
Vol. 23 (1975) No.4, p. 423 . 
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Zeckhauser concludes that analysts can provide some basic 

"building blocks" so that decisionmakers can have some analytic inputs 

for their decisions. The value of life is one of them. 

Over the years, numerous attempts have been made to estimate the 

monetary value of human life in a blossoming literature which is still 

growing. 

Four basic approaches for estimating the monetary value of human 

life may be identified: l 

o 

o 

o 

o 

Explicit statements of politically designated persons; 

Revealed preference implicit in past decisions; 

The human capital approach; 

The willingness-to-pay approach. 

APPROACH ONE: EXPLICIT STATEMENTS OF DECISIONMAKERS 

This.approach looks at statements made by politicians from which 

the value of life may be induced. Acton lists this approach without 

pursuing it further, in order that no theoretical approach be ex

cluded. Acton's short discussion a'nd the reasons for not pursuing it 

further are quoted in full" 

"It is possible that some elected or appointed person or body 
would explicitly state the amounts that society is (or might 
be, or should be, or could be induced to be) willing to pay 
for saving lives. This responsible person or group might be 
the decisionmaker in an appropriate agency, ,an executive 
officer (perhaps the President or a mayor), 9r an elected 
body (Congress or a state assembly). 'I:he statement 
need not be a direct manner such as, 'We will pay $X per 
man-year saved from disease A.' The analyst can present 
packages of socia,* services and let the decisionmaker 
choose among them;\ If enough choices are presented, the 
analyst can de'r:e1::inine the rates at which outcomes from 
various programs are exchanged. 

"The major problem with this approach is that it is hard 
to find politically designated persons who will state the 
buying price of reduced mortality. Understandably, these 

ISee J. P. Acton, op cit, pp. 1-20 and J. P. Acton, Evaluating 
Public Programs to Save Lives: The Case of Heart Attacks~ R-450-RC, 
The Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, January 1973, pp. 62-82. 
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persons do not want to commit themselves in advance to a 
firm amount. l"or this reason, and because it is often 
difficult to identify the politically responsible body 
for a given evaluation problem, this approach is not 
pursued."l 

APPROACH TWO: REVEALED PREFERENCE IMPLICIT IN PAST DECISIONS 

The implicit value of life is estimated, according to this ap

proach, by analyzing past allocation decisions in various casualty

preventing and/or life-saving programs, and observing a gross implicit 

value of life, as derived by the political process. The first to sug

gest this approach were two French economists, Abraham and Thedie (1960).2 

They address the question: "Hm. much should a society spend to save a 

human life," and suggest that the answer is to some extent dependent 

"upon the subjective views of those who govern." For practical purposes 

they suggest basing injury and mortality evaluations on compensation 

determined in courts. 
3 

This approach has been followed by a number of researchers. Acton 

points out some difficulties involved in the revealed preference ap-' 

roach: 
4 

a. The preferences are considered to be stable, i.e., a basic 

assumption is made that past decisions were based upon suf

ficient information so that later developments do not change 

the evaluation in any significant manner. 

b. Similarly, tastes, preferences, and tradeoffs among objectives 

are also assumed to be constant in order to enable extrapola

tions. 

lJ. P. Acton (1973), loc cit, p. 62. 

2C. Abraham and J. Thedie, "Le Prix d'une Vie Humaine dans les 
Decisions Economiques," Revue Francaise de Recherche OperationeUe 
(1960), quoted in M. H. Jones-Lee, The Value of Life: An Economic 
Analysis, Chicago (The University of Chicago Press, 1976), pp. 23-24. 

3See for example J. Carlson, Valuation of Life Saving, Ph.D. Dis
sertation, Harvard University, 1963, quoted in Acton (1973), p. 63; or 
R. Dorfman, Measuring the Benefits of Government Investments, The 
Brookings Institution, Washington, D.C., 1965; or Fromm, "Civil Avia
tion Expenditures" in R. Dorfman (ed.), supra • 

4J . P. Acton (1973), op cit, p. 63. 
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c. 
Past policies demonstrate a bewildering variation in implicit 

evaluations. 

A potential application of. the implicit valu/;. of life as derived by 

the political process, in the context of countering terrorism, may be 

the use of compensations paid by the government, such as the compen

sations paid by the Institute for National Insurance (the Israeli 

equivalent of U.S. Social Security) to the victims of terrorism.
l 

However, based on the above-listed shortcomings of this approach, and 

my principal obj ection to the use of a lllonet.ary measure for the value 

of life (see p. 132 below), this approach wi.11 not be applied. 

APPROACH THREE: THE HUMAN CAPITAL APPROACH 

The human capital approach is the oldest and most commonly used 

approach for assessing the monetary value of life. The conventional 

measure traditionally used by adtierents of this approach has been 

based on estimating the present disoounted vaZue of expeoted future 

earnings. The first to use the simplest version of this approach was 

Sir William Petty (1623-1687), who attempted to determine the wealth 

of Great Britain. It is interesting to note how Petty derived his 

estimate of the value of man: 

by 

"Suppose the People of England be Six Millions in number, 
that their Expence at £J per Head be Forty Two Millions: 
suppose also that the Rent of the Lands be Eight Millions, 
and the yearly profit of all the Personal Estate be Eight 
Millions more; it must needs follow, that the Labour of 
the People must have supplyed the remaining Twenty Six 
Millions, the which multiplied by Twenty (the Mass of 
Mankind being worth Twenty Years purchase as well as Land) 
makes Five Hundred and Twenty Millions, as the value of the 
whole People: which number divided by Six Millions, makes 
above £80 to be the value of each Head of Man, Woman, and 
Child, and of adult Persons twice as much; from whence we 
may learn to compute the loss we have sustained by the 

IViotims of HostiZe Aotion (Pensions) Law~ 5730-1970 was passed 
the Knesset on July 22, 1970. See Appendix B, p. 249 below. 
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Plague, by the Slaughter of Men in War, d b th b d an y the sending 
em a roa into the service of Foreign Princes."l 

The human capita~ approach was further pursued by Adam Smith 

Farr and others. W'll' F 3 ' ~ ~am arr (1853) computed the economic 

William 

value 

of a human life by di scounting the value of future earnings and was 

life durations at different ages. 

the discounted value of maintenance 

costs, including the cost during the per;od f 

the first to take account of average 

Farr ,deducted from these earnings 

~ 0 childhood dependence 

and "helpless old age." Farr applied his estimates over the time, 

the estimation process was refined, and a 

introduc'ed. The livelihood measure 

1ivelihood measure was 

is derived by calculating the 

present discounted value of tl 1e expected changes in a person's earning 

stream. According to this approach, if the earnings in year i are E 

the PFobability of s i' h i' urv v~ng t e ith year i~ P., and the discount rate 

is r, then the "livelihood measure" V f ~ 4 

00 

V = L 
i=n 

o a person n years old is: 

P.E. 
~ ~ 

(1 + r/-n 

.1Sir William Petty, PoZitioaZ Arithmetiok oern'Z,ng the Extent d Vi Z ~ or a DisaoUf'se Con-
edition (London: an a ue of Lands~ PeopZe~ BuiZdings eto 3rd 

d Robert Clavel, 1699), p. 192. Quoted in L. ·r. Dublin 
an A. J. Lotka, The Money VaZue of Man 2nd edition (New York.' Ronald 
Press, 1946), p. 9. ' 

2 For an intensive l't t ~ era ure review up to 1930, see Dublin and 
Lotka, op cit. 

3W F " 
Sooiety: l;~~: q~!~:~ ~;a~!~!!c~~~h~~~~~e~{t~he RoyaZ StatistiaaZ 
JOUf'~Z of ~oUtiaaZ Eoonomy~ Vol. 70 h962), p. a~5~~ Investment," 

Acton (1976), op cit. p. 7 and Note 1113 p 40 Some take into 
account the consumption C

i 
in the ith year and m~dif; the formula: 

00 P. (E. -C.) V=I ~ ~ ~ 
i=n (1 + r)i-n 

See E. S. Quade, AnaZysis for PubZio Deaisions (New York.' 
Elsevier, 1976), p. 113. American 
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The decision rule used by adherents of this approach was simple: 

Reject a life-saving program if its costs exceed the expected 

livelihood-savings associated with the program. Acton points out 

that a possible explanation for the popularity of this approach is 

the relative ease of application and the resulting impression of 

providing an "unambiguous" answer to a complex pr.ob1em. Analysts 

had only to consult a table to determine the livelihood at different 

ages, identified by sex, race and education.
1 

An example relevant to 

our context is the use of this method by a proponent of the human 

capital approach, Gary Becker, who suggested an economic framework 

for the evaluation of crime and punishment. "For example," wrote 

Becker, "the cost of murder is measured by the loss in earnings of 

victims ... Becker used this cost measure despite the fact that 

it "excludes, among other things, the value placed by society on life 

itse1f.,,3 "Optimal" decisions, according to Becker, are hence lideci
II 

sions that minimize the social loss in income from offenses." 

The human capital approach has been widely used in numerous other 

public policy problems. The following are examples. 

o National Security 

During World War I, two British economists, Crammond and 

Boa.g, attempting to evaluate the cost of the war, suggested 

measuring the losses in lives by the loss of earnings.
5 

o Road Accidents 

A British economist, D. J. Reynolds (1956), used, t-he human 

capital approach to assess the cost of losses of life due to 

lIbid, pp. 7-8. 
2 Gary S. Becker, "Crime and Punishment: An Economic Approach," 

Journal of PoliticaZ Economy~ Vol. 76 (1978) No.2, p. 174. 
'" 
.)Ibid. 

4Becker, op cit, p. 208. 

5E. Crammond, "The Cost of the War," Journal of the Royal Statis
tical Society~ Series A, Vol. 78 (1915), pp. 361-399; and H. Boag, 
"Human Capital and the Cost of. War," Journal of the Royal Statistical 
Society~ Series A, Vol. 79 (1916), pp. 7-17. 

" 
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car accidents.! Reynolds assessed the economic loss of a 

human life as the "net reduction in output. In the case of 

fatal accidents this is taken to be the difference between 

the present value of the output that the victim would have 

produced and the present value of his consumption if he had 

lived. ,,2 

o Public Health 

Acton3 lists a number of examples of the use of the human 

capital approach and livelihood measures 

health studies: D. Rice (1967),4 U. S. 

(1966),5 B. F. Kiker (1966),6 L. Thurow 

and B. Cooper (1970).8 

Criticism of the Human Capital Approach 

in a number of public 

Department of Health 

(1970),7 and D. Rice 

a. The major objection to the human capital approach is based on 

ethical grounds. As Hirsh1eifer et a1 (1974)9 point out: 

1 D. J. Reynolds, "The Cost of Road Accidents," Journal of the Royal 
Society~ Series A, Vol. 119 (1956), pp. 393-408. Statistical 

2D. J. Reynolds, op cit, p. 396. 

P. Acton, op cit, p. 39. 3J . 

4 . D. Rice, "Estimating the Cost of Illness," American Jour1'1.al of 
Publ~c Health, Vol. 57 (1967) No.3, pp. 424-440. 

5 . U.S. Department of HEW, Disease Control Programs: Selected 
D~sease Control Programs~ Washington, D.C. (1966); and U.S. Department 
of H~W, Human Investment Programs: Selected Human Investment Programs 
Wash~ngton, D.C. (1966). ~ 

6B. F. Kiker, 
Po Utica l Economy ~ 

"The Historical Roots of Human Capital," Journal of 
Vol. 74 (1966) No.5, pp. 481-499. 

7L. 

8D . 
Thurow, Investment in Human Capital~ Belmont, Calif. (1970).' 

Rice and B. Cooper, "The Economic Value of Human Life" 
Ameri~an Journal of ~lblic Health, Vol. 57 (1967) No. 11, pp. i954-1956. 

.J. Hirshleifer, T. Bergstrom and E. Rappaport, "Applying Cost
Benef~t Concepts t? Pro~ects Which Alter Human Mortality," UCLA-ENG-7478, 
UCLA School of Eng~neer~ng and Applied Science, Los Angeles, November 
1974, p. 19. 
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"Indeed, in an ethical sense it might be cla:imed th~t 
life value must be regarded as infinite. But even ~f 
we define life-value in purely economic terms we must 
recognize that lifet:ime earnings generally represent an 
understatement." 

In other words, human beings cannot be treated as machines, 

of the "human machines'" services are,equal where the value 
" their wage rate. This approach to their rental rate, ~.e., 

1 t individuals and society does not capture the real . oss 0 

from a death or injury. 

The human capital approach places no value on humans in non

income earning status. The livelihood saving measure does 

not capture :implicit earnings, say, from home production, 

and leaves out a large population of housewives, the elderly, 

etc. h 1 ~s attached to men than As a result, a hig er va ue ~ 

to women. 
The human capital approach ignores interpersonal relations. 

a real l oss from the death of another, beyond People suffer 

the pecuniary loss. 
1 

nored. 

Love and friendship are totally ig-

APPROACH FOUR: WILLINGNESS TO PAY 

h · b d n the fundamental assumpThe willingness-to-pay approac ~s ase 0 

tion that individuals' pref~rences should playa role in the process of 

olicymaking for policies which affect them directly. From the point of 

:iew of basic methodology, proponents of this approach argue that poten

tial changes in fatality and casualty rates are most fruitfully viewed 

" . Therefore, in order as changes in the probabi~ity of death or ~nJury. 

to assess the value of lives to be saved and injuries to be prevented, 

f " d out what value individua~8 place upon policymakers should seek to ~n 

changes in these probabilities. 

lF . a detailed discussion of the shortcomings of 
or 6) "t capital" approach, see J. P. Acton (197 , op cl. , pp. 

J. Hirsh1eifer et a1, op cit, pp. 18-20. 

the "human 
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Among the first to introduce this apvroach was the Fren~h econ

omist J. Dreze
l 

(1962), who suggested applying the economic concepts 

of cardinal utility and subjective probability to analyze the amount 

the individual would be ~1i11ing to spend to effect various :improvements 

in his safety. In order to address the question of how much society 

as a whole should spend upon life saving, Dreze suggested looking at 

the collective utility function, derived as a weighted sum of individ

ual utilities. Dreze, however, does not suggest how the required in

format;l.on may be inferred. Later works by T. C. Schelling (1968)2 and 

E. J. Mishan (1971)3 d\ve1t upon. these foundations. Schelling, discuss

ing what he called "consumer interest in reduced death," and dealing 

only with preventing a "statistical death," ~,rgues: 

"It is not the worth of human life that I shall discuss, 
but of 'life-saving,' of preventing death. And it is not 
a particular death but a statistical death. What is it 
worth to reduce the probability of death--the statistical 
frequency of death--within some identifiable group of 
people none of whom expects to die except eventually?,,4 

Schelling was the first to suggest finding out the willingness to pay 

by using a survey. 

"Suppose a program to save lives has been identified and 
we want to know its worth. The dimensions of the risks to 
La reduced are fairly well known, as is the reduction to 
be achieved. Suppose also that this risk is small to begin 
with, not a source of a"xiety or guilt. 

"Surely it is sensible to ask the question; what is it 
worth to the people who stand to benefit from it?,,5 

lJ. Dreze, "L'Utilite Sociale d'une Vie Humaine," Revue Francaise 
de Recherche operatione~~e, Vol. 23 (1962), pp. 43 ff. Summarized in 
Jones-Lee, op cit, pp. 24-26. 

2T. C. Schelling, "The Life You Save May Be Your Own," in S. Chase 
(ed.), Prob~ems in PubZic bxpenditure AnaZysis, The Brookings Institu
tion, Washington, D.C. (1968), pp. 127-176. 

3E. J. Mishan, "Evaluation of Life and Limb: A Theoretical Approach," 
JournaZ of Po~itiaa~ Economy, Vol. 79 (1971), pp. 687-705. 

4Ibid , p. 127. 
5Ibid . 
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Schelling acknowledges the difficulty of eliciting a true response to 

hypothetical questions. However, he justifies the asking of such 

questions by arguing that there is no reason to suppose that the actual 

response will reflect true preferences any less accurately than market 

decisions concerning expenditures on safety improvements. 

Mishanl follows the same lines, based upon the probabilistic 

formalization of risk. Mishan distinguishes f0ur categories of risk: 

o 

o 

o 

o 

direct voluntary risks, risks tbat: people voluntarily assume 

whenever they choose an action which involves risks (e,g., 

risks to health involved in smoking). 

direct in.voluntary risks, risks that cannot be avoided by 

individuals, or those that can be avoided at some cost. 

indirect involuntary financial risks, risks associated with 

the death or injury of othe~s, i.e., the effects of the ith 

person's death upon the income (or wealth) of the jth person. 

indirect involuntary psychic risks, risks associated with the 

death or injury of others,as in the previous category, the 

intangible effects of the Uh person's death on the jth person. 

Mishan recommends the use of surveys to find out the willingness 

of individuals to pay for the reduction of risk in each of the cate

gories, to satisfy the Pareto-improvement criterion, defined as: 

"If no individual's welfare is lower under allocation X than 
under allocation Y and some individuals' we1far.e is higher 
under X than under Y, then allocation X is better than 
allocation Y. (In all but exceptional circumstances, the 
necessary and sufficient condition for an individua~'s 
welfare to be greater under allocation X than unde);' allo
cation Y is that the individual himseZf should prefer X to 
Y. ),,2 

1Mishan, op cit, pp. 695-701. 
2 Jones-Lee, op cit, p. 3. 
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Thexl7il1ingness-to-pay approach has gained many adherel'lts in the last 

15 years. Most of the empirical studies following this approach 

providt~d measures of impUcit willingness to pay for life saving. 
1 2 R. H. Thaler (1974), lL H. Thaler and S. Rosen, and R. S. 

Smith3 e~amined the higher wages paid in occupations which involve an 

above-average risk of death, to derive an implicit value of life 
4 saving. As Acton correctly points out, their implicit value calcula-

tion, which rests on market wages, fails to determine an appropriate 

value. for house~l7ives, children, retired persons, etc., a drawback 

similar to that of the "human capital" livelihood measure. S D. Usher 6 

made an interesting attempt to derive the implicit value of life saving 

by the use of Canadian national income accOUli:tS to infer a tradeoff 

between consumption over the life cycle and resources devoted to death 

reduction. His primary o]:ljective ~l7as not to place a value on life 

saving as such, bl,!t rather" to find a natural ~l7ay of combining 

VrlO social ;1Ludicators, the GNP and mortality rates, into a single com

iJrehensive index." Usher assumes that indivi(l.\lals are "expected utility 

maximizers," and this utility is assumed by Usher to be solely a func

tion of consumption :in each time period, as well us a function of 

the probability of surV:i.ving. 7 

1 
R. H. Thaler, The VaZue of Saving a Life: A Market Estimate~ 

Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Economics, University of Rochester, 
New York (1974). 

2R. H. Thaler and S. Rosen, "The Value of Saving a Life: Evidence 
from the Labor Market," paper presented at the NBER Conference on 
Income and Wealth, Washington, D.C. (November 1973). 

3R • S. Smith, "Compensating Wage Differentials and Hazardous 
Work," U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, DoC. (August 1973). 

4 J. P. Acton, op cit, pp. 20-21. 

5For a further discussion of the main drawbacks of the implicit 
value of life saving, see Acton, jbid. 

6D. Usher, "An Imput,~ tion to the Measure of Economic Growth for 
Changes in Life Expectancy," in M. 1'10ss (ed.), The Measurement of Economic 
and SociaZ Performanae~ NBER, Conference on Research in Income and 
Wealth, New York (1973), pp. 193-225. 

7For a detailed discussion and criticism of Usher's study, see 
J. P. Acton (1976), op cit, pp. 22-23 and M. W. Jones-Lee, op cit, 
pp. 36-38. 
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A second method which is used by adherents of the willingness

to-pay approach is the use of surveys to derive explicit statements of 

indivi,~uals. As noted above, the use of surveys was suggested by 

Schelling, Mishan, and Jones-Lee. 1 An empirical study of willingness 
2 

to pay for health programs was carried out by Acton. Approximately 

125 persons were questioned about their willingness to 'pay for reducing 

heart attack mortality. Acton's questionnaire included 36 questions in 

four major types: 

"(I) Age choice questions--Which of two seriously injured would 

you like to see saved in an emergency? (total of 26 ques-

tions of this type) 

(2) Live in the community--How much would you be willing to pay 

to have a heart attack ambulance that is expected to save X 

lives per year of the 10,000 people living around you? 

(two questions) 
(3) Advice willingness to pay--Suppose your neighbor has just 

been told his risk of heart attack is Y per year, and his 

chances of dying if he has a heart attack are Z. How much 

do you think he should be willing to pay per year for a 

heart attack program that would reduce his chances of dying 

to Z*? (four questions) 

(4) uwn willingness to pay-~Suppose your doctor tells you your 

chances of a heart attack are Y pet year; and your chances 

of death, given the heart attCl,ck, are: Z. How much are you 

willing to pay per year for a heart attack program that 

can reduce your chances of dying to Z*? (four questions)" 

Acton concluded that the survey is a feasible instrument in deriving 

the willingness of individuals to pay for a reduction in the proba-

bility of death or injurY, 

1M. W. Jones-Lee, "Valuation of Reduction in Probability of 
Death by Road Accident, I' Jourr.aL of Transport Economics and PoUcy~ 
January 1969, pp. 

2J • P. Acton, EvaLuating PubLic Programs to Save Lives: The 
Case of Heart Attacks~ R-950-RC, The Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, 

January 1973. 
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As may be expected, Acton found the statistical significance of 

the result increased with an increase in probability of death and with 

an increase in the magnitude of reducin~ this probability (although not 

in a linear fashion).l F rth h 'II u ermore, t e w~ ingness-to-pay responses 

are greater the more concretely and immediately the hypothetical program 

is related to the indiv;dual. 2 A 4 cton points out a number of issues 

"still left 0 e ' th f 'b'l p n ~n e eas~ ~ ity of a survey-based method for elicit-

ing value." These include the validity, stability and replicability of 

responses, problems involved with understanding and ,processing the 

information based upon hypotheticaZ situations, and "strategic" 'behav

ior of respondents facing hypothetical questions. 3 

Another method of estimating the willingness to pay based on the 

implicit value derived from consumption activity was used recently by 

G. Blomquist (1979).4 Blomquist analyzed the use of automobile seat 

belts. He found the use of seat belts to be greater the higher the 

value a dri~er places on his life. A similar method was used by Jones

Lee (1978), who estimated the value of life from tire replacement data. 

A variant of this method is assessing the value of life based on "the 

insurance principle" which attempts, according to Mishan, "to attribute 

a value for loss of life . . . on thn implied assumption of a straight

line relationship between the probability of a person being killed and 

the insurance premium he would pay to cover the risk.,,6 

So far we have discussed four approaches to assessing the monetary 

value of human life. Th 1 e monetary va ue estimated by any of these 

1 
Acton (1976), op cit, p. 25. 

2Ibid . 

3 Acton (1976), pp. 28-30. 
4 ,Glenn Blomquist, "Value of Life Saving: Implications of Con-

sumpt~on Activity," JournaL of PoliticaL Economy Vol. 87 (197 .':\) N 3 
pp. 540-558. ' ,r O. , 

5 , M. W. Jo~es-Lee, "Empirical Procedure for Estimating the Value 
of L~~e from T~re Replacement Data': (unpublished manuscript, 1978). 

For a discussion see Mishan, op cit, pp. 690-691 and Jones-Lee 
op cit, pp. 72-91. ' 
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methods is then used in a cost-benefit analysis, with the following 

(simple) decision rule: If the cost of life-saving or a casualty

preventing program exceeds the expected monetary benefits (a function 

of the number of lives saved or casualties prevented)~ then the pro

gram should not be implemented. 
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XII. CRITICISM OF PRESENT METHODOLOGIES 

A detailed criticism of each of the four approaches described 

above may be found in each of the studies quoted,l and will not be 

recapitulated. The following chapter will focus on the drawbacks of 

trying to assess the value of human lives in monetary terms in 

general, and of using cost-benefit analysis as a policy analysis 

tool in evaluating life-saving and/or casualty-preventing programs 

in particular--disregarding which of the methods was used to assess 

the monetary value of lives. 

In a recent article, John Broome presented a scathing criticism 

of the various attempts to value a life: 

"Many of the enterprises governments engage in cause 
people's deaths in one way or another. Therefore, those 
governments which like to give some of their actions the 
appearance of economic rationality have to fix on a mone
tary value for a human life. A blossoming literature ex
plains to them the correct way to make this valuation. 
But, though it blossoms still, I think that the roots of 
the literature are insecure. Indeed, one of my objects in 
this paper is to sho~y that the attempt to value life in 
terms of money is more or less doomed to failure.,,2 

Broome's main criticism is that "no finite amount of money could com

pensate a person for the loss of his life, simply because money is 

no good to him when he is dead," and hence "cost benefit analysis 

will be inapplicable for judging any proposal involving death.,,3 

The association of the three words life~ value~ and money by all 

authors, disregarding which app;:ooach they take, is misleading. Readers 

are misled to believe that externalities, namely, nonpecuniary aspects 

lIn particular, see J. Acton, op cit, passim; Mishan, op cit, 
pp. 689-695; Jones Lr~e~ op cit, pp. 20-51; S. Mushkin, "Health as an 
Investment," Journal of' Political Economy, Vol. 70 (1962) No.5, pp. 
129-157; and R. Zeckhauser, op cit, passim. 

2 
John Broome, "Tryi.ng to Value a Life," Journal of Public Econ-

omy~ Vol. 9 (1978) No.1, p. 91. 

3Ibid , p. 100, 
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of life and death, are included. There is a designated sense in 

which the word value is interpreted. The following typical sentences 

may illustrate this point: 

"The value of life is the amount of ea.rnings foregone"; or (1) 

(2) "The value of life is equal to the amount of insurance an 

(3) 

individual is willing to buy"; or 

"The value of life is the amount of money individuals are 

willing to pay to reduce the probability of death from X 

to Y." 

These sentences are probably hidden tautologies; if asked what evidence 

is required to refute these sentences, the authors probably will have 

no answer .. The reader is misled by the fact that the sequence of 

the words in these sentences seeIl\S to be clear (assume for a moment 

that instead of "vaZue" the authors would have used the nonexistent 

word "Zavue"--the same questions that should have been a,sked by the 

readers with regard to the usage of "value" suddenly become obvious). 

Replacing vaZue with the word price has the same drawback. Price 

may be used only in the context of a slave economy. Instead the 

authors could have simply used money aspects of Zife. One money 

aspect, denoted by MALI' is the amount of earnings foregone; another 

money aspect, say MAL
2

, is the amount of insurance individuals will 

buy, etc. There are probably many MALs. 

Leaving aside these rather pedantic rem~rks, focusing on money 

aspects of life and, death is an improper approach which may lead to 

bad and inconsistent decisions. Hence the application of cost-benefit 

analysis (where the benefits are measured in money) to life-saving and 

casualty-preventing programs is not adequate. Bauer and Yamey (1957) 

correctly noted that: 

"Once one leaves the terra firma of material capital and 
branches into the uper aether of human capital, there is 
endless difficulty in finding a resting place."l 

1 
I lp. T. Bauer and B. C. Yamey, The Economics of UnderdeveZoped I( 
.,1 Countries~ Cambridge University Press (1957), p. 27, quoted in I 
• Mushkin, op cit, p. 129. I 
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many of the authors who 
It is interesting to note that 

the growing literature in 
this field felt it,necessary 

contributed to 

~pologetic remark (sometimes in a footnote) 

~s aware of the limits of the 

the least of many evils. 

to present some 

stating that he (the author) 
"monetary value," but 

point: 

it is justified as 
The following Citations may illustrate this 

"w e are concerned here with ma 
porter of himself and ' th n as a wage-earner, the sup-
through a large f;acti~n ~:f 1 ~f normal case, of a family, 
by death, his family suffer ~ e. ,If such a man is removed 

s, emot~onally 1 ' escapes our powers of e l' ,a oss wh~ch , ' va uat~on in f 'g. , 
wh~ch we are theref ~ ures, and w~th 
family suffe;s, in a~~~~i:~t ~ere conc~rned. But the 
a fairly definite estimate ~ ~ ~lconom~c loss, for which 
given. . . . ~n 0 ars and cents can be 

"If 't ' ~ ~s clearly understood th '., 
point of view that we shall hat ~~ ~s solely from this 
man, there should be d ere speak of the value of a 
into metaphysical diS~~s ~nger of our being drawn aside 
value, or as to absol t s~ons as to what constitutes 

u e or other standards of value. ,,1 

Richard Zeckhauser wrote: 

"The valuation of lives invol 
most basic beliefs and inst' ve~ and reflects many of the 
might seem then rh t ~t~t~ons of our society. It 

, ' , ~ a econom~sts wId' h ' contr~bute to the l':f 1 ou. ,ave l~ttle to 
.L e-va uation di ' , 

argues quite to the contrar scuss~o~. Th~s essay 
problem enhances the potentr~l The c~mpl~x~ty of the 
ganizing' concepts of'the e ~ontr~but~on of the or~ 
:ulled from the examinatio~o:~m~cs d~scipline. Insights 
~ssues can be appl':ed 'th a number of other sticky 

.L w~ profit." 

However, warns Zeckhauser: 

"It' , 
, J.S crJ:tical that policymakers re . 
no unambiguous procedure f ,al~ze that there is 
only do we lack a general ~r ;alu~ng a human life. Not 
all circumstances th "pp oach that will apply in 

, , ere ~s rarely a . 
wh~ch a sP~cific approach co ld '~y c~r:umstance for 
approval. "L u rece~ve un~versal 

1 
1. 

2 
R. 

Dublin ,and A. 10, tka, op , 
c~t, 

Zeckhauser, op Cit, p. 421. 
pp. 4-5. 
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Burton Weisbrod wrote in 1961: 

"A person's value as a companion to, and the leader of, 
his family is neglected--not because it is deemed in
significant or irrelevant, but because it seemed too 
difficult to measure, at least for the present." l 

Hirshleifer et al (1974) are bothered by these questions and try 

to provide some tentative answers: 

"Question: Isn't human life infinitely valuable? Isn't 
it incommensurable with ordinary commodities? 
Answer: People behave as if their lives have finite value. 
For example, we all ride in automobiles, often in situa
tions where it is not "necessary." Therefore we voluntar
ily, consciously, and rationally undergo mortal danger in 
order to gain 'ordinary' goods and services, e.g., seeing 
a movie ... " 

"Question: Doesn't one have value to the rest of society? 
Answer: Certainly man is a social animal, 'every man's 
death diminishes me, for I am involved in mankind,' etc. 
Unfortunately, these interpersonal effects are difficult 
to incorporate into the analysis •.. ,,2 

The Eleventh International Road Congress, after reviewing the pro1blem 

of human costs of highway accidents as part of cost-benefit analysis 

of highway construction, concluded: 

"However repellent it may be to assess human life, it does 
not seem that such a valuation can be d.ispensed with . 
Decisions attribute unconsciously in each case a value to 
human life and suffering. It seems preferable to make this 
more conscious and systematic.,,3 

The second drawback of cost-benefit analysis is its application 

to single programs, holding all other life-saving or casualty-preventing 

IBurton Weisbrod, "The Valuation of Human Capital," Journal 
of political Economy Vol. 69 (1961) No.5, pp. 425-436. 

2J . Hirshleifer et al, op cit, pp. 30-31 • 

3Quoted in S. J. Mushkin, "Health as an Investment," Journal of 
Political Economy, Vol. 70 (1962) No.5, p. 155. 
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tl 
1 programs constant, even if the other programs are in the same domain, 

say health. When dealing with a cancer-preventing program, heart 

attacks, renal disease, etc., are held constant. Cost-benefit 

analysis estimates the costs and benefits for a specific program. 

• 

In the· best case, it is used to compare costs and benefits of differ

ent alternatives within the specific program, but ignores other pro-

grams, whi~h, say, might have yielded higher benefits at lower costs. 

Governments are frequently criticized for inconsistent decisions with 

regard to life-saving or casualty-preventing programs. This has led 

some to dismiss, correctly, a priori use of a precedent decision as a 

standard by which to measure benefits of potential programs (see 

pp. 116-117 above). As Acton points out: 

"In the absence of a consistent set of values generated 
by the political decision process, there remains a press
ing need for benefit val~es calculated on the basis of 
more fundamental normative considerations. "I 

The intensive research effort, attempting to derive a monetary measure 

of life "on the basis of more fundamental normative considerations," 

did not yield a "consistent set of values" either. It is interesting 

to compare the results of some empirical studies carried out over the 

last 50 years that try to assess monetary aspects of life, using the differ

ent approaches. Table 13 summarizes the findings. 

The lowest estimate, in 1979 dollars, was $15,503 (Reynolds, 1956), 

the highest estimate derived was $10,920,750 (Jones-Lee, 1976). The 

median ranges between $157,700 and $159,300. The 25th percentile is 

$79,860, the 75th percentile is $430,200. That is to say that 50 

percent of the studies derived a "value of life" ranging between 

$79,860 and $430,200. It will not be surprising if some future study 

suggests using the median or the average of all past estimates as a 

new monetary measure . . • • 

1 Acton (1976), op cit, p. 7. 
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Author, 
Country, 

Year Published 
(Year of Data) 

1. Dublin & Lotka, 
USA, 1930 
(1929) 

2. Reynolds, 
England, 1956 
(1952) 

3. Abraham & 
Thedie, 
France, 1960 
(1957) 

4. Fromm, USA, 
1965 
(1960) 
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Table 13 

ATTEMPTS TO ASSESS THE MONETARY ASPECTS OF LIFE: 1930-1980 

Approach 
(App1ication

Area) 

Human capital 
(general) 

Human capital 
(rod 
accidents) 

Revealed pre£
erence implicit 
in past deci
sions, combined 
with "human
capital" 
(r.oad 
aCCidents) 

Implicit value 
derived from 
past alloca
tive decisions 
(civil avia
tion) 

Assessment Method 

Estimating present discounted value 
(at birth) of a person whose maximum 
annual salary is $5,000 (earned at 
age 50) then deducting present value 
of consumption 

Estimating the total present dis
counted value of the loss of net 
output, divided by the number of 
casualties 

1) Estimating losses of gross output 
(=net output + consumption) divided 
by the number of casualties; and 
2) Deriving "subjective costs" from 
past court compensation decisions: 
a Suffering of relatives: 

(~) for bachelors 
(-) for married men 
(-) for heads of families 

a Costs to society 
a Suffering of non-fatal victims 
a Compensation for "anxiety" 

Estimating the total loss per carrier 
fatality, compounded of: 
1) value of individual life to himsPolf 
2) loss to his family 
3) economic loss to the community 

Discount 
Rate 

3-1/2% 

4% 

8% 

Estimated Monetary Value 
of Life 

Current 
Units 

$9,802 

Death 
£2,000 
Serious Injury 

£)20 
Light Injury 

£10 

1) 110,000 N.F; 

2) 
5,000 N.F. 

10,000 N.F. 
20,000 N.F· 
5,00'0 N.F. 
5,000 N.F. 

15,000 N.F. 

$373,000 

$210,000 
$123,000 

$4,000 

1 

* $1979 

$47,713 

$15,503 

$4,030 

$309 

$722,668 

$32,847 
$65,696 

$131,393 
$32,847 
$32,847 
$98,546 

$869,084 

$489,296 
$286,588 

$ 9,320 

\ 
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Author, 
Country, 

Year published 
(Year of Data) 

5. Dawson, England, 
1967 
(1963) 

6. Dawson, England, 
1971 
(1970) 

7. Thaler & Rosen, 
USA, 1973 
(1967 ) 

8. Usher, Canada, 
1973 
(1972) 

Approach 
(Application-

Area) 

Human capital 
(road 
accidents) 

Same as above 

"Willingness 
to pay" 
(hazardous 
jobs) 

"vlillingness 
to pay" 
(general) 

Table 13 (cont'd) 

Discount 
,Assessment Method Rate 

Estimating net losses of output 
per fatality and injury + "subjec-
tive costs" derived by court 
decisions 

An amendment of the above method, 
estimating the g~oss loss of output 
as a basis for calculating the loss 
due to casualties 

Estimating the "risk premium" demanded 
by 907 individuals, fo'c a "dangerous 
activity" 

1) Deriving the implicit willingness-to
pay measure from two indicators: GNP and 
mortal;f,ty rates, Le., "the amount one 
would pay per unit for a decrease in 
one's mortality rate in the current year" 
2) Observing individual choices (implicit 
or explicit value of life of a man about 
30 years old) 

1. Hazard pay: 
Premium miners accept for working 

underground 
Test pilot 

2. Medical 'expenditure: 
Kidney transplant 
Dialysis in hospital 
Dialysis at home 

:," 

1 

6% 

7% 

Estimated Monetnr.y Value 
of Life. 

Current 
*' Units $1979 

Death 
£8920 $55,820 
Serious Injury 
£.710 $4,430 

Light Injury 
£150 $938 

Death 
'£19,000 $79,860 
Serious Injurx 
£1'1 400 $5,884 

14f;ht Injury I-' 
!.oJ 

£250 $1,050 ..... 

$200,000 $404,960 

$150,000 $238,992 

Thousands Thousands 
Canadian U.S. 
Dollars Dollars 

34-159 54-253.3 

161 256.5 

72 114.7 
270 430.2 

99 157.7 
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Author, 
Country, 

Year Published 
(Year of Data) 

8. (cont'd) 

9. Acton, USA, 
1973 
(1971) 

10. Jones-Lee, 
England, 
1976 
(1975) 

11. Blomquist, 
USA, 1978 
(1978) 

, , 
,', 

Approach 
(Application

Area) 

"Willingness 
to pay" 
(heart 
attacks) 

"Willingness 
to pa,j" 
(air 
accidents) 

Implicit 
"willingness 
to pay" de
rived from 
consumption 
activity (road 
accidents) 

Table 13 (cont'd) 

Discount 
Assessment Method Rate 

3. Valuation of the cost of disease 
4. Valuation of the cost of airplane 

accidents 
5. Traffic safety: 

Recommended for cost-benefit 
analysis by the National Safety 
Council 

Value of life in a cost-benefit 
study'of highways 

6. Military decisionmaking: 
Instructions to pilots on when to 

crash-land airplanes 
Decision to produce a special 

ejector seat in a jet plane 

Estimating the willingness to pay for 
reducing the probability of death 
from heart attacks from 2/5 to 1/5 
for a given probability of heart 
attack of 1/100 

Estimating the willingness to pay for 
reduction of air accidental death from 
from 2/500,000 to 1/500,000 based on 
a small experiment (n=30). Applying 
the estimate to a group of 500,000 
yielded an estimated value of human 
life 

Estimating the value of life by analyzing 
the use of !Ieatbelts 

, . 

1 , 

Estimated Monetary Value 
of Life 

Current 
Units 

75 
472 

37.5 

100 

270 
4500 

$28,000 

£3,100,000 

$370,000 

$1979 * 
119.5 
752 

59.7 

159.3 

430.2 
7169.6 

$46,656 

$10,920,750 

$394,666 

1.1 
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Table 13 (cont'd) 

Notes to Table 13 

The value in 1979 dollars was, calculated in two steps: 
1) Calculating the currc~nt dollar value, using the official exchange rate, for the relevant 

currencies in a given year 
2) Adjusting the current dollar figure derived above into 1979 dollars using the Implicit Price 

Deflator (IPD) index (1979=160 for the base year 1972=100) 

The following exchange rates and IPD indices were used: 

Exchange Rate Multiplier 
Year Currem:y 1 $US = X IPD =160/IPD 

1929 $US 1.0 32.87 4.8676 

1952 ,£(pouIllds) 0.3558 .58.00 2.7586 

1957 Francs 419.9 65.02 2.4607 

1960 $US 1.0 68.67 2.3299 

1963 £(pounds) 0.3571 71.59 2.2349 

1967 $US 1.0 79.02 2.0248 

1970 £(pounds) 0.3571 91.36 1. 7513 

1971 $US 1.0 96.02 1.6663 

1972 $Canada 0.9958 100.00 1.6000 

1975 £(poundB) 0.3454 127.18 1.2580 

1978 $US 1.0 150.00 1.0666 
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It seems that the intensive research effort did not yield a 

consistent estimate of the monetary aspects of life. Furthermore, 

there is no consensus among economists with regard to the best method 

to be used to derive an estimate. The tendency of economists to focus 

on monetary costs of lives may lead to vulgar calculation. The follow-
1 ing example was given by Fred Hapgood, and illustrates this point: 

"In a recent essay Clark Abt, president of a Cambridge, 
Massachusetts think tank, contemplated the problem of 
coming up with a "net psycho-social quality of life cost 
of mastectomy," a single figure that will represent all. 
the costs to the patient of a radical mastectomy. In thks 
passage he considered the possible cost to her sex life: 

"If we assume the shadow price of sexual experience is 
roughly $40, and if we assume an average, frequency of 
50 per year, the annual shadow price is $2,000, or a 
total of $4,000 for the two years of life during which 
the sex life the: "no mastectomy" alternative affords is 
unaffected by mastectomy. This 'cost' must be discounted 
by the probability of a satisfactory sexual adjustment. 
Assuming this probability is 50% .•. " 

So where do we go from here? As mentioned earlier (see p. 129 above), 

the recently published criticism of trying to attach a monetary measure 

of life was John Broome's. Broome's article generated a numbe~ of re-
2 sponses. Broome was taken to task by the adherents of "monetary value 

of life," mainly for not suggesting an alternative approach. 

"Since he [Broome] does not tell us what the criteria 
are for judging' 'correctness,' nor even whether this is 
a logical or an empirical matter, we are left waiting 
expectantly for a revelation which is not vouchsafed 
us. . • . This is a pity, because he is dealing with 

lFred Hapgood, "Risk-Benefit Analysis: Putting a Price on Life," 
The At~antic, January 1979, p. 35. 

2A• Williams, "Trying to Value a Life--Note," Journa1- of ,PubUc 
Economics Vol. 12 (1979), pp. 257-258; James M. Buchanan and Roger L. 
Faith, "T~ying Again to Value a Life," ibid, pp. 245-248; and M. W. II 

Jones-Lee, "Trying to Value a Life: Why Broome Does Not Sweep Clean, 
ibid, pp. 249-256 • 
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a matter of considerable theoretical and practical im
portance, and if he has something new to contribute to 
the literature he should not withhold it."l 

" .. [Broome] made no serious attempt to offer a work
a.ble alternative to CBR [cost benefit analysis of risk
change] .••• 

"I would suggest that while Broome has, as it were, 
aimed a vigorous blow at the foundatIons of the CBR 
methodology, he has in fact completely missed his in
tended target, the full force of his assault being 
taken squarely on the chin by his own straw-man."2 

I believe that any attempt to measur.e the benefits of life-saving or 

casualty-preventing programs in monetary terms will fail to capture 

all the value dimensions of a life to an individual and society. 

Therefore, a cost-benefit analysis based upon a monetary measure of 

lives is inadequate. An alternative approach for policy analysis 

of life-saving or casualty-preventing programs will be suggested in 

the next chapt2r. 

lAo Williams, op cit, p. 258. 

2M• W. JoneS-Lee, op cit, p. 456. 
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XIII. EXTRA TERROR: TOWARD A COST-EFFECTIVENESS 

ANALYSIS OF LIFE-SAVING OR CASUALTY-PREVENTING PROGRAM~ 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter will suggest a different approach to the pOlicy analy

sis of life-saving or casualty-preventing programs, based upon the 

four assumptions discussed earlier (see p. Ill, above) and on the 

major policy goal: to minimize as much as possible the overall number 

of casualties, during a given time period, within prevailing budget 

constraints. The basic tool will be a cost-effectiveness analysis. 

The measure of effectiveness will be simply the number of lives to be 

saved, in each of the relevant programs (or for each countermeasure 

to be analyzed). 

Instead of looking at single programs, each dealing with a specific 

cause of fatalities or injuries, holding all other causes and, programs 

constant, this approach, in correspondence wit~ the policy goal, requires 

looking at a set of threats and hazards society faces for a given time 

period. Using the number of casualties to be prevented as a measure of 

effectiveness captures most of~the externalities left out by the mone

tary value approach. It can easily be stated that saving two lives is 

better than saving one and saving a thousand is better than saving 900, 

for all aspects: economic, social and individual. Hence, for a given 

budget, a simple decision criterion for selecting among several alterna

tive programs will be to select the program with the lowest shekel costs ,.. 
per,life saved. However, production functions of life-saving programs 

are not monotonically linear, and diminishing returns prevail. There

fore the most effective resource allocation, in a theoretical economic 

framework, will be achieved when all the marginal products of the 

casualty-preventing shekel are equated over all the programs under 

consideration. That is, for n casualty-preventing programs, the 

marginal product of the casualty-preventing shekel for program i (MPS i ) 

has to be equal to the marginal product of the casualty-preventing 

shekel for program j (MPSj ), in order to achieve an effective alloca

tion: 

-', 

" 

" 
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MPS. 
J 

where i, j 1, 2, ... , n 

and i of j 

The n ,programs will include preventing car accidents, occupational 

safety measures, countering terrorism, etc. The following will illus

tr'ate a process for an effective allocation of resources between two 

programs, say preventing car accidents and countering terrorism, within 

this theoretical framework. 

1. Deriving Production Functions 

For the sake of simplicity, all the production factors will be 

presented 'in (Le., converted into) money terms, in shekels. The 

units produced will be the number of casualties prevented in a year. 

Assuming diminishing marginal returns (that is, as the amount of shekels 

is increased, a point will be reached beyond which the m.arginal product 

declines), the two hypothetical production functions may look like those 

illustrated in Figure 17. 

2. Deriving the Production Possibility Frontier 

Using the two production functions enable,s us toder.ive the pro

duction possibility curves for different levels of total cost. 

The production possibility frontiers in Figure 18 are in fact iso

cost curves for different budget levels. The line LIL2 may be 

viewed as an "isocasualtyll line. Note that the slope of the LlL2 line 

is equal to -1, based upon our fourth preference (see p. 113 above) that 

a life equals a life. The, optimal allocation will be achieved at the 

northeastern point of tangency between the isocost curve and the iso

casualty line, subject to our budget constraint (the relevant isocost 

curve will represent this budget constraint). Note that this hypothet

ical model will lead, for any budget constraint, to allocation of zero 

shekels to countering terrorism and all to tar accidents. However, 

this preference may be relaxed, if'so desired, by any decisionmakers 

who may persist in the belief that, in the light of n,egative exter

nalities associated with terrorism, each terrorism casualty should be 

weighted more heavily than the casualty inflicted by other causes. 
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Fig. 17 - Hypothetical production functions 
for two casualty-preventing programs 
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Fig. 1 B - Production possibility frontiers for two 
casualty-preventing programs 

All that is required is to change the slope of the line L1L2 according 

to the weights. A slope 'of -2 (~hown by the line Ll 'L2 '), then, 

will represent a policy assumption that the social cost of each casu

alty infl~cted by terrorism equals the social cost of two car accident 

casualties; etc. 

3. Allocating Resources Among Programs 

Once the point of tangency between the isocost and the isocasual

ties lines has been determined, the allocation of the given budget, say 

10 million shekels, between the two programs will be determined by 

equating the marginal product of the casualty-preventing shekels. 

The process can be generalized to n programs. 
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So far we have presented a simple theoretical framework for the 

allocation of a given budget among programs. Remember that our point 

of departure was the prevailing system of countermeasures in all rele

vant domains, and we asked, how would we allocate most effectively an 

extra amount of budget among programs? Similarly, if we have to cut 

our budget by a given amount, how much to cut from each program in a 

way which will have the least effect on the number of casualties to be 

prevented? 

Applying the theoretical model to our relevant policy problems 

involves difficulties: 

a. Identifying the production :function for each ,of the 

casualty-preventing programs 

b. Predicting the number of casualties to be prevented 

The following discussion will address these two problems for the case 

of countering terrorism. 

IDENTIFYING THE P'RODUCTION FUNCTION OF PREVENTING CASUALTIES: THE CASE 

OF TERRORISM 

The number of casualties inflicted by terrorism in a year is a 

function of the number of successful strikes carried out by the ter

rorists during that year. 

Each terrorist attempt to strike may be viewed as a Bernoulli 

random variable with probability P of success and probability (1 - P) 

of failure, where "success" is defined as a strike which has been car

ried out, and "failure" is defined as an attempt that was prevented. 

Similarly, the prQbabi1ity of x successes in n attempts may be viewed 

as a binomial random variable with parameters nand- P" and may be 

calculated by 
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However the number of terrorist 
attempts is a function of a large number 

of variables, among them: 

0 Palestinian manpower potential 
0 Budget 

0 Logistics 

0 Arab Support 
0 Organizational conflicts 
0 Leadership 

0 World public opinion 
0 Israeli Countermeasures' 

However, it is very hard t -d 
o 1 entify the endogenous and exogenous 

variables. For 1 
examp e, Israeli countermeasures are a function of 

terrorist attempts' th Pl' 
'. , e a estin1an manpower potential, logistics, 

world public opinion are each a function of the Israeli 

etc. Furthermore, it is difficult to 

mention the problem of lack of data. 

Even if we look at the number ,o,f 

countermeasures; 
measure all the variables, not to 

attempts in the light of the 
simple probabilistic model presented 

earlier, as a function of Israeli 
countermeasures, we shall end with a 

of attempts dissuaded. 

a terrorist attempt. 

problem of estimating the number 

Figure 18 represents a probability tree for 

The problem of identifying the 
produ~tion function may be described 

as "the elephant syndrome," illustrated b h 
y t e following dialog: 

When t.he doctor asked his nervou,s pat-lent sna ... ,"Why are you 
pp1ng your fingers," the 'snapper' answered' " 

the elephants away. ""Re1 "id " To keep 
doctor in a father1 a~, sa the understanding 
"You see doctor" y ~one, There are no elephants around." 

, ,sa1d the patient victoriously, "IT WORKS!" 

syndrome." It is 
the identification problem, discussed above, 

The problem, the i h n, s ow to bypass the "elephant 
important to note that 

does not arise because 
of the use of a cost-effectiveness analysis 
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Casualties 

No casualties 

Arab support 

Organizational conflicts 

Leadership ....... ----------------------..., 

World public opinion 

Fig. 19 _ Factors affecting the initiation and outcome of a terrorist attempt to strike 

instead of the traditional use of cost-benefit analysis for casualty-

preventing programs. Cost-benefit models face the same problem of 

identifying the production function. 
In order to approach the problem, we shall assume that the number 

of attempts is a function of Israeli countermeasures, holding all o .. ther 

variables constant. This strong assumption may be justified by two 

arguments: 
a. The process of action-interaction between terrorist attempts 

and Israeli countermeasures over the years was incremental. 
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As discussed previously, each modus operandi of the terrorists 

resulted in the introduction of a new countermeasure, which 

led to a shift of the terrorist effort, and so on (see p. 108 

above). It is reasonable to assume that, after ten years, 

all the other factors affecting terr.orist attempts reached, 

in a sense, a stable point; therefore, it is sensible to 

observe only the marginal changes in the number of casualties 

as a function of the marginal changes in countermeasures 

(measured in shekels), and use this information as a basis 

for analysis, within the suggested framework. 

b. Our basic approach is incrementalist, and we do not pretend . 
to make a tabuZa pasa assumption. This approach enables us 

to look at the margins of the "production function" as ob

served. 

In order to estimate the marginal product of the casualty-preventing 

sh~kel based upon this assumption requires looking at the reduction of 

the rate of casualties per, say, 100,000 people between year t and t + 1 

(~C) as a function of the increment in countermeasure shekels (~S). 

Year 

to 

tl 

t2 

t3 

t4 

t n 

" 

Table 14 

MARGINAL COUNTE1lliEASURE BUDGET INCREMENTS 
AND MARGINAL CHANGES IN THE RATE OF CASUALTIES 

Counterm~asure II of 
Shekels Casualties 

Per Year ti M Per Year ti ~C 

x Yo 0 

Xl Xl - x Yl 0 Yl - Yo 
x2 x2 - xl. Y2 Y2 - Y 1, 

x3 x3 - x2 Y3 Y3 - Y2 
x4 x4 - x3 Y4 Y4 - Y3 

x x - x n-l Yn n n 
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The marginal product or the casualty-preventing shekel can then be 

calculated by the ratio: 

It is important to note that applying the approach suggested in 

this chapter requires first a suboptimization in each of the relevant 

domains. Suboptimization within the domain of terrorism will be dis-

cussed in Chapter XIV. 
Unfortunately, this approach will not be further pursued empiri-

cally for the case of countering terrorism because of lack of data 

f ' res Data on costs can be derived, on the monetary costs 0 COUn'!:ermeasu, . 

but are unfortunately classified, and therefore must be left for future 

analysis. 
The following is an example for a gross estimation of the marginal 

p~oduct of the casualty-preventing shekel for the case of traffic safety 

measures, taken in Israel between 1967-1978. We shall assume, for 

ease of presentation, that the countermeasures included are effective, 

that is, assume that suboptimization within the domain of traffic , 
. 1 J.. safety has been carried out prev10us y. 

The calculations of the marginal product of the casualty-preventing 

shekel for the case of preventing road accidents ib Israel are presented 

in Table 15. This example does not imply that the rate of casualties 

per 100,000 people, used in Table 15, is the only measure. Other mea-

d tl rate of casual~ies per kilometer driven, sures whi'chcan be use are 1e " 

t Note that for empirical purposes, factors affecting or per car, e c. 
the rate of casualties must be carefully identified, and only relevant 

expenditures .should be included. 

IFor an. intensiv~ discussion',and a suggested methodology see: 
Cost-Effectiveness and Highway Safety, a report prepared ~orthe U.S. 
Department of Transport~tion by' the Department of Industr1a~'. and . 
System Engineering (Lo~ Angeles: University of Southern Ccd1forn1a, 

1969). 

-
0, 

, , 

Year 
(t i ) 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

. ...... _J. 

----------------~--------~--------...• -

Table 15 

PREVENTING ROAD ACCIDENT CASUALTIES IN ISRAEL, 1967-1977: 

YEARLY ROAD SAFETY EXPENDITURE INCREMENTS AND MARGINAL CHANGES 

IN THE RATE OF CASUALTIES PER 100,000 PEOPLE 

,-

Car Accident Casualties Countermeasure Expenditures 1 

-... 
Yearly Change 

Rate per in the Rate In Current In 1980 Yearly 
. 

Total 100,000 of Casualties Million Shekejs Increments 
Population Number (C. ) (llei ) 1.L.2 (Si) (IlS.) 1 1 

2,776,300 15,039 542 - 26.730 67.497 -
2,841,100 15,784 555 (+) 13 24.631 65.325 (-) 2.172 

2.929,500 17,459 595 (+) 40 31.459 56.639 (-) 8.686 

1,022,100 19,526 646 (+) 51 27.000 53.504 (-) 3.135 

3,120,700 21,006 673 (+) 27 30.634 50.626 (-) 2.878 

3 •. 225,000 22,011 682 (+) 9 31. 957 48.218 ( ... :> 2.408 

3,338,20(, 21,730 650 (-) 32 55.400 64.633 (+)16.415 

3,421,600 21,555 630 (-) 20 81.000 67.346 (+) 2.713 

3,493,200 21,106 604 (-) 26 88.000 71. 600 (+) 4.254 

3,575,400 20,920 . 585 (-) 19 104.000 80.200 (+) 8.600 

3,653,200 22,721 621 (+) 36 125·.500 69.700 (-)10.500 

SOURCE: Stat1st1ca1 Abstracts of Israel (1968-1978) 
NOTES: (1) Includes: fences, bicycle path, lights, major repairs, intersections. 

Marginal Product 
of the Casualty-
Preventing Shekel 

(MPSt. ) 1 

.1670 

.2171 

.0164 

.1065 

.2675 

.5129 

.1356 

.1636 

.4526 

.2916 

(2) Until February 1980 the IL (IsraeZi Pound) was the official Israeli currency; the IL was 
replaced by the shekel in February 1980. 

(3) The adjustments to 1980 shekels were calculated by the IPD multiplier. However, this index 
is based on the overall consumer price index, and does not reflect precisely items included 
in road safety measures. 
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PREDICTING THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF CASUALTIES 

Predicting the expected number of casualties for some future time 

period is an essential requirement for the policy analysis of cbsualty~ 

preventing programs. \Ilhile empirically stmple to derive for m.Qst 

sources of casualties, predict;.ing the number of casualties inflicted 

by terrorist strikes is rather complex. A detailed discussion of the 

prediction problem, and a suggested methodology to solve it, will be 

presented in Chapter XIV as part of the analysis of countermeasures 

within the domain of terrorism. 

SUMMARY AND POLICY I}~~ICATIONS 

This chapter presented an alternative approach to the analysis of 

casualty-preventing programs: cost-effectiveness analysis instead of 

cost-benefit analysis, which is applied at present. Reducing the 

overall number of casualties is the policy objective. Terrorism is 

treat~d within this framework.,as one source of casualties side by side 

with other sources. The suggested approach requires equating the 

marginal product of the life-saving shekel among all casualty-preventing 

programs. Applying this approach requires first a sdboptimization in 

each of the relevant domains (countering terrorism, traffic safety 

measures, labor safety measures, etc.); that is, first to carry out a 

cost-effectiveness analysis in each of these 40mains, equating the 

marginal product of the casualty-preventing shekels among the various 

countermeasures. "Extra Terror ll was presented first for methodological 

reasons. 

As discussed earlier, cost-effectiveness analysis enables us to 

compare casualty-pre.venting programs and allocate a given budget to 

those that are effective. Adopting this approach calls for a national 

casualty-preventing policy. Having such a policy, and allocating 

available budget among programs according to the suggested approach. 

will lead to a reduction in the present discrepancy in resource allo

cation among existing programs. 

Many organizations are involved in t'he implementation of such a 

policy. By the very nature of organizational behavior, each organiza

tion will seek to maximize its budget. Organi~ational conflicts, 

. * 
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competition, and sometimes rivalry may pose an obstacle to the imple

mentation of such a national policy. Therefore, introducing a national 

casualty-preventing policy requires a centralized government system 

and a sole source of budget. Israel satisfies both requirements. It 

is small enough, has a central government, and one national yearly 

budget planned and allocated by the Ministry of Finance. The Knesset 

rarely interferes with government allocational decisions. Hence no major 

implementation difficulties are to be expected from the introduction 

of such a policy. 

A national casualty-preventing policy for Israel is justified on 

the following grounds: 

a. Israel is facing severe economic problems. The need to allo

cate budget effectively is therefore pressing. 

b. The overall level of casualties from various sources is high 

in both absolute and relative rates. 

c. There prevails a discrepancy in present resource allocation 

among various casualty-preventing programs. 

d. Treating countering terrorism as an equal program among other 

casualty-preventing programs serves the new dimension added 

to the passive countermeasures, namely, downgrading the 

reaction to terrorism . 

As discussed earlier, downgrading the reaction to terrorism is a 

countermeasure per se, namely, not reacting as expected. by the terrorists. 

Downgrading the reaction to terrorism can be implemented by adopting a 

national casualty-prevention policy, described above, and by abolishing 

countermeasures which are huge yet hot effective, as will be shown in 

Chapter XIV. Some arguments may be raised against downgrading the re

action: 

o 

o 

o 

Perceiving tel~rorism as a major threat is good. 

Downgrading the reaction is an open invitation to terrorists. 

Downgrading the reaction to terrorism will have no effect on 

societyls perceptions . 
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o A life does not equal a life, and a death does not equal a 

d'eath. 

Perceiving Terrorism as a Major Threat is Good 

This Machiavellian argument states that it is in the interest of 

Israel to maintain the perception of Palestinian terror±'sm as a "very 

serious threat." Such an argument probably would never be stated ex

plicitly, but might affect the calculations of certain political figures. 

This argument may be based on the fact that Israelis do not support an 

independent Palestinian state. One conscious reason for this position 

is the wHy I~l:::lelis perceive Palestinian ten;orism, as demonstrated in 

a recent survey (see pp. 88-89 above), or it might be hoped by proponents 

of this argument that the international community will sympathize with 

Israel as long as it is perceived as facing "genocidal" threats. Or 

some may argue in the same vein that perceiving terrorism as a major 

threat encourages feelings of national unity, comradeship, etc. 'Such 

arguments, if raised, can be incorporated in the analysis as externali

ties; whether negative or positive externalities is a question of pref-

erence. 

Downgrading the Reaction to Terrorism is a Challenge to Terrorists 

Downgrading the reaction to terrorism may induce Palestinian ter

r(}~ :i,;sts to upgrade their activity. There is no evidence to support this 

argument. The following point can be made to counter it. 

o It is plausible to assume that the Palestinian terrorists 

have reached their potential, or at least are close to 

reaching that point; and 

o Even if the above assumption is false, supposing that the 

number of casualties inflicted by terrorism were greater 

by a factor of (say) 5, there still would remain a significant 

gap between the, larger amount of casualties inflicted by ter

rorismand the number of casualties caused by other sources. 
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Perceptions Are Not a Policy Variable 

Downgrading the reaction to terrorism will have no effect on 

society's perceptions. As pointed out before (see p. lIZ above), the 

question of whether subjective probabilities are a policy variable 

is left open, and requires further research. 
1 Few attempts have been made in the past to address this question. 

Two quoted studies both look at very low-probability events. Kunreuther 

investigated insurance behavior of people facing natural hazards. Slovic 

et al looked at percept:ions of nuclear disasters. The two studies 

yielded contradictory conclusions. Kunreuther recommends providing 

people with historical information in order to affect their perceptions, 

adjust their subjective probabilities to the objective probabilities, and 

hence affect their insurance behavior: 

"Unless individuals have been made graphically aware of the 
consequences of disasters, typically through past experience, 
they are unlikely to even consider purchasing insurance pro
tection."Z 

Slovic et al warn that educational efforts may backfire. That is, the 

provision of information may heighten the salience, and consequently the 

perceived probability, of a rare event, even when the information is 

aesigned to give reassurance that the event is highly unlikely to occur. 

According to this argument, identifying the various safety measures that 

have been taken to protect against a hazard may serve to increase concern 

about the hazard by indicating previously unknown ways in which things 

could go wrong. It is assumed that those being educated will not assess 

lSee, for example, H. Kunt'eu the,:, liThe Changing Societal Conse
quences of Risks from Natural Hazards" AnnaZs AAPS, Vol. 443, May 1979, 
pp. 11Z4-l131; and P. Slovic, S. Lichtenstein and B. Fischhoft, "Ima~es 
of Disaster: Perception and Acceptance of Risks from Nucle~r P~wer~ in 
Perlmutter et al (eds.), FPoceedings of the Second Internat-z-onai Sc-z-en
tific Forum on an AcceptabZe World Energy Future (Cambridge: Ballinger, 
1979); both quoted in S. Salem, K. Solomon an~ M. Yesley, Issues an~ 
Problems in Inferring a Level of Acceptable R-z-sk, The Rand Corporat10n, 
R-Z56J.-DOE (forthcoming). 

2'Quoted in S. Salem, et aI, p. 73. 
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the information correctly, i.e., take into account the low probability 

of each malfunction, and will instead consider the event more likely 

as a result of their increased knowledge of the number of ways in which 

it could occur. This argument against informing the public is put 
1 

forth intuitively; there is no reported research to support it. 

A Life Does Not Equal a Life and a Death Does Not Equal a Death 

This argument is a matter of preference. Some may argue that, 

despite the fact that they agree in principle with the preference that 

"a life equals a life" on ethical grounds, they still think that the 

way one dies makes a difference; namely, de.ath by terrorism should not 

be weighted the same as a death caused by another source. How one 

dies is an externality which may have an effect on making tradeoffs 

among casualty-preventing programs. It is unnecessary to dispute this 

important and widely shared belief; instead, I have shown that differ

ent preferences can easily be incorporated in the model. All that is 

required is to weight differently the casualties inflicted by terrorism, 

and change the slope of the isoli£e lines accordingly (see pp. 142-143 

above) • 
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XIV. INTRA-TERROR: TOWARD A COST-EFFECTIVENESS 

ANALYSIS OF COUNTERING TERRORISM 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter will focus on effective resource allocation among 

various countermeasures within the domain of terrorism. 

As discussed previously, intra-terror analysis should precede 

extra-terror analysis, where marginal allocations among casualty

preventing programs require a previous suboptimization tn each of 

the relevant domains. 

In the previous chapter, the number of casualties prevented 

served as the sole measure of effectiveness. It is important to note 

that analysis of individual countermeasures within the domain of ter

rorism may require. in some cases, different measures of effectiveness, 

since the effect of a single countermeasure on the number of casualties 

cannot always be isolated. For example, in assessing the effectiveness 

of the border security fence, an appropriate measure of effectiveness 

is the number of infiltrations impeded by the fence. 

The major criterion for analysis in this chapter is the way each 

countermeasure contributes to the achieving of a downgrading of the 

impact of ';errorism without havir.g a negative effect on the number of 

casualties prevented. 

PREDICTING THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF CASUALTIES 

Predicting the expected number of casualties at some future time 

period is an essential requirement for casualty-preventing programs. 

As has been illustrated in Fig. 19 (p. 146 above), the expected number 

of casualties per year is a function of the number of "successful" at

tempts during that year. Hence the prediction problem based upon past 

data consists of two parts: 
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o Predicting the number of strikes which inflict casualties; 

and 

o Predicting the number of casualties in these strikes. 

Predicting the Number of Strikes Inflicting Casualties 

Terrorist strikes may be viewed as events occurring over time. 

It has been shown in many cases for events which occur randomly over 

time that the number of occurrences X in a unit time interval has 

a Poisson distribution with parameter A, where A is the mean number of 

occurrences in a time interval of length one, say a month, if the fol

lowing main assumptions are satisfied: 

a. the events occur 6ing1y; 

b. the number of occurrences in nonover1apping (Le., disjoint) 

time intervals is statistica1iy indepemdent. 

Hence the probability that exactly x strikes will be inflicted per 

'day is given by: 

P(X ;;:: x) -
-A x 

e A 
x! 

for x 0, 1, 2, . • • 

However, it may be argued that the second assumption is a very strong 

one in the context of terrorism; that is, to assume that the number of 

strikes at time t is independent of the number of strikes at time t 1, 

t - 2, . • • and at time t + 1, t + 2, • . • • 

encountered in the past by Lewis Richardson. 1 
A similar problem was 

Richardson looked at the 

distribution of wars in time, using data on outbreaks of wars in 432 

years from 1500 to 1931. Richardson showed that the number of outbreaks 

of wars per year is generated by a Poisson process: 

1Lewis F. Richardson, "The Distribution of Wars in Time," Journal. 
of the ,Royal. Statistical. Society, Series A, Vol. 107 (1944), pp. 242-
250. 
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"Each calendar year can be characterized by the number 
0, 1, 2, 3, 4 of wars which began in it, as shown in Appendix I. 
The number of years of each character has been counted (by three 
observers, M. W., E. D. R. and L. F. R.) with the following 
result;:; 

Years from 1500 to 1931 A.D. 

Number of outbreaks in the year 0 .1 2 3 4 >4 Total 
Number of such years 223 142 48 15 4 0 432 
Poisson law... ... 216·2 149'7 51'8 12'0 2·1 0·3 432'1 

By the Poisson law is here meant the st.atement that there were 

Ne- A AX/X! ••••••••••• 

years each co~tainiilg exactly x outbreaks of war. The law was 
fitted to the observations by first equ:ating N to the observed 
total number 432 years; and then determining y by R.A. Fisher's 
Principle of Maximum Likelihood, according to which y equals the 
mean number of outbreaks per year; that is 

A = 299/432 ••..••..•.....••• 

It is seen at a glance that there is a considerable resemblance 
between the historical facts and the Poisson law. This resemblance 
suggests that we may perhaps find out something about the causes of 
wars by thinking of their outbreaks ill connection with other phe
nomena known to be described at least approximately by the Poisson 
law. Such include: factory accidents, deatbs by kick from a 
horse, and the ,~ission of alpha particles from radioactive sub
stances. ,,1 

In order to see whether the number of terrorist strikes which in

flict casualties, per month, are generated by a Poisson distribution, 

I looked at the number of strikes inflicting civilian casualties for 

each, of the 139 months (June 1967 - December 1968), and then tried to 

fit the Poisson distribution to the observations. Each month was char-

acterized by the number 0, 1, 2, . . ., 8 of such strikes which were 

inflicted during it. Table 16 and Fig. 20 summarize the rt~su1ts. 

lIbid, p. 242. 
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Table 16 

NUMBER OF STRIKES PER MONTH (JUNE 1967-DECEMBER 1978) 

Number of Strikes Per Month (x) 

Item 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 >7 Total 

Number of such 
months 52 45 26 11 2 1 1 1 0 139 

-A 
N

e AX 
N°P(X = x) 

xl 44.9 50.7 28.6 10.8 3.0 0.7 .13 .002 .0003 138.7 

SOURCES: Table 12 (p. 93) and IDF Spokesman Chronologies. 

A is estimated by A: The maximum 1ike1ihood'estimator of A, namely of the 

observed mean number of strikes per month 

total number of strikes 157 
N = 139 = 1.1294 

N was equated to the observed total number of 139 months. To test the 

null hypothesis 

Ho: The Poisson distribution fits the observ¢d ,frequency of strikes 

against the ~lternative hypothesis, 

HA: The Poisson distribution does not fit the observed frequency 

of strikes 

I carried out a X2 gO'odness of fit test. The test statistic l is c~lculated 
by 

2 
X 

where fi denotes the observed frequency of strikes and Fi denotes the 

theoretical frequency of strikes (Poisson). " \~; 

' I 
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Number of strikes per month 

6 7 >7 

Fig. 20 - The distribution of terrorist strikes that inflict casualties, over time 
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PREDICTING THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF CASUALTIES 

Predicting the expected number' of casualties for some future thJle 

period :i,s .an essential rE;\quirement for the pol~cy analysis of casualty .... 

preventing programs. While empirically simple. to derive for most 

sources oi' casualties, predicting the number of casualties infl,icted 

by terrorist strikes is rather complex. A detailed discussion of the 

prediction problem, and a suggested.methodology to solve it, will be 

presented in Chapter XIV as part of the analysis of countermea~ures 

within the domain of terrorism. 

SUMMARY AND POLICY IMP,LICATIONS 

i 
X! 

/ 
! 

This chapter p~esented an alternative approach to the analysis of 

'casualty-preventing progranis: cost"'effectiveness analysis iri'8-tead of 

cost-benefit analysis, which is applied at present. Reducing the 
"..,:. 

overall number of casualties is the policy objective. Terrorism is 

treated within this framework as one source of casualties $ide by side 

,wit11 other s(;)Urces. The suggested approach requires equating the 

i1t~;rgin<:ll B,roduc t of the lif~~saving shekel among all casualty-preventing 

progra~s. Applying this approach requ~res first a suboptimization inC, 

each of the relevant domains (countering ter1;'orism, traffic safety 

m~asures, labor safety measures, etc.); that i~, first to carry out a 

~ost-effectiveness analysis in each of tl\ese domains, equating the 

margin?l product: of the casualty-plTeventing shekels among the various 

countermeasures. "Extra Terror" was presented first for method010g:,!.cal 

reasons. 

.As discussed earlier" cost-effE;\ctiveness ana:Lysis enables us to 

compare' casualfy..;...preVE;\nting programs and allocate a given budget to 

. tltosethat aFe effective. Adopting this approach Icalls for a national 

casualty.,.preventing policy . Raving such a policy ~ and a1lo.cating 

availabl~budget amongltrograms acc"ording to the suggested, appro~~h, 
will ,le~d t~ ~. q~duCt:iOi1\~> the present discrepancy in resourceallo

cation among exist;i.ng progran\s. 

, ManY';,organ.izations are invoIv e.d, i,11 the implementation of Such a 
"/ > 

policY{,. 13Y the v~ry natu;re of organizational behavior, e~ch organiza-

tion will seek to. maximize its budgiit. Diganizational conflicts, 
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competit. ion, 'a' nd som' e'.J:.lII\' es ' 1 . " .. n.va ry may pose""'an obstacle to the imple-

mentatfon bf such a national policy. Therefore, "introducing a national 

'" cas~alty-preventing p01i~y requires a centralized government system 

and a sQle source of bu~et. Israel Satisfies both requirements. It 

is small enough, has a ,fentral government, and one national y~arly 

budget planned ,~nd a~~bcated by the Ministry of Finance. The Knesaet 

rarely interferes with, governm~nt al10cational decisions. Hence 110. maJ'or Pj 
implementation diffl.dcul.ties are t b t d f ;, 

I , .0 e expec e . rom th~ introdQction 

of such a policy. 

A national casualty-preventing 

thefollQwing grounds: 

PQlicy., for 
" Ii 

o II 

Israel is justif~ed on 

a. 
Ii " 

1/ ' 
Israel is facing severe econ,omic prloblems. The need to allo-. /i .. ' 
cate budget effectively is ther:.efofce pressing. 

b. The overall level of casual ties from various sources is .,high 

in both absolute and relat.ive rates. 

c. ~e're prevails a discrepancy in present "~esource allocation 
. D 

among various casualty-preven1:ing program~'",,,,(; 

d. Treating countering terrorism as an equal p;~gr.am among other 
~ .~ 

casualty-preventing programs serves the new dimension added 

to the passivecoun.termeasures, namely, downgrading the 

reaction to ter:~ori.sm. 

As dis.cussed. earlier" downg"'ad-ln th t' Q '. .". - ... g. ~. reac. ~on to terrorism is a 
" 

countermeasure per se, namely, not 'reacting as expected, by the terrorists. 

Downgrading the reac,tibn toterrori~m Can be implemented by adopting a 

natiOnal casualty-pr~vention policy, described above, and by"abolishing 

countermeasures which are huge yet not effective, as will be Shown in 

Chapter XIV. Some arguments may be raised against downgrading the re

action: 

o 

o 

o 

o 

Perceiving terrorism as a major threat is good. 

Downgrading the re,action is an OPen invitation to terrorists. 

Downgrading the reaction to terrorism will have no effect on 

Society's perceptions. 
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o A life does not equal a life, and a death does not equal a 

death. 

Perceiving Terrorism asa Major' Threat is Good 

This Macniavellian argument states that it is in the interest of 

Israel to maintain ,the perception of Palestinian terrorism as a "very 

serious threat." Such an argument probably wouldnever'be stated e.x-
Q 

plicitly, but'might affect the calculations of certain political figures. 

This argument may be based on the fact that Israelis do not support an 

,? independent Palestinian state. One conscious reason for this position 

is'the way Israelis perceive Palestinian terrorism; as demonstrated in 

a recent survey (see pp. 88-89 above), or it might be hoped by proponents 
"\ 

of this argument that the international community will sympathize with 

Israel as long as it is perceived as facing "genocidal" threats. Or 

some may argueil.l the same vein that perceiving terrorism as a major 

threat encourages feelings of national unity, comrade'ship, etc •. Such 

arguments, if raised, can be incorporated in the analysis as externali

ties; whether negative or positive exte+"nalities is a question of pre1;-

erence. 

Downgrading the Reaction to Terrorism is a Challenge to Terrorists 

o 

Downgrading the reaction to terrorism may induce Palestinian ter

rorists to upgrade their activity. There is no evidence to support this 

argument. The following p.oirtt can be made to counter it. 

o 

o 

It is'plausible to assume that the Palestinian terrorists 

have reached their potential, or' at least are close to 

reaching that point; and 

EvenC?if the aboveassumptiou is false, supposing that the 

number of casualties inflicted by terrorism were greater 
~' 

by a factor of (say) 5, there still would remain a significant 

gap between the larger amount of casualt.iesinflicted by ter

roriSm apd the number of.casualties caused by other sources. 
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Perceptions Are ~ot a PolicY,Variable 

Downgrading the reaction ,to terrorism wi:j.lhave no effect bn 

society' spercepdons. As pointed aut before (see p. 112 aboveh, the 
fJ 

question of whether subjective probabilities are a policy variable 
~:( 

is left open, and requires further research. 
" 1 

Few attempts have been made in the past to address this question. 

Two quoted ~.tudies both look at very lm\l:-"probability events. Kunreuther 
:;:>..~ " • 

investigated insurance behavior Of people facing ri'aturalhazards. Slovic 

et at looked at perceptions of nuclear"disasters. T;e two studies 

Y~'i~lded con:~adictbry conclusions. Ku~reuther reco~ends providing 
11 . 

people with historical information in order to affect, their' percepti~p.s, 

adjust their subjec.tive probabilities to the objective pr'obabilities, and 

hence affect their insurance 'behavior: 

"Unless individuals have been milde graphically aware of the 
cons.equences of disaste;-s, ,typ~cally through ,past experience, 
they are unlikely to even.consider purchasing insurance pro
tection~"2 ' . 

Slovic et al warn that educational efforts may backfire. That is, the 

provision of information may heighten the salience, and consequently the 

perceived probability, of a rare event, even when the information is 

designed to give reassurance that th.e event,is highly unlikely to occur. 

According to this argument$ identifying the various safety measures that 
-----'-'---,.""-== 
have been taken to protect against a' hazard may ,serve to increase conce~n 

" ~ 
about the hazard by indicating previously unknown ways in which things 

could go wrong. It is assumed that those being educated will not assess 

lsee, for example, H. Kunreuther, "The Changing Societal Conse
quences of Risks, from Natural Hazards" Annals AAPS, Vol. 443, May 1979, 
pp. 1124-1131; and P. Slovic, S. J.,ichtenstein and B. Fischhoft, "Images 
of Disaster: Perception and Acceptance of Risks from Nuclear Power," in 
Perlmutteret al (eds.), Proceedings of the Second International Scien
tific Forwn on an Acceptable World Energy Future (Cambridge: Ballinger, 
1979); both quoted in S~ Salem\~ K. Solomon and M •. Yesley, Issues and 
Problems in Inferring a Level of Acceptable Risk, The Rand Corporation, 
R-256l~DOE (forthcoming). 

2 Quoted in S. Salem, et aI, p. 73,. 
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the infor1ination correctly'~ Le., take i~ito account the low probability 

of
c 

each m~l:l;unction, and will instead 'cc)nside8 the event mo~e likely 
ii II 

as a resulit of their increased knowledge of the number of ways in which 
1,1 . , 11" 

it could,oc~ur. This argument against, informing the public: is put 

forth in'tuitively;:" there is no reported research to support it. l 

A Life ,Does Not Equal ,a Life and a Death Does Not Equal a Death 

,Th:~sargument is a matter o£ preference. Some may argl,1e that, 

despite;~ the fact "that they agree in principle with the preference that 
" "a life equals a life" on ethical grounds, they still think that the 

way one dies makes a diffe~ence; namely, ~eath" by terrorism should not 

be weighted the same as a death caused py another source. How One 

dies is an externality which may have an ,effect on making tradeoffs 

among casualty-preventing programs. It is unnecessary to dispute this 

important and widely shared belief; ,:i,nstead, I have shown that differ

ent p~eferences can easily be incorporated in 'the model. All that is 

required is to weight differently the casualties inflicted 'by terrorism, ' 

and change the slope of the isolife lines accordingly (see pp. 142-143 
above) • 
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XIV,. INTRA-TERROR: TOWARD A COST-EFFECTIVENESS 
--.i-

ANALYSIS OF COUNTERING TERRORISM 

i/ 
INTRODUCTION: J -------1,: J 

This chElpter cwill focufl on effective resource allocation among 
, I "".1 r, 

various coutltermeasures wYf.rc~hin the domain of terrorism. 
;: .. }' . 

As disCu~ssed previot~rny~, in;f;r,a-te!'!'o!' analysis should prec~i,e 

ext!'a-te!'!'oi,~analysis, w4'iere margiinal alloca,tions among casual ty-
I" /1 " , 0 

preventing programs require a prrpvious subop"timization in each of 

the relevan~ domains. I 
i) 

In thf4;! previous Ichapter, 
") 

served as t!!he solem,easure 6f 
;~,! t 

Ii 

,? 
Ii 

tt.le number of casualties prevented 

e1fectiveness •. It is important to note 

that analyiHs of in,dividual countermeasures within the domain of ter-
'I' , 

rori~ may:'rrequire~ in some cases, different measures of effectiveness, 
,I 

since the~ffect of a single countermeasure on the number of ,casualties 
iI 

cannot al~!ays be isolated. ;:Por example, in assessing the effectiveness 
:f 

of the bo:i;der security fence, an appropriate ,measur.aof effectiveness 

is the nw!hber of infiltrations impeded by the fenCe. 

The :major critetion for analysis in this chapter is the way each 
i counterml;iasure 

'" 

contributes to the achieving o:f a downgra4ing of the 

impact ~f terrorism without havir<5 a negative effect on the number of 
.• ~! 

casual t j,es pr even ted. 
, 11 

Ii 
PREDICT'rNG THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF CASUALTIES 
~=-';;;;';;;'~'i"" 

Predicting the expected number of casualties at some future time 
/I " :o;(;:J 

period ;;!is an essential requirement for cast1alty-:-preventirig:~:programs.--

As hasl/!been illustrated j,d' Fig. 19 (p. 146 above). the expect,ed number 
II' , 

. of cas;!lal ties 
;,:::' 4 

tempts::, dur ... ng 

per year is a fUnction of ~he number of "successful" at

that year. Hence the prediction probl~ based upon past 
II:' 
,::1 

data ~llbnsists of two p.arts.: 
JlI! 
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o .Predicting the number of strikes wll.i'Ch inflict casualties; 
j " -

and 

o 
. 

Predicti~g the nunitier of casualties in these strikes. 
;;"'1;;' ~/ (-tP 

!redicting the Number of Strikes Inflicting Casualties 

Terrorist strikes maype viewed as evepts occurring over tiffie. 

It has been shown in many cases for events which occur randomly over 

ti~eC;:fult the number' o~, occ~r~ences X i~l a unit time," interval has . 

a pOissdln distribution' with parameter X, where/{ is' the mean number of 

occurrences in'a time interval of length one, say a month, if' the fol-

lowing main assumptions are satisfied~ 

a. the events occur singly; 

b. the number of occurrences in nonoverlapping (i.e., disjoint) 

time intervaHi is staiisticaliy independent. 

Hence the probability that exactly x strikes will be inflicted per 

',i"~:~'~Y is given by: ,""" 
'<1"" , " 

~'. 

p(X x) 
:"X X 

e X 
x! 

for x 

I} . 

Q; 1, 2, 

However~ ... it maybeaJ:gued that the second assumption is a very' strong 

one in <5Je context of terrorism; that is, to assume that the number of 

c. '~0 strikes at time t is independent of the number of strikes at time t 1, 

t - 2, .•. and at time t +1, t + 2, .•.• 
~ "" '1 encountered in the past by Lewis Richardson. 

A similar'problem was 

Richardson looked at the 

distribution of wars i~ time, using data on outbreaks of wars in~32 
years from 1500 to ,1931. Richardson showed that the number of outbreaks 

pf wars per year is generated by a Poisson process: 

lLewis F. Richardson, "The Distribution oft-lars in Time,'" Jouronaz, 
of the Royal Statistical Society, Series A,' Vol. 107 (1944), pp. 242-
250't! 
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"Each calendar year" can be characterized by the number 
0, 1, 2, 3, 4 of wars which began in it, as shown in Append 
The number of years of each charac ter has been counted :(by 
observers, M. W., E. D. R. and L. F. R~) with the following 
J;esult:t 

Yea.rs from 1500 to 1931 A.D. 

Number of outbreaks il1 the year 0 .1 2 3 4 >4 
Number of such years... • .• 223 142 48 15 40 432 
Poisson law ............ 216'2 149'7 51'8 12'0 2-10·3 432'1 

By the Poiss:tm law is here meant the statement that there were 

!'l~ -.1\ :;~x/x! ••••••••••••••• 

yeat:s each containing exactly x outbreaks of war., "The~Jaw was 
f:ttted to the observations by first equating N to the observed 
total number 432 years; and then determining y by R.A. Fisher's 
Principle of Maximum Likelihood, according to whichy equa.ls the 
mean number of outbreaks .l(eryear; that is :t, 

A = 299/432 •• .- ••...•• 

It is seen at a glancl~ that there is a considerable resemblance 
between the historical facts and the Poisson law. This resemblance 
suggeststhatwelI!i}ly perhaps find out something abou1t the causes of 
wars by thinking or" their outbreaks in connection with other phe
nomena known to be described at leas to approximately by pthe Poisson 
law. Such include::factory accidents, deaths by kick"frOlp. a 
horse, ,and the emission 8f alpha particles from radiqact:i.vesub-
stan.ces. ,,1 (': 

" 

, In order to see whethet; the humber of terrorist strikes ~hich in-

I/flict(~CasualtieS} per month, are generated by a ~\oisson distribution, 

til looked-at th~ .. numb.er of strikes inflicting civilian casualties for 

il ea~h. of the 139 months. (June 1967, - December 1968), and th~n tried to 
., 
"fi~~ the Poissoncdis tribu tion to the observations.. Each month was char-

I' 

acterizedby the numoer 0, 1, 2,. . ., 8 of such·strikes which were 

inflicted du~ing it. Table 16 and Fig. 20 summarize the results. 

1 Ibid,p. 242. 
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Table 16 

NUMBER OF STRIKES PER MONTH (JUNE 1967'-"'DEGEMBER 1978) 
·,'t, 

\\ 

Item 

Number of ~uch 
months 

0 

,52 

1 

45 

Number of 

2 3 

26 11 

Strikes Per Month (x) 

4 5 6 7 >7 Total 

2 ~~l/ 0 139 
"~ 

"'A 
Ife AX 

N·P(X = x) = x! 44.9 50.7 28.6 10.8 3.0 0.7 .13 .002 .0003 138.7 

SOURCES: Table 12 (p. 93) and ID~ Spokesman Chronologies. 

A is estimated by A: The maximum likelihood estimator of A, namely of the 

observed mean number of strikes per month 

total number of strikes 
A = 

N 
157 

= 139 1.1294 

N was equated. to the observed total number of 139 months. To test the 

null hypothesis 

H : 
o ThePchsson distribution fits the observed ,frequency of strikes 

againSt the alternative hypothesis, 

.HA: The Poisson distribution does not fit the observed frequenGY 

of strikes 

.I 
'(I 

II 

I carried out a X2 goodness of fit test. The test statistic i is c~lculated Q' 

1 
o 1 

by 

2 
X 

where fi denotes the oqserved frequency of strikes and Fi denotes the 

theoretical frequency .bf strikes (Poisson). 
(. 
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Fig. 20 -'The distribution of terrorist strikes that inflict casualties, over time 
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Table 17 

DERIVING THE X2 GOODNESS OF FIT STATISTIC 

o 
1 

2 

3 

>.3 

Total 

52 

45 

26 

11 

5 

139 

44.9 7.1 

50. 7 ~5. 7 

'( :"-2.6 28.6"" 

10.8 0.2 

4.0 1.0 

139.0 

--~- ------------

(£ _ F )2 
i i 

1.123 

0.641 

0.236 

0.000 

0.250 

2.250 

2 
X 

5 

L 
2 

(f. -F.) 
~ ~ = 2.250 with,. 4 degre~s ~f ireedom. Since the 5% 

i=l 
F. 
~ 

9 49 th ' to' be no suf,ficient reason to reject critical value is .' , eri'\" seems 
\...' 

the null hypothesis. 
To derive a confidence interval for: tl;leexi>ected number of strikes 

which involve casualties per month A; the fol'1()wingprocess was applied: 

"; a random ,sample from a Poisson Assuming that xl' x 2 ' • . " X 157 ,are 

distribution (A), ahd assuming that,the,d:lsf:rib,JItion of 

g = ( """, ,-" X - A"J= 

V).l.n 

~~an be well approximated by a sta~da:rd' norrilal,distri.bution, then approxi-

95 ' t conf~"d'en-r.~. l,fmit" s ca, n be ,calculated by m~te, per~en ... '" 

.... / 3 .. 84 x 
x + l. 92/n ±v . n 

which yields: 0.975 < x < 1. 310 

3.69 +--2 
n 

-----~~----~------~--------~------~'l~~ I? 

D 

.. 
\. 

j.(53 

and for year t13 a 95 percent confidence interval for the ex,pected 

number of strikes which involve casualties (A) will be 

(1l.7,15.7). 

'\' . 
\one niust be very careful in interpreting theUnding that the null 

~ , 

hypothesis (tlle Ppisson distribution fits the observeg, fr;quency of 

strikes) is not rejected on statistical grounds. On statistical 
"0 'J. 

grolmds, this finding may indicate that strikes which inflict casual

ties {U'e X'andomZy distributed oVe!' time, and therefore strikes inflicted 

during month j can b7 assumed, to be statistically in~n~pendent of strikes 

inflicted during month i, where i 1 j. Furthermore, on t~e same grounds, 
\,,' 

the aver~ge numbe1;' of strikes per month can be assUllled to be constant. , 
Does" this,. imply that the terrorists are making an effort to keep the 

number of strikes which involve civilian casualties on a more or less 
" '\',\ ' 

constant !E.\vel? Withpu t going into the decision process and ca];cu).ctf'ions 
\\ 

made by PaHlstinian terrorists (conc~rning which there are no data or 

evidence), this hypothesis seems to be Rlausible based upon: 
. \\ ." " 

I, 
1\ w '. 

a. the l)bserved frequency of strikes which, involve civilian 
\1 . 

casualti~s; 
b, thein\~rease over the years in the proport~on of strikes 

. \ 
directeg against: civilian targets inside Israel, out of the ., 
total n~mber of operations (see Fig. 5, p. 57, above). 

It maybe~rgued that accepting this hypothesis can lead us 

to conclude ,that whatever countermeasures are taken, ,~h,eir" 
: ... ...1 0 

effect on red~Ging the number of strikes which involve 

casualties willte small. This a~pument cannot be dismissed 0° 

on the basis of:the historical observation. Howeve~, the 
h 

r€lciprocal or'this .a:r,gumeht ,namely that decreasipg the level' 

of some or a1,1 effective countermeasur'es w;t.ll not· affect the 

number of strikes which inyolve casualties, is not,valid •. _." 00 ,',', 

~bing so wH,l probably lead to .:~!in increase ,in both the number. " ~» 

of strikes and th,e numb€;!r of t:asualties. ' 
'b 
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The policy implications of these argument:s require a c.areful look 
I' 

at the various threats, i.e., tQe various types. of strikes, and a focus 

on those which inflict the,highest rate of casualties. 

-~: 

Predicting tIle Number. olf Casualties per Strike
l 

Let Xi be the number of casualties during the ith terrorist strike 

in a given year, and let' N be the number of. strikes during the year. 

Since we assume that the number of strikes during a single month 

followsaPbfsson distribution with parameter )', and that the number 

of strikes during different months are independent of each other, it 

follows that the number of strikes during the year N follows a Poisson 

distribution with parameter 12),. The mean and the variance of the 

number of strikes .during the year are both 12),. 

It is plausible to assume that Xi (the number of casualties per 

strike) 'has a Poisson distribution. However,), in this case is a 

random variable itself, that is, some strike'S have the potential to 

inflict more caElualties, than others. We inay assume then that A has 

a Ganuna d~striblltion, and the number of casualties pel;" strike Xl' ••• , 

~ are independent (Of each other and of N) ideiltical1y distributed 

random variables followinga. Negative Binomial distribution with param

eters a and /3, so ~ach has mean a/3 and varianc;e Ci./3 (1 + /3). 
(, 

':. Henc~, the probabilit,y that the number of casualties ~:er strike X 

is exactly x is given by 

1) ( .... e f 1 )~ 
's+T lCe + l' 

'"\<. . where 

r(x. + ct) 
r(a)r(x+ 1) 

IV 
to allow for a to be non-integral. 

" lThe procedure discussed in this section was developed by my friend, 
l:lilliam Lisowski, to Whom I am grateful. 
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The Negative Binomial distributiQn was chosen since it is a family 

of discrete distributions, whose variance is greater than the mean. 
'J 

Ta.b1e 18 and Fi$ure 21 show tb.e observed frequency of casualt'ies per 

strike and the Negative Binoll1ial fit. 

Frequency 
of 

Strikes 0 

Observed 
Frequency 3001 

Negative 
Binomial 

Fit 3000.94 

Table 18 

THE DISTP~BUTION OF CASUALTIES PER 'STRIKE, 

1967-1978 
" . 

Number of Casualties per Strike 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

32 28 12 10 10 4 6 

39.50 19.54 12.80 9.41 7.38 6.02 5.05 

8 9 

5 '2 

4.32 3.75 

10 

2 

3.30 

--------~-----~~~~~,-.,----------~--------------------------, 
Frequency Number of Casual.t~,es per St;,ike 

oJ; I."....----------,---"'---... ·'------,----~--:...--.....,..----..,.,.--
Strikes. 11 

Obser,yep, 
Ft"eqLi¢ncy 5 2 

13 14 

3 3 

16 17 18 19 >20 

1 2 o 
,~---+----------------~--~--~ .. \~--------~---~----~--~---

Nega,Uve 
B:l.nomial 

Fit 2.93 2.63 2.37 2.15 1.96 1.80 1.65' 1.;;2 1.41 . 25.56 

..l' 
. ':""'::; 

The maximum likelihood estimates for the ~aramete~sa and a were d~rived 

I,Ising numerical methods (there are no explicit expre~sions for a and ~). 
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To test the null hypothesis 

H: ThfiglNegativ'e Binomial distribution fits the observed frequency o 'Y 

of casualties per"strike 

against the alterhative hypothesis, 
~ I: ' 

~ ~ 6 

HA:' The Negative Binomial dis~ributidn does not fit the observed" 

frequency of casualties per strike 

I tarried out, 2 
g.ood,ness of fit The test statistic 

.~ 2 
is cal-

a X test. X 
culated by 

~, 
1.1 

2 k (E. -'F .)2 

L 
1. 1. 

X 
Fi i=l -;., 

!vhere f. denotes the obDerved frequency of casualties per strike, and F. 
1. 1. 

denotes the' theoretical frequency of casualties (Negative Binomial). 

.~: '~i:t! 

2 
X 

20 

I 
i=1 F. 

1. 

15.996 

Since the 5 percent critical value ofaX2 with 19 degre~s of freedom 

i8@0.1, the~~:eems to be no sufficient rerson to, reje~t the null 
hypoth~sis.' . 0 
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Category 
(No. of 

Casualties 
per strike) 

o 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 
>20 

Total 

o 

--------------------------.--~------.----~" 
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Table 19 

DERIVING THE X2 STATISTIC 

Frequency 
Observed 

(f r) 

3001.00 

32.00 

28.00 

12 .• 00 

10.00 

10.00 

4.00 

6.00 

5.00 

2.00 

2.00 

5.00 

;l.00 

3.00 

3.00, 

1.00 

0.00 

2.00 

0.00 

0.00 

28.00 

3156 

Negative 
Binomial 
Fit (F i) 

3000.94 

,39.50 

19.54 

12.80 
" 9.41 

7.38 

6.02 

5.05 

4.32 

,3.75 

3.30 

2.93 

2.63 

2.37 

2.15 

1.96 

1.80 

1.65 

1.52 

_1.41 

25 •. 56 

3155.99 

.06 

-7.50 

8.46 

-.80 

.59 

2.62 

-2.02 

.95 

.68 

-1.75 

-1.30 

2.07 

.,....63 

.63 

.85 
1i. 
-.96 

" 

-L80 

.35 

-1.52 

-1.41 

2.44 

0.01 

.000 

1.424 

3.662 

.050 

.037 

.930 

.677., 

.).78 

.107 

.816 

.512, 

1.462 

.151 

.167 

.336 

.470 

1.800 

.074 

1.520 

1.410 

.233 

15.966 

(] 
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(\ 

For purposes of policy planning, we have to provide ,bounds for 
-'11 

the expected number of casualties during a year. 

If we nefine Y as the number of 0 casualties during the year, 

so that 

Y= Xl + . . . + ~, 

, 
it is a simple matter to show that, in general, Y has mean E{N)E{X) 

and va~iance E{N)Var{X)+Var{N)E2{X). 

If the values of our paramete~s were precisely equal to their 

maximum likelihood estimates from the data at hand, we would have 

n 
'~ 

a = 0.013486 

13 40.928 

E{X) =0.55196 

Var (X) = 23.142 

);. = 19.862 

E{N) = 238.34 

Var(N) =238 '34 
~.~'fb, 

E(Y) =131.55 

Var{Y) = 5588.3 

cry ~ 74,.755 

D 

I~ 

From Chebyshev's inequality ,,,!te have 
~~ 

2 For 11k .05, this yields 

,~.\ ,,' u 

Pr (JY-131.551~334 .31)2..05 
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or, removing the absolute value signs .,and using the fac.t that Y must 

be a no&negative integer, we have 

Pr(Y > 466) <;1.05 
(I .! 

A similarlin~ of reasoning for 1/k2 .01 yields 

Pr (Y ,:> 880) < .OL. 

One can argue that the uncertainty in the ,estimates of the parameters 

makes these bounds less conservative. However, the additional variance 

introduced by the error in the estimates is dwarfed by the \rariances 

of the random variables themselves. 

For policy planning, these results can be interpreted as follows: 

The probahility that the overall number of casualties inflic.ted by 

terrorism during a Yeiir will exceed 466 is less than or equal to .05 

and the probability th~t this number will exceed 880 is less than or 
':', ~ 

equal to .01.. u 

RESPONS~S TO HOSTAGE/BARGAINING STRIKES 

Countermeasures whic:,h are designed to deal with hostf,ige/bargaining 
/' strikes-in-process arE;! excluded from the. anJilysis in this chapter . This 

paper focuses on preventing unknown ~asualties'during a given future 

time period, a~d does not treat rescue operation programs which concern 

identified victims, for the following reasons: 

o 

o 

() 

It is plausible to assume that once a terrorist squad has' 

penetrated a target area (Le., impecling ha,s failed) w.ith 

the intentiohof taking hostages, it will be able to do so 

(there ,is no way to seal off the population hermetically). 

Each hostage incident has unique circumstiinces. and therefore 

requires a spec:f;~ic response. Only t~e most general strategy 

guidelines can be ~ormulated in advance. Most, if not all, 
t-;:: .. 

decisions have to be made during the incident. 
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o 'Hostage/bargainirtg situations have been dealt".Ylith intensively 

and extensively irtthe literature on tel;rorism. l 

COUNTERMEASURES INVOLVING CITIZENS' PARTICIPATION 

counterme~~~'res that appear 'to be huge andnoneffectiye {see p. 107 

above:i':~~art bes1ngled out intuitively since ,they do not require rigorous 
~> j 

cOst-effectiveness analysis. The countermeasures to be singled out in 

this category ar~: 

o Handiitory school guarding 

o Guard~.ng public entertainment facilities 

o Citizens' Guard patrols 

These three countermeasures are based on citizens' participation. The 

first two require mandatory participation and the last one, voluntary 

participation. As .discussed earlier, there i$ no evidence on the effec

tiveness of these measures. In the firsttwo,the citizens involved are 

unarmed. Schools are guarded by parents, in most cases mothers. ,J;>ublic 

entertainment facilities are guarded by unarmed' civil defense r~~erv
ist8'. In this case, aswell,it is plausible to assume that: once a 

terrorist squad" 'equipped and armed, has penetrated into Ist;ael, 

impeding it ,is ~ery .difficult. Similarly; the "deterrent effect of 

unarmed citiz'~h8 seems, to be doubtful. Th~ money costs are high; I 

estimate that about 40,,000 citizen:s are involv~d each day in imple

menting t:1;1ese countermeasures. The ec(mo~ic .burclen. in gross terms is 

aboot 3.,,4':million she~els per·.-day,' ·~nd around 1.,2 b-illion .shekels pe:r:( ,..::.: 

year (based on an average daily inc,ome .of 85 shekels, per day :m 1980). 

-------," 
lSee, for ,example, B. Jenkins et aI, Numbel'ed Lives,: Some Statis

tical. Obserpations from ?? International Hostage Episodes, The Rand 
Corporation, J;>";S90S,July1977; J.' G~ Stratton, liThe Terrorist Act of 
Hostage-Takirtg; Considerations for Law Enforcement, II J'Qurna.'k pf Pol.ice 
Sci~nce and Administration, Vol. 6 (1978) No.2, pp. l23-13L/:. 
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In February 1980 dollars the yearly cost~ are around 31 million dollars 
'.':; 

(about .3 percent of thec;[sraeli GNP)., The yearly shekel costs of the> 

Citizens' Guard are around 53 million shekels a yearl (about 13 million 

dollars). 

Abolishing these countermeasures will save around 1.25 billion 

shekels a year. However it is important to consider", in this con'text, 

the externalities, positiv~ and negative, which are involved in abolish

ing these participational countermeasures. 

We shall first discuss the l?ositive externalities. Abolishing the 

pal';t,icipational countermeasures will serve to downgrade the reaction to 
.:"' 

terrorism. It will neutralize the boomerang ,effect of countermeasures: 

that is, independent of the, level ',of terrorism, these permanent coun

termeasures, and. citizens', part:icipation in their implementation, keep 

terrorism on the agenda and hence cohtributeto the high weight society 

a$signs to the threat of terrorism. ' On the negative side, some may 

argue that society derives benefits from participational countermeasures, 

despite their ineffectiveness. People believe that they are doing some

thing about terrorism, which provides them with a certain sense of, 

security. Citizens' participation, this argument may continue, con

tributes to preventing the danger of citizens' vigilante groiJps which, 

in response to strikes, might be di,rected against innocent Arab citi

zens. This inlportant externality should be carefully weighted. The 

following points C,3.n be made: 

o 
i.E" 

It seems to me (based on my own experience) that the sense 

of security and the benefit of participation yielded l?y 

these countermeasures prevai,led during the first two years 

after their implementation (1974-1975) .,·EnthusiaSm 

diminished gradually. :For ex~~ple, in" a, number "of cases, 

parents hired guards to replace the~selv:es,in guarding 

scnoQls. The superficial search carried out: by;-civil' defense 

IThe Citizens' quard yearly budget is includ~d iri the police 
'budget. 

" 

j' 

, ~' 

" 

~--------------~--
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reserir.iats,in public entertainment facilities became a 

""'butt of jokes.1 

o 'Neutrfi!i~lzing the boomerang effect of these countermeasures 
t> 

o 

wif! probably decrease, after a while, thed, perceptions, and 

hence society's need "to do something about terrorism." 

Apolishing these countermeasure~ within the ,policy of down-

grading the impact of terroriSm will be accompanied by 

education. 

o The police will r.robably oppose the abolition of the Citizens' 
.0 

Guard, on an organizational behavioral basis. Abolishing the 

CG affects more than a thousand policemen, including a ,few 

})\ hundred officers in administrative positions, in all police 
"\ . eCQelons. However, some of these personnel can be reallocB,ted 
.:o~, 

toothe~police units within ·the(framework of the national 
'i' 

policy discussed in Chapter XIII. Furthermore, abolishinl? 
. 0 '; U 

"'the CG correspond~ with the declared policy of the Government 

of Israel to decrea'se the m.:;mpower employed by the pu~~ic 

sector,as one of the recent measures tb curb.inflation. 

1 Other arguments which may be raised as negative externalities to 

the policy of d~wngrading the impact of terrorism have been discussed 
\~ . 

previously (see f,iP• 151-154 above) ~ After weighing the costs and bene-

fits, including the externalities, my pref;~rence leads me to recommend 

abolishing these three participationil countermeasures. 

PHYSICAL PASSIVE DEFENSE d:OUNTERMEASURES' 

'the maj or physical ,pJssive defense measures were implemented in 

the past, and require at most yearly maintenance budgets. Based on 

our incremental approach, that is~ not making a tabuZa paBa assumption 

(see p.113 "above) ,:} .the countermeasures in this category do not require 

a detaileda'nl:llysis. The countermeasures l.n this category: are: 
o 

lFor example, a recent Israeli movie comedy, "Funny Israelis" 
;(1978) ,devoted an entire sketch to the search carried out by civil 
defense reservists. 

; . ~ Ult.a\lii;t ~ 
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o Sheltering 

o Paving rO.ads with asphalt 

o Border fence system 

All three were implemented between 1967 and 1.974 and prcrved" to be 

effective. 

The first tWCicountermeasl;1res contributed to reducing the damage 
1\ 

inflicted oV.et the years. ,by artillery fire and mining, re$pectively 

(se~(,F:i.g. 8, Pr 62 abovt~). Th/~ bbrder security system is an effective 
~~'''~''';:''- <j, ~, ~ . 

impeding, c.ount.ermeL~.sqre:: Whicfi. reduced the rate of terrorist infiltra-

tion..Allt!J.tee do serve other national sElcurity goals as well, and 

are part. of the regular border security mission of the IDF, in the 

cont~x.t· of military threats. 
G 

It is noteworthy ·that these measures do"':U.ot affect society's per-

ceptions of terrorism; and maintaining them will have no effect on 

downgrading the impact :0£ terrorism. With regard to the porder 

security system, an e~fort .should be made to replace as much as 

possible the military! manpower involved with electronic devices. This 

calls for a separatf!' cost-effectiveness analysis. 

SUBOPTIMIZING SINGLE COUNTERMEASURES 

Each of the .:~ountermeasures has to be suboptimized before an 

analysis of resc;)'Urc.e allocation among countermeasures can p(;:! made. 

For some of the counterDleasures, .a proper tool of analYsis is a 

Monte Carlo simulation. The following is a detailed example: 

~ 

The Operation of Police. Bomb Squads: .A Monte Carlo Simulation 

PlCinting explosives is the most freque~t mode. of strike used by 

. fal€lstitliaJl terrorists. 13et.ween 1967 Cind 1978, 54 percent of terror-
:;:. 

ists' operCitio'ns involving civilian cal:\uCilties were explosives p;tanted 

in public: placet;;, About 56 percent of the total number of.civilian 

castlalties during that period were inflicted by explosives (see 

Pl" 59 ... '65 abov(;:!). Plant:L.'lg explpsives is a popular mpde of opera.., 

tion fpr the f'ollowing reasons: c· 
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Planting explosives requires minimum eXPosuile and involves 

a relat;l:ve .low risk of encounter with law en,forcement '" 
~~ 

while planting the explosive. It may be conceived of as 

a "hit and run" strike. 

o Planting explosives is simple, and does not require advanced 

o 

technologies. Homemade primitive bombs with simple time 
o 

delay mec1uu'iisms can be prepared using: available materials. 

Some of the "successful" strikesinfliC't a large number of 

casualties, and hence contribute to the intimidation of 

society. 

Based on these observations, it seems clear that the main focus 

inside the domain of terrorism should be directed at the bon~~~~~.::c.:; 

disposal system. 

Bomb disposal is the responsibility of the police ang .is carried 

out by bomb squads allocated by the National Police Headquarters to 

each of the police districts. BOI!lb squads respond to two types of 
I) 

alarms: 

o 

o 

Early warning based on intelligence 

Alarms from the public giving notification of Unidentified 

Suspicious Objects (henceforth, USO). 

Onc.e an alarm is received at a police station, a bomb squad (if 

available) is dispatched. The missions of the squad are: 

. (1) to get to the scene; 

(2) to isolate the scene area; > 

(3) to check the USO, and f.fnd out. whether the alarm w.;fs true 

or false; 

(4) if true, to deactivate the bomb if possible or to transfer 

it to a close disposal site", 

!) 

A failure to imped~ this type of strike can be caused by eitlier one of 

the following: 
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o There was no alarm. 

o Late arrival of a bomb squad, either because there' was no 

available squad (in some cases') a squad was assigned to a 

~previous alarm that had proven. to be false), or because of 

the wrong handling of the explosiv~ by the squad. 
.~ 

The police encourage the public tq--:-,:):eport any usa immediately. About 
v' 

99 percent of the ata~s prove to be false. 

The main problem the police f~ce, in this context, is how to 

inorease the ,number of explosives discovered and disposed of. 

This goal can be achieved by a combination of the following 

options: 

o Minimize the resppnse time to a usa alarm, i.e., reduce 

the time interval betwe,en an alarm and the arrival of the 

bomb squad at the scene; and 

o Increase the number of bomb squads in some or all police 

districts. 

o Improve communication networks; or 

o Have mobile bomb squads patrolling in "popular" ta,rget 

ar.eas; or 

o Use helicopters to increase the mobility of squads; or 

o Coordinate and use if necessary military bomb squads, etc. 

A Monte Carlo simulation is a useful tool to address these policy 

options. Figure 22 presents a flowchart o~ the simulation model. 

The simulation can be carried out for e,ach of the police districts 

or simultaneously for all. The model simulates the operation of 

bomH squads through the following phases.: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3 )J 

(4) 

(5) 

generating an alarm 

selecting the closest available squad 

route to the scene 

bomb disposal 

returning to base 
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o 

Different policy options and combinations of 

using this model. 

This example illustrates how suboptimiz~tiOn can be caJried out 

for each of the countermeasures. The allocation of yearly Dudgets 

among countermeasures should then be carried out using the analytical 

framework discussed inCChapter XIII, that is, equating the marginal 

product of the casu,alty-preventing shekel among co~p.termeasures. , 
I) 

The prediction model suggested above can beapp11ed. An 

empirical analysis, requires data on the number of sttikes impeded. ", 

These, data are classified since they are based ,on intelligence reports 

and interrogations of captured terrorists. Also classified are 'the 

detailed data ort the 'costs of countermeasures. 

The fact that c~~unteI'measures have been introduced as crash pro

grams over the years# and have accumulated, together with the need for 

a policy of downgrading the impact of terrorism--ca1ls for carrying . 

out a detailed policy analysis within the framework suggested in this 

dissertation. 
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XV. SUMMAR~ AND ,CONCLUSIONS 
t:..-' (!) 

The purposE~ of this dissertation :i,s to suggest,;a,~appro<:lch for 

" the policy analysis of counte:t'measure~tak~n by Isra~J againstPa1es~_, 
tinian terrorisIl1,~ 

n' In tb¢ cont!~xt of thi~ paper,' "Pa1estj.nian terrorism" s'tands for 

Pa1est~nian acts bf Z,ow-"leve"l violen~e, for a political ~\lrpose, ,,with, 

the intent to infJ.ict casualties and damage upi)n Isr,aeli,society, as 
:..: . ~l , , , 

well as fear and rage, and by so doing inciting ISr,ae1 to react,. Note 

that the definit:(on exc1ude,~ yiolence dir7cJ:ed at high-level targets 

such as vital mili~~ry installations. Such acts, ifta,ken, would be 

"cQunterforce" st;rikes, inflicting high 1~v~]; of dam~ge, and would 

pr,obably"inspire"ll'lassive reactions that might culminate in war. 

u Part, One inc:;Ludes an historical analysis of Palestinian violence 

a~d Israe;g.i count~erme9>,~ures betW'een 1919-1978; three periods of Pa1es
d.lJ.ian terrorism were discussed:' 

" ) 

o 

o 

o 

I) 

1919:"1948: Terrori,sm i~flic ted by local,,,,Arab groups ag~i~~~~ 
the growing Jewish population (the "Yishuv"), in British-

!J .. ., 
mandated Palestine. The violence wal? motivated mainly by 

the'goa1,to deny the Zionists' political aspirations, rather 

than to promote Palestinian national goals:~-~ 

1949-1956: Acts of terr.orism along the 1948 armistice lines, 
<1 

inflicted by Pedayeen gr9ups infiltrating from Jordan (West 

Bank) and Egypt (Gaza Strip). The infi1tratio):ls were backed 

and supported by Jordan and Egy~t as part of the military 

conflict;:,. No particular Palestinian national aspirations 

and goal~ were involved at this stage. . -

1965-Presenf: Palestinian terrorism, carried out by a 

number o£ P;;tlestinian groups, ,as PCirt of the armed struggle 

of the 1?a1estinians aiming at "liberatipg Palestf.ne" and 

"' establisbinga Palestinian state, which would rep1ac;~ the 

State of Israef, and a.li?G'Jinclude the West Bank and Gaza. 
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The analysis in Part Two focuses on the wave of Jlalestinian ter

rorism following .the Six Day War (1967-1978). 

\J 

The analysis yielded the following observations: 
() .!."::..") 

o Terrorism 'isperceived by Israeli society as a major threat. 

o 

o 

o 

Israeli threat assessment is .pased upon subj,ective probabili

ties assigned to terrorism and consists' of two components.: 

,a. Personal component, namely, the probability individu,als 

assign t.O being hit by an; act of terro~ism--refJ.ected 

mainly in the·individual's fear; and 

b. National image component, an intangible one,' namely, the 

degree of ~amage to the national image assigned by indi-, 

vidua1s and reflected mainly ;n societyls rage." 
.~ .' U 

The perception of terrorism by the Israelis seems to be out 
. ~, 

of proportion to' the role of terrorism in the shaping of the 
'~. 

objective probability of an Israeli suffering casualties 

from external causes. Th~ proportion of Israeli civilian 

,casualties inflicted by t~rrorism over 12 years (1967-1978) 

out of tqetotal number of'"'casualties from external causes 

is low: 0.55 percent (1856 out of 337,172). 
'J 

Perceptions of terrorism are shaped by many factors, e.g., 

the large-scale coverage of vterrorism strikes by the media; 

the change in se~~!i:~ivities and increase in the deSire to 

dissociate pol-itics and violence; the distinction betweep 

a "statistical" victim" a:nd a particular victim; tqe intol

erance for a l.arge number of casualties per," single incident; 

the "insult to the state"; and, finally':':~toclose the ~ircle-
the boomerang effect ~'f permanent,;' preventivecountel:'lIleasures 

as a constant remittder of terrorism independent' Gf actual 

strikes. 

The countermeasures taken by Israel were designed mainly to 

minimize the number of ,'Masualties inflicted by terrorism. 
o it _ !'.' 

Yet ther'e seems to be a gross inequality between the amount _ 

of resources invested by Israel to c'ouriter terrorism and 

-those allocated to ~ounter other sout'Ce$ of C!asu'~lties. 
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A partial explanation of this discrepancy in resource 

allocation is provided by the way terrorism is perceived 

in Israel. 

,The tountermeasur~s ta~en by Israel were introduced gradually, 

in response to innovations taken by the Palestinian terrorists: 

Countermeasures were introduced as crash programs, without a 

detailed analysis. Once introduced, these countermeasures re-

mained. H~nce, at present, th.ere prevails a huge system of 

counterme"1ifiU~eS--some effective and some not--involving about 

40,000 people per day, as well as at least five organizations 

(Some of them sp~cially created) to control, coordinate ~pd 

lnlplement the countermeasures. While the system " grew, both 

the number of Palest;i.nian operations and the number of c.asual

ties inflicted by terrorism decreased. 

o It was often difficult to abstain from.a: huge. reaction, even 

in ,the face of smalle~-scale yet effective alternatives. 

Count~;rmeasures taken by Israel can be categorized according to 
~~, 

their purpose, as follows: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Reduce terrorists' resources;" J 

Reduce terroris,ts' propensity ,to strike; 

Reduce the damage inflicted by terrorism. i 

Four types of countermeasures were taken b\y;iIsr~el ~in corr~spon- 0 

dence with these goals: 

~. counterEirce .Measures:- countermeasure~ taken. to reduce 

the terrorists' resour~es .and hence reduce their capability C 

I " 

'to strike (for example" militat'y operations directed at. 

Palestinian terrorist;~I t;arge"ts~~ counterinsurgency measures 

inth~' oCGupied ter;itories). ·c 

13. Imped;i.ng: Countermeasures d,esigned to intercept a particular 

strike before it'is,carri~d out (border security system,pre

,emptive military strikgs:based on concrete early warning) or 
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after (bomb disposal system). Impeding serves all three 
" 

purposes (a, b, c). 

Passive Defense: Physical passive countermeasures (e.g.; 

sheltering) to reduce the yield from.completed operations. 

Serves purposes band c. 

Punishment: Reprisal operations and "administrative punish-

ment't measureS. Serves purposes a and b. 

Israel.:has demonstrated a huge reaction, in all categories, and 

by so doing has .xesponded .to a maj or elei'\lertt in the terrorists' calcu;", 
'.' 

lations. 

The analysis implies neither that there is no threat of ter};,orism 

nor, ';that countermeasures should ,not be taken to counter it. Thf1 

relevant poJicy questions in this context are: What and hOlJ) muah 

should be done to counter the objeative threat of terrorism? 

o To approach the pol,icy question, the following assumptions are made: 

o There is .no willingness on the part of Israel, in the foresee

able future, to deal with the political aspirations of the 

Palestinians. Furthermore. even if the political aspiratK')ns 

o were satisfied by s~~e ~\compromise,:,say' in the spirit of 

the C~mp David agreement, violence generated by extreme wings 

ofthec.PLO, the so-called rejecti(;mists, backed by militant 

Arab countries, will continue. Hence, Israel will face ter

torism in the foreseeable future. 

o Terrorism aannot be eradicated by countermeasures. 

o Society and government are mainly concerned with the threat 

o 

to lives. Hence, reducingasmuch~:s possible the rate ofc 

casualties, should be the.}nain policy goal in the context of 

countering terrorism. ' Doing sO;,wil1 not be mer.ely "lip 

serviC,e,!.I but ,rather "conscience service,c." 

A life is a ::life. U)1der this pr~ference~ the loss to both 

individualS'andsocie'fy of'a casualty is independent of the 

cause which generated>the, casualty~ i.e., the same wei~n.'ts 
o 
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areassignedUt1.aer this pi'eference to a casualty caused, 

say, by a car :ccident a:s toa cas~,alty inflicted by ter

rorism. (To the extent to which this preferertce is adopted, 
.~ 
';.;,.:--

the yield to the terrorists of even phySically Successful 

actipns is sharply reduced.) 

Given these assuinptions and the observations made previously; the 

policy qUestion can be rephrased: "How do we Zive with teppopism?" 

The policy objectives in thiscorttext are: 

Q To reduce the discrepancy fn resoUrce allocation ainong all 

c(J.sualty-preventing programs, Le., seeking to reduce 

(under ,the prevailing budget constraints) the overall number 

o 

of casualties fronf'external causes. 

To ~dju,st society's Subjective probabilities with regard to 

t.~rroristn (subj ective risk assessment reSUlting in fea!') to 

the., objec~i~e probabilities; and to cause society to estimate 

to a ~esser degree the intangible components in its threat 
, 

asses\smertt (e.g. ,dama:ge to national image resulting in rage); 
\ . D. 

that i'\t~ have a polir::-.y which wiJl'l end with less exaggerated 

ti " dId" . II , percep ons an ess l.stl.nct.l.ve rlaactl.ons • . , r 
, u 

In order to address these policy bbjettives, a psychological dim~n

sion is added to the.physical passive defertsemeasure: ,downgrading the 

impact of terrorism, namely, noi;,peaating as expeated by -the tepporists. 
) . 

The anal,ysis considers mat;'ginal adjustments in the p.reva'iling 'set 

of countermeasures in all the domains under cortsiderat'ion'(L,e •• terror

a ism, caraccidEmts,etc.), No :tabuZa pasa assumptiort' is made: ;'We are 
'\ '~,::,. ;,c 

not asking the question, "If we had to start from scratch; ·whfch polici~s~';l 

should be implemented?" Such a pure" theoretical,approach is frequently 

taken in analyses having the preterttious goal of a" "Paretb-optimal" 

resource allocation. The relevant question in this paper is: Assuming 

we have extra money, say" 10 million Shekels to be allocated during 

next year, what wi],l Qe,,:,~he most efiective allocation in correspondence 

L-_______ -:-_____ -..,.....,._. ___ . ___ • ___ ._._'-----
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with our po1ie~objectives? 
'\ ( 

Similarly, if" we have to eu.t our present 

budgets by 10 ,~illion shekels,"what will be the cut that would have 

the least effect ,on the ':b,i~ra1l number of casualties prevented? 

Past and present metllodO"logies us~.? to address life:-saving or 

casua.1ty-preventing programs _~re discussed -in Chapter XI. Life saving 
If . .-';>.0, II"\~' • 

or casualty prevention has ~been an important public policy concern in 

Jl.Umerous public programs aimed at increasing safety or longevity. In 

the past 200 year§", economists have been trying" to find a procedure 

for "measuring the benefits of such programs in units which can be 

readily compared with the costs." Since the beginning of this c~n":" 

tury, the analytical framework that has been used for evaluating·life

saving or casualty-preventing pr,ograms is co~t-bene,fit analysis. 

Within this framework, economists attempted, using dit'ferent approaches, 

to estimate the monetary aspects of life (or limb) as a measure of 

benefits. 

Four apirroaches for estimating the "monetaryval4e 'of human life" 

may be identified: 

I 

. a. Explicit stateJllents of politically designated persons;· 

b. Revealed preference inlplicit in past decisions; 

c. The human capital approach; and 

d. The willingness-to-pay approach. 

The monetary value/was then used for carryiIlg out cost-benefit analyses 

of life-saving or casualty-preventing. p~ograms. The decision rule that 

follows suggests that.·~· program should be implemented if and, only if 
I, 

the expected monetary value of the potential lives that are to be 

saved~ceeds the costs of implementing the program. Needless 

to say, all fOur approache,s do not capture t.hereal value Of, life, and 

furthermore, using the ceteris paribus assumption, they all provide a 

tool f.or dealing with a single, p~rticular, casualty-preventing program, 

ignoring others. 
b 

In accord, with the policy objectives, and und,er the assumptioJ;'ls 

pre~ented eax-lier, a different approach is sugge~ted,namely,cost-

effectiveness. analysis. The number of lives saved (or the number of 

o 

1 
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life years saved) will serve as the policy maximands,'~otattempti~g 
} ~t, 

to estimate the monetary gain. Assuming that buagetary C6nst~aints 

prevail, 1. e., resources are given, thesugge~sted approach look~ at 

the·maroginaZ prooduat of the ~asuaZty:"pro~venting shekel,. Itrequires 

looking at'a whole set of threats and hazards society faces» and, 

allocating resources in a way that. will se~~,I'.)f;~~·~f.tate the marginal· 
1'£ 11", ~ 

product of the casualty-preventing shekel 2?>f"program A (say prevent-
1/ 

ing car accidents) with that of Programs B, C, etc. In this context, 

countering terrorisnt will be treat.ed as one of several casual ty

preventing programs. 

The theoretical framework for this approach requires: 

o Deriving the casualty-preventing production functions of 

all programs; 

o Deriving the production possibility frontiers,~ expressed 

in isocost curves; 

o Selecting the point of tangency, for,',a 'given budget con

straint" b.etween the relevant isocost and an "isolifew 

line, ~hich uhder our preference has slope of -1. It is 

important to note that the slope can be eal3i:ly changed, 

according to Cl,ther preferences (that; is, the preference 

that "a life' equals a life" may be relaxed). 

'!; 

Dl'wngrading the reaction to terrori~m is discussed on two levels,: 

'~ 

o 

o 

Extra-terror: Outside the domain of terror,lsm, treating 
\~ , .) 

\'terrorism as a, subset of a national casualty-
,\ 

prevention ,policy, side by side with other ~asualty causes; 

and 

Intra-terror: Inside the domain of,'terrorism, looking at 

individual countermeasures vis ... a-~is the policy objectives. 

The implementation of downgra~:ing the';i.mpact of terrorism calIs 

for a national casualt:y-prevent;ing pOlicy. 
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",Introducing a. national. casualty-preventing pol:i,.c~, requiJ;"es a 

centralize~ government .s~steP.1 and a solee source of bu~get,! Is;rael 

satisfies both requireme~lts., It is small enough,has a central 

government, and one national Yearly budget planned and. allocated by 

the Ministry of Finance,. The Knesset rarely interferes, with '/gover,n"': 
~ " 

ment allo~ational., qecisions.'s 

A, national .casua,lty-pr.eventing policy for Israel is justified 

on t~e following grounds: 

a. Israel is .facing seveJ:;.e' economic problems. The need" to 

a1locat:e budget effectively is thl'!refore intepsified. 

h. The overall level of casualties from various other sources 

is high in both ab.so1uteand J;~lative rates. 

c. There prevails a discrepancy in present resource allocation 

among varioul\' casua1tY7pre:v:e~t~ng programs. 

d. Treating countering terrorism as. an equal program among 

other ~asualty-pr~venting programs serves·the new dimension 

added ,to the passive countermeasures, namely;, do~grading 

th~ reaction to terrorism. " 

Al,;'guments .that may be raiaed against a p,olicy of downgrading the 

impact or terrorism are discussed in detai}. in.Chapterl? XIII and .XIV~ 

., These arguments include the fol10wlng: 

o 

o 

Perceiving te;rrorism as a major threat serves the interests 

of" Israel. 

Downgrading the reaction to terrorism is a challenge to 

terrorists. 

Perceptions a.re not apo1icy"'variable: " 

A. de~th cB:l1sedby. terr()rism means more. than a death from 

'other external caqses. 

Society will not tolerate the abolition of.paIl'ticipationa1 
.:}; 'ct :" ";;,!::,v 

c,ountermeasures. 
1\ 

"1 r., ./ ~ .. ~t 
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This dissertation provides a framework for analysis, rather 

than a detailed working out, of the many elements of this complex 

policy issue. A detailed empirical application of the suggested 

methodology is~'left for the 'future. However, I do" hope that this 

work will contribute to a better understanding of Palestinian ter

.rorism in its actuaZ magnitude, the" countermeasures taken by Israel 

to curbit,the way Israel'ls perceive terrorism, and the interre1a

f,iorishoipamong the three. :E also hope that the discuss~?n presented 

herewi1i lead to a more sober approach to countering terrorism by 

Israeli decisionmakers. 10 addition, it is worthwhile noting that 

"the s\iggested methodology can be applied in other countries which 

face terrorism, and to other domains concerned with life saving, 

such as medical care or industrial safety. 
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Appendix A 

THE PALESTINE LIBERATION ORGANIZATION (PLO) 

* I. The. Palestine National Charte:!" (1968) 

. * II. Constitutiop. of the PLo. (1968) 

** III. PLo. o.rganization and Leadership 

** IV. Terrorist Groups within PLo. 

** V. PLo. Representation Abroad 

'" ** 
VI. PLo. Index of Personalities 

~ ;::....... 

*y. Harkabi, The Palestinian .Covenaht and Its Meaning, Valentine, 
MitcheJ.1 & Co., Totowa, NeW Jersey, 1979, pp. 119-131. 

** Based on Schiff & Haber, op cit, passim;Clnd Foreign and Com-
monwealth o.ffice, Background Brief, November 1979, passim. 
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Il G:3" 
I. THEoPALESTINE NATIONAL CHAR~ER ADOPTED BY 

!gE FOURTH PALESTINE NA~!ONAL ASSEMBLY 

Cairo, July 17, 1968 
Gl 

1. This Charter shall be known as "the Palestine National 
Charter." 

Articles of the Charter: 

Article 1. Pale~tine, t!te ~omeland of the Palestinian Arab people, 

is an inseparable part of the greater Arab homeland, and the Pales

tinian,~eople are a part of the Arab Nation. 

Article 2. Palestine, within the frbntiers that existed 

the British Mandate, is an indivisible J=_e):'ritorial unit. 

Article 3. The Palestinian Arab people ~lone have legitimate , 
rights to their homeland, and shall exercise ~i1e right of self-:- ;"._,' 

deterIlllnation a~ter the liberation9ftheir homeland, in keeping with 

their wishes and entirely of their oWn accord. 

Article 4. The Palestinian identity is an authentic, intrinsic 

and indissoluble quality f;,Qat is transmitted from father to son. 

:Neither the Zionist occupation nor the dispersal of the PalestinIan 

Arab people as a result of the afflictions they have suffered can 

efface' this Palestinian identity. 

Article 5. Palestinians are Ar.ab citizens who' were normally 

resident in Pale!3 t ine until 1947. This includes both those who were 

forced to leave or whf? stayed in Palestine. Anyone born to a ''f','ales

tinian father after that date, whether inside or outside Palestine, 
is a Palestinian. 

Article 6. Jews who were n?rmally resident in Palestine up to 

begirining of the Zionist invasion are Palestinians. 
Article 7. Palestinian identity, and material, spiritual and 

:1 

historical links with Palestine are immutable realities. It is a 
national ob~ig~~~iOn to provide every P~lestinian with a revolutionary 

Arab upbringing J and to instil in him a profound spiritual and 

A. a. 

. , 

(I 
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materiaL familiarity with.his homeland and a t:;eadiness for armed strug

gle and for the sacrifice of his material possessions and his life, 

for the recoveryc~of his homeland. All available educational means and 

means of guidance must 'be enlisted to that end, until liberation is 

achieved; 

Article 8. The Palestinian people is at the stage' of national 

struggle for the li1?~eration of .its homeland. For that reason, differ

ences between Palestinian national forces must give way to the fund a-

mental differenc,e that exists. be:[.,ween Zionism and imperialism on the 

one hand and the Palestinian Arab p~qple on the other. On that 

basis, the Palestinian masses, both as organizations and as individ,... 

uals,'whether in the homeland '01: in svch placeS as they now live as 

refugees,constitute a . sing-Ie national front working for the r,ecovery 

and liberation of Palestine through armed struggle. 

Article 9. Armed struggle is the only 'Way of lib:~rating Pales-,. . 
tine,and is thus strategic, not tacticaL j;rp,e palest:h:dan 'Arab 

.'..;...4':: 

people hereby affirm their unwavering determination to carryon the. 

armed sfruggle and to. press on towards popular revolution f;,or the 

liberation of and return to their homeland. They also aff;irmtfieir 

right to a normal life in their homeland', to the <exercise pf, their 

right of self-determination therein and to sovereignty over 'it •. 

Article 10. Commando action constituteS the, nucleus''''of the 

Pal~stinian'popular war of liberation. This requires that commando 
~.;J 

action should be e,scalated, expanded and. protected and that all the' 

resources C!f the: Palestinian masses and all scientific po·tenti:als 

available to them should be -mobilised and organised to· play their part 

in the armed Pales·tinian revolution. It also requires solidarity in 

national struggle among the different groups within the Palestinian 

people aad between that people and the Arab· masses. to ensure the 

CQntiti4ity of the escalation and Victory of the, revolution. 

Article 11. Palestinians shall have three slogans: national 

unity, nationalmobilisa,tion and ;I,iberatdon. 
,,' (;::-"~: 

Article 1-2. The Palestinian . .Arab. people believe in Arab unity. 

To .fulfiltheir role in the ,achievement of that' objective, they must, 

at the present stage in their national struggle:,1:'e:t~in their 
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Palestini~n identity and all that 'it involves, work for increas~d 

awa:t"eness of it and oppose_a!.l measures liable to weaken or dissolve 

it. 

,A:t"ticle 13. Arab unity and the liberation of Palestine are com

plementary objectives; each leads to the achievement of the other. 
'0" 

Arab unity will lead to the liberation of Palestine, and' the ",libetation 

of Palestin.e wi1l lead to Arab unity. To work for .one is to work for 

both; 

Article ,14. Tbe destiny of the Arab nation, indeed the con

tinueu, existence of the Arabs,"" depends on the fate of the Palestinian 
a 

of the Arab cause. This interrelationship is' the point of departure 
o 

The Palestinian people are the van-
0' 

endeavour to libera\~e Palestine. 

guard of the movement to achieve this sacre~ national objective. 

Article 15. The l,ibera tion of Palestine is a national obligaUon 
1\ 

,'-' I,' 

for the Arabs. it is'their duty to rep.el the Zionist and imperialist 

invasion. of. 'the greater !--rab homeland afid' to. liquidate the Zionist 
, « 

presence in .Palestine. The: full responsibilityilfor this belongs to 

the p~oplesand governments of the Arab nation arid to the Palestinian 

peoplefir:.st and foremost. 
I' 

.For this reason, the task of the Arab nation is to enlist all the 

milita:t"Y, hUlJlan, "Jlloral and material resour'~es at its command to play 
"''' 

an effectiv.e pat;;t, along with the Palestinfin people, in the libera-

tionof Palestine. Moreover; ,it is the ta..~k 0.£ the Arab nation, par

ticularly at the present .stag-eof the Palestinian armed revolu. tion, " ", 

to offer the Palestinian. peop,ie all possible aid, material and man
[-

power sUPPCJft, and~o place at their disposal all the means and 

opportuni~ies that will enab~lethem to continue to perfo.~t.heir role 
".' -

as. the vanguard. of their armed revc:lJ.\~.tion until the liberation of 

their homeland is achieved. 

Article 16. On the spiritual. plane, the liberation of Palestine 

will establish in .. the Holi"'L~nd an atmpsphere of peace and tranquility 

in which all religious institutions will be safeguarde!d and freedom of 

worship -and the right of visit. guaranteed to all 'witho{~t discrimination 
II 

or distinction of tace, colour, language or creed. For this reason, 

th~ people of Pa()stine,1.oQk to all. spiritual forces in the world for 

support. 
o 

--------------------~--------~~--~------~.--------~----------~----~~.~----------------.. ~ 
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- Article 17,.· On the 'human plane, the liberation of Palestine will 

restore to the '~alestiniaris their, dignity, integrity and ",freedom. For 

this :r;eason, the Palestinian Arab pe~ple look to all those who believe 

in the dignity and freedom of man for support. 

Article .18. On the international plane, the i'iberation of 

Palestine is a defensive, measure dictated ~ir th.~; requirements .of 

self-defence. This is why thepalestiniati-~people, who seek to win 

the friendship of~allpeoples, look for the suppor~ of all freedom, ,==, justice and peace-loving countries in restoring theiegit.imate state 

!of affairs in Palestine, establishing security and peace in it and 

enabling i'ts peopl$.rto exercise naUona.l sovereignty and freedom. 
., >: 

() 

Article l~. :' The~paitition of Palestine, which took place in 

lc947, and the establi~hment of Israel, are fundamentally invalid, 

however long theylas.t, for they contravene the will of the people of 

Palestine and their natural right. to their homeland and contradict 

the principles'"()f the United Nations Charter, fot;emost among ~.,hich 

is the right of self-determinat.ion. 

Article 20; ,'!'l1e Balfour Declaration, the Mandate Instrument. 

and their consequences" ar~'lie~eby<d~clared null and vO,;l,d. The claim 

ot hist()rical or sp'iritual links between the Jews and p;iestine is 

neither in conformity with historical fact nor does it sa'~isfy the· 
>;. 

requirements for statehood. Judaism is a/ revealed religion; it is 

not a separate natiort~1ity,~\ nor are the Jews ~i:Jsingle people with a 

separate identity; th~y are citizens of their respectiYE£: countries. 
J 1\ 

Article 21. The' Palestinian Arab peopl~,C!Xpressing themselves 

through the Pal,estinianarmed -revolution, reject all alternatives to, 
u 

the total liberation of. Palestine.. They also reject all proposals 

for the liquidation or internationalisation 'of the Palestine problem. 
, . . \ " ". 

Artic:J,e 22. Ziol,lisIll isa political,.mQvement that is organically 

linked with world imlerialil;;m and· is oppos~d to all libeI"ation move

ments or movements for progresl; .in, the world. The Zionist'movement 

is essentially fanatical and raciaHst:;~ Pits objed:::'ves involve ag

gression, expansion and the e~tablishmenf of co!orfial settlements, 

and its methOds. are -those of the' :'Fa~cists and the Na'Zis. Isr'1.el ac ts 

'~;fiS cat' spaw,J for the Zionist fllovement ,a geographic and manpower 

1· .... p::i: 
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base for world imperiali'sm and a:' springboard. for its thrust into the 

A~ab homelandtofrust,fate' th<r, ~spiratio~s o~the Arab nation to 

~ liberation, unity and pr'dgress. Israel is a constant threat to peace 

in the Middle East ancL, the whole world. .Inasmuchas the liber,a,tion of 

Palestine will elll,nin~t~ the Zi()nist and imperialist 'presence in that 

!~ountry and bring pe,aceto the M.:i.ddle East, thePaleS{tinian,people 

look f,orsupport to a1:.1, liberals and to all forces of good, peace and 

p'rogress in the world,~nd calIon them, whatever their political con

victions, ~for all possible aid and suppoJ:"t in their just and legitimate 

struggle to liberate their homeland. 
'i,! 

Article 23. The demand:~ of peace and, security and the, exigencies 

QJ:''''right and justice require!,\thatall I),ations spoul!i regard Zionism as 
n~' 

~if illegal movement and outlaw ;l.tand its ,activities, out of considera";"> 

tion for the ties of ,friendship be,tween peoples and ,for the loyalty of 

citizens to their llOmelands,. 

Article 24. The Palestinian Arab people believe in justice, 

freedom, sovereignty, self-determination, huma'q, dignity and'the right 

o,f peoples" to enjoy them. 

Article ,25,. In pursuance of the obj ectives set, 'Qut in this, charter, 

the Palestine Liberatioll 'Or.ganisatiQIl shall, perfQrlItits proper role in 

tP~ l.iberation of Palest:!,ne ,tQthe:, fun. 
",.. ") 

Art;i.cle2p. Tb,e PalesHne: Libej:"ation Qrganisatiqn·, as,' the repre-

senta,tive pf·the forc~sof t'he Palestinian, r'evolution,isre13ponsible 

f,or~~~ struggle Of, the pa,lestinia, n Arab, peo,Ple ta,"'" regain, ,liberate 
\\g;l. \. , ~,/ ,t 

and rt;!tllrn to their hQldelan!i, a.nd.~?to exercis,e' tl1e:!right of self-

determ~nation in thSlt: homeland, jtn the militari', pol~tical and fin,an

cia.l<::> fields, and fo~ ~H' elsl; thl,t the PalesJ;:iniatt cause may 'demand, 

: i: 
AJ:"ticle 27.. The Palesj:i!l,{: .r4heratiqp Or'ga.J:lisatj,on sha..ll cooperate 

w;~thall i~J::ap ;countrie!? ",eaph aGP~'rding~tQ ?:.ts '4~ans •. 1ni:d:~taining 'a 

neutral-c'3ftit\lde vis-a-v,is~.9-e$e:d'QUntr:l,esin acJo:tdancewith there

quipements,of the ba,ttle of :liberatio~, ,ap.do~ ,t,be pasi!:;t' '01:'. that" 

~iactQr .Th~ prganis,at:i.~n shall, ''IlO,tint:e;~'1'erein .phe' i~ter.nal':<lffair~ I, ' ''''co'' .". '...., 

''ijf any, A~ilb 'cou~try." ':;. ,~",~ ... _, ." 
~~:l , 
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Art<;lcle 28. The p~~.estfnian Anb"people hereby a.ffirm'the authen-

i · did d' II .. J t Cl.ty an. n epen enee ()f their national revolution and reject all 
",t) '~, F. 

forms of interference, t~ftelage or, dependency. 
~J \, ,:::: & 

Article 29. The Palestinian Arab ,people have the legitimate and 

"prior right to liberate and recover their homeland, and shall define 

their attitude to all countries and" forces in,.;Xcordance with the 
, (/ 

attitude adopted by such countries and forces to the cause of the 

Palestinian peo~e'and with the extent of their support for that 

people in t'heir revolution to achieve their o.bjectives. 

..;. Article 30.. Those who. fight or ,be.ar arms tn:the battle, of 

liberation form~he nucleus of the popular army which will shie';I.d the 

achievements of the Palestinian Arab people. = 
Article 31. The Organisation shall hav.e a flag, an oath of alle

giance.and an anthem, to be decided in accordance with appropriate 

r.egulations. 

Article 32 •. Regulations, to. be known as Ba~icRegulations for 

the Palestine tlberat-10n Organisation, shall be. appended to this 

Charter. These ~,eg'tiiations shal1,defin~ the structure of the Organi;

sation, itsbbdies. and institutions~ and the powers, duties and obli

gations of each of t.hem, in accordance' with this Charter. 

Article 33.. This Char.ter may only .be amended with a majority of 

two thirds of .the total number Of members. of the National Assembly of 

. the Palestine Liberat.ion. Or'ganisation .at a,~ special meeting called. f'or 

tha.t p~r·pose. 
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.' II. CONSTITUTION OF THE PALESTINE LIBERATION 'ORGANISATION 

G 

Cai'eo, July 17, 1968 

CHAPTER I 

General Principles 

Article 1,. The Palestinians, in accordance with the provisions " 

of this Constitution. form themselves into' an organisation to be 
.. '.~ ~ 

known as the Palestine LiberationOr~anisation. ' 

Article 2. The Palestine Libera.tion Organisation shall exer

cise its responsibilities in accordanc.e with the principles of the 
r; 

National Charter, the. provisions of this Constitution, and such rules, 

provisions, and resolutions al3 .may be issued in 'conformity with these 

principles and provisions. 

Article 3. Relationships within the Organis.ation shall be based 

on commitment ~o struggle and to national action, the'different levels 
c 

of the Organisation, from its base up to its collective leadership, 

being closely linked toge.ther on a basiS of the following principles : 

.. the minority shall defer to tllew{ll ofthemaj ority, confidence of 

the people shalLbewoh through persuasion, the movement of Palestinian 

struggleE:Jha'll be continued ,the armed Palestinian revolutiort shall be 
(> 

supported, and, every possible effort shall be made to ensure that it 

continues end 'escalates, so that the finpetus of the masses towards 

liberation may take its course 1.mtil victory .is achieved. 

In implementation .of this principle, the .Executive<CQ1DIIIittee shall 
l~ - '. 

<traft constitutions f~r the Or~anisation 's subsidiary bodies; due re-

gard'being .p,dd .to the circumstanc~,~ of ,·'Palestinians in all places 

where they ar~ concentrated, toth~ circumstances of' the ~aiestit~ian 
revolution, .lmd 'to the realis~tiono1: the objectives of the °Charte~ 

.~.:= 

aml theCbnst,itution. /ii , . 

-.~ Article 4, , .All Palestirtians are naturt;ll members of th~ P~l~stine 
Liberation Organisation, performing their duty to liberate. "their country 

() 
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in accordance with their abilities and qualifications. The Palestinian 

people is the base of this Organisation. 

CHAPTER ,.!! 

The~~ational Assembly 

Article 5. The members of the National Assembly shall be elected 

by the Palestinia,n peop.le by direc·t ballot, ill accordance with a system 

to be devised for this purpose by the Executive Committee. 

Article 6. (a) Should it be impossible to hold an election to the 
c 

Assembly, the National ASsembly shall continue to sit until,circum-

stances permit of the holding of elec,tions .• 
.; 

(b) 
~\" .", J' 

If, for ;;ome reason, one or more seats in· the ':National 

Assembly faLl, "<1~cant, the Assrbly shall app0:i.nt a member or members 

(;) to fill the Vo9,cant seats. ! 
Article 7. (a) The N<i{ional As~embly is the supreme authority 

Ii 

of the Liberation 6rgan;f.sat/ion. It drafts the pOlicy, planning and 

programmes of the Organisation. 

(b) Jerusalem is the seat c;>f the Palestine Liberation Organisation • 

Article 8. The National Assembly is elected for three years, and u 
it shall' be convened in reguiar session once every six months by its 

Pre~ident or,should ejctraordinary sessions be ,necessary, by the 

President at the request of the Executive Committee, or ofa quarter 

cif'its members. It shall meet in Jeru"lem.~ Gaza, or any other place, 

. depending on circumstances. Should t~~ President not call such a 

session, the session,;sha\L:1:.c,onvene'''''i:!utbmatically in such place and at 

suchtiuie as are designated in ~he' request submitted by its members 

or by the Executive Committee. 
~, \' 

Arti61e~ 9. The National Assembly shall have a President,' ~ IOffice, 

consisting of the President, " two Vice"'Pl:'~sidents,l\>and a,S,ec:retary, 

elected by the National AssemblYQ when it first meets. 

Article 10. The Natiorilll Assembly in ordinary session shall 
consider: 

, if 
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(a)' The annuiil report supmitted by the Executive Committee on 

the achievements of the Organisation and its subsidiary bodies. 

(b) The annual report of the National Fund and budget alloca
IF''i'~'' 

tions. I.(J 

\\ 

(c) Proposals submitted by the Executive Committee and recommen

dationsof. Assembly committees." 

(d) Any other questions submitted to it. 
t 

Article 11. The National Assembly shall form such committees as 

i,t deems necessary to assist it in the performanf;\e of its duties; 

If These committees shall submit their repor,ts a!:ld recommendations 

to the National, Assembly" which shall debate them and issue its deci

sions as regards .themL 
Article 12 • At.tendance by two-thirds of th.e members of the. Assem-

bly shall constitute a quorum. Decisipns Slhall be taken by a majority 

vote of those present." 

CHAPTER III 

The Executive Committee 
Article 13. (a) All members of the Executive Committee shall be 

elected by the Nation~l Assembly. 
(b) The Cha:i,rman ·of the Executiv.e Committee shall, be elected by 

the Committee itSelf. !! 

(c) 1;heEjeecutive COIl@ittee shall be elected frolll~tq,e National 
II .I: 

Assembly. - ,. ~ 

Article 14.. T4eExe~l1tive Co~Jttee shiil], consist df eleven mem-
~ ~ 

1;Iers,incl,ud:i,ng the, Ghairmiil1 of the Boare! of Directors ,pf the Pa,lestirle 
,\,,' ~~' 

National Fund. 7oJ ..... ,. ' 

h l"d' i "",,""h E,xecut .. _iv:e Comm, J.·t'tie" for any re,,~son,'" S ot! vacanc ,~Sl 9c~u",on ":i"-g 

when the, Natiqp.al')/\.sseI!!b+yis not; sitting"theyshaJ"l pe fiUedias fol-

lows: 
~aJ.fI'~' 1;£ ,the va,ciificies are, leSS than' a third' of! t,he~~ot;almembership, 

they shall not be filled until the first session of the National Assembly. 

• ,'j 
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(b) 'If the vacancies amount to a third or more of,the total 

membership of the Executj,ve Committee, the tfkt:l.onalAssembly shall fill 

them at a session convened for the purpose in not more than'"thirty days. 

(c) Should it be imposs'ible, for valid reasons .. to convene the 

National Assembly in extraordinary session, vacancies arising fIl: either 
i:\ 

of the above cases shall be filled b)r the EX,ectitive Committee,' the 

Assembly's Bureau and such members of the Asi,~embly as are able to 

attend, at a joint assembly formed for this purpose. The new members 

shall be chosen by niajol-ity vote ot those present. 

Articlel5. The Executive Committee is the highest executive 

authority of the Organisation. It shall remain in permanent session; 

its members devoting themselves exclusively to 'their work.' It shall be 

responsible for execu ting the policy, programmes and, planning''''approved 

by the National ASSembly, to which it shall be responsible, collectively 

and incfl'Vidually. 

for: 

Artj,cle 16. The Executive Committee shall assume responsibility 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

D 

Representing the Palestinian people. 
" 

Supervising the Organisation'~ subsidiary bodies. 
'j 

Issuing regulations and instructions, and taking decisions on 

the Organisation's activities, provided these are not incompatible with 

the Charter or the C«;>nstitution. 

(d) Implementing the Organisation's financial policy and drafting 

it"CJ budget. ,/, 
\..:..~! 

In general, the Executive Committee shall assume afl the responsi

bilities of the Liberation ,Organisation, in accordance with the general 

policies an,d'resolutions adopted by the National Assembly. 

.t\:rtic.le 17 ~ Tlie permanent headquarters of the Executive ConlIlfitltee 

shall be in Jerlisa;Lem. ,It sha]], ~lso be entitli?d to hol,ditsmeetings 
~-' ";~-

in any oth~r place it sees'fit. 

Article ,18. The Executive Committee shall ~stabl:tshthe following 

departments: ,~, -lb-

f (a) 

(b) 

A Military De'pcirtinent. 

A. Department . for Political and ~rffo):."matio·n ,Affairs. 

(c), A Palestine National Fund Department." 

.,' 
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'\ . 

(d) A Department for Research and Sp~c;ialised Institutes. 

(e) 

(f) 

A Department for Administrative Affairs. 

Any other department the Commit,tee co'hsiders necessary. 

Each department shall have a Director-General and the requil'lite 

staU. The authority of each department shall be defined by specicil 

regulations drawn up bytne Executive Committee. 

Article 19. The Executiv,e Committee shall e!?tablish clos,e 

reJ,ations and coordinate activiti~s between the Organisation and all 

Arab and international, organisations, federations and instltutions 

which agree with its aims, Qr which help it in the realisati.on of the 

Organisation! s objectives. 

Articl,e 20. The Executive Committee shall, c;.ontinue to exercise' 

its prerogatives as long as it ~njoys the confidence 'of the National 

Assembly. The Executive Committee shall submit its resignation to 

the new National Assembly at its first session. It is subject to re":: 

election. 

Article 21. Attendances of two thirds of its members shall consti
\) 

tute a quorum, and its resolutions shall be adopted by majority vot.eof 

those present. 

CHAPTER!: IV 

I.: I 
~neral Rules , ,-

Article .22. The Palestine Libe'ration Organisat;i.oll shall "form an 

army of Palestillians, to.be known as1\the Pa,~~l'Itine Liberation Army:, 
"/I :1 .,~ , -

with em independent COIllIl!aII~ which shalll Qperate uUder the superv,i'E).;Lon 
1\ " ' 

of the~~ecutive CQmmittee, and carrY,~ o~'t;i.ts ''inst+.uGt,ioIlS ,and de~i-;' 

sions, bc;>thgeneral ~nd particular. \~ts.nal"tional duty istQ becQme 
\\ \f \ ~, .~ 

, the vanguarq in the battl~,forthe li:6~ration 'of PaI~\3tide. ," 
il ' , I Article 23. The' Executive commi1It'ee:Shallmak~e~ery, effort to 

tf"- \,,=, enroll ,Palestinians in Ar~b militar',y ','llcQllegesand instttutes for mili-l, 
-"',OJ ::;. •.• : __ .::' 'i;' " . 'oj" . Co:".' 

tary training~ tQmObilise the potentials ,and resources of thePales·-
~-:; ,~il ';':' 

" tinians • and to prepare th~m=fpr the battle 0,£ lj.beration. 
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'\i 
Article 24. A fund, to be known as the Palestine National Fund, 

shall be established to finance the activities of .the Organisation, 

which 'Fund shall be administered .by a board of directors to be formed 

in accordance with speci~'9. regulat;l.ons for tbe Fund issued by the 

National Assembly. 

Article 25. The Fund's sources of revenue shall be: 

(a) An impost on Palestinians imposed and collected in accordance 

with a' special system. 

(b) Financial assistance provided by Arab governments and the 

Arab nation. 

(c) The sale of "liberation stamp~" which the Ara~~states will 

issue for use in postal and 0l~ertransactions. 
(d) Contributions and' d(lnat~ons.; 

(e) Arab loans and aid :from Arab countries and friendly peoples. 

(f) Any other sources Jf revenue approved by the Assembly. 

Article 26. Committees! to be known as 'Committees for the Support ") 
'"I 

of Palestine' shall be formed in Arab and friendly countries to collect 

contributions ,and support the organisation in its national endeavours. 

Article 27. The level at which the Pale,;;tinian people is repre-

sented in Arab organis,~ations and conferences shall be determined by 

the Executive Committee. The Executive COIllI!littee shall appoint a 

representative for /lalestine to the League of Arab States. 

Article 28. yrhe Executive Committee shall be entitled to make such 

regulations ,as ar:~ necessary for the implementation ,of the provisions 
/1 

of this' co~stitu~ion. 
i1 

. Article 21" The Organisation's National Assembly shall he em-

power7d to ~m~6d, alte~, o~ add to this Constitution by a two thirds 
• It' 

maJor'itYn of ,ts "membel;',s. 

I ,,/, CHAPTER V 

t 
"~', TranSitiJnal Provisi6ns="~"'I'-==;i 
~,,'- ... If, ' 

Ar~1cleGO. 
f,'> 

On, July lO, 1968, th,e National Assembly c~nvened in '. 

iJ 

cairo Bran replace the former Provisional. National Assembly of the 
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Palestine Liberation' Organ~sa·t~on, and . 11 h .... ....exerc~se ate prerogatives 
allotted. to it by this Constitution.' 

Article 31. 
I 

The National Assembly shall sit for two yearsa~ 
from July 10, 1968. Should it prove impossible to hold elections. 

for its successor, it shall meet and decide either to extend its term 

for another period or to form a new Assembly in such a manner as it 
may approve. 

Article 32. The National Ass~mbly alone is entitled to co-opt 
"\. " ' new members from time to time, as it sees fit, should this be desirable 

in view of the requirements ~f,,;.,the battle for liberation and the need 
','<J, • 

to strengthen national unity, in c0It"formity with the provisions of the 

National Charter, in accordance with ;egulations to be drafted by the 

Executive Committee in the comingcsession. 
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III. PLO ORGANIZATION AND LEADERSHIP 

1. Central Agencies 

a. Palestinian National Council (PNC) 
II 

The. PLO "Parliament," selected from Palestinian terrorist organis!~-: 
~ ~ 

tions. national groups and tmions throughout the region and abroad. ii 
,. 

Met annually in Jerusalem until 1967, thereafter in Cairo i Last met in 

Damascus (rather than Cai"ro, in view of Arab reaction to the Camp Daviel 

Agreements) in January 1979, when it decided to expand its membership 

by nine to 301. It decided then to admit the PSF and PLF for the first: 

time. giving them four sea.ts between them. The PNC has however 'not 

yet agreed to the appointment to the Executive Committee of a PFLP 

representative, although this has been under discussion •. At its 
i 

January meeting the PNC approved the pri]:lciple of working for aI1l im-

provement in relations with Jordan by initiating a dialogue. 

Khaled al-Fahoum Chairman (since July 1971). 

b. Executive Committee 

The Executive Committee takes decisions on the implement-atiop. of 

policy, as decided by the ~NC. It meets whenever necessary; there are 

no hard and fast rules about frequency of meetings. 15 members, 

chaired by Yasser Arafat. 

c. Central Council 

Created in 1973 to link the PNC and the PLO Executive Committee, 

Meets (i!very few months, usually in Damascus, and whenever animP9rtant 

issue arises. 55 members, including the Executive Committee, - 1\' . 

Khaled af-Fahoum ,;) Chairmarl\ 

d. Palestine Liberation Army (PLA) , 

The pLO has had a' rI1g~la:r a,r~~ since .1964. In prin~iple the PLA 
:'-: " 

... L :_-=-
falls under the political authority of the PLO,. and the PLO Executive 

Committee Chaitman is the PLA Commander-in-Chief, but in practice PLA 

-.- '. ---------------~~--;--- .----.... "'"""i(.~. 
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contingents ar,e dependent on host States. The PLA has about 4,000 

reg~lars, the largest contingent peing stationed in Syria and entirely 

under Syrian control. This led to difficulties in Lebanon in 1976 when 

PLA units were sent in to quell fightingCand in some cases found them

selves confronting Palestinian militias. 

Yasser A~afat Commander-in~Chief, 

acting Chief-of-State. 

e. Palestine Armed Struggle Command (PASC) 

The PASC was set up in 1969 within the PLO framework to act as a 

joint military co-ordinating body for Palestinian terrorist operations 

and activities. It replaced the ineffective Palestine Co-ordinating 

Council. Its r91e and functions have, however, decreased and it now 

acts as a military police forc~, keeping law and order w~thin the 

refugee camps and the joint commando bases. Units sometimes appear 

in c;:onflicts between Pa,lestiniansand the security authorities of host 
11 nations, for example in Lebanon in 1975-76, when the PASC helped to 

patrol the camps J\nd participated in peace-keeping operations with the 
Ii 

Lebanese authprit~es. It also trie~ to keep the peace between rival 

Palestinian factions. 

Mustafa Dib Khalil 
(Abu Ta'an) 

f~ Support Bodies 

Commander. 

A PLO Research Cenbre and Information >Service was sec",l-lp in Beirut 
,~{., 

in February 1965~ and a Pla~~ning Centre in 1969. ,) After a, [decision to 

unify the infOrmation media of all organisati~ns, a Centra! ~nformati6n 

Council. was estabUshed. This operates t:he~PaZestine New$ Agenay (HAFA) 

'~lOd publishes' a weekly magazine, PaZast'lnctth-Tha,ti)ra (t:h: Palestine Revo

lut;J,on) ,~wlrtl.e the ~i.o-: Resf;!arch Centre publishes books and issues a 

mO\1thl{', journal, Shw'un Pilastiniya (Palestinian AUairs). Radfb sta-

·tionsca'Lled. Voice 
~. . r 

. incluc;l ing ~,Lebanon, 
!~ ,,~., =--~;2::, _ I 

hos"t gOVi;!tninents. 

of PaZestine brQadca:;;t from several Arab coun.tr.i~s, 

Ira..q anf! Algeria',.j:requently redecting the views of 

Voice of Palestine.. B}'lghdad, broadcasts the views of 
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the Rejection Front. Another PLO Agency is the Palestine Red Crescent 

Society. 

Majid Abu Sharar 

Dr Sabri Jiryis, 

Dr Fathi Arafat 

Munir Shafik 

g. Palestine National Fund 

Director, Information Council. 

Dir~ctor, iesearch Centre. 

Director, Palestine Red 
Crescent Society. 

Director, PLO Planning Centre. 
'.' 

Established 1964. Based in Damascus. Finance derives from official 

Ii aid t d b A b !' paym:n s rna e y ra governments under terms agreed at Arab summit 

1 meetings. 

'I Dr Walid Muhammad Qamhawi 
II 

il II 2. LeaderShip 

Chairman. 

'Executive Committee (elected ~~rch 1977) 

liyasser Arafat 
, (Abu Ammar) 

'faruq ~l-Qaddurrfi 

Major General Muhammad Azzam 

Xasser Abd Rabbu 

'Mu.hammad Abd al-Mohsen 
Abu Maizer 

Hamed Abu Sitta 

.(\bd. al-Jawad Saleh 
'! '-

Abdul Rahim Ahmed 

Dr Walid 'Muharriinad Qamhawi 

AZ-Patah 

AZ-Patah 

As-Sa'iqa 

DFLP 

PNF 

Independent 

PNF 

ALF 

;?NF 

Chairman. 

Head of PLO Political De
partment. 

Deputy Secretary-General of 
As-Sa'iqa. Head of PLO 
Military Aff_irs Department. 

Head of PLO Information De
par tmen t. <V 

PLO's official spokesman 
and Head of Department fpr 
National, Pan-natj,pnal ahd 
Returnees' Affairs •. 

Head of PLO Oc~up,ied Homeland 
Department. 

Dep'G~~i' 'Head of PLO Occupied 
Homeland Department. 

Secretary-General of ALE_.and 
Head of .PLO Popular Org~~is'a
tions Department .. ' 

Chairman of Palestine National 
fund. 

F l ' 'c' 
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Muhammad. ,Zuhdi 'al-Nashashibi 

co 
o 

o~Iajdi Abu Ramadan 

~abib Qahwaj i 

Talal Naj i 
(Abu Jihad Talal) 

Alfred Tubasi 

Dr Ahmad Sidqi al-Dajjani 
,) 

o 

2Q6 

Independent Sec'retary" of Committee and 
Head 9f PLO Administration 

0" \') Department. 0 

I:) , 

tndepei1dent Head of PLO So;ial Affairs 
Depar tmerft." Q . 

Independent Member of PLO Occupied Home
lahd Commit tee. 

PFLP~GC' Head of PLO Higher Education. 
Department. . 

Independent Member of PLO Occupied Home
land Commi t tee. 

Independen:'; Head of PLO Education and 
CuI ture Department. 
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IV. TERRORIST GROUPS WiTHIN rLO 
~ ~,:it~, 

1. ;ll.-E'atah 

The Palestin(\tiIational Liberation Movement (lla'J'akat lJ.'an'J'i'J' E'aZastin-

its Arabic initials reversed from "Fatah", meaning j'Vid tory") • A Z- c,' 0' 

Pata~.l)as consistently been the dominant group within the PLO, with 
/1 .~ 1" 

by far the largest membership;""'~.l'~ remai"ns J1:he most influential faction. 

a. Origins 

AZ-Patah's or.~g~ns can probably be traced baclr~o 1959~t.,hen 
/'-\ ~ 

groups of ~·;;\'t,~)ng Palestinians,e'bck part in t:;:grror operati.ons ,in Gaza. , ,. 

Th'~ movemen~ was formally est~b~i~hed in 19'~2 as a sabotage gro~p, but 
o ~ 

it did not come to prominence unt;:rit ~:fter the Six-Day War in 1967 and 

Yasse~ Arafat's assumption of the leadership in 1968. It joined the 

PLO' in 1968 and gained control in 1969. Its Iptelligence Organisation, 

Jihaz. a'J'-Rasd~;:. is believed to have operated a clandestine terrorist 

wing called BZack Septembe'J' (BSO) between 1971-74. 

b. Leadership 

Y;asser Arafat (Abu Ammar) 

Salah Khalaf (Abu Iyad)., 

Faruq al-Q.~ddumi (Abu"i;htf) 

Mahmud Abbas (Abu Mazen), 

Khalil al-Wazir '(Abu Jihad) 

Hail Abdul Hamid (Abu"Hawl) 

c. Stru'ctur~'ll .,,""== 

Chairma:n of the Central Committee. 

Deputy leader. 

Head of PLO Polictical Department. 

Secretary of the Central Committee. 
',-

Cent'ral: Committee member .;' 
~C~!llm~~d~X' of AZ-Patah' for·ces with 

, HQ ;i,n.,pamagcus. 

Centj:'al Comtn~t't'~0 member. 

iO--man Cent1;'al Committee; 40-man Revolutionary Council; Intelligence 

Organisatiop, and a Geheral Comma.ndror military activiti~s. 
:11 

'r, 

(:;, 

d. Ainis"and Ideology 

/iZ-Fatah denYands complete Israeli witM:raw~l fto!1l af1 pccupied Arab 

territorie,s; recognition of t.he., Palestinian people's legitimate rights, 

L 
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( Q 
,including the :right to self-determination and Statehood in accordanc~, .. 

with the UN Charter; and implemen~tation of UN Resolutions on Palestine, 

including the Palestinians' right to repatriation and the formation of 

an ip')dep~ndent Stat~. 
~J) 

~t is conccerned with preventing the West Bank,' the Gaza Strip or 
~ - m, 

other evacuated tei::ritor:.; from again falling into non-Pal~stinian 
.:: ~~.J 

any 

hands, and c::alls for the setting, up of a "national authority" (or 

Palestinian State) on wha·tever part of Palestine Israel may evacuate. 

This S,tate would pursue the struggle for the liberation of the rest of 

Palestine, though Al,...Fatah's,leaders have been ambiguous on this point 

e. Outside Suppqrt 

Financed largely by Arab Sta,tesand contributions from" the Pales

tinian d;i.aspora. 

The' Soviet I1nion,.',;China and other Communist countries including 

Cuba have givap political, material and military support,\a:~d training. 
~., 

f. Activities 
,. 

AZ-Fatah increased operations against IsraE;'.l after the 1967 Arab, 

defeat, crossing the 'cease-fire lines in Jordan and Syria and carrying 
" 

out terror :raids, ins ide ISI;,aeJ;' and the occ~piedterr i tor ies . M~nor, 
"'v') (;,.' 

incursions weref~omounted from Lebanon. The "build-up of !lliliti~c 

forces..,.,..mainly Al-Fatah--in Lebanon and Jord'an . \. ., and the lsraeli 

repr~~als :;which r~o~;towed their ac'tivit4,es. begar> to threaten the 

irfternal s'tabili~y)-~f these countries. Wa:r broke out between Al-Fatah 

and the Jo,rdanian Government in September 1970. Many AZ-Fatah members 

were killeh and ~heconslderable presence in Jordan was ended. Since 

!<ingHussei~n I s acceptatc1cJ~. ot the PLO as the sole legitimat,r reIlresen

tative of thePaiestifi:i.a~ people ~t e,the Rapat Summit in Cldtober 1974, 

leaders 9f Al-Fatah haye been invc;J.;~d in steps to i.mprov\~ :relat}ons 
'0 

with Jordan: talks tpll.owing the Baghdad Su~i-t of OctolH~r 1978 re-' 

suIted in agreement on future cooperation, the upgradihg,and expansion 

of the PLfl; office in Amman and the disbursement of all assistance to 
,,' 

,the occupied territories through Jordanian channels. } -" 

... } . ' 

';:..:. 
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In Lebanon, thee uneasy J;>alestinian\ipresence was ~ntendea to be 

regulated by the Cairo Agreement ,,\f November 1969 and the Melkar,t 

protocols 0toMay 1973. ,'. l1atters cal!l~ to a head in"th~. Civil War of 

g 1975-76, dur ing which A Z-Patak members played a lea?:i.ng)role in nego

tiations, aimed at: end~Jlg the fighting. Since then AZ Fatah's mc11n 

concern has .been to ensure a. conti~ing Palestinian pr'esence relati~ly 

indep~ndent of Syriap. cO.ntrol in Le~anon. The policy of conciliation 
~ ~. 

has led to internal rifts within the organ:i,sation, esp~d:alJ,y in the 

wake of the Israeli invasion ?f l1arch1978 and' the estahlishment:.::,of 

UNIFIL. 

'Bl.ack Sepf;ember operations from 1971 to 1974. took plac~, mainly 
'('l ., 

outside the Arab world. According to a statement issued in Beirut 

in D~cember 197/~., the organisation was suspended by AZ-Fatah. Its 

operations included l:le assassination of the Jordanian Prime Mini~ter, 

Wasfi Tal, in Cairo (November 1971); the hji~acking of a Belgian ai~
liner to Tel Aviv (three terrorists were killeq, by Israeli security 

. forces C;l~t Lydda (Lod) Airport (Hay 1972»; the" ki1li~g "of Israeli ' 

athletes in ,the Olympic village at }~niCh 0 (S'eptember 1972) ~ sabotag~ 
,9f oil installations in West Germany and the Netherlands (February 

,*972) arid i.n Trieste (A~gust 1'972); Se;lzure of the Israeli Embassy 
~j , " 

in Bangkok and the holding of Israeli hostages (~epember 1972); an 

attack on the Saudl Arabian Embassy in Khartoum, where three foreign 

diplDmats were killed (March.1973).; a grenade and gun attack at.)Athens 

Airport, where five people were killed and 55,0 injured (August 1973). 

BZack sept-!JTnbe:;; ~as also susp.ected ~,f involv~me~~ in a pJo;-

foiled Py the. M.l?rOccan authorities--to assassinate a number of Arab 

Heads of ii~tate.; :f,ncluding King,Hu~sein, duriu'g the Arab $ummit in," 

Rabat inc October 1974 . 

Alt,~O~}h .. the A Z-:Fatah leadership haS concentrated for the last 

few years on the 1:>plitical aspect of the Palestinian struggle, the 
" 

ofganisation has not renounced terrorist ~ctivity. 4Z.-Fatah units 

frequ'entlr claim responsibility for bombirigs in Israel ~ndthe Occu

pied Territories. In March 1978 Al-Fatah cla,imed responsibility for 

the raid on the Haifa-Te1 Aviv road which preC!ipitated the'Israeli 
0' 
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invasion of Sou'ti; IfJbanon. Followi.ng the Camp David Sununit and again 

later~ a:fter'the signature of th~ Egyptian/lsra~li Peace Treaty, 
[j' , 

Yasser Arafat said. he would step up terrorist activity in Israel 'and 

the,oc~tipieci territory. He also threatened to attack American targets. 
:<" \) ':, 

There have been sev'eral bomb attacks in Israel since the signature of 
'I 

theP~ace Treaty for'which the PLO as a whole has claimed responsibility. 

Israel has continued to implement its policy of stdJ,<.ing at Palestinian 

terrorists wherever and whenever it might be necessary by carrying out. 

bombing 

however 

,f' 

ra,idsagainst .ca,mps and 'villages.in Lebanon". A ~ease-f;ire was 
~ . . 0· 

initiated by the United Nations in Soutnern Lebanon i~ September 
~ . ., 

1979, which PllO representatives conf:fr'med on 4 Oct9ber they would observe. 

Ai-Fatah perSDnir~l are used mainly by the :PLO ,in staffing Palestinian 
o 0' • . 0 ~ 

offices abroad (over 50), but the group r.e'tains some independen~ represen

tatives. A"l-Fatah has links with left::"wing groups abroad and has' 

trained s~me of their membe,rs. 

g. Strength 

A"l-:Fatah .. the largest Palestinian organisation, 'is be).ieved to 

have 8":9,000 regular fighter s.' 8 

,2." A~~Sa'iqa (Thuri'derbolt) 
. . !, 

a.(~rigins 

Began in OCtob2i' 19.,68 as the military wing of the Vanguards of 
the Popu"lar War f()r the Liberation hf Pqlestine, 'formed before the 

1961l Ara:b-Israel:L.\war ,with members from the Palestinian branch of 
, 

the Syrian Ba'athPl'lrty and the Palestine battalion of the Syrian Army. 

b. Leadership 

Issam aI-Qadi 

Sami al-Atta,:ri 

Major General. Muhannnad 

Colone'lSaleh a1-" Maani 
,~,..:.:::..:::::;:::. " 

'Naj~.d Mohsen 

. ~. 

Secretary-Genera,l 

Azzam 

\ 

'i " 

, \ 

... 

", , 
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c. Aims and Ideology o 

Na:tionalist"pro-Syrian Bc:;.'athist, it opposes the Rejection Front 

groups and regards itself as a 'rival' tq A"l-F'atah. Its identification 

with Syrian policy has meant support for the Palestine National Charter, 

the PLO' s 1974 Phased Politicl'll prodrannne, and theconc"ept of a State 
1,1 

created on any part of Palest:i,nian territory relinquished by Israel. 
~, ::": 

It opposes the estab.1ishment of a government-in-exile, which would 

threaten Syrian i~fluence in the Palestinian mov~ment,"" 

d. Outside Support 
\, 

Syria supports arid finances the organisation. As-Sa~iqa forces 

are said" to be augmenteg",bY"Syri.an troops. Although it ~as created 

part,ly as an alternative to Al-Fatah,the two organisations have 

usually cooperated. 

e. Activ.ities 

II 

Relatively active in its early d~ys, As-Sa'iqa was conSiderably 

weaken.ed by a purge after, Salah Jedid was ousted by Hafiz al-A,-ssad in 

November 1970'(As-Sa'iqa was regarded as an arm of Jedid's faction of 

the Syrian Ba'l'lth Party) and has since carried .outrelatively few terror 

operations. After, President Assad assumed power, the terrorists in 

Syria were prevented fr'OIn engaging in activit~~~ from Syria against the 

Jordanian regime, but As-Sa'iqa was able to expand. 

(? 

I Although the organisation's leadership is opposed to international 

terrorism, members of As-Sa'iqa calling themselves E.agles of the Pales

tine Revolution attacked a train in Austria carrying Soviet jews eri'route 

to Israel in September 1971. In July 1979 the same group attacked and 
h 

occupied the EgypUanEmbassy in Ankara. After the arri\ral of a media-

tory PLO, team headed by Abu FirBs from Damascus, the group surrendered. 

AB~$a 'iqa forces dashed with Lebanese security'" forces i,n 1~69 and 

their activities were curti~1led. Further trouble occurred in 1970 and 

in 1975-77, when AS,:"Sa'iqa's role as a Syrian instrument in the Lebanese 

civil war led to fighting with other Palestinian ~roups and calls for 

its expul~';i.on from the PLO. The. defection of Hanna Bathish, A "l-Sa 'iqa' s 
" spokesman, failed to b~eal"f~p the organisation,while th,e depe~denc~ ofe 

,0 
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the PLO on Syria has assured As-Sa'iqa of continued influence in the 

PLO. 

"Weekly journal: '2'At-Talia (Vanguard). 

f. Strength 

Believed about 2,000. 

3. Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFl:.P) 

f'( 

a. Origins 

The PFLP was formed in December 1967 when' several small terrorist 

groups associated with the Arab Nationalist Movement merged with the 

ANM's Palestinian Special Group for Armed Struggle in t1?:e Occupied 

Territories. This~ was set up before the June 1967 war and was led by 

the ANM's founder, Dr Habbash. (Founded in the early 1950s, the ANM 
had by 1967 adopted a Marxi~,t-Leninist policy.) 

b. Leadership 

Dr George Habbash 

Bassam Abu Sherif 

Ahmed Yimi'ani:, (Abu Maher)" 
'I' .. c 

!I 

-= 

Secretary-General. 

The FrotH;,' s official s'pokesman 
and editd'r of its journal AZ 
Hada! (Aim) . Regarded as 
deputy leader.' , 

Form,erl~,r PFLP ,representative 
on 'the PLO Executive Committee. 

%,' 'I)' 
Taysir Qubbah, () /( !,I 

)1' ~:~;J,~:". 'Ji~~~:~~];j~:: JJ::~: ~ .. } 
H \,:,f }'{J., " t,; \ 

1\', --!'~.~ .. ,f \',S' f>~ , , '~ 
c. Ajms~~iid"~'ldeo10gy .~ ,I , 

'. " ~~":.:r~!\ " '~', " ~,,~! ~' 

A ~rxi~{fSt 4f,ffrlisatiOn~ ",~~",seeks' ;!IO present th~ Palestinian problem 

in the conteX''t of' Westernn:f!Ttperi~lis;mj:" Before the DF~P emerged as an 

independe,nt org~nisat:fon:, "J\~ PFLP ~'~h~~dered itself representative of 

the' Palestinian\iieft wing~';~t ~PhOld:af;¥"he 1968 Palestine National 

Charter but has),strong reservations' 'aBdut tJle Phased Political Programme 

of 1974. The PFL~ and 9 the oth,er members of the Rejection Front rej~ct 
any political "sett1~entwith I~f~el. There have been differenc'es with 

AZ-Fatah over the question pi hijacking,s and operations agaiD:st foreign 

"imperialist"Cinterestc;. Dr Habbash ha~ accused the PLO leadershin of 

. ;. 
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. cooperating with '~capitulationist Arab regimes II which su~port a political 
C' 

settletnent. He h~'~ alsQ. condemned the Soviet Unioll for seeking'ii national 

,Palestinian author~ty only in part of Palestine' ,The PFL~ oppos!'!s the 

proposals for a Paiesd.nian State in, a "liberatedf. West Bank,and Gaza 
'I • 

:) Strip, insisting Oll the "complete liQ.eration of Palestinlb"," Altho51g9 it 
, 0 

remains a .1Ilember(of the PLO, which it joined 'in July 1971, the "PFLP 

withdrew f,rom the Executive C0minittee in 1974 as, theresti1t of policy 

differenceSl,,, Hdwever ,in late 197,9, it agreed to re-join the Committ~e. 

.It heads the Rej'ection Front. 

In 1973 , Dr Habbashcalled for the establishlilen.t ot" eMarx:i!st'::'" 

Leninist revolutionary party,. to lead the Palestine revolution. ~n 

January 1976 he called for a wider Rejection Front to inc:J..ude! the 

Popular Front for the Liberation of Om'an (PFLO) 'and other J(liberatioiJ," 

movements. Neither call has met with any response.,. 
.'.1 

d. Outside Support 

The PFLP is supported by Iraq, Libya, Algeria and the'PDRY. It. 

is also attempting to mend fences with Syria. It claims links with 

international ,i'progressive" organisations and national liberat.ion m,o~e- '"~ 
ments. After theFFLP's' adopti,on of ,a Marxi.st. policy, Dr Habbash paid 

visits to China, North' Korea. and theSovi.et Union and seems to have 

been persuaded. .to halt foreign operations, some of them carried out 

with the help of organisations such as. the Japanese Red Army. Latterly, 

its opp O,S it iOn. to B", peaceful settlement has strained it~relatlonl:l with 

the Soviet Union. ~';e(The Sovi!'!tLiteroary Gazette'atta~ked Pr Habbash in" 
c' 

August 1974 as a "pseudo-revolutionary" who had been misled by"~aoist 

<) demagogy" into thinking. "p~ace and Socialism are incomPatible. ") How

ever, a '~PFLP delegation led by Dr Habbash visited Moscow in 'NoYember 

19.78. ~ ·\1 

e. Activities 

Although the Front aims to carry out t~rrorist· st+ikes in Israel 

and the occupied te.rritories,. its opeFJltions have III,flinly involved inter

national hidackings. The PFLP was.re~ponsib1e in ],.970 for hijacking 

"five aircra'ft",' thre.e heing destroyed at Dawson' s ;Fieli~ inJQrdan;)~or 

organising the Japanese Rengo Sekigun (Uni,ted Red AnJ~) radical group" 
{j 1/ 
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wb,i,ch was responsible for killing 27P:ople at Lydda ,,(Lod) Airport in 

May <1.972, and ,for an attempt to blow up an oil ,installation in Singapore 

on 31 Jalluaryi974. Such operations were condemned by both supporters 
, , 

and opponents\ofthe grqup, including Bhina and'the Soviet Unibn. 

" The PFLP noW'claims to have renouncedibreign 'operaflonsand hi-

jackings some: years 'ago-";adecisionwhich led to the "defection of Dr 

Wadi' Hacidad. Ut,ltil his death in March 1978, he directed hijackings' 

(i.~nd foreign operations fromBa:ghdad~ without PFLP consent. His group, 

PFLP-Special 'Operations J cla'lined responsibility"for the attack on an 
,~ .. 

El-Al bus in London in August 1978 and h'avenot renounced future terror-
';;;', " 

ist action'. 

'f. Strength 

, Between 500-1,000. 
(J 

(,) 

4. Pop'ular ,Front lor the Liberation of Pales,tine--General Command 
!'i;~, . 0 

,) (PFLP-GC) 

,:t>:> 

"~ao Or.igins. 

A small terrorist group called the Palestine Lib,eration Front was 
o Q ' " 

c~eated by Ahllled iibril i~ 1959 to wage a terrorist war against Israel. 

After 1967 it joined with~Jother groups, some associated with the Arab 

" N,ationalist 'Moveme~t:to form "SectionB!I of the Popular! Fro~t for ' 

t:he~Lti::beration of palestin~. The ,'Jibril, faction broke away in October 
.:;:; 

1968'$tof~rmthe PFLP-General Command, claiming that there W;3,stoo mucho 

emphCl,~~"on politics and't60 li.ttle on fighting. "' "C' 

(:' "Th;" group ,*eems- to have joined thePLO just before the Palefltine " 

National Congress in June, 1974. It then became a member of ,thE!; Rejec

tionFr9nt, but was expelled in May 1977 because of its pro-Syrian 

leaning!;!. 

b. , Leadership 

AhIned Jibril(Abu Jihad) 

Talal'Naji (Abu Jihad'rala1) 

" Fadl, Shrour 

\l 

Secretary~General. 

Believed to be deputy leader. 

Member of the Front's Bureau; 
, editor of its wee}cly magazine. 

.. ,~ 
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c. "Aims and Ideology 

A pseudo military organisation, the PFLP-:GC contin~lest:o oppose 

a Middle East peace settlement except on Arab terms, but recognises 

t,hat the establishment of a na"tional authority is the guerrilla move

~~nt's tactical objective. In May 1974, Jibril said that the attack 
i/? (. r,;' 

on Qiryat Shemona the previous month was aimed at bringing into exis-

tencea "new school of struggle based on the highest degree of revo- ,t:,. 

lutionary violence." 

d. Outside Support 

Supported by Libya and Syria. 

e. Activities 

The PFJ,.P-GC claims to, specialise in silicide operations and has 
, 

made occasional raids into Israel. In May 1970~. the group kill!'ed 

several schoolchildren in a rocket attack.on an Israeli bus near the 

.Lebanese border,an action deplored by Arafat and: Habbash. In April 

1974., the organisation attacked the Israeli villa.ge of Qiryat Shemona, i' 

killing 18 'people; trhl:'.ee /!peopledied in ;3, fonow-up attack on Shamir 

Kibbutz.' 

It publishes a weekly.magazine in Lebanon entitled IZaZ .. 'Amam 

(Forward) ,in Arabi.c and Eng:Usll. 

f. ·,Strength 

About 250 active IIlembers. 

5. Democratic Frdnt for the Liberation of Palestine ,(DFLP) . 
FOl;,merly known as the Popul'ar Democrat'ic .Front for the Liberation 

of Palestine (PDFLP). 

a. Or.igins Cf 

The PDFLPwas formed in 1969 when extremeleft.,..wingers from the 

EL;FP ,and the AmI b~oke away from their respective organisations. The 

rupture resultediu"",street £.ighting in Amroan, with AZ-Fatah intervening 
~ . '. ., -

to restore peace. Dr Habbash was opposed. to the PDFLP. He considered. 
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that his PFLP represented the Palestinian left-wing, while Hawatm~h, 

the DFLP lea~er, accused him of betraying the Arab,revolution. 

b. Leadership 

Naif Hawatmeh 

YasserAbd Rabbu 

Samarra'i Qais (Abu Leila) 

Abd aI-Karim Hammad 
(Abu Adnan) 

c. Aims and Ideolo~y 

Secretary-General. 

Head of Information Department 
(believed to be deputy leader). 

One of the Front's leading 
ideologists and member of its 
Executive Committee. 

Member of Front's Political 
Bureau. 

Marxi~t-Leninist ;,/ it generally supports the policy of the PLO of 

which it isa member,. 

It is th'e only Palestinian terrorist group which subordinates armed 

struggle to political struggle; and it seeks to,present (as does the PFLP: 
/, 

the Palestinian problem in the context of Western imperialism, maintain-

ing that the Palestinian liberation struggle is inseparable from the 

liberation struggle in the rest of Asia, Africa and Latin America. It 

accepts the 1968 Palestine National Charter and the 1974 Phased Political 
I' 

P1;'pgramme. Like AZ-Fatah, it is concerned with preventing the West Bank 

and the Gaza Strip, or any other Palestinian territory evacuated by 

Isr~~l, from again falling into non-Palestinian hands. It was also the 

first organisation to advocate a "national authority" in such terri,to:rY. 

With AZ-Eatah and As-Sa'iqa it Poroduced a working paper in 1974 on the 
o 

establishment of a,n "independent national presence" in liber,ated terri..,. 

t9ries and on pa:rticipation in the Geneva talks. 

The DFLP has sometimes allied itself with the "Rejection Front"; 

for example in May 1978 it joined Rejectionist groups in a stat,~ent 

condemning PLO policy in Lebanon, and criticising the way in which 

decisions are made within' the PLO •. The DFLP has submitted its own 

plan for Pa1estiniiln unity to the Central Council. It was among the 

first to support the principle of Jewish national rights inside a 

liberated Palestine and has called, on all "progressive Israelis and 

Jews" to merge in one popular Palestinian front. 

" 

','~ 

" 
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Hawatmehotook the initiative, in 1;he DFLP's view, of sending a 

"peace message" to Israel when he granted an int~rview to an American 

journalist, published in the Israeli newspaper Yediot Aharanot in 

March 1974. 

d. Outside Support 

DFLP is the only Palestinian terrorist organisation to have links 
,', 

with anti-Zionist Marxist Israelis within Israe1,and to have held 

meetings with them. It has links with several revolutionary and libera

tion movements such as the Popular Front for the Liberation of Oman 

(PFLO), is supported in Lebanon by the Organisation o~ Communist Action 

(OCAL), led by Mohsen ~brahim, and has links with student groups in 

Europe, America and the Soviet Union. 

It maintains close links with the PeopJ.e's Democratic Republic of 

Yemen (PDRY) leadership and has an office in Aden. Hawatmehis an occa

sional visitor to Libya. 

It is supported by the Soviet Union, from which it has received 

aid. Hawatmeh has visited Moscow, both as head of, DFLP delegations 

invited by the SQviet Afro-Asian Solidarity Committee and as a member 
;~ 

of Yasser Arafat-1ed PLO delegations. Good relations are also main-

tained with China, which has trained DFLP members and received fr.equent 

delegations. 

e. Activities 

The Front opposed tHe PFLP policy of international terroriSm and 

has not been involved in any major operation outside Israel and the 

occupied territories. In May 1974, however, to coincj.de with the 26th 

anniversary of the establiShment of the State of Xsrael, the group 

claimed responsibility for the attack on a school in the Israeli village 

of Ma'alot--"to torpedo Dr Kissinger's plans" for settlement c"': the 

Middle East c~~sis, according to Hawatmeh. The Front also claimed re

sponsibility for the attack on an apartment block in Beit She'an in 

November 1974, when it demanded the release of 14 "freedm,n fighters," 

including Archbishop Capucci of Jerusalem (at the time imprisoned in 

Israel for allegedly aiding Al.-Fatah). These and other attacks have 
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resulted in Israeli reprisals against refugee camps andJ villages in 

Leba~on which were thought to harbour terrorists. C 

f. Strength 

Probably numbers about 1,000. 

6. Palestine popular Struggle Front (PPSF) 

a. " Origins J 
An offshoot of tli.J, Popular Liberation Forces (commando forc.'e of 

the Palestine Liberation Army) formed in Jordan in about 1968. Its 

members briefl:yr;'joined AZ-Fatah in 1971 when it WEtS temporarily sus

pended after a ,clash with elements of the PASC, but sinc~)'Othe OC~d~-:-er 
1973 war it has reasserted its independence. 

b. Leadership 

Bahjat Abu Garbiyya 

DrSamir Ghusha 

c. Aims and Ideology 

Leader. 

Deputy leader (is effective 
leader as Garbiyya has relin
quished most active duties due 
to age and ill health). 

'0-. 
A nationalist organisation (it h~'::::~an described as "Nasserist"), 

its policy is one of rejection of any negotiated lilettlement. Garbiyya 

was a signatory of a memoran'dum published on the eve of the June 1974 

PNe meeting in Cairo rejefting efforts for a peaceful Middle East "c 

settlement, the Geneva co~erence and" UN Security Council Resolution 

242. He said that the eall\to establish a Palestinian State on the 

West Bank and the Gaza Strip'~Should ~e' rej ected. A member of the 

Rejecti:;?n Front. 

~Outside Support 

Has close links with Iraq. 

l ~, 

o 

o 
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e. Activities 

Mainly propaganda; no information on specific strikes which have 

been carried ouf by PPSF. 

f.' Strength, 

About 200. 

" 7 • Arab Libera,tion Front (ALF) 

a,. Ori&ins ~" 
',I 

o 
A small group created by the Iraqi Ba'ath Party early in 1969 

to rival As-Sa'iqa, which is closely linked with the Syrian Ba'ath 

Party. Iraqi Ba' a'th Party members take part in the ALF's political 

and military structure. 
'--; 

1)1'1 

~Leadership 
c::::::=::l' 

A~J a~-Rah:L-n Ahmed" secretarY-General,C= \ 

c. Aims and Ideology 

Iraqi Ba'athist. According to the Front's' first statement its 

purpose is to give the terrorist movement a Pan:-Arab framework. It 

has insisted that any inter-terrorist rt1.ationship mUst ,be based on 
o 

rejecting plans for an Arab-Israeli settlement. A member of the 

"Rejec.tion Front." 

d. Activities 

Co~()rdinated operations are rare, though individuals have par~ici

pated in raids. In June 1975 theALE'-'claimed respo:nsipility for the 
o 

attack on the Isra~li village of K~~?r~¥uval. The ALF has been active 

fJ in Lebanon as an instrument of Iraqi poUey. 

Publishes a magazine: at-Tha'il' aZ Al'abi. 

e. Strength 

About 500 • 

o 
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8. Palestine National Front in Occupied Territories (PNF) 

(;::a. Origins ;'7 

The establishment of a Palestine National Front in the Occupied 

territories was called for by t....,he PNC, at its 11th session in January tJ 

1973, and it was founded on 15 August 1973 under the aegis of tJ:te banned 

Jordanian Communist 'Party (JCP). As the only active Palestinian 

[I organisation operating clandestinely in the West Bank, it attracted 

widely-based popular support which tended to minimise the influence of 

the JCP. 

b. Leadership 

Some leading members were expelled from the West Bank in December 

1973 and joined the PLO Executive Committee. Leaders remaining in 
" 

the West Bank are never named. 

Muhammad Abd al-Mohsen 
(Abu MaHer) 

Dr Walid Qamhawi 

Abd al-Jawad Saleh' 

c.~A~s and Ideology 

Member of the PLO Executive 
Committee and PLO official 
spokesman. 

Member of the PLO Executive 
Committee. 

Member of the PLO Executive 
Committee. 

Considers itself an integral part of the PLO. 'The three members 

(expelled from the West Bank inr(1973) who were elected to the PLO 
J' 

Ex~tive Committee are regarded as moderates and support Arafat. 

d. Activities '. 2:~ 

~he Frorit played an important role before and after t~~ October 

1973 war in the Arab boycott of Israeli 'elections. After, the"October 

war it campaign~d for recognition of the'PLO as the sole representative 

of the Palestinians. 

'l'he P;NF sent a message to the PLO Executive Committee in September 

1974 supporting the Phased Political Programme. PNF leaders expelled 

i;rom the West Bank have spoken in favour of an independent State in 

---, ------~----,-----~-
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the West Bank and Gaza and of participation in the Geneva Conference. 

The Front h~'S"-'J?~en largely dormant since 1975-76 following activity 
... ', .... ~ 

by the Israeli q;e~,prity forces which drove its supporters underground . 

In May 1979 however,an agreement was i:-eported between Patah, the PFLP, 

PFLP-GC and the Palestine COIlUllunist Party to reactivate the PNF in the 
" 

West £ank and Gaza Strip. 

~. Black June Organisation 

a. Origins 

Eurmed in 1976 in protest at the incursion of Syrian forces into 
o 

Lebanon to stop the fighting. 

'b. Leadership 

Sabri al-Banna (Abu Nidal) 

c. Structure 

Former member of AZ-Fatah and 
its representative in Baghdad, 
who has since been condemned to 
death in his absence by an AZ
Fatah military tribunal. 
Formed an A1-Fatahrejectionist 
command in Baghda:ci called Fatah-
the Revolutiona:t:'Y Council. 

Based in Baghdad, it c,cnsists mainly of former members of AZ-Fatah 

who oppose political mo,,,tt(j eu'd the Arab-Israeli dis_put,~ and the 

leadership's conciliatory posture in Lebanon. 

d. Aims and Ideolctgy 

A dissident terrorist group which aims to destroy the current policy 

of the PLO and, probably, its leadership. Also acts against 'Syrian tar

gets in the Middle East and abroad. 

f!. Activities 

Although Black June "at. first concentrated OT). Syrian targets, it later' 

widened its a~tacks to PLO officials. Attacks on the Semiramis Hotel in 

Damascus and the Inter-continenta1 Hotel in Amman, 1976; assassination 

aFtelIlpts on Syrian Foreign Minister Abdul Halim Khaddam, during one of 

{j.\ 
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o 

which ~(in 1977) the United A'iab'Emirates Minister of State for Foreign 

Affair~was killed; assassination of PLO London representative' Said 
(' 

Hammami in .January 1978; assassination of PLO Kuwait repr.eserttative 

'Ali Yaasin in June 1978; assassination, Of PLOParis representative 

'-Izz -'a~:l-Din Qal,aq and' his assistant Adnan Hammad in Augus,t1978 ; attack 

on PLO ofUie in Islamabad in which four people died in August 1978. 

In late 1978 agreement was reached between BZack Jun~ and AZ-Fatah 

to halt assassin.a tion attacks against each other 'is organisations. Since 

then Abu Nidal and his organisation ha~re been kept. in the background 

by the Iraqi regime. 

Strength 

Believed to, be about 500. includinii students in Europe and eise-

-' where. 

" io; 'Palestine Liberation Front (PLF) 

\~ 

Origins ),' 

. ';~-'>."/ ,// 
Sp1c.it:from the PFLP-GCin 1977 in Protest at the latter' s ~1:1eged 

collusion with'Syr~a in the Lebanon. 

b. Leadership 
CI 

Tala'at Yaqub, 

Abull Abbas 

,>;,~;,:,,<,. 
j 

;f/ 

7' 
Secretary-:peneral. 

" / ,)' 

AsSls;,forit Secretary-General and 
isef'fec.tive leader. 

/ 
/ 

1";>;/ 
, \ ~r c. Aims and Ideology .-,.':[;' // 

Opposes AZ-Fatah's policy :0£ ~onciliation and cooperation with 
,.\:.. 1<"'." "/. 

UNIFIL 1;orces in the Lebanon. Member 8f the Rejection Front. 
'. .,. / ' 

./ 
/ 

, ,d. Outside Support /( 

Supported by, ~raql! 

.1 
e.:i~Acti"ities/ 

Ute PLF is a,{~ive in Lebanon., In .July 1978, members of, the PLF 

UNIFII.; in the ens~ing battles' with AZ-Fatah 
0~;~ 

'.!' 0 / . 

ki,dt\ipped 5lmlimbers of ',f! .",. 
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a number of PLF members were killed. Armed clashes occur regularly. 

" The military command of the PLF narrowly escaped death in August 1978 

when th~ 'nine-story apart~et1t bloc in which it had been meeting was 
':, 

demolished in ,an explosion which killed more than :L80 people. AZ-Fatah, 

appeal(s d.etermined to close down as many PLF offices as possible. The 
~ 'J 

PLF cl,aimed :responsibilHy for a ;-aid on the Northern Israeli coastal 

town of Nahariya on 22 April 1979 when f7ur Israelis .. died. 

o 

. ~. 

f. Strength 

. About 250. 

o 
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V. PLO REPRESENTATION ABROAD 

The PLO s~eks to maintain a Palestinian presence in as many 

countries as possible. The number of PLO offices increased not'iceably 

after the Arab Summit Conference in Rabat in October 1974, when the 

PLO was recognised as "the sole legitimate representative" of the Pa1es-
" tinian people, and after the PLO had been granted permanent observer 

status at the United Nations in November 1974. 

PLO offices enjoy diplomatic status in most of the Arab League 

States and in some Muslim countries. Elsewhere the level of represen

tation is generally an information office or a representative working 

from the local Arab League office. 

Most East European countries deal formally with the PLO through 

party rather than government channels. In the Soviet Unioni" the PLO 

office is accredited to the Afro-Asian Solidarity Committee; the PLO 

representative, however, enjoys the same rights and privileges as an 
:::- ~;: 

ambassador, of a £oreign country. 

1. ARAB LEAGUE STATES 

a 

Country 

Algeria 

Representative 

Faruq Yunis 

Type of Representation 

Office; de faoto diplomatic 
status. 

Bahrain 

Egypt Jamal Sour ani (expelled 
following PLO criticism 
of Pre~~dent Sadat's 
visit to Jerusalem). 
Said Kamal 

Office; branch of Doha of
fice, no diplomatic status. 

Office; diplomatic status. 
This office has been closed 
sinceApril 1979. 

\ 

Iraq Sabrial-Banna 
{ " 

Nominally official PLO office 

Jibuti 

(Abu Nidal) 
In April 1979 it was re
ported that he would be 
replaced by Abu Akran; 

but in practice supports Re
jection Front; no diplomatic 
status but officially recog
nised by Be'::! ath Party. Has 
however been, kept in the 
background since ~~ab summit. 

Office. 

'", ~~\""--___ ; ... t ............ _ .... _, .... " _-----.':"', "0 '" .-~-'--'-.--~';'-~.-~~~ ·""·'·"'·-::-~-"-O . . 

\ 

(! -

Jordan' 

Kuwait 

Lebanon 

Libya 

Mauritania 

Morocco 

Qatar 

Saudi Arabia 

Somalia 

Sudan 

Syria 

Tunisia 

United Arab 
Emirates (UAE) 

Yemen Arab 
Republic (YAR) 
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Brig Abd al-Razzak Yahya Office. 
. Abdul Jawad Saleh 

Awn! Battash "Office; de faoto diplomatic 
Salim Za-nun (PLO Region- status. 
al Representative for the "' 
GuH). 

Shafiq aI-Hut 

':'\ 

Suliman al-Shurafa 
(Abu Tariq) 

Midhat Saidam 

Abu Marwan 

Yassin aI-Sharif 

Dr Husam Abu 
Sha'ban 

Muhammad Abdul Aziz 

Office; de faoto diplomatic 
status. 

Office; np diplOmatic status. 

Office. 

Office; no diplomatic status. 

Office; de faoto diplomatic 
status. 

Al-Fatah office; no diplo
matic status. 

Office; de faoto diplomatic 
status. 

Kheir aI-Din Abdul Rahman Office; diplomatic status. 

Muhammad al-Khalidi 

,Hakam Balawi 

Ribhi Awad 

Muhammad Nasr 

Office; no diplomatic status. 

Office; no diplomatic status. 

Office at Abu Dhabi;,diplo
matic status. 

Office! (I.~, v 

Yemen, People's Abbas Zaki (Mashal) PLO (diplomatic) and AZ-Fatah, 
PFLP and DFLP (de faoto diplo
matic) offices. 

Democratic 
Republic (PDRY) 

(There is no represent~tive in Oman). 

2. AFRICAN STATES 

Country 

Angola 

Burundi 

Chad 

Representative 

Abu "Fahd 

Abu Hadi 

Type of-Representation 

Office. 

Office; no diplomatic status. 

Office. 

Office; no diplomatic status. Congo 

Ethiopia 

Gambia 
" 'Khair aI-Din Abdul Rahman· Office. 

Office;:partia1giplomatic 
status. 

".>-.·;,·' .... __ Iz,.. ...... ,' '!',~Ml!"" 1""'._,""; ....... lIt(~"" '"",IIII'Pf_I.IIII._I ... _i!IID_ .... "!!!!!!~.,-_--_----""!""---.... \Z, .... ---------c-----,,;..,.""==J, '> ( .. ,~)). .. 
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Guinea 

Guinea Bissau 

Ivory Coast 

Kenya 

Madagascar 

Mali 

Mozambique 

Senegal 

Tanzania 

Uganda 
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Mahmud Khalaf 

Salah Zawawi 

Hani ash-Shawa 

Ibrahim Tari 

Fuad Bitar 

Khalid aI-Sheikh 

----"'--------- ----

Office; diplomatic status. 

Office; diplomatic status. 

Representa tive. 

Representative. 

Office. 

Office. 

Office. 

Office; quasi-diplomatic 
status. 

Officeirt Dar es Salaam; 
diplomatic stattt's. Per
mission given for ,o,ffice 
in Z'jinzibar. 

Office; diplomatic status.,. 

\ 

(Agreement obtained in 1977 for offices in Zambia and Cameroon). II 
/1 
i! 
i 

3 • THE AMERICAS 

Country 

Brazil 

Canada 

Cuba 

Mexico 

Peru 

United States 

Venezue:ta 
(;.\ I, 

// 

Representative 

Farid Sawan 

Abdullah Abdullah 

Dr 18am Salem (may have 
been repl~~ed: see GDR) 

Marwan Daud Fikri Tahbub 

Issam Buseiso 

Saadat Hassan 
(New York) 
Hatem Husseini 
(Washington) 

4. ASIAN AND PACIFIC STATES 
/! 

Country 

Bangladesh 

.. 

Reprer3enta tive 

Jasim Sadiq Buseiso 

,:/1 

Type of Representation 

Representative. Works from 
Arab League office. 

Representative. Works from 
Arab League offic~. 

Office; de, facto ~~iplo-
matic status. II 

Information Office. 

Offic~; ,no diplomatic status. 

Information Office. 

Infor~tion Office. 

Agreement to open an office 
obtained in September 1979. 

Type of Representation 

Office,. 

II ' 

l' 

'\ 

;} 
t, .11 

India 

Iran 

Japan 

Kampuchea 

Laos 

Malaysia 

North Korea 

Pakistan 

Sri Lanka 

Vietnam 
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Tayib Abdul Rahim Mahmud 
(also iiccredited to ' 
Kampuchea) 
Dr Sa~i Mussallam 

Faisa~_ Uweida 

Hani ;~l-Hassan 

Fathi Abdul Hamid 

(see Chilla) 

Musfafa Farini 

Abdul Moneim Ismail 
(Abu Riad) 

Marwan Hassan Abdullah 

,Yusuf Abdul Karim Abu' 
, 'Hantash 

(Abu Yacub) 
Islamabad 

Muhammad Abu al-Adel 

Ali Fayyad 

Of:fjice; quasi-diplomatic 
stl!~tus. 

oefice; diplomatic status. 
1'1'; 

Ofl:fice. 

If' 
qlffice; diplomatic stat;s. 

/,1 

~1ffice; no diplomatic status. 

Ii 
hffice. 
i'! 
;,Office,' diplomatic status. 
/, ' 

!There is also an office 
I: in Karachi. 
I . <=J 

" Office. 

, Office. 

(Agreement to establish an office in Indonesi.a obtained May 1977; and 

fora representative with full diplomatic sti~tus in Afghanistan, June 

1978) • 

,~> 

L.,SdVIET UNION ANDiEASTERN EUROPE 
.::~?:, ' ~ y ~, 

Ii 
Coun.try 

Bulgaria 

Czechoslovakia 

German Democratic 
Rel'ublic 

ill 

1\' 

I: 
B:iapresentati'Ve 

I,;: 
~'lfni Nazer .f 

~f~hammad Aled' O! ,. 
'1,1 
',I 
~,ay have been replaced 

"'/i>y Dr Isam Salem, 
;r 

Hungary 
I 
,iAbdul Rahim Abu Jallab i' 

1:' 

Poland Atef Abu Bakr 

Romania Imad Abdin 

,1 

" I,. 

Ty'p'e of Representation 

Office. 

Office; quasi-diplomatic 
status • 

Office; accredited to' 

II :, 
~ 1 II 

the GDR Afro-Asian Solidarity 
Committee. 

Office; accredited to 
Hungarian Afro-Asian Solid
arity Committee. 

Office; quasi-diplomatic 
status; accredited to All
Po:t.and Committee of the 
Front of ~ational'Unity. 

Office; quasi-diplomatic 
status; believed to be 
accredited to the Cen~ral 
Committee. 

.. 
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Soviet Union MuhatI\lllad Sha' ir ,\\ 

Yugoslavia Ibrahim aI-Khatib 

". 
c~~~ 

6. WESTERN EUROPE 

Countr~ Representative 

Austria 

Belgium 

Cyprus 

~rance 

German Federal 
Republi~ 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Malta 

Netherlands 

Port~~al 

Spain 

Sweden 

'rurkey 

United Kingdom 

Naim Khader 

Zakaria Abdul Rahim 
(Abu Yahya) 

Ibrahim Sousse 
(see also UNESCO) 

Abdullah Franji 

Nimr Hammad 

Mourad Issa~ahlul 
(Abu Rika) 

Mahmud Salem Rabbani 
(concurrently Kuwaiti 
Honorary Consul) 

Monzer al-Dajjani 

Daud Qaloti 

Ribhi Hallum 
(Abu Firas) 

Nabil Ramlawi 

"}' -------~. ---

Office; accredited ,to 
the Soviet Afro-Asian 
Solidarity Committee. 

Office; no diplomatic status. 

Type of Representation 

See UNIDO. 

Liaison and Information 
Office; nodiplomat~c status. 

Office; diplomatic status. 

Information Office; no diplo
matic status. 

Representative, working from 
Palestine Information~Office; 
no diplomatic status. 

Representative; no diplomatic 
status. 

Liaison Office; no diplomatic 
status. 

Office; diplomatic status. 

~ .. ~ 
Representative; no diplomatic 
status 

Information Office. 

Office; granted "official" 
status March 1977. 

Information Office; no diplo
matic status. 

Office; diplomatic status. 

Representative; works f.rom 
Arab LeagueoffiGe; no 
diplomatic status. 

, 

. 0 

(AgreE!llient to open office reached with Finland in Februa:~~}9~7). 
'0. ' -
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7. INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS 

Organisa tion 

United Nations 
,~p-' 

o 

UNESCO 

UNIDO 

Representative 

Zehdi Labib Terzi 
(New York) 
Daud Barakat 
(Geneva) 

Ibrahim Sousse 
(Paris) 

Ghazi. Hussein 
(Viert:na)" 

Type of Representation 

Observer. 

Observer. 

Observer. 

Observer. (Also represents 
th~ PLO in Austria). 

,. 
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VI. PLO INDEX OF PERSONALITIES 

Name 

ABBAS, Abu'l 

ABBAS, Mahmud 
(Abu Mazen) 

al-ABD, Ibrahim 

ABD al-MOHSEN ABU MAIZER, 
Muhammad (see al~MOHSEN 
ABU MAIZER, Muhammad Abd) 

ABD RABBU ,~Yasser 

~illU ADNAN (see HAMMW>, 
, "Abdul Karim) ".> 

ABU AMMAR (see ARAFAT, 
YasEler) 

ABU DAUD (see OD~H, 
Muhammad Daud) 

ABU GARBIYYA, Bahjat 

ABUPANI (see HADDAD, 
Dr, Wadi ') 

Organisation 

PLF 

AZ-Fatah 

DFLP 

PPSF 

ABU IYAD (see ,KHALAF, Salah) 

ABU JIHAD (I?ee JIBRIL, ,Ahmed) 

ABU JIHAD (see a!-WAZIR, 
. Kpali1) 

ABU JIHAD TALAL (see NAJI, 
Talal) 

ABU LEI~ (see QAIS, 
Samarra'i) 

:7 

ABU LUTF c~see al-QADDUMI, 
Faruq) 

Position 

Assistant Secretary-General 
of ptF and effective leader. 
Former Head of Information 
and official spokesman of 
PFLP-GC. 

Member of AZ Fatah Central 
Committee. 

Dilt"~actor, Palestine Research 
\" Cedtre. 

Believed to be DFLP' s Depu ty " 
Leader. Head of PLO Informa
tion Department and member of 
Executive Committee. ' 

Nominal leader of PPSF~ 
Veteran West Bank politician 
and a former leader of the p 
Ba 'ath Party in Jordan., " 
Elderly and in poor,health. 

,1-_--,-_______ __.-..,....;---..,--
.... ,~~-.--'--~- ... < '--.. -".. ... -·-'~··'~'7-'"--·', "0 -~ ", - "~'~, "....,- •. -.-. ;
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ABUi1MAZEN (see ABBAS, Mahmud) 

ABU 1: NIDAL (see al-BANNA, 
Sabri) 

ABU RAMADAN, Majdi (see 
RAMADAN, Majdi Abu) 

ABU SHERIF, Bassam 

ABU SA'ID (See aI-HASSAN, 
Hani) 

ABU SITTA, Hamed 

ABU TA' AN (see KHALIL, 
Mustafa Dib) 

ABU ZAIM (see FA'IZ, 
Atallah Atallah) 

AHMAD,'i:'\bd al~Rahim 

ARAFAT, Yasser 
(Abu AMMAR) 
(real name Abdul Rahman 
Abdul-Raouf Arafat 
Al-Qudwa Al-Hu~seini) 

al-ATTARI, Sami 

AZHERI, Ahmad 

'.:ii-BANNA, Sabri 
(Abu Nidal) 

\.:.-

II 
II 

I' 

\ 
I' t 

\ 

PSLP 

~(r 

Independent 

ALF 

AZ-Fatah 

As-Sa'iqa 

Black June 

{r::!~ 

Regarded as deputy leader 
of Pl..FP, its official 
spokesman and editor of 
its journal,AZ 1;ladaf. 

PLO Executive Comntlttee 
member and Head of its 
Occupied Homeland Dept. 

Secretary-General of ALF. 
PLO Executive Committee 
member and Head of Popular 
Organisat~ons Department. 

Chairman of AZ-Fatah Central 
Committee and PLO Executive 
Comm±t~ee. C-in-C of PLA. 
Born in Jerusalemv~u 1929 
of a well-known family. 
Studied in Cairo and received 
some military training there. 
After the battle of Karameh, 
Jordan, on 21 March 1968, 
when AZ-Fatah forces helped 
repulse the IS,raelis, he 
emerged as its spokesman. 

Deputy Secretary-Ge~eral of 
As-Sa"iqa, Deputy Cha:l.rman 
and Secretary of PLQ Central 
Council and member of Syrian 
Ba'ath Party International 
Command. 

One of Arafat's cl"Dsest 
advisers. 

Based in Baghdad. Sentenced ii 
to death by AZ-Fatah in 1974", J 
Heads a ~al+ group mostly ,~~::Y 
co!l!Ii2§ed..~.Df. Rejec tion FronX/ 

~"~'syuipathisers clrawn from AZ-
Fatah. ' ' 

r 
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al-BUDEIRI, Misbah 

al-DAJJANI, Dr Ahmad Sidqi 

al-FAHOUM, Kha1ed 

FA' IZ,AtaUah.~tal1ah 
(Abu Zaim) . . 

GARB IYYA, Bahjat Abu (6~e 
ABU GARBIYYA, Bahjat) 

GHUSHA, Dr Samir 

HABBASH, Dr George 

HADDAD, DR Wadi.' 
(Abu Hani) 

HAIL; Abdul Hamid 
(Abu Ha'to.'l) 

HAMMAn, Abd aI-Karim 
(Abu Adnan) 

aI-HASSAN., Hani 
(Abu Sa'id) 

aI-HASSAN, Khaled 

HAWATMEH, Naif 

. ~. 
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PLA 

Independent 

AZ-Fatah 

PPSF 

PFLP 

PFLP 

AZ-Fatah 

DFLP 

AZ-Fatah 

AZ-Fatah 

DFLP 
" 

Self-styled Chief-of
Staff of the PLA. 

(';;5 

Member of PLO ExecU'tive 
Committee and Head of 
Education and Culture "'/1 

Department. 

Chairman of PNC and Central 
Council. 

One of Yasser Arafat's mili
tary advisers. 

Nominal Depu ty L.eader of' 
PPSF; effective 1eade~ owing 
to Abu Garbiyya's age and 
ill health. 

Secretary-General of PFLP; 
de facto leader of the Rejec
tion Front. Born in Lydda 
in 1936 of a Greek Orthodox 
family. Educated in Jerusalem 
and the American University 
of Beirut, where he studied ()II 
medicine. 

Head of PFLP Foreign Opera
tions Group until reported 
expulsion in late 1975. 
Operated independeptly from 
Baghdad before his death in 
March 1978. 

A leading member of the Fatah 
Central Committee. 

Member of DFLP's Political 
Bureau. 

Political Adviser to Yasser 
Arafat. Bi:other of Kha1ed 
aI-Hassan. PLO representa
tive in Tehran. 

Member of .. /1Z-Fatah Central 
Committee. Brother of Hani 
aI-Hassan. 

Secretary-General of DFLP. 
A Greek Catholic born in 
1935 on the East Bank of 
the Jordan. Joined ANM in 

. 1954. Gradu~ted from the 
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IBRAHIM, Mohsen 

JIBRIL, Ahmed' 
(Abu Jihad) 
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AZ-Fatah 

DFLP 

PFLP-GC 

KAMA.L, 
1'1 ' 

Muhamm~J~rSa:"'1d Wasfi AZ-Fatah 
\1, 

A1-KAYYALI, Dr Abd aI-Wahab 

KHALAF, Salah 
(Abu, Iyad) 

KHALIL, Mustafa Dib 
(Abu Ta' an) 

MOHSEN, Zuhair 

ALF 

AZ-Fatah 

PASC 

As-Sa'i-qa 

ABU MAIZER~ Pm' 
Muhammad Abd al-Mohsen 

NAJI, Ta1a1 
(Abu' ,.h'ihad Talal) 

PFLP-GC 

Arab University of Beirut 
with a degree in Philosophy 
and Social Sciences. Has 
written a book, The Cpisis 
~pf the South Yemen RevoZution. 
I! 
(iDirector of PLO Political 
Office, Beirut. 

Editor of DFLP'sweekly journal 
Huppiyeh (Liberty) published in. 
Lebanon. Leader of Organisation 
of Communist Action, Lebanon. 

Secretary-General of PFLP-GC. 
Began his career in the 
S'yrian Army. Born near Jaffa 
in 1936. Left for Syria with 
his familY in 1948. 

Deputy Director of PLOPolit
ical Department. 

Leader of ALF. 

Leading Rejectionist and 
Deputy Leader of Ai:,:;patah. 
Believed to head,,) its.. :!,J,lte1li
gence organisatiO'n. :' '4Iead of 
PLO Security Section. 

CODlI)l~nder of the P4'SC, 

(J 

One-time Secretary,\..General of 
'As-Sa'iqa. PLO I~~ecutive 
Committee member;: and Head of 
Military Mfairs·Department. 
Member of Syr.ian,Ba'ath p,irty 
International Command and a ,Iy 

"0 . I 
former Syrian Army officer. 
Assassin~.ted Au/~ust 1979 in 
CaRnes." ,:'0 

., 
PLO official spokesman and 
Executive Committee member. 0 

Head of DepartUfent for National, 
Pan-national and ~eturnees' 
Affairs. One of the leading 
PNF figures r-xpelle~ from 
Jordan in :l~?~. ( .) 
Mem,ber, of PLO Exec~~ive' 
Conunitte,e'(J),'Head of PFLP-GC 
Higher Education Department 
and believed to (,be second . .) 

in comman~ overall. 
( ) .' (.;J 
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al-NASHASHtBI, Muhammad 
Zuhdi 

ODEH, Muhammad Daud 
(Abu Daud) 

al-QADDUMI, Faruq 
(Abu Lutf) 

aI-QADI, Dr Issam 

QAHWAJI, Habib 

QAIS, Samarra'i 
(Abu Leila) 

al-QALAQ, Izz ad-Din 
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Independent 

AZ-Fatah 

AZ-Fatah 

As-Sa'iqa 

\ 

Ind~l'endent 

J! 

QAMHAWI, Dr Walid Muhammad PNF 

Ql!]BAH, Taysir 

RABBU, Yasser Abd (see 
ABD RABBU, Yasser) 

RAMADAN, Majdi Abu 

SALAMEH, Ali Hassan 

SALEH,' Abd al;....Jawad 

SARTAWI, Dr Issam 
:0 

SAYEGJI, Dr Anis 

PFLP 

Secretary of PLO Executiv~ 
Commit t e'u) and responsible 
for Administration Department. 

Led opposition to Arafat in 
April 1978. Member of Revo
lutionary Council. 

PLO Executive Committee member 
and Head of Political Depart
ment. (PLO "Foreign Minister"). 

Secretary-General of As-Sa'iqa. 
Full member of the Syrian 
Ba'ath Pan-Arab 'Command, and 
Secretary of the Uni~ied 
Palestinian Organisation 
office. 0 

Member of PLO Executive Com
mittee and Occupied Homeland 
Committee. 

Member of DFLP Executive 
Committee and a leading 
ideologist. 

PLO representative in Paris 
until his assassination in 
August 1978. 

Chairman of the Palestine 
National Fund and PLO Execu
tive Committee member. 

Foreign Sphere Department, 
PFLP. c'; 

Member of PLO Executive Com
mittee and Head of Social 
Affairs Department." 

Lead~ng member of.~t-Fatah 
,with responsibil~fies in 
the security fiJld. ,Assassi
nated in Beir~t, January 1979. 

PLO Executi~e' Committee member 
and Depu~y Head of Occupied 
Uomela~d Department. 

A leading diplomat. 

Former Director of Palestine 
Research Centre. 
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SHAATH, Dr Nabil 

SHARAR, Majid Abu 

SHROUR, Fadl 

,I 

SHUQAIRY, Ahmed 

SIDQI al-DAJJANIJ) Dr Ahmed 

SITTA~, 'Hamed Abu 

SOURANI, J8J!lil 

TUEASHI, Alfred 

WARRAn, Faiq 

al-WAZIR, Khalil 

YAMANI, Ahmed 
(Abu Maher) 

YAQUB, 'Tala' at 

YAS S IN, Ali Nasser 

2,35 

A "l-Fatah 

A "l-Fatah 

I!' 
PFl~P-GC 

Independent 

A7..-Fatah 

PFLP 

PLF 

::J 

h ; 4 

Former Director of PLO 
Planning Centre.' 

Director of PLO Central 
Information Council. Member 
of PLO Cen!:ral Council and 
Secretary ot AZ-Fatah 
Revolutionary Council. 

Member of the Front's Polit
ical Bureau and editor of 
its weekly magazine IZaZ-'Amam. 

Former Chairman of PLO'Execu
tive Committee (1964-67). 

See al-DAJJANI, Dr Ahmed 
Sidqi. 

See ABU SITTA, Hamed. 

Former PLO representative in 
Cairo and its accredited 
representative to the Arab 
League. 

Member of PLO Executive Com
mittee alld Occupied Homeland 

<Committee. 

One-time leader of A"l-Ansar 
(Partisan Forces), a Com
munist terror group. 

Member of A "l-Fatah 's Central 
Committee. Commander of AZ
Fatah for,ces with HQ in Damascus 

Was PFLp'representative on 
PLO Executive Committee 
(Front not now represented) • 

Secretary-General ofPLF. 
I 

PLO reprEasentative in Kuwait 
until hi~, assassination in 
June 197~\. 
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Definitions. 

Imposition or 
duty or 
IUllrd·service. 

Regulation or 
? guard·service 

by bye~law. 

Regulation by 
order or the 
Minister or the 
IDterior. 
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II .. 
LocAL AUTHORITIES (REGULATION OF GUARD.SEf,{VICE) 

LAW;" 5721""",1961· 

l. In this Law- II 
",the officer-in·charge of the guard-service"rneans a person whom 
t1t~ Brigadier-in-Command or a person empowered, by him has 
appointed to be,thctofficer-in-charge of theguard-service~ Provided 
that in a Command in' which the guard"service is iii" the bands 
of the Police, the prigadier-in-Command shall empower the 
person responsible on behalf of ,the Police for the guard-service 
in that Command to,appolnt an officer-in-charge of the guard. 
serVice; 

"gua:~-s'ervice" includes :,~%_!!rcises and anyacti~ity which in the 
opinion of the officer-ill~harge of the. guard-selt,iice is 'required 
for protecting the sec~iityof the infi~~itants of a s~ttlelllent or 
their property; . . . "1. ' 

j~locaI authority" means a municipality or a local'{~o~IlcU:' '~ 
',;, ,C) " 

2. The Minister of the Interior may, after consultation with'lthe 
Minister of Defence, impose, by order, the duty of guard-servi~!erih· 
the inhabitants of any settlement or seUl¢ments (the order being herein
after referred to as a "guard order"), and, an or~er ;as aforesaid· shall 
not require publication in Reshumot. 

fiJ 

3. ' Where ,Ii guardorde~ :ha~be~n made, th~ local auth~rity in the 
area or which the settlement o~settlements to which the guard. order 
relates is or are situated shall regJ late, by bye-law, the fulfilment of the. 
duty' by the inhabitants, including prescribing thl~ ages and categorjes 
··of those liable to guard,service, the times. ofguard~ser\,jce and the 
procedure for exemption from the'duty 9f guaril~~hvice. Subject to the 
provisions of section 16, there shall apply td a bye-law under this section, 
in the case of a municipal corporation, the provisions of section 99 
of ' the Municipal Corporations Ordinance, 19341), and, in the case 
of alo::al council, the provisions of section 9 of the Local Councils 
Ordinance, 19412). c 

4. . Where a guard order has been made for a settlement nOl situated 
in the area of a local authority: or where the local authority has not 

"made a b~e-Iaw as referred to in section 3, the Minister qf the Interior 

• Pa,~ by the Knesset on the 29th Sivan, 5721 (13th June, 1961) and published 
in .seIer Ha·Chukkim No. 346 or the 7t~, Tammuz, 5721 (21st June, 1961). p. 169; 

. ' the Bill and an ElCplanatory Note welle puNished ,in Halza'ot Chok No. 472 
of 5721, p. 281. ,) 

1) P. G. or 1934. SiJppi. I, No. 414, p •. l (En&lish Edition). 
Z) P Q. or 1941, Suppl. I, No. 1154, p. 144 (English EditioD). 

o 
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/' 
;!" 

,,// 

/' 
shall regulate the guard.-service by order (su~h an ord~r b~( hereinafter 
referred to as a "regulating' order"). ~ ,,/ 

/" 

/ 
f' ,# 

/ 

.51, /' 
5. (a) In a bye~law regulating the g~ard-servir.:{, the local authority Guard authority. 
shall designate a g~ard authority or guard autlfurities for the region to 
which the bye-l~w applies and shall defint;)tS" or)heir powers ~nd area 
or areas of operation. . ' ,,//F' .. . 

. (b) Pending the establjs~me~~6fa guard authority in a particular 
regIon or, where the authortty(~has ceased- to" operate, pendmg the. 
establishment of a new authority, the functions of a guard authority 
shall be carried out by theA)'fficer-in-charge of the guard-service or by 
a person acting on his ,!>en'alf in that region. ..'. J i? ,. 

'p< " 

6: . Guard-servict:under a bye-law or regulating order shall ;be in 
accordance witii' th~ directions of the officer-in-charge of the guard
service. /,/ 

1\ .. 
Implementation 

/-p , 

7. 'the dhly of guard-~ervice shall onJy be imposed on a male person 
of the 18-55 age-group. 

8. (.> (a) The duty",of guard-service shall Obly beimp~sed on'a person 
who is fit for it from the~point of view of health. . 

, 

of regulation. 

Limitatioll or 
duty as,'10 age 
aDdsell~ . 

. (b) A person who has not completed his fiftieth year shall be 
presumed~o befit for guard.service so long as the contrary .has not 

(been proved in such. manner as. the Minister of the Inferior shall in '''11 
,C consultation with the Minister of Health prescribe. The fitness for, 

guard-service of a person who has completed his fiftieth year shall be 
determined by a medical :examinationqamed out in such manner 
as the Minister of the. Interior shall in consultation as aforesaid prescribe 

Limitat~\~r 
duty fTllmYI 
health pmnt 
or view • 

(c) .,; The guard authority shall excuse a person from guard-service 
on a particular rught jf it is. satisfied that he is not ,.capable ,of doing 
guard-service that night or if a medical certificate to that effect has 
been submitted to it. 

\'1 1: 

9. .(a) A person sha1I not be required to do guard-service for more 
than:twonights in anyone month, nor for an aggregate of more ~ha~ 
twelve hours in anyone month dllring the period between the 1st Tlshrt 
~nd the 30th Nisan or eight hours in anyone month during the period 
between the lst Iyar and the 29th Elul, unless the Brigadier~iri-~ommand 
sees fiUQ direct, for-security reasons, generally pr in (espect of a parti~lJ\ar 
settlement or c several settlements, t~at the 8umber or hours· or mghts· . 
be inc'feased (such a direc;:tion being.in thiS section referred to as an 
"extension direction") . 

Limitation of 
duty in regard " 
totime.'; 

(b) An ex.tension (jjrectionsha1I.J>e valid for thirty day~ unless the 
Minister of Defence, after c()Osultatiori with the Foreign Affairs and 
Security Committee of the Knesset, approves an additional ,Period 
of validity." 

I) 
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Voluntary 
guard.service. 

o 

(c) An extension direction shal~ not require publication in 
Reshumol. ,/ 

10. A person not liable to guard'service under this Law max volunteer 
for guard·service, in writing, and Ii person liable for guard·s~p~ice. may 
volunteer as aforesaid for guard. service additional to that to which 
he is Jiaible, and the guard-service 9r additional guard~service shall 
thereupon, to aU intents, be deemed to be by virtue ·of the bye·law 

: or regul~ting order, ~and the person in question shall have aIL the rights 

Guard·service 
duty subject to >\' 
defence ',', 
service duty. 

Objection 
coll1mittees. 

Objection. 
" 

Objection 
committee "
procedure and 
powers. 

and duties laid down by this~Law. . !/ " 
l 

11.. The duty of guatd-$~rvice u~der this Law shall be subject to the 
duty of defence service under the Deft,:nce Servic.e Law, 5719-1959 
(Consolidated Version)'). 

12. (a) The Minister of the Intl;,rior shall appoint objection com· 
mittees for the purposes QJ this Law; the appointment of an objection 
committee may be genera'f~r fo~ a particular region. 

(b) Ever'y objection''';committee shall consist qf" three persons . 
A judge, or a person' inscribed on the Roll of Advocates, shall be 
appointed, on the recommendation of the Minister of Justice" to be the 
chairman ofthe.committee; at le~.stone of the members of the committee 
shall bea physician, andat leasfone shall be an. inhabitant ofa settlement' 

don which a,guard order has been imposed. State employees or members 
. of the local authority concerned shaU not form a, majority on the 
··committee. ' 

\' C j,--'" \' 

13.' (a)' A person wh; contends thattfi~d~tYQf. guard·servicehas 
been unlawfully impo~lf.don him may lodge objection with an objection 
committee. ' 

. " (b) The lodging of objection ,shan not stax the fulfilment of the 
duty of guard-service unless the chairman of the committee otherwise 
directs, , 

,'I 

14. (a) The Minister ,of Justice sh.lU prescribe, by regul~tions the 
procedure before an . objection committe~. An objection " committee: 
shaU itselfprescribe its procedure in so far a~,ttha5 not been prescribed 
by regulations" as aforesaid,." . 

(b) An objection committee sh31t have the powers which may 
be conferred llnder sections 5 'and SA or the C!>mmissions of'tnquiry 
OrdinanceZ).;;' "'. 

: (c) An objection committee may confirm the imposition of the 
du,ty, subject tq co,nditions or unconditionally, or void it. 

,~ \1 

I)Sefer Ha·Chukkim No. 296 of 57J9,p. 286; LSI vol. XIl(p .. 328. 
Z) Lth'S of Palestine'vo),I, cap_2l, p. 157 (English E~ilion). 
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'/15. A person who ~~l1ilsa duty ofguard~service under this Law' Benefits to 
and is injured in the courseQf fulfilling it shall be deemed to be a border persons injured. 
victim, within the meaning of the Border Victims (Benefits) Law, 
STl7-19561). 

'. 16. The local authority may prescribe In the bye·law, and the Minister Penalties. 
of fhe Interior may prescribe by regulating order, that a, person who 
contravenes any of the provisions of tfie bye·lawor, the order, as the 
case may be, shall be liable to a fine of 300 pounds or, jf he has already 

'been convicted of such an 'offence in the past, to imprisonment for " 
.. a term of three months or toa nne of JOO pounds. 

17. The Emergency <Regulations (Regulation of Guard.Sen'i~e ~in 
Settlements), 5716-19562) (hereinafter T(!ferred to as "the expiring 
Regulations') and the Emergency" Regulations (Regulation of Guard-
'Servit~inSeUlements)(Extension ofValidity)(No. 2) Law, 5721-196J3), 
are hetebyrepealed. 

i\ 
18. (a)., Where immediately before the coming into force of this Law 

. a guar'd.service was maintained in any settlement by-"virtue of the 
expiring Regulations,. a guard brder under this Law shaUbe deemed to 

'. have.be~n. made in 'tespect of sucH settlement. . ~. 

(b)' A bye·law·which immediately before the coming into force 
of this 'law was in force by virtue of the expiring Regulations shall be 
deemed to embody the changes arising fl'om this Law. 

" 

Transitiona! 
provisions. 

, 19 •. The Minister' ofihe Interio~iis charged. with the implementation Implementation. 
of this La.w and may make regulatiO'ns for such implementation, including 
regulations prescribing rules as to th\~ modes of appointment, composifjon 
and pow~rs(of guard authorities. " . 

~r " 
DA'YID BEN.GtTRION 

I YrrzcHAK BEN-ZVI 
'preSident of Ih'e State 

Prime Minister . 
\ \, 
\0. 

HAIM MOSHE SHA'PIRA 
Minister o/the Interior 

I) SeIer Ha·Chllkkim No;'213 of 571.7, p. 22; LSI \'01. XI, p. 19. 
Z) Kol't!lz Ha·Tukkanot No. 603 of 5716, p. 766. 
3) Seft!r Ha·c'~Jukk;m No,:339 of 5721. p.12; SlIprll;-P. 128. 
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LOCAL AU fHORITIES (REGULATiO:\ OF GUARD-SER\'ICE) 
(A~lE~D~lE~T No.2) LA W, 5736-:-1976* a .. . 

L In section 1 of the Local Authorities (Regulation of Guard. 
Service) Law, 5721-1961 I) (hereinafter rermed to as "the prir~ipal 
Law") _. .1 .. , ' 

. (I) the' definition of "the officer:in-ch~rge of t.h~ g~ard-
service"shallbe replaced by the lollowmg definItion. 

""officer~in-charge oflhe guard,~ervice"ni'eans a per~on 
appointed under section2 (b) to be an officer-in-cMrge 

II. of the guard-service"; 

(2) the following definition shaH be added at the em!': 
"inhabitant" includes a person who lives in a settlement 
without being registered in the Population Reg~ter as 

." an inhabitant thereof but who dOes not fulfil a aUlY of 
guard-service in another settlement.". 

2. Section 2 of the" princi pal Lawbe replaced;py the follov.;ing section: 

"Responsibility" 2. . (a) The Government~a}' decide that the guard-
for guard- service in. a particular area shall be in the hands of 

j!service. the Police (such an area herein~fter referred to as a 
ii "Police responsibility ~rea"), 

(b) The Major-General-in-Co~mand or.~ ~~r
son empowered by him or, in a PolIce ~esponslbIllty 
area, a District Police Commander or a. person em
powered by him may appoint an officer-m-charge of 
the guard-service, 

(c) The MiJ.lister of the Interior m.ay. after 
<::onsultation with the Minister of Defence or, m respect 
of a Police responsibility area, :after consultation with 
the Minister of Police, by order, impose a duty of 
gua;d-service on the inhabitants of any settlement or 
settlements (such an order hereinafter referred t.~ as a 
"guard order"). 

~ Passed by the Knesset on the 17th She\'at, 5736 (19th Jil.nua~y. 1976) and pub
'lished .in ~I'ler Ha-Chukkim No. 794 of the 27th S~e\'at,.5736 (:9!h Janu~r~. 1976), 
p. 88; the Bill an.d an Explanatory Note were publlsh.:d In Hat_a 01 Chok No. IIS4 
of5735,p.294. , . 

I) SeIer Ha-Cllllkkim of 5721!i·p. 169 - LSI \01. XV, p. 184; Srfi'r Ha-Cllllkkll/l 

.f 5130, p. 130 - LSI '.,XXlV. p. 136 • 
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(d) A deciSion of the Ooyernment under sub
~ection (a) and a guard order shall not require pub
lication in Res.hil/1l0f.". 

.3. In section 3 of .the principal Law, the words "section 99' of the.· 
M unkipal 'Corporations Ordinance, 1934" shall bc .. replacedby the 
words "Chapter Thirteen of the Municipalities Ordinance I)" and the, 
words "section 9 of the local Councils Ordinance, 1941" shall be: 
replaced by the words "Article Three of Chapter Two of the LOPral Coun:. 
cils Ordinance;!)". f . 

Amendment of 
section 3. 

Amendment of 
section 7. ,;;, 

Amendment of 
sectionS. 

Replacement of 
section 9. 
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Amendment of 
section 16. 

Amendment of 
section 19. 
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S J 
(b) An increa:~e direction shall n9t be issued 

I:) rhore than once a year and shall be villid for thirty days: 
Pro"ided tha'tthe Minister of Oefence or the Minister 
of Police,'as the case may be, rnay, after consultation 
with the Minister of the Interior and the Foreign Affairs 

. and Security Committee of the Knesset approve ad
ditional perf6ds of validity. 

(c) An increase direction shall not require pub
Iicatiori in Res/mlllo/. 

(d) The hours and days \\ hen a person fulfils a 
. duty of protection service under the Enlergency Re
"guJations (ProtectiCiIl of Educational Institutions), 
5734-1974 1), shall be included in the computation of 
guard-duty under this ·section.".' 

7. Section II of the prif1Fipal Lav.'shall be replaced by the foIlowing 
section: 

"Overriding 
duties. 

II" A duty of ser\'ice imposed on a person under the 
Civil Defence Law. 571 I-fIRS I 2), ora duty imposed on 
a person under the Defence 's~ivice Law (Consolidated 
Version), 5719-1959, supersedes a duty imposed on 
him under this Law.". 

8. .In section 16 of the principal Law, the opening passage, beginning 
with the words "s~~11 be liable to il fine of 300 pounds" shall be replaced 
by the words "shiill be liable to a fine of 1,500 pounds or" if he has 
already been.Fonvicted of such an offence in the past, to imprisonment 
for a ter,fll of three months or to a fine of 3,000 pounds" . 

9. Section 19 of the principal Law shall be re-marked as section 19 (a) 
and the following subsections shall be added thereafter: 

,") 

"(b) The State shall bear the expenses 6f.:::implementing .this Law. 

(c) T~e amount of the expense~snatr"'iie in accordance with a 
blldget, approved by the.Minister of the Interior.,an~r consultation 
with the Minister of Finance."" II 0.\ " 

EfRA\,IM KATZIR 

Prcsidel11of the Slale 

'f; 

YlTZCHAK Ri,\BIN'\ 

Prime Minisle,. 

'i 

YOSEF BVRG\) 
Minisle" of tile ]lI1eriol' 

I) Seier Ha-CI/IIkkim of 5735, p. 18; LSI vol.. XXIX, p.1S. 
~) Seier Ha-Cllllkkim ofS7J1, p. 78; LSf \'01. V, p. 72. 

o 

\ 

, . 

" 

1. The validity of the Emergency Regu'lations (Protection of Educa- Extci'lSion 
tional institutions), 57J-l-1974 1), in the form set oBt in the Schecl,ule, of validity. 
is' hereby e\l~nded until the 21st T4mmuz, 5735 (30th llme, 1975}. 

2. The -Minister. Q£ .EducationandCulture 'is charged with., the Im- JrrtplemcDtation. 
pllimentuli.m of the pro\"isio~s of this Law. 

3. This Law shall come jntt'! force on the 14th Kislev, 5735:(28thCommencemcDt. 
November, 1974). ,~ 

SCHEDULE 
;'\ 

1. In these Regulations - , Definitions. 
"the Minister" means the Minister of Education and Cultur~' 
"protifction" includ~s eX,ercises, comb-outs, guarding and l:.ny :r~ther 
activity which in' the opinibn of the officer-in-charge is re~~ired ;,j 

for the protection of educallional institutions' 
~~ J . 

"officer-in-charge" means It:· person appointed by the MinisCer to 
be . responsible for the prQtection of educational institutions for 
the purposes of all or part of these RegUlations; 
"institution" means a kindergarten, an elementary school, a talmud 
tara, a junior high s!=hool, a post-elementary school, a supple
mental}' educational institution, a children~s summer camp, a 
youth culture and sports centre, a boarding school and every other 
inslitutiol), at which education is orovided. 

. L ,," ,(~, " 0 

2. ..The offlcef\,in charge may impose tlte duty of prot~ction service Imposilion of 

on ~tu~ents of an\:nstitution")wl~o ~lav9 completed their sixteenth year~~~~rec~fon 
parents of student\ and the pnncIPql~~~eachcrs and olherstaff of an service. 
institution. ..' \ s ' , 

'~ c 
\ 

Passcd by tho Knesset,on th~· 12th Kislc\', 5735 (16th to-:c\'emb\!r, 1974) 
and publishcd in Ser!!;, Ha-Chllkkim NC). 750 of the 21st Kislc\', 5735 
(5th December. 1971), P\ 18; the Bill and ari Explanatory Note \I ,'re 
published in Hat7.,a'ol Cho,~ No. 1147 of 5734, p. 34. 
KO\'cl;: H9-Takkanot of 57~4, p. 1901. . 

o 

:.'-~ __ "'III111!'''. _____ ... , .... ,."te--...... --o----:;~( -.__-_____________ ... , ..... """IIII_ .. .i1I:5'~~4 •• $iI1I4_lIIIll.fl .. II ... ~----d....;.--_!MI!!~~ArJ, 
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\::) 

Notice of the impdsition of the duty (If protection service shall 
~~ I!;ven to the principal of .an in:>litutlon in writing, specifying t.he 

te~ories of persons liable thereto and the l1\odes thereof. The pr~n
~;pal shaH give every person liable under th~ ~ntice of !hc om~e~-m-t 
char!!creasonable ad\ance nNice, as the Mml,ster rna) QIesc.nbl,:, b~ 

'ru' 's- after consultation with the Kncsset CommJt~ee on Education and 
Cuiture, of the duty imposed on' him, the tim.es for its pe~ormance 

dthe particulars of the activities to be carned out by him, an~a 
;~tson who has' received notice as aforesaid ~haU comply therewith. 

4. (a) A parent shall not be required to perform protection service 
for more than ten hours in anyone month. 

(b) Where protection service involves the usc of arms or activity 
at night only a perSon liable to defence service under the De~ence 
Service 'Law (Consolidated Version). 5719-1959 1

), shaH be liable 
therefor. 

(c) A person '''''ho has been required to perform protection service 
,; at a particular time shall be exempt from performing it if at that 

time-
(1) he is a soldier, wi.thin the meanjl1g, of the ~i1itary. Justice 
Law, 5715-1955 2). under the Defence Service L,a .... ,~C'0n-
soli dated Version), 5719-1959, or: '), : ' 
(2) he is carrying 'but any task under the Civil Defenl!e Law, 
5711....:1951 3

), or , 
(3) he is doing labour service under the Emergency LabOllr 

/' Service Law, 5727-1967 4
); 

a person to wh()m paragraph (1), (2) or ,<3) ap~lies shall inform the 
principal of the institution to s~ch effe~t Immediately upon receipt of 
the demand .to perform protectIOn service. 

1/ ":.0 , 

5 The officer·in-charge or a l'erson empowered by him in that, 
" ~. hI' 1 part of the duty of bh If may release a person from t e W 10 e or . ' 

p~o~ection service or' defer its fulfilment if it appears to him that the 
per~on liable is not capable of performing it for re~sons of ~eal1h 

d ' medical certificate to !.uch effect bas been submitted to him, or e a , . 
for other reasonaolt: cause. 

1) s.'/cr Ha:'chuHini o[ 57J9, p. 11:6; LSI vol, X~JlIo p. 328. 
~) S. ,r Ha rh'lk("I.of ~715. p, 171, I.SI \'01. IX p. 184. 
~) SeIer Ha-Chuk~"11 o( 5'ltl. p. 78; LSI \'oL V, p, 72, 
4) St'/er Ha-('hukkilll of 5727. p. 86: LSI \'01. XXI. p. R". 
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0, 

6. (a) The omcer-in-charge may, in special cases and in accordanc~ Volunt~I)' 
with rules prescrihcd by the Minister with the approval of the Knesset ;~~te~~~~ 
Committee on Education and Culture, direct that an institution shall service. 

',1;1 

~ r: 

CP 

be prol~ected hy paid guards within the .limits of.. a budget approved 
for tJ;f~!purpl)~e. Where the ofiicer-in-c~arge does so, the Treasury " 
.~haIJ4ilefr<lY the wages and other cOl1lpull/ory paynlents falling on the 
~m~~~ d' 

l' 

1\ C' 

(b) A person not liable to protecti~b" service by virtlJe pf these 
Regulations may volunteer for proteclio'n' service in wTltmg, and a 
per~(in liable to protection service may volunteer as aforesaid fOJ; 
prpteclinn ~er\'ice additional to that to which he is JiabJe;if he docs'so, 
he sh~1 be treated as a person who fulfils a duty of protection service 
by virtue of these Regulations. 

7. Where the officer-in-charge is of the opmlon that installations Pro\'jsion of 
I Id b 'd d '" f h f" jnstalJations S lOU e prlWI e at an mstltutlOn or t e purpost':, 0 prot'ectmg, :!t, . . 

he may with the~onsent of the police and, if necessary, with budget-
ary approval from the Ministry of Education and Culture direct the 
local education authority, within the meaning of the Compulsory 
Education Law, 5709-1949 I), in whose area of jur~sdiction the 
institution is situated or the OWners of the institution to">provide the 
same, and the recipient of a e,I~rection as. aforesaid shall be bOllnd to 
carry it out. \L . .. ~ 

,,~ 
,"" . 

8. The Minister may direct the officer-in-charge, to act within the Officer-in.charge 
to act within framework of his powers if it appears to him tbat he h¥, not dor.e so. the framewdrk 

~'~ of his po,,-ers. 

9. (a) A person who alleges that a duty of protection service has Objection. 
been improperly imposed ()n him may lodge objection with an objec
tiol1committee. 

(b) The lodging of objectiOn shall not stay the (ulfilmentof the 
duty' of protection service unless the chairman 9f the objection (;:om
mittee otherwise orders. 

o 

10. (a) A 'local authorHy shall, within the. litne l'rescribed by the 'objection 
Minister, appoint an objection committee for the purpos~s of these committees, 

Regulations. Where the local authority does not appoint an objection 
committee within the :;3idtiml!, the Miniliter may appoint it. An 
ohjec(ioncommittee may 'be apPI)iiltcd for the Whole of the area of 

1) Seier Ha-C/lllkkim of 57.09. P. 287; LSI \'01. lIT, .p. 125. 
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jurisdiction of the local authority or fer a purticuiar educational 
institution. 

(b) Every objection commillec shall c(llhist of three membas." 
(c) Sections S to 11 of the Commis-;ions uf Inquiry Law. 572.9-

19(q 1). shaIl apply te an objection commillee. 
(d) The committee may confirm the imposition of the duty, 

subject to ,conditions or unconditionaIly. or rescind it. 

II. (a) Where a person fulfils a duty of protection service by \'i~tue 
of these Regulations and, in the course of fulfilling it su~tains an n ' 
enemy-inflicted injury, witnin" the meaning of the Victims of Hostile 
Action (Pensions) Law, 573b-197(P), the injury shall be dealt with 
as an enemy-inflicted injury 'under the said Law. C) 

(b) Where a person fulfils a duty of protection service by virtue 
of these Regulations and in the' course of fulfilling it he sustains an 
injury other than an enemy-inflicted injury, the injury shall be deemed 
to be an employment inju!"yunder the National Tnsurance Law (Con
solidated Vers,ion), 572S-i'968 3). If it appears to the Minister and 
the Minister .of Labou,r that 'it is necessary to adapt this regulation 
to the Sa;9 Law, they may, by order, enact the provisions required 
therefor. 

12. (a) A person wh.o fails to. fulfil a duty imposed on him by virtue' 
of these Regulations or a request to provide instaIlaticlfls under regu
lation 7 or obstructs the fulfilment of, any such duty or request shall 
be liable to a fine of two thousand pounds. 

(b) A person shall not b~ pro:,~culcd under Ihis regul:llioll unle~s 
at the time of committing tbe offence he nad c\1mpleted his eighteenth 
year. 

13-;0' These Regulations shall ~Iot derogate from the provisions of any 
other Ja:w. 

" 14. These Regulations shall be cited as the Emergency·:Regulations 
(Protection of EgUcalional Institutions), 5735 .. -1974. 

EI;_RAynl KATZIR 

PresidClit pI the State 

YIIZCHAK RABIN, 

'ffrime Minister, ,,' AH.-\ROS )'-\DI.I:-;" 

Millister (If l:-dllCiltioll 
and ('lIllttre 

(1) Se/u Ha·Chukkim of 51;!9, p. 28; LSI yoJ. ?','9XIII,P. 32. 
Z) Seta Ha-Chu~kim of 5730, p. 126: LSI \01. XXIV, p; I~L 
~) Seier Ha·Chukk;m'of S7:!8, p, 108; LSI vol. XXI!. p~ 114., 
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VlCI'IMS OF HOSTILE ACl10N (PENSIONS) I,.AW, 
5730-1970· 

o 

I. In this' Law - InterpretatioD. 

"enemy-inflicted,injury" means .,... ,,' c' 

(1). an injury caused through, hostile action by militarJ or semi
military or irregular forces of a stat~ hostile .0 Israel, through 
hostile action by an .organisation hostile to Israel or through 
hostile action sarr~ed .out in aid of oni; of these or upon its 
instructio,os .. on its~ha1f or "to further its, aims, (all hereinafter 
referred 1;0' as "enemy forces"): , 0 

(2) an injury <~lflicted by 'a person unintentionally in eoosc- ' 
quenceof hostile action by eneJllY forces or an injury inflicted 
unintentionally under circumsfances in whiCh there were reason
able grounds for apprehending that hostile action as' aforesaid 
would be carried out; ," '.' 

(3) an injury' caused through arms which were intended for 
hQstile ,action by enemy for~~ior an injury caused through arms 
which were intended to, ,counter~uch action. ev~n if they were 
not operated, ,other than an iojur,Y sustained bya person of the 
age of 18 years or over while coDlgli«ing a felony or some 
.other offence involving wilfulneSs 'or culpable negligence\; 
l' - ,. 

"victim" means a persoQ who has s~stained an enemy-inflicted 
injury and who is one of. the following ': ' 

(1) ali ~el national or resident, whether the injury was 
sustained in .Israel or outside it: ' c 

':).. ~ 

Q " (2) a. person who entered Israel under a visa or permit is-
sued under the Eniry into Israel Law~ 5712--1952 1). in
cluding a perSQn who entered Israel while .exempt from the 
requirement .of a visa or permit under section 17 (a) of the 
said Law. or a person'who entered Israel under one of the 
'orders-made by the ,Minister of the Interior by virtue of 
section '17 of the said Law and specified in regulations un-
der that Law, all if the"injury occurred in Israel ,or iIi some 
other area designa!~ for this purpose by the Minister .of 
~fence. by order. in respect of all or a"y classes of llCrsons 
entering Israel.', . 

. 
• Passed by the Knesset on thcf-18th Tammuz, 5730 (22nd July, 1970) and 

published in S~er Ha-Chukkim No. 600 of the 26th Tammuz, 5730 (30th 
July, 1970). p. 126,; the Bill ,and lID Explanatory Note were published in 
Harz-a'ot Chok N9. 860 9f 5730, p. 7. 

-I) "S.;fcr Ha-Chukkimof S712, .. p. 354; Lsi vol. VI, p~ 159 . 
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"arDlS" has the same meaning'~s in tile Military Justice 
Law, 5715-1955 J) ; 

"the Insurance Law" means the National Insurance Law 
(Consolidated Version), 5728-1968 2); 

"the Insti;utc" has the same meaning as· in the Ins~raJlce 
Law: 

"family member" of a victim -

(1) during the victim's lifetime -has the saDie meaning. mutatis 
mutandis. as in section t of the Invalids (Pensions and, Reh;ibili
tation) Law (Consolidated Version), 5719-1949 S) (here5nafter 
referred to as "the lnvalids Law"); in paragraph, 4 I of the 
definition' of "family member" .inthe InvalidsLawl, the 
words "and who was a dependant .ofthe . invalid imme~' 
diately before the latter's enlistment for .service" shall ~ 
deemed rr,pJilced by the words "and who was a dependant of. 
the victim, immediately before the injury": and the terms "per
son incapabJe of ~tning his living", "brother". "income suffi
cient for a person'smaintenance"~ "the determining wage". 
"destitute" and "self-supporting" shaD, for the present purpose, 
have the samcm~ing,mutatis mutandis, as in 'section lof the 
Invalids Law.and in .the regulations made thereunder; 

(2) upon the victim's death in. consequence of the injury'
has the same ,meaning, mutatis mutandis"las in the FaDen Sol. 
dier's Families (pensioDSand Rehabilitations) Law, 5710----1950 I) 
(hereinafter refeqed to as' .. the .Soldiers~ Families :Law"); and 
the terms "persoh incapable of earning his living", "the deter
mining day". "income sufficient tor a person's maintenance", 
"the determining, wage". "gratuity". "indigent" and '~self -sup
porting", shaD, fOr the present purpose, have the~me meaning, 
mutatir mutandis, as in ~tiQn lof the Soldiers' Families Law 
and in the regulations made :thereunder : 

"penSion" includes any advantage to. which a person is entitled 
under the Invalids Law or the Soldiers' Families Law. as the case may be.' .' .. '. . 

2. Whereapersc"l' has been injured under circumstances. affording 
reasonable grounds for believing that he has sustained anenelTly-in
flicted injury. the. injury shall be regarded as enemy-inflicted unless 
the contrary js pr()ved. 

J) Seier Ha-Chukkim of S71S, p. 171)451 yol. XI, p •• 84. . 
2) Se!er;,,!ja-Chukkimof ."S728,p. 1 08 :1:S1 vol. XXII, p. H 4. 
3) Seier Ha-Chukkim of ~19, p. 275: LSI vel. xm, p., 31S. 
i) Seier Ha-Chukkim of S710, p.162: Lsi \rol.. IV, p. liS. 
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3. ' The provisions of Article Three .of Chapt,er Three of. the Insu
rancetLaw and the regulations made under such provjsiQn~ shall apply 
mutatis mutandis to a victim. . 

Medical 
·attendance, 
convalescence 
and 
rehabilitatiqn. 

4. Where a degree of invalidity has been determined for a ,Yictim;' Pensions to 
as provided in section 5, the Institute shaII pay hiin a pension as pro- invalids. 
vided in section 6. . 

5. The rules for the dttermination of the degree of i~validi~y in 
sections 61 (a), 62, 63, 64. 64Aand 65 of the Insurance Law and in the 
regulations theretindershall apply, mlftatis'mutandis,to the determina~ 
tion of ~e degree of invalidity under this Law. . . . 

• '. ,f, \, I 

6. S~tions 5, 6, 7, 7A, 8, 18(b) aDd (c)~ 22 arid 440{ the Invaiids 
Law shall apply mUtatis mutandis.to the; determination and.calculation 
of a pension under this Law. t 

7. .' Where an enemy-inflicted injury hils~ca1,lsed the d~tIiofthe vic
tim, the family me~bers shall be entitled. to:pensions. mutati$ mutan-' 
dis, as provided in sections 7, 8, 9. 9A, 10, IOA,llPl2A, 13, 13A 
13B, l'SC, 14, 15, 20, 22 •. 24, .29, 29A.29B. 29C, 30.~nd 32 ,of the 
Soldiers'! Families Law. . .' . 

8. The status of a victim or a family member shall be the same as 
that of an invalid, within the mean,ing of ."he,. Invalids Law, or of a 
family member, Within. the mCilning. of ;the :Soldiers' FamiJies Law, (qr, 
the purposes of every other enactment granting anyadvan~ge.exem~ 
tiop or reduc~.<,)Q. . 

9. 

Detennination 
of degree of 
invalidity; 

Pension and 
c:al~:ula tion 
thereof. 

Pensions to 
family.members. 

Status of 
victim or family 
member for 
~urposesof other 
enactment. 

Fowerof 
" Minister to 

(J) .with the capproval· ofthe 'Labour Mfairs Cdinmitteeof the make a!ld apply 

The Minister' of Labour may':""" 

,. Knesset make regulations as to all matters arismg out. of.theprO'~ ,regulations. 
visions of sections 3 to· 7,including' regulations concerning the 
'giving of'loaps and .guaranteestoa "ictimor the members of his 
f~mily for creating or c:onsolidating so.urces of livelihood or for 
purposes of housing~' by way of tenancy Cit ownership - and 
the mode of repayment of such loans: . 

n , ", ", 

(2) by o~er, after consultation with the Labour Affairs Com
,mitt£e?f the ~KneSset~ apply mU((l~is. mutand!s ;aU ?r part of th.e 
, regulations made under the Tnvabds Law, 1J)c1udmg th~ prov)
. sioris of, Chapter Fiye.of the Invalids (Medical 1:r~tn:ient) Re~ 
gulations, 571~19541),Q[ uilder the Soldiers', }Jaroilies Law to 
victiIns and the memberS of their families.' . , ' 

o 

lO.,(a) The. Min'ister of Defence may, in consultati<m with the Appointmentof 
Minister of Labour, appOint'a ~ertifying authority (hereinafter'l'eferred ~~~~~~~ 

1) Kow:t~ Ho"Takkanot of S714iP. SO. 

'I::' 
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to as "the': authority") competent to certify that an injury which has 
occurred is ¢nemy-inflicted. Notice of the address of the': authority 
shall be p~~blished in Reshumot. . 

(b) The autb.prity sball give' its decision within three months 
from the. day on which the claim reaches,)t, unless it decide':s to ex. 
tend the period for special reasons which shall be recorded. 

~ 

';j 1. (a) A person who considers himself aggrieved by a decision of 
the authority may appeal to the objections .committee referred to in 
subsection (b). 

(b) The objections committee shall consist· of five members. Its 
chairman shall be a Judge appointed by the Minister of Justice, and 
the other members shall be appointed by the Minister of Defence in 
consultation with the Minister of· Labour. 

. . ,," ~ 

(c) Three members of th~ Committee, including the chairman 
shall be a quorum. " 

. (d) The objection shall be submitted in writing within 60 ·days 
from the. day on which the comm.ttt:e's decision came to the know. 
ledge of the objector. 

(e) The decision of the objections committee shall be final. 

(f) Notice of the address of the committee shall be published 
in Reshumot. . 

12. A certificate from ~e. a~tho~ty or the objections committee, as 
the case may be, ~~ an mJUry which has occurred is enemy.-inflicted 
shall be a pre':-condltion to every claim upon the Institute under this 
Law. 

1;3. Sub)ect to the provision of section 12, a RegioQalCourt, within 
the ~eanmg of~e Labour Courts Law. 5729-1969 1) shall have ex. 
clu~lve powe':r to hear any cI~ for a pension ul1de.r this Law and any 
claIm for the return of a pensIon. erron~usly or improperly paid. 

14. In every claim under thisLllw against or'bY the S~te •. the State 
shall be'represented by the Il!stitute through a person authorised for 
that purpose': on behalf of the Institute. 

15. Chapter Three "A". Articles One and Two of Chapter Seven • 
':I1d sections 196, 197 and 198. of the Insurance Law and the regula
tions made under such chapter. articJesand sections, shall apply mutatis 
mutandis for the purposes of this Law. . . . . 

16. (a). A person entitled in consequence of one ev~nt to a pension 
under ~l1S Law and to a benefit under the Insurance Law may' opt lor 

1) SeIer Ha-Cllukkim of S729, J'. 7Q ; LSI vol. XXDI,p. 76. 
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one of them ; but if he opts for a benefit under the Insurailce Law. the 
part of the benefit which is in ex~ess of the ~nsio~ under this Law 
shall be on the account of the Institute, and the remamder of the bene· 
fit shall be on the accouilt of the 'treasury, 

(b) A person entitled to a pensio~ and a benefit as specified in 
subsection (a) shall. 9pt for one of, them within six months from the 
day on Which the ground for the claim arose, and so long as he ~s 
not opted as aforesaid, he shall be paid a monthly pension under thIS 
Law. If within the said period' he opts for a benefit under the Insu
rance Law, he shall be paid the benefit as from the day on which the 
ground for the claim arose. less the amounts paid to him as a monthly\, 
pension as aforesaid. . 

17. (a) A person entitled toa pensicn under tbisLaw on several 
grounds. or under this Law and under another Law under which the 
pension is pay~ble out of the Treasury may opt for one of the pensions. 

. (b) The provisions ,of section 60f the Invalids Law or section 21 
of the Soldiers' Families Law. as the case may be, shall mutatiS1nu
tandis apply to a per$on entitled in !=Onsequence of one eve!lt. to.a pen-
sion under this Law and to compensatlonunder the Civil Wrongs 
Ordinallce (New Version) 1). 

Pensions under 
this Law and 
pensions or 
compensation 
underotbet 
Laws. 

18. (a) Pensions under this Law shall ~ paid out of the Treas'ury Pensions out of 
through the Institute. the Treasury: 

(b) The Treasury shall indemnify the Institute, ,on its demand. 
for every expense incurred by it in paying a pension and for the pro
portionate pat.t. of the administrative expenses of the Institute arising 
out of the imple~tion of this Law. 

19.' (a) This Law shall apply to a person who was injured by hos- Scope of 
,-·tile action after the 25th Iyar, 5727 (4th June, 1967). A person en- appli~tioD. 
titled under this Law shall not be entitled to a pension under the 
Border Victims (Benefits) Law. '5717-1958 2) (hereinafter referred to 
as "tbe Border Vlctim.~Law"). . 

(b) This Law shall not apply to an injury sustained' by a :pe~
son who belongs to or aids the forces of the en~my or acts upon' theIr 
instructions or .on their behalf or· tofurth~rtheir aims. 

20. Where a person has received a benefit under the Border Victims Transitional 
Law inrespcct of a border injury sustained by him after the 25th Iyar. provisions. 
5727 (4th June, 1967), such benefit shall be set off against the pension 
under this Law. However. where a person has lawfully received a pen-
sion under .the Border Victims Law exceeding the pen.sion due under 
this Law, the balance shall not be set off.' . 

1) Dinej Medinal Yisrael (Nusach Chadash) No. 10, p. 266. 

2) SeIer Ha·Chukkim of S717, p. 22 i LSI VQI. Xi, p. 19 • 
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Implementation. 21;·' The Minister of Labour is chilrged with the implementation of' 
this Law and may make regulations as to any matter relating to such . 
impleme~tation. 

:1 

Adaptatlpns. 
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22. (a) The Laws referred toilf the Schedule shall be amended as. 
<;pecified therein. . 

. (b) The pension~ officer referred to in the lnvalids Law and 
the Soldiers', Fa~t~ies 1:a,;w sh~ll ,ror the purposes 0(, t~is;La\\' be re
placed by a claims officer, wlthm the meanmg of section" 130 of the 
Insurance Leaw. ' .. 

SCHEDULE 

(~tion 22), 

I. In the Loc~1 Authorities (Regulation oCGuard-Service) Law. 
5721-1961. 1). the following section shall· be inserted after section· 15 : 

"Benefits to 
injured 
persons. 

15A. A person who fulfilled aduty of guard-service 
under this Law and was mjured in. the course of 
guarding .011 or after the 26th, ryar. 5727 (5th.June, 
19(7) shall be deemed to be a victim, withiri the 
meaning of the Victims of Hostile ActiOrl(Pensions) 
Law, 5730-1970, and the provisions of that Law 
shall apply to him and Iiis depelldants." .. 

2. In the Civil Defence Law. 5711-1951 2). the following shall be 
added at the c:nd of ,se<;tion 14B (a) : 

r(' "na person. ca' lled. up'as afo~e. sa. id w.as inJ.·u'red'.on .'or.' .after. t. h e 
'---~.:J' 26th Iyar •. 5727 ,(5th June, 19(7) in the course and III .Clmse-

. q!Jence of fulfilling his obligation, he', shall be. deemc~ to 11£ :! 
victim. within the meaning of the Victims. of HostIle ActIOn 
(Pensions) Law,,5730-197Q, and the pr9vlsions of tbat Law 
shaU apply to him and,hjsdependan~.". c:' 

3. I~ section 168 (a) (3) of the lnsura~ce Law. the [qllowing :.ub· 
paragraph shall.be inserted after subparagrapb (f): 

"(g) the Victims of HostiJe Action;. (Pensions) Law., 573~ 
1970.". 0 . 
~ . . , ' , pi '. 

4. In the In!=ome,'l'ax Qrdinance 3). ·the words "o~ ~~eintin.nicted 
1I1jury" shall be in~crled after tl1e wonts. "or abQr~er IDJUry • m sec. 

= 

1) Sef,-, Ha-Chukkim of 5721, p. 169; /.'i' vol XV, I' 1~4~ 

~) S;'fu Ha-Chukkim of 5711, P 78, 1.SI vol. V, p. 72. 

3) Dille; Medinczt Yisrael(Nu,sach Cllad/Dh) No.6, p. 120 j NY vol. I. p;145~" 
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tion .36 (a) and the following definition shall be added at the end of 
section 36 (b): . ". . . 

"enemy-inflicted injury" has the same meaning as in the Vic
tims of Hostile Action (Pensions) Law, 5730---1970.:,'. ' 

5 ... ' In the Border Victims, Law, section '2 shall be re~marked as sec~ 
tion 1 (a) and the following subsection shall be addedtbereafter : 

"(b) A widow and orphan of a border victim shall be entitled 
"i'" . to. benefits under; Chapter Three I of the National Insurance 

Lilw and th.c regulations made thereunder."~ 

SHNEtJR ZALMAN SHAZAR 
Pre!ifderuof the Sta..1e 

i,C 

GOLDA MEIR 
Prime Minister 

1< , 

z, 

. YOSEF ALMOGI 
Minister of Labour 
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Amendment of 
section I. . 

Replacement of 
eection S. 
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Amendment of 
ICction 6. 
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VICTIMS OF HOSTILE ACI10N (PENSIONS) (AMENDMENT) 
LAW. 5733'-1973 .. 

L,,:~ In the Victims of Hostile Action (Pensions) Law. 5730-1970 1
) 

(Ilereinafter referr~ to as "the principal Law"), the following para
graph shall be inserted after paragraph (2) of the definition of "family 
member": ' 

"(3) a widower. within the meaning of section 74(b)(2) of the 
Insurance Law, even if the victim was not insured under Chapter 
Three of the said Law;". 

2. Section 5 of the principal Law shall be replaced by the following 
section: 

"Determination 
"of degree of 
Invalidity. 

5. (a) A physician or mt-i,dical board appointed for 
the purposes of section 61 c·f the l,nsurance Law shall 
determine the degree of invalidity according, to tests 
and rules laid down under section 10(b) of the In
valids Law. 

(b) A person who considers himself aggrieved 
by a decision of a physician or medical board may 
lodge objection to it with the Medical Board of 
Objections appointed for the purposes of section 64 
of the Insurance ,Law. 

(c) The arrangements for determining the de
gree of invalidity under sections 62, 63 and 65 of 
the Insurance Law. the conditions for lodging ob
jection under section 64 thereof. the conditions for 
filing appeal under section 64A thereof and the 
regulations under the said sections shall apply 
mutatis ml!.tandis to the determination of a degree 
of invalidity under this Law.". 

3. In section 6 of the principal Law. the expression "20A" shall 
be inserted after the expression "18(b) and (c)". 

.. Passed by the Knesset ,on the, 19th Adar Aler. 5733 (21st February, 1973) 
and published in Stltl' Ha-Chukkim No. 686 of the 27th Adar Alef, 5733 
(1st March. 1973), p. 79; the Bill and an Explanatory Note were published 
in Hatztlol Chok :No. 1023 'of 5733, p. 48. 

1) StIer Ha-Chl4kkim of 5730, p. 126; LSI vol. XXIV, p. 131. 
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4. The following sectlon shall be inserted after section ~6 of' the Addition of' 
principal Law : section (iA. 

"Life6A. A victim who insures hisJif~ is entitled to 
insurance. Treasury participation in the insurance contributions 

,at the rate and on. the conditions prescribed by 
regulations with the approval of the Labour Att:airs 
Committee Qf the Knesset.". . . 

,(jj~~~;'~;~! \,. . '~',: 
5_ In section 7 of the pii~:l@t !;:Il~'. the figure "SA" shall he in
serted after the figure "S" and 'L~~words "For the purposes of this 
section. the provision of section l3 of the Soldiers' Families Law 
shall apply to the orphans of th~ victim who are maintained by the 
widower even if he has remarried" shall be added at the end. 

.Amendment of 
section 7. 

6. The following sections shall be inserted after section 7 of the Addition of 

Principal Law. : sections 7A 
to 7C. 

"Victim who 
die~ while OJ under 
fourteen years 
of age. 

Gratuity for 
fUneral 
expenses. 

" " i 

Rest"and
recl't:ation 
alJoWallce. 

7A. Notwithstanding the prOVIsion, of section 7. 
where the victim is under fourteen years of age at 
his death, the family members shall not be. entitled 
.to a pension before the time when he would have 
attained the age of fourteen years if he had survlved 
and not unless the conditions of entitlement under 
section 7 a~ fulfilled at tbat time. 

7B. Where a victim dies. the family members shall 
be paid funeral expenses at the rate and on the 
conditions prescribed by the Minister of Labour 
by regulations with the approval of the Labour 
Affairs Committee of the Knesset. 

7C. A bereaved parent. or a widow. in receipt of a 
pension shall once a year be entitled to a seven
day rest.and~recreation ailowance of an' ~ount 
equal to the amount payable in that year.lo a State 
employee. provided that such parent or widow is 
not entitled to a rest-and-recreation allowance at 
his or her place of employment: if be or she is 
entitled at his or her place of eQlployment to an 
allowance for less than seven days' rest and recrea
tion, he or she shall receive 'payment, at th~ rate 
obtaining in respect of a StaterKl.rt1p!oyee. fo.r the 
difference . between seven days and the number of 
days in respect of which he or she is entitled at his 
or her' place of employment.". 
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7" In.section 8o~heprincipal Law-

0) the words\i'within the meaning of" shall in both places in 
wbich they oC~JlJr be replaced by the word "under"; 

(2) the words "and. the regulations thereunder" shall be inserted 
after the words "the. Invalids Law" and after the words "the 
Soldiers'Families Law". 

:>: -"::;~ 

8. In section 17 of the principal Law, the following shall be added 
at the end of subsection (a): "This provision shall not derogate from 
the provisions of. section 34(a) of the State Service (Benefits) Law 
(Consolidated Version), 5730-1970 I), and section' 30(c) of the 
Defence Army of Israel (Permanent Service) (Benefits) Law, 5714-
1954 2).". " 

. 9. The following section shall be inserted after section 17 of the 
principal Law: 

"Pensions under 
this Law and 
under the 
Border Victims 
(Benefits) Law. 

.17A. a) Where on the 6th Nisan~ 5731 (lst April, 
1971) a benefit was due to a border victim, within 
the meaning of the Border Victims (Benefits) Law, 
5717-1956 3

), (hereinafter referred to as "the .Border 
Victims Law"), he shall in place thereof be' entitled 
.to choose. in .respect of the period beginning with 
that4ate. a pension under this Law.. 

(b) Where a person has chosen a pensiOJl under 
this Law. he shall riot be able to go back on his 
choice: where he has not chosen as afores:ilid. he 
shall retain the right to do so !it any time. . 

I 

. (c) Where a person has chosen a pension under 
Jhis Law. any amount received by him uneler the 
Border Victifus .Law for .the period in respect of 
which the. chQice was made shall be set off against 
it. ... 

10. In section 19 of the principal Law. the following subsection shall 
be added after subsection (b) :. Q 

n(e) . The Minister 'Of Labour may, on condilJons 
prescribed by him withtbe apprQval of the La;bour 
NIairsCommitteeof the Knesset. ~pply all or part 
.of .the provisions of this Law to a .non-resident sus
taining an enemy-inflicted injury abroad in the 

1) SeIer Ha-Ch.ukkim of 5730; p 65. LSI 'vol. XXIV, p. 57. 
2) SeIer Ha-Chukkim of 5714, p. 179 jLSI vol. VlII. p. 149 • 
• ) SeW}la-t:hukkim of 5717, p. 22; LSI vol. XI,p. 19. l' 
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course of and in consequenc~ of his employment by 
an Israel resident. With regard to a victim employed 
at an Israeli representation 'abroad, .this power shall 
be exercised in consultation with the Minister of 
Foreign Affairs.". :, 

II. In :>ection 34(a) of the State Service (Benefits).Law (Consolidated 
Version). 5730-1970. tbe words "the Victims of Hostile Action ('Pen
sions) Law. "'5730-1970" shall be inserted after the words "the In
valids (War against the Nazis) Law". 

Amendment of 
State Service 
(Benefits) Law. 

12. In section30(a) of the Defence Army of Israel (permanent Service)" Amendment Qf 
(Benefits) Law. 5714-1954, the words "the Victims of Hostile Action Defence Army 
(Pens!ons) Law. 5?30-,1970" ~ball be iDserted after the words "the (;e~:~ent 
Invalids (War agamst the NaZIS) Law, 571~·1954". Sen'lce) 

13. (a) Section 7B of the principal Law sball come into force at 
the expiration of three monthS froOl the date of pubIicationof 'this 
Law in Reshumot .. 

(b) Sections 8. 11 and 12 of this Law shall have effect from the 
25th lyal'. 5727 (4th June, J967). . 

S6NEUR ZALMAN SHAZAR 
President of the. SffJie 

GOLDA MEIR 
Prime Mimster 

;:J 

YOSEF ALMOGI 
Minister of lAbour 

"il>. 

(Benefits) Law. 

Commencement. 
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VIcrIMS OF HOSTILE AcrlON (PENSIONS) 
(AMENPMENT No.3) LAW, 5733 -1977 • 

\:) 

1. I:1 the Victims of Hostile Actioh (Pensions) Law, 5730-1970 ill 
the following S'7tions shall be inserted after section 19: 

"Persons injured 
in the yeaJ'll 
5708 and 5709. 

19A. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of sec
tion 19 (a), this Law, except section 2, shall apply 
to a person who was injured by hostile action of 
enemy forces in the period from the 5th Iyar, 5708 

. (14th May. 1948) to the 25th Shevat, 5709 (24th 
February, 1949), if he meets the following two 
requirements: 

(I) he was injured in a place Which at the 
time was Israeli territory(pr under the con
trol of the Defence Army of Israel or ot a 
unit in respect ot which the Minister of 
Defence; under parawapb (2) of the defini
tion of "military service" in section 1 of' 
the Invalids (Pensions and Rehabilitation) 
Law (Consolidated Version). 5719 ........ 1959 2), 
has declared that service tiierein" shall be 
military service for the purposes of that 
Law, or in transit from one such place 
to anotller; 
(2) he resided and was present in Israel 
continuously from the date of the injury 
until the date of the coming into force of 
the Victims of Hostile Action (Pensions) 
(Amendment No.3) Law, 5737 -1917; 
for . this purpose, continuity shall be deemed 
not °to have been broken by the injured 
person's staying outside Israel, consecutively 

• Passed by the Knessel on the 26th Adar. S737 (16th March, 1977) and 
published in Seier Ha·Chukkim No. 8S6 of the 6th Nisan,. 5737 (2Sth 
March, 1977). p. 153; the Bill and an Explanatory Note were published 
in Hart.t/or Chok No. 1295 of 5737, p. 203. 

1) Seier Ha·Chu/ckim of 5730.p. 128 - LSI vol. XXIV, P. 131; ~eler 
Ha-Chukkim orS733. pp. 79 and 2S3 - LSI vol. XXVII, pp. 74 and 291. 

I) SeIer Ha-Chukkim of 57J9. p, 276 - LSI vol. XIn, p.3lS. 
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.or intermittently, for a period not exceeding 
four years, or ~ven for a longer period for 
purposes of study or on a mission on 
behalf. of the State or a public body in 
Israel. 

(b) For tbe purpose of this Law, an injury by 
hostile action of enemy forces shall, Qe treated as 
an enemy-inflicte~ injury and a persoli'who sustained 
an injury by hostile action as aforesaid shaD be 
treated as a victim provided that he meets the 
requirements of the provisions of subsection (a). 

Family members. 19B. Notwithstanding anything provided in this Law, 
the provisions thereof, except section 2, shaD appJy 
to a family member ofa person to whom section 
19A applies if the family member meets, mutatis 
mutandis. the requirements of the provisions of 
paragrclph (2) of section 19A (a). 

Claim for 
pension. 

19C. (a) A person shall not ·be entitled to a 
pen~ion under this Law, if he has received· any 
payment or other cOmpensation, excq>t medical 
treatment or lDedical rehabilitation, i~ respect of 
an injury referred to in section 191\ from one of 
the following bodies: 

(I) the State; 
(2) the lewish Agency for Israel; 
(3) the Wodd Zionist Organisation; 
(4) the National Council (Vaad Leumi) of 
the l~wish Commpnity in Eretz rsrael; 
(5) a local authority. 

(b) A person who receives a weekly compen
sation under the Worlcmen's Com~nsation Ordi
nance. 1947'\), in respect of an injury refc;rred to 
in section 19A may choose between cOntinued 
receipt of the said compensation and pgbts under 
this 4w. 

190, (a) A c1aim by virtue of section 19A or 19B 
Shilll be filed not later than' the expiration of 

1) P,G. of 1947, Suppl. 'I, p. 186 (Enalish E~ition). 
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twelve months from the date of the coming into 
force of the Victims of Hostile Action (Pensions) 
(Amendment No; 3) Law; 5737 - 1977. .. 

(b) A person who alleges that any lnJury was 
; dsed by hostile a.ction . of enemy forces and that 

~validity .or death resulted from such injury shall 
bear the onus of proof.". 

2. A pe~Sion' under" this Law sha~1 he"granted in respec.t of a 
periodaftet the date of its .coming IOta force. Any other fight or 

'ded f by this Law shall be granted where the advantage proVl or.. ..... 
ground therefor arose. after !luch date. 

~"< ';. 

EFRAVIM K.UZllti 

l1)resideltl, of the Stale 

:",'::. 

o 

YI'IZCA,\J( RABIN 

"Prime Minister 

" .;:;. 

o 

MOSHE BARAM 

Minister of Labour 
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